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Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. does not warranty the safety of any article it sells.
Therefore, we recommend that, before you use any firearm, purchased here or anywhere else,
you have it examined by a qualified gunsmith to determine whether or not it is safe to use.

WARNING

•   The Silent Auction is by absentee bidding only. Absentee bidders must register by filling out and signing an absentee bid
sheet.

•   The highest bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall become the owner upon the fall of the hammer. The auctioneer
has sole discretion in the case of a dispute among bidders.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. has taken great care in the preparation of the descriptions in this catalog. Although we
believe everything in the descriptions to be true, we do not guarantee any part of any description.  We recommend that the
bidders view the items in person and form their own opinions as to condition, originality, origin, etc. Amoskeag Auction
Company, Inc. will consider all requests for refunds. If a customer is unhappy with a purchase we will be happy to discuss
a remedy with them.

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to reject any bid in order to protect our consignors interests.

•   Bidding on any item in the sale indicates the bidder’s full acceptance and understanding of all terms and conditions of sale.

GENERAL STATEMENTS

•   Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. will accept cash, check, MasterCard, Visa, and American Express as payment for items
purchased by those customers who attend the sale. Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. reserves the right to demand cash
or hold merchandise until funds are collected in full.   THERE WILL BE A $35.00 CHARGE FOR ALL RETURNED CHECKS.

•   There will be a Buyer’s Premium of 17.5% added to all purchases.  A discounted Buyer’s Premium of 15% will
apply to all purchases paid by cash or check. 

PAYMENT POLICY

•   All Federal, State and Local firearms laws will be observed. FFL holders may take possession of any firearm on day of sale when
they present a signed copy of their Federal Firearms License. New Hampshire residents over the age of 21 may take posses-
sion of any firearm on day of sale providing the proper paperwork is filled out and the transfer has been approved either through
the NH State Police or the FBI NICS System. While most NICS and State approvals are immediate, approvals could take up to
3 days. Most non-residents may take possession of long guns on day of sale after completing the proper forms and success-
fully completing a NICS check; modern handguns will need to be shipped to an FFL holder in the buyer’s home state. Buyer is
responsible for any and all shipping charges and all items must be paid for on day of sale. Bidders should be familiar with their
local and state laws.

GUIDELINES FOR FIREARM PURCHASES

Firearms are marked as follows:

ANTIQUE - no paperwork required

C&R - for firearms that fall under the ATF Curio & Relics licensing and if purchased by a person with a “C&R License” no
paperwork is required.  NOTE: Items that meet the age requirements but have been altered from their original configura-
tion may NOT be delivered on a C&R License.

Firearms that are not marked with one of these notations are considered to be “MODERN” and all proper paperwork is
required unless you are an FFL Dealer.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

Sale #99 will be our first auction which has no printed Silent Auction Catalog. 

While we know all enjoy or full color live auction catalogs, we increasingly feel that in this digital age, a printed silent
auction catalog is not only un-necessary but also an additional draw on our natural resources.

The entire catalog will viewable, searchable and printable online by visiting our website.  In addition to the benefit hav-
ing the catalog be searchable, we will also be able to publish color photographs in an online catalog and we will be able
to "convert" the printing time to writing time enabling us to include more items in the auctions.

The silent catalogs run between 70 and 100 pages generally and many people bid on only a handful of items.  Customers
will be able to search the catalog, find the items they are interested in and print those select pages and bring them to
the office with them to make additional notes during preview.  Bid forms are also downloadable and can even be filled
out online and emailed.

We understand that people generally are resistant to change and because our consignor's interests are paramount, we
will monitor silent auction activity and we will listen to all of those with respectful comments, suggestions and ideas.
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NOTE: ALL BIDS ARE DUE BY 2:00PM, MARCH 29, 2014. IF YOU ARE BIDDING ON AN EXCESSIVE AMOUNT 
OF ITEMS WE REQUEST THAT YOU SUBMIT YOUR BID SHEETS BY FRIDAY, MARCH 28, 2014.
RESULTS FOR THE SILENT AUCTION WILL BE AVAILABLE WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 2014 .

1000. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE  This knife is one of 375 Pathfinders made for L.L. Bean.  The knife measures 8 3/8”
overall with a 4” tool steel drop point blade.  The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is etched “L.L. Bean 065” on the reverse blade.
The brass single hilt remains bright and the genuine stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a thin red, white and black leather
spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model D leather concealment sheath.  An as-new L.L. Bean Randall Pathfinder for belt or pack.
(56020-R416) (500/700)

1001. RANDALL MODEL 24 GUARDIAN FIXED BLADE
KNIFE  This knife measures 7 1/2” overall with a 3 3/4” stain-
less steel double edge blade equipped with thumb serrations.
The blade remains unsharpened and bright and the reduced
nickel silver hilt remains bright as well.  The tapered black
micarta handle rates excellent and is separated by a thin red,
white and blue spacer collar.  (56020-R434)            (400/600)

1002. RANDALL FIREMAN’S SPECIAL FIXED BLADE
KNIFE  This non-cataloged knife measures 8 5/8” overall
with a 4” full tang stainless steel drop point blade equipped
with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharp-
ened and the brass single hilt remains bright as well.  The fin-
ger grip black micarta handle rates excellent and is equipped
with a brass lined lanyard hole.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s
high-ride model B leather sheath.  (56020-R417)   (300/500)

1003. RANDALL MODEL GTR SPECIAL FIXED BLADE
KNIFE  This non-cataloged knife measures 7 3/4” overall
with a 3 5/8” stainless steel blade equipped with thumb ser-
rations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright as does the brass single hilt.  The black micarta handle rates excellent and is sepa-
rated by a red, white blue and black spacer collar and is equipped with a lanyard hole.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A
leather sheath without hone pocket.  A handy little knife for any hunting application.  (56020-R407) (350/550)

1004. RANDALL MODEL 26 PATHFINDER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 8 3/8” overall with a 4” drop point tool steel
blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for scattered specks of light freckling and staining more prominent on the
reverse side of the blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright with an area of light pitting on either side of the hilt from sheath storage.
The handle is a nicely darkened genuine stag and is separated by a thin red, white and blue washer spacer collar.  Knife includes a
Sullivan’s model E leather cover sheath.  A nice looking Pathfinder perfect for pack or hip.  (56020-R480) (300/500)

1005. RANDALL TRIATHLETE UTILITY/BOOT KNIFE  This one piece all stainless steel constructed knife measures 6 3/8” overall with
a 3” spear point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright with scuff marks in the obverse edge from being sharp-
ened slightly, more pronounced towards the rear of the edge; the drilled tang handle has a duller satin finish.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s
black leather model G style sheath with belt/boot clip.  An excellent low profile Randall concealment knife.  (56020-R405) (200/400)

1006. RANDALL MODEL 26-4 L.L. BEAN KNIFE  This knife is one of 375 Pathfinders made for L.L. Bean.  The knife measures 8 1/4”
overall with a 4” tool steel drop point blade.  The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is etched “L.L. Bean 063” on the reverse blade.
The brass single hilt remains bright with a couple light scuffs and specks of tarnish and the genuine stag handle rates excellent and is sep-
arated by a thin red, white and black leather spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model D leather concealment sheath.  An as-new
L.L. Bean Randall Pathfinder for belt or pack.  (56020-R441) (500/700)

1007. RANDALL MODEL 25 TRAPPER FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 10 5/8” over-
all with a 6” tool steel drop point blade equipped with
thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened.  The nickel silver single hilt and
smooth Duralumin buttcap remain bright except for
some spots of light staining from sheath storage.  The
polished stag and stacked leather washer handle
rates excellent and is centered between blue and
white spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback
model A leather cover sheath with hone in pocket.
(56020-R431)                                       (400/600)

1008. RANDALL MODEL 15 AIRMAN FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 10 1/4” over-
all with a 5 1/2” stainless steel blade equipped with a
2 3/8” sharpened false edge.  The blade remains
bright and unsharpened. The brass double hilt has
toned to a tarnished brown patina on reverse side
along with a couple light scuffs and fine pitting on the
front of hilt from sheath storage.  The single finger grip handle rates excellent and is equipped with an exposed nut lanyard hole equipped
Duralumin buttcap and is separated by thin red, white and black spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model C leather sheath with hone in
pocket.  (56020-R418) (300/500)

1009. RANDALL ANDY THORNAL ATS-III LIMITED EDITION KNIFE This knife is virtually a model 26 Pathfinder made for Andy
Thornal to commemorate his company’s 1996 50th anniversary and is one of only 150 knives made.  The knife measures 8 3/8” overall
with a 4 1/8” drop point tool steel blade.  The blade remains bright, unsharpened and is etched “ATS-III/#13” on the reverse blade.  The
brass single hilt and rounded flat buttcap have nicely mellowed with age with a few specks of light tarnish and oxidation staining on the
hilt.  The handle is a combination of select Sambar stag and stacked leather separated by black and brass spacers. Knife includes a
Sullivan’s model A leather sheath with handle strap stamped 26 on the rear of sheath.  (56020-R421) (400/600)
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1010. RANDALL MODEL 14 ATTACK KNIFE  This knife measures 12 1/4” overall with a 7 1/2” tool steel blade equipped with a 2 3/4”
sharpened false edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few specks of light freckling at the upper rear of the reverse
blade.  The brass double hilt remains bright as does the lanyard hole-equipped smooth brass buttcap.  The black micarta handle rates excel-
lent and is centered between brass and black spacers.  Knife includes a Randall model C dyed black leather sheath with pocket housing a
Leatherman Mini Tool and equipped with tie cords.  An excellent model 14 attack knife with custom sheath.  (56020-R445) (300/500)

1011. RANDALL MODEL 9 PRO-THROWER KNIFE  This knife measures 11 7/8” overall and is constructed of 1/4” solid stainless
steel.  The knife remains unsharpened and bright with a couple light scuffs.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback 9-11 model B leather
sheath having a few light stains.  (56020-R412) (175/275)

1012. RANDALL MODEL 2-4 LETTER OPENER  This fixed blade knife measures 7 3/8” overall with a 4” double edge stainless steel
blade.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The nickel silver double hilt and Duralumin buttcap remain bright overall with a cou-
ple light handling marks and a few specks of light staining from sheath storage.  The commando shaped black micarta handle rates excel-
lent and is centered between red, white and blue spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath without hone
pocket.  (56020-R442) (300/500)

1013. RANDALL MODEL 14 ATTACK KNIFE  This knife measures 12 1/4” overall with a 7 1/2” tool steel blade equipped with a 2 3/4”
sharpened false edge.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass double hilt remains bright as does the lanyard hole-
equipped smooth brass buttcap.  The black micarta handle rates excellent and is centered between brass and black spacers.  Knife
includes a Sullivan’s model C leather sheath with hone in pocket.  (56020-R445) (300/500)

1014. RANDALL MODEL TROUT AND BIRD KNIFE This knife measures 8” overall with a 4” blade tool steel blade equipped with
thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few specks of light pitting and staining in the reverse blade.
The brass single hilt remains bright overall except for a spot of fine pitting and staining from sheath storage.  The genuine stag handle rates
excellent and is separated by a thin red, white and blue leather washer collar.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath.
(56020-R147) (300/500)

1015. RANDALL RKSA 1 LIMITED EDITION KNIFE This knife is one of only 564 produced in this configuration.  The knife measures
9 5/8” overall with a 5 1/8” modified spear point tool steel blade with a 1 3/4” sharpened top edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and
bright and is etched “RKSA 854/1265”.  The double brass hilt and flat shaped buttplate remain bright with a few light stains from sheath
storage.  The stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a black and brass spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s leather model A
sheath with hone in pocket and “RKSA” stamping above the Randall trademark in the back of the sheath.  (56020-R494) (350/550)

1016. RANDALL MODEL 25 TRAPPER FIXED
BLADE KNIFE This knife measures 10 5/8” overall
with a 6” tool steel drop point blade equipped with
thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened.  The nickel silver single hilt and smooth
Duralumin buttcap remain bright except for some
spots of light staining from sheath storage.  The stag
and stacked leather washer handle rates excellent
and is centered between aluminum and black spac-
ers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A
leather cover sheath with hone in pocket.  (56020-
R429)                                                    (400/600)

1017. RANDALL STANABACK SPECIAL FIXED
BLADE KNIFE This dealer-only special measures 8
1/8” overall with a 4” stainless steel clip point blade
equipped with a 2 1/8” sharpened false edge and
thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and
unsharpened and the brass single hilt remains bright except for a couple spots of tarnish and light oxidation staining on the obverse side
of the hilt from sheath storage.  The slightly curved stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a thin red, white and blue leather wash-
er collar.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath without hone pocket marked “SSP” on the rear of the belt loop and
having a few light stains.  (56020-R406) (300/500)

1018. RANDALL A.G. RUSSELL DEALER SPECIAL KNIFE  This custom knife measures 8 1/4” overall with a 4” tool steel drop point
skinning blade equipped with thumb serrations and numbered “202” along the top edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright over-
all except for some very light freckling at the front of the reverse side of the blade closest to the tip.  The single brass hilt remains bright with
a few very light scuffs.  The handle is a slightly curved genuine stag with white faced compass in butt and is separated from hilt with a brass
and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model A leather sheath with hone in pocket, Randall Made marked snaps and A.G. Russell
Special/Randall Made makers mark logo on back of sheath.  A great compact Randall custom hunting knife.  (56020-R161) (300/500)

1019. RANDALL ALASKAN SKINNER FIXED BLADE KNIFE This non-cataloged knife measures 8” overall with a 3 1/4” stainless
steel drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright and the nickel silver hilt remains
bright as well with a few spots of light oxidation staining from sheath storage.  The stag handle rates excellent and is equipped with an
aluminum lined lanyard hole and is separated by a thin red, white and black spacer collar.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s leather cover sheath.
(56020-R475) (300/500)

1020. RANDALL FIREMAN’S SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE This non-cataloged knife measures 8 1/2” overall with a 3 7/8” full
tang stainless steel drop point blade equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened and the nickel silver
single hilt remains bright as well.  The finger grip black micarta handle rates excellent and is equipped with an aluminum lined lanyard hole.
Knife includes a Sullivan’s high-ride model B leather sheath.  (56020-R417) (300/500)

1021. RANDALL STANABACK SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This dealer only special measures 8 5/8” overall with a 4 1/8” stain-
less steel clip point blade equipped with a 2 3/8” sharpened false edge and thumb serrations.  The blade remains bright and unsharpened
and is numbered “006” on the obverse blade. The brass single hilt and exposed nut buttcap remain bright as well except for a couple
spots of tarnish and light oxidation staining on the obverse side of the hilt from sheath storage.  The stacked leather washer handle rates
excellent and is separated by a thin red, white and black spacers.  Knife includes a Johnson roughback model A leather sheath without
hone pocket marked “SSP” on the rear of the belt loop and having a few light scuffs and stains.  (56020-R478) (300/500)    
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1022. RANDALL SOLINGEN MODEL 15 AIRMAN FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 10 1/4” overall with a 5 3/4” full
tang Solingen steel blade equipped with a 2 3/8” sharpened false edge and previous owners name etched on the reverse side of the
blade.  The blade shows modest light scuffs and scratches from being sharpened and the bright finished is fading to a dull gray with some
specks of freckling and brown staining also present on the tang.  The brass oblong double hilt shows spots of tarnish and light oxidation
staining from prior sheath storage.  The  finger groove black micarta handle rates very good plus with light handling marks and is equipped
with a lanyard hole.  There is no sheath present.  (56020-R453) (200/400)

1023. RANDALL STANABACK DEALER SPECIAL FIXED BLADE KNIFE Designed by Captain Chris Stanaback this variation
measures 9 3/8” overall with a 4 3/4” stainless steel clip point blade equipped with a 2 3/4” sharpened false edge and thumb serrations.
The blade remains bright and unsharpened.  The brass single hilt and exposed nut buttcap remain bright except for some light oxidation
staining along the spacers.  The commando-shaped stacked leather washer handle rates excellent and is centered between brass and
black spacers. Knife includes a Sullivan’s maroon dyed leather sheath with a Randall Made marked snap and Capt. Chris
Stanaback/Randall maker mark and brass Diamond M hone in pocket.  (56020-R472) (300/500)

1024. RANDALL KITTERY TRADING POST
MODEL 25 TRAPPER LIMITED EDITION
KNIFE This knife is one of only 50 knives manufac-
tured by Randall for Kittery Trading Post.  The knife
measures 9 3/4” overall with a 5” drop point tool steel
blade equipped with thumb serrations and is etched
“KITTERY TRADING POST/1996 #22 OF 50” along
the reverse blade.  The blade remains unsharpened
and bright as does the nickel silver single hilt and the
Duralumin buttcap.  A few specks of fine oxidation
staining are present along the rear edge of the hilt
and on the aluminum spacers.  The handle is a com-
bination of black micarta centered between light and
dark stacked leather washers with thin aluminum
spacers.  There are some faint nicks and specks of
fine pitting along the spacers.  Knife includes a
Sullivan’s model F cover sheath with hone in pocket
and Randall Made marked snaps.  An excellent short
run limited edition Kittery Trading Post Trapper.
(56020-R469)                                         (350/550)

1025. RANDALL STODDARD’S SERGEANT’S MODEL KNIFE This dealer special knife measures 9 1/2” overall with a tool steel clip
point trapper model style blade.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright except for a few specks of freckling on the reverse side of
the blade, is equipped with thumb serrations and is etched “STODDARD’S, INC./BOSTON, MA. SN. 022”.  The brass single hilt and lan-
yard hole-equipped buttcap have small spots of light tarnishing and oxidation staining in the obverse side of the hilt from sheath storage.
The single finger briar handle is separated from the bolsters by thin black and brass spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model A style
leather sheath with a couple light scuffs and hone in pocket, stamped “SS” under Randal trademark.  (56020-R490) (300/500)

1026. RANDALL MODEL 21 “LITTLE GAME” KNIFE This knife measures 7 1/4” overall with a 3 1/4” tool steel clip point blade
equipped with thumb serrations.  The blade remains unsharpened and bright overall except for some scattered spots of fine pitting and
oxidation staining primarily on the reverse side of the blade.  The brass single hilt remains bright with a spot of fine pitting in the obverse
side of the hilt from sheath storage.  The stag handle rates excellent and is separated by a red, white and black spacer collar.  Knife includes
a Johnson roughback model B leather sheath.  (56020-R436) (200/400) 

1027. LOT OF 6.5 MM SWEDISH AMMUNITION This lot consists of a 200 rd. battle pack of Swedish 6.5x55 mm Swede Mauser in
ten, 20 rd. boxes opened to expose contents.  The plain O.D. plastic pack has a small label which reads “6,5 mm/sk ptr m/94 prj
m41/Prickskytte 200 st”.  The plastic shows light ingrained dirt and old tape residue; the opened end is currently secured with green duct
tape.  (56378-17A)

1028. LOT OF 6.5 MM SWEDISH AMMUNITION This lot contains an unopened 200 rd. battle pack of Swedish 6.5 mm Swedish
Mauser ammunition in ten, 20 rd. boxes.  The plain O.D. plastic pack has a small green label which reads “6,5 mm/sk ptr m/94 prj
m41/Pricksytte 200 st”.  The packs rate excellent with some minor light scuffs and stains.  (56378-17B)

1029. LOT OF 6.5 MM SWEDISH AMMUNITION This lot contains an unopened 200 rd. battle pack of Swedish 6.5 mm Swedish
Mauser ammunition in ten, 20 rd. boxes.  The plain O.D. plastic pack has a small green label which reads “6,5 mm/sk ptr m/94 prj
m41/Pricksytte 200 st”.  The packs rate excellent with some minor light scuffs and stains.  (56378-17C)

1030. LOT OF 6.5 MM SWEDISH AMMUNITION This lot contains an unopened 200 rd. battle pack of Swedish 6.5 mm Swedish
Mauser ammunition in ten, 20 rd. boxes.  The plain O.D. plastic pack has a small green label which reads “6,5 mm/sk ptr m/94 prj
m41/Pricksytte 200 st”.  The packs rate excellent with some minor light scuffs and stains.  (56378-17D)

1031. LOT OF 6.5 MM SWEDISH AMMUNITION This lot contains an unopened 200 rd. battle pack of Swedish 6.5 mm Swedish
Mauser ammunition in ten, 20 rd. boxes.  The plain O.D. plastic pack has a small green label which reads “6,5 mm/sk ptr m/94 prj
m41/Pricksytte 200 st”.  The packs rate excellent with some minor light scuffs and stains.  (56378-17E)

1032. LOT OF 6.5 MM SWEDISH AMMUNITION  This lot consists of 120 rds. of Swedish 6.5 mm Swedish Mauser ball ammunition
in five rd. stripper clips.  The ammo is housed in two U.S. O.D. cloth bandoliers.  The bandoliers show light wear, the ammo rates excel-
lent.  (56378-18A)

1033. SEALED M10 CAN OF U.S. M2 AMMUNITION This lot contains a sealed tin can containing 220 cal. 30 M2 Ball cartridges in
cartons. The rest of the black stenciled label reads “Lot SL 8026/Grade ACR/CodeT1EHW-5/Repacked HAW 50”.  The can rates excel-
lent overall with a few light dings and dents, the opening key is present. (56378-1A)      

1034. SEALED M10 CAN OF U.S. M2 AMMUNITION This lot contains a sealed tin can containing 220 cal. 30 M2 Ball cartridges in
cartons. The rest of the black stenciled label reads “Lot SL 8026/Grade ACR/CodeT1EHW-5/Repacked HAW 50”.  The can rates excel-
lent overall with a few light dings and dents, the opening key is present. (56378-1B) 

1035. SEALED M10 CAN OF U.S. M2 AMMUNITION This lot contains a sealed tin can containing 220 cal. 30 M2 Ball cartridges in
cartons. The rest of the black stenciled label reads “Lot SL 8026/Grade ACR/CodeT1EHW-5/Repacked HAW 50”.  The can rates excel-
lent overall with a few light dings and dents, the opening key is present. (56378-1C) 
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1036. SEALED M10 CAN OF U.S. M2 AMMUNITION This lot contains a sealed tin can containing 220 cal. 30 M2 Ball cartridges in
cartons. The rest of the black stenciled label reads “Lot SL 8026/Grade ACR/CodeT1EHW-5/Repacked HAW 50”.  The can rates excel-
lent overall with a few light dings and dents, the label is fading but remains mostly legible and the opening key is present. (56378-1D)    

1037. LOT OF 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot contains 300 assorted rds. of military ball, armor piercing and commercial 30-06 cartridges
loaded in five round stripper clippers.  The cartridges have different headstamps and the majority if not all of the military ammo is loaded
with corrosive primers.  The ammo rates very good overall and includes a green ammo can.  (56378-3A)

1038. LOT OF 30-06 AMMUNITION Twelve 20 rd. boxes of military cartridges total: (7) plain white boxes with sealed tan wraparound
paper labels one of which was removed to expose contents.  The labels read “20 Cartridges/Ball/Calibre .30 M2”.  The boxes show light
scuffs and dirt staining.  The cartridges show tarnish and oxidation on the cases, headstamps are marked “SF” with dates of “55&56” and
should be non-corrosive; (5) natural colored boxes with white and red sealed wraparound labels two of which have been opened and
sealed with cellophane tape to expose contents. The labels read “20 Cartridges/BALL/Caliber .30 M2 Alternative/ St. Louis Ordnance
plant. One of the opened boxes is filled with Twin Cities cartridges and boxes have ammo loaded with corrosive primers.  The boxes rate
good overall with points pushing thorough, torn edges and ingrained dirt staining.  The cases show tarnish and oxidation.  Included is a
green ammo can.  (56378-3B)    

1039. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  230 rds. of military ball ammunition total: (85) rds. brass case and (145) rds. of steel case
cartridges, both loaded in five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates fine to near excellent with light tarnish on the cases. (56378-12A)

1040. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  230 rds. of military ball ammunition total: (75) rds. brass case and (135) rds. of steel case
cartridges both loaded in five round stripper clips.  The ammunition rates fine to near excellent with light tarnish on the cases. (56378-12B)

1041. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  This lot consists of 115 rds. of steel case 8 mm Mauser ball ammunition in five round
stripper clips.  The ammunition rates excellent with minor tarnish to some of the cases.  (56378-13)

1042. LOT OF EGYPTIAN 8 MM MAUSER  This lot contains (4) 50 rd. boxes of Egyptian 8 mm Mauser ball ammunition in five round
stripper clips.  The boxes are natural colored with white and green labels having Farsi style writing.  The boxes have been opened and
have rough edges and corners with cellophane tape repairs.  The ammunition rates near excellent with light tarnish on the cases.  The
headstamps are marked with Farsi style “OV” above a symbol.  (56378-15A) 

1043. LOT OF EGYPTIAN 8 MM MAUSER  This lot contains (4) 50 rd. boxes of Egyptian 8 mm Mauser ball ammunition in five round
stripper clips.  The boxes are natural colored with white and green labels having Farsi style writing.  The boxes have been opened and
have rough edges and corners with cellophane tape repairs.  The ammunition rates near excellent with light tarnish on the cases.  The
headstamps are marked with Farsi style “OV” above a symbol.  (56378-15B) 

1044. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  Seven boxes total: (3) 15 rd. boxes of Polish 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges in natural
colored boxes with green printed Polish labels which partially read: “Z.A. POCISK S.A./7.92 mm naboje SC” with dates of 1934; (4) 20 rd.
boxes of Israeli 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges in natural colored boxes with matching colored wraparound labels having purple Hebrew
writing and stamped dates of 1955.  The headstamps have Star of David markings and the boxes have light scuffs and spots of staining
with cellophane tape around three of the boxes.  (56378-15C)

1045. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION Fives boxes total: (1) 15 rd. box of Yugoslavian 8 mm ball cartridges in a natural color
cardboard box with matching paper label having Serbian writing dated 1956; (1) 15 rd. box of German 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges in a
natural colored box with white and blue paper label having German writing; (1) handmade cardboard box wrapped in paper and cello-
phane tape containing 15 rds. of Israeli 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges having 1955-dated headstamps, box is opened on one end; (1) 20
rd. box of Greek 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges in a natural colored box with black Greek writing on front and top of box dated 1952; (1)
15 rd. box of Finnish 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges in a worn natural colored cardboard box with darkened paper labels with Finnish writ-
ing and typed information dated 1943, box has old cellophane tape over worn label. Also included are (2) five rd. stripper clips contain-
ing 10 rds. of 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges most of which have 1949 dated FN headstamps.  All cartridges are loaded in stripper clips and
rate fine overall with light tarnish and oxidation staining on the cases.  (56378-15D)

1046. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  This lot contains (3) seven pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five
round stripper clips of assorted military 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges of various countries, cases and headstamps.  The ammunition rates
near excellent with light tarnish and oxidation on some of the cases and some of the bandoliers have small stains and holes where some
of the tips are poking through.  (56378-14A)

1047. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  This lot contains (3) seven pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five
round stripper clips of assorted military 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges of various countries, cases and headstamps.  The ammunition rates
near excellent with light tarnish and oxidation on some of the cases and some of the bandoliers have small stains and holes where some
of the tips are poking through.  (56378-14B)

1048. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  This lot contains (3) seven pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five
round stripper clips of assorted military 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges of various countries, cases and headstamps.  The ammunition rates
near excellent with light tarnish and oxidation on some of the cases and some of the bandoliers have small stains and holes where some
of the tips are poking through.  (56378-14C)

1049. LOT OF 8 MM MAUSER AMMUNITION  This lot contains (3) seven pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five
round stripper clips of assorted military 8 mm Mauser ball cartridges of various countries, cases and headstamps and (1) five pocket ban-
dolier containing boxes of loose and stripper clip 8 mm Mauser cartridges of various countries, cases and headstamps.  The ammunition
rates near excellent with light tarnish and oxidation on some of the cases and some of the bandoliers have small stains and holes where
some of the tips are poking through.  (56378-14D)

1050. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19A)

1051. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19B)

1052. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19C)

1053. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19D)
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1054. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19E)

1055. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19F)

1056. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19G)

1057. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round strip-
per clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light scuffs
and dirt staining.  (56378-19H)

1058. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19I)

1059. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (2) five pocket cloth bandoliers each of which contain two five round
stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light
scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19J)

1060. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (1) five pocket cloth bandolier and (1) six pocket O.D. M2 bandolier with
large “X” across printing each of which contain two five round stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases
show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19K)

1061. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (1) five pocket cloth bandolier and (1) six pocket O.D. M2 bandolier with
large “X” across printing each of which contain two five round stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges.  Some of the cases
show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light scuffs and dirt staining.  (56378-19L)

1062. LOT OF 303 BRITISH AMMUNITION This lot contains (1) five pocket cloth bandolier and (1) six pocket O.D. M2 bandolier with
large “X” across printing each of which contain two five round stripper clips of assorted 303 British ball cartridges; one of the M2 pock-
ets only contains one round and stripper clip.  Some of the cases show light tarnish and oxidation; bandoliers may show some light scuffs
and dirt staining.  (56378-19K).

1063. IDEAL .32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD  No. 319247, 165 gr., single cavity bullet
mould with handles.  The mould rates fine overall with
four sharp grooves in the cavity and metal having a
nicely darkened patina with a few light handling
marks and a couple spots of light oxidation on bottom
of mold.  The handles rate very good plus with no
splits and light handling marks and heat crazing in the
original varnish.  Mould includes a two piece card-
board box with yellow “The Marlin Firearms
Co./(Successor to Ideal Mfg. Co.)” top label and orig-
inal two page instruction sheet.  The box rates fine
with intact seams having lightly scuffed edges and
ingrained dirt staining on both box and label.  (56106-
657) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1064. IDEAL .25-20 SINGLE CAVITY HOLLOW
BASE BULLET MOULD  No. 25720, (weight
unknown) single cavity bullet mould with wood han-
dles.  The mould rates fine overall with six sharp
grooves in the cavity and a few specks of fine pitting
and handling marks and areas of minor tarnish and oxidation.  The handles rate very good with thin light cracks in both sides of the left
handle.  Mould includes a two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal top label. The box rates fine with intact seams and lightly rounded
corners and edges.  The label has light scuffs and stains with a 2 1/2” square spot of old tape residue only slightly hindering the paper
label.  The base plug and screw are not currently present.  (56106-658) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1065. IDEAL .32-40 TARGET SINGLE CAVITY HOLLOW BASE BULLET MOULD No. 319201, 184 gr., single cavity bullet
mould with wood handles.  The mould rates fine overall with sharp grooves and base plug in the cavity; exterior shows a heated blue-
brown patina with a few specks of fine pitting, light oxidation staining and a few light handling marks.  The handles rate near excellent with
no splits and only some light heat crazing in the original varnish towards the front of the handles.  Mould includes a two piece cardboard
box with green Ideal top label. The box rates good to very good with a separating seam along the top left and lower right corner along
with rounded edges, scuffs and ingrained dirt on box and label.  (56106-663) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1066. IDEAL .32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  No. 319247, 185 gr., single cavity bullet mould with wood handles.  The
mould rates fine overall with sharp grooves in the cavity and the exterior bearing a pleasant mottled brown patina with a few light han-
dling marks and specks of fine oxidation.  The handles rate excellent with no splits, retaining all of its original finish.  Mould includes a two
piece cardboard box with yellow top label numbered to another mould.  The box rates fair with a moderate compression tear in the left
side of the lid along with modest scuffing and dirt staining.  (56106-661) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1067. IDEAL .32-40 REMINGTON SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  No. 308156, 150 gr., single cavity bullet mould with wood
handles.  The metal remains in-the-white with a few light handling marks, specks of light oxidation staining and sharp grooves in the cav-
ity.  The handles rate fine to near excellent with no splits and minor handling wear with perhaps 90% original varnish remaining. Mould
includes a two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal top label and a single page instruction sheet. The box rates very good with a lightly
compressed left corner of the lid also having a separated seam, rounded corners and edges, light dirt staining and ink writing on front side
of the lid.  (56106-662) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1068. IDEAL .25 CALIBER SINGLE CAVITY
BULLET MOULD  This single cavity mould has no
number on the side of the block but is marked “25-
77.” on top of the cutting sprue.  The mould rates fine
with four sharp grooves in the cavity and the exterior
having a nice heated blue-brown patina with light
handling marks and specks of very light oxidation. The
handles rate very good plus with initials lightly
scratched in the top of the right handle and light splits
and heat marring at the front of the handles.  Mould
includes a two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal
top label numbered to another mould.  The box rates
about very good overall with scuffed rounded corners
and edges, a small dent in the lower left corner of the
lid, dirt staining and ink markings on the endlabel with
original number crossed out.  (56106-665) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1069. IDEAL .25-20 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD  This 67 gr. single cavity mould is marked “25-
20-67” across the cutting sprue and is in excellent condition
remaining bright with some darkened dried protective
grease on interior of the three groove cavity.  The handles
rate excellent as well with no splits and a few light handling
marks in an unvarnished dark hardwood finish. Mould
includes a two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal top
label and two different size charging cups.  The box rates
very good overall with lightly separating seams on the lid
and lower compartment, scuffed  rounded edges and cor-
ners and light staining of the box and label.  (56106-660)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]
1070. IDEAL STEVENS .28-
30-30 SINGLE CAVITY
BULLET MOULD  No. 285221,
150 gr., six groove single cavity
mould with nose plug designed by
Chas H. Herrick.  The metal bears a
heated blue-brown patina with a

few specks of light pitting and oxidation staining.  The handles rate very good with no splits and initials lightly scratched
in the right handle and modest but shallow heat staining towards the front of the handles.  Mould includes a two piece
cardboard box with yellow Ideal top label and single page instruction sheet.  The box rates about very good with separat-
ing seams on the lid and lower compartment, rounded scuffed corners and edges, previous owners name written in pen-
cil on the lower compartment and new numbers and weight written in green ink over faded original markings on the end
label.  The instruction sheet shows light folds and a torn corner.  (56106-659) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1071. IDEAL .38-55 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  No. 37576, 255 gr., five groove single cavity mould
with handles. The metal bears a gray-brown patina with some specks of light pitting and oxidation staining mainly
on the hinge.  The handles rate about very good with light squaring along the interior of the handles, old tape
residue on the left handle, light handling marks, crazing and darkening from heat.  The wood is recessed slightly
from the metal but shows no splitting.  Mould includes a two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal top label.  The
box rates very good overall with intact corners and seams and ingrained dirt staining on the label.  The box has
what appears to be an applied darkened protective lacquer with a tear and hole starting to form in the lid and
spots of oxidation and dirt staining on the bottom compartment.  (56106-737) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] 

1072. IDEAL .38-55 BEVEL BASE SINGLE CAVITY MOULD No. 375200, 237gr., five groove single cavity
mould with handles.  The metal has faded to a pewter gray with scattered spots of light pitting, oxidation staining
and a few light scratches and handling marks.  The brass top plate has a lightly mellowed ochre patina with a few
light contact scratches and spots of light tarnish.  The dark stained hardwood handles rate fine to near excellent
with no splits, a couple light handling marks; the copper ferrule on the left handle has become loose but remains
functional.  Mould includes a two piece cardboard box in need of repair having one intact seam one lid and on
separated corner on the interior compartment.
(56106-674) [Warren Greatbatch collection]

1073. IDEAL STEVENS .28-30-30 SINGLE CAV-
ITY BULLET MOULD  No. 285221, 120 gr., five
groove single cavity mould designed by Chas H.
Herrick.  The metal bears an overall brown patina with
light specks of pitting and oxidation staining.  The
handles rate very good plus with no splits and a cou-
ple light handling marks in a lightly heat-crazed origi-
nal varnish.  Mould includes a two piece cardboard
box with yellow Ideal top label and single page
instruction sheet.  The box rates about very good with
a separating seam on the lower compartment, lightly
rounded corners and modest light dirt and age stain-
ing along with light ingrained dirt staining and torn
lower corners on the top label.    (56106-667)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1074. IDEAL .32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD  No. 319162, 185 gr., five groove single
cavity mould in excellent condition, the metal remain-
ing bright overall with a couple spots of light tarnish
and sharp grooves in the cavity.  The handles show
no splits and a couple reddish brown grain highlights
under an original varnish finish.  Mould includes a
two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal top label in
near excellent condition having a couple light scuffs
in the label and a slightly separated corner in the lid.
(56106-664) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1075. IDEAL .32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD No. 319247, 165 gr., four groove single
cavity mould with handles.  The metal surfaces have a
nice fire tempered blue finish most prevalent on the
hinge and the cavity grooves remain sharp.  The han-
dles rate fine with a few light handling marks in a nice
umber high gloss finish with light chipping at the fer-
rules possibly from being later replacements. Mould
includes a two piece cardboard box with yellow Ideal
top label in need of repair having a detached but pre-
sent lid, with separated corners and one separated
corner and missing endflap on lower compartment.
An instruction sheet with torn corners, folds and dirt
staining is also included.  (56106-673) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1076. IDEAL .32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD  117 gr., single cavity bullet mould with han-
dles.  The mould rates fine overall with four sharp grooves
in the cavity and metal having a nicely darkened brown-
ish-gray patina with light handling marks, scratches and a
few specks of fine pinprick pitting. The sides of the mould
are not numbered but the sprue is marked “32-
40/117/SSP”.  The handles rate excellent with no splits
and perhaps one or two very light handling marks in its
dark original varnish.  Mould includes a two piece card-
board box with green “The Marlin Firearms
Co./(Successor to Ideal Mfg. Co.)” top label and original
two page instruction sheet.  The end label lists mould as
a No. 31949, 117 gr., pointed mould in pencil. The box
rates fine with intact seams having lightly scuffed edges,
rounded corners and ingrained dirt staining on both box
and label.  The instruction sheet shows light staining but
remains intact.  (56106-671) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1077. IDEAL .38-55 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  166 gr., 3 groove single cavity mould with handles.  The metal bears a mot-
tled gray patina with scattered pinprick pitting and light spots of oxidation staining.  The handles rate good to about very good with minor
light splitting, old tape residue and modest darkened heat wear areas, mostly on the underside of the left handle.  Mould includes two
piece cardboard box with green Ideal top label.  The box rates good overall with compressed sides, separated corners and seams, old
darkened paper tape on lid and lower compartment, light scuffing and modest dirt and age staining on label and box.  There are light
pencil markings on the exterior of the lower com-
partment and mould model information is written in
ink on the endlabel.  (56106-738) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1078. IDEAL NO. 2 LOADING FLASK This brass
bodied flask retains 98% bright nickel with a few light
scuffs, specks of light freckling and light flaking on
the charging handle.  Suited for .22- .38 cal. rifles and
pistols holds 3/4 lbs. of powder and is adjustable
from 5-135 grs. and 1/4-5 drams.  Flask includes two
piece factory box with yellow top label showing pic-
ture of flask and instructions.  The box rates very
good overall with separating seams on lid, rounded
edges and corners, light scuffs and ingrained dirt on
box and lid and light pencil markings on the bottom
of the box.  (56106-579) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection] 
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1079. IDEAL .32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD  175 gr., six groove single cavity mould
with handles.  The metal bears a pleasing mottled
brown with swirls of fire blue from heat with some
specks of light pitting, the hinge is mainly in-the-white
with spots of dried protective grease.  The side of the
mould is marked “32-40-175  R”. The handles rate
excellent with no splits and a couple light handling
marks and a nice light brown finish. Mould includes a
two piece cardboard box with light green Ideal top
label.  The box is in need of repair having separated
seams on the lid and missing end flap. (56106-672)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1080. IDEAL NO. 3 .28-30 RELOADING TOOL
This tool is marked “25 STEVENS” on the handle and
retains about 95% original finish with scattered light
handling marks and a few specks of light freckling and
oxidation.  Tool includes an original cardboard box with
green Ideal label, two chambers, muzzle resizer and
two cap extractors.  The double adjustable chamber
and bullet sizer are missing.  The box is in good to
about very good condition with old cellophane tape
reinforced sides of lid and lower compartment, now
holding the separated seams intact with modest scuffs
to label, rounded corners, light pencil markings and dirt
staining.  (56106-670) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1081. IDEAL NO. 6 .32-40 RELOADING TOOL
This tool is marked “32-40 M” on the handle and
retains 95-97% original bright nickel with scattered
fine dings and handling marks.  The tool includes an
original cardboard box with yellow top label with pic-
tures of Ideal implements, standard chamber,
adjustable chamber, cap extractor, charging cup and
instruction sheet, the re-capper plug is missing.  The
box is in about very good condition remaining most-
ly intact with separated left seam on lid, old cello-

phane tape repaired seams on lower compartment,
cellophane tape repaired tears in lid, rounded corners
and edges, light dirt and water staining and light
scuffs to label and box.  (56106-668) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1082. IDEAL NO. 6 .38-55 RELOADING TOOL
This non-adjustable tool is marked “38-55 M” on the
handle with last patent date “DEC.29,1884” on the
opposite side of the lower handle and retains about 87-
90% original nickel, flaking lightly on the mould with
light handling marks and scattered specks of fine pit-
ting and oxidation staining.  The tool includes an origi-
nal factory cardboard box with yellow Ideal top label,
charging cup and instruction sheets; the re-capper
plug is missing.  The box is in about very good condi-
tion with a separated corner and remnants of an old
tape repair on lid, one separated corner and separating
seam along the lower compartment, light pencil mark-
ings on inside of lid and on label, rounded corners and
edges and light dirt staining.  (56106-669) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]
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1083. DONALDSON ZISCHANG 32-40 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This is a seven groove single cavity mould with
wood handles.  The metal bears an overall dark brown patina with areas of dark highlights from heat with some scattered light handling
marks and light oxidation staining.  The mould is unmarked except for a small inverted “2/320” on the underside of the long handle sprue
handle.  The handles rate fine with a very thin split in the left handle and light heat marring at the front of the handles and on the side
of the right handle.  Rifle includes a plain natural-colored two piece cardboard box with lightly rounded edges and corners, ingrained
dirt and faded pencil writings on the top of the lid. One of the endflaps is marked “42-40-182 Zischang/Harry Lancaster/From M.S.
Risley/Sept. 22, 1930/Donaldson Zischang” in black ink.  The opposite endflap has slightly different wittings “X-ed” out in pencil.
(56106-684) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1084. WINCHESTER 32-165 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD PURPORTEDLY OWNED BY HARVEY DONALDSON
165 gr. four groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The mould is marked “32-165” on the left arm and the metal surfaces retain about
90% original blue toning to a dark brown patina with some light dings and spots of light oxidation staining.  The hardwood handles rate excel-
lent with no splits, a couple faints blemishes and a small spot of heat darkening on the front of the right handle.  The brass ferrules have toned
to a dull ochre patina.  Mould includes a lightly worn two piece Ideal Dipper box with yellow label showing scuffed, rounded edges, modest
staining and a separated edge in the lower compartment.  Also included is a small torn handwritten tag from the consignor stating the mould
was from H. Donaldson and he drilled a hole in the sprue plate to hang the mould.  (56106-685) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1085. LYMAN IDEAL NO. 55 POWDER MEASURE  This measure is in fine to near excellent condition with some
very minor scuffing and clouding of the plastic chamber and metal surfaces retaining 95-97% original orange paint with
light loss along the edges and contact points.  Measure includes an original two piece black and orange cardboard
box with single drop tube and instruction sheet.  (56106-593) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1086. WINCHESTER 38 CAL. PAPER PATCH SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  Single smooth cavity
bullet mould with wood handles marked “38-255/P” on the left arm.  The metal surfaces bear an even balance of orig-
inal blue and brown patina loss due to silvering along the edges and contact areas with some scattered specks of fine
pitting and oxidation.  The handles rate excellent showing no splits and perhaps three or four light blemishes in a dull
dark brown finish.  (56106-679) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1087. WINCHESTER .38-255 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD 255 gr., four groove bullet mould with wood
handles.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue toning to a dark brown patina with some light dings and
a few specks of light oxidation.  The brass ferrules have a nice darkened goldenrod patina and hardwood handles
rate excellent with no splits and a couple light handling marks in a deep reddish-brown finish. (56106-678) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1088. WINCHESTER .32-165 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD 165 gr. four groove single cavity mould
with wood handles.  The mould is marked “32-165” in the left arm and the metal surfaces retain about 85-87% orig-
inal blue toning to a dull brown patina with light silvering along the edges, light scuffs and a few specks of very light
oxidation staining.  The hardwood handles rate near excellent with no splits, a couple light blemishes and small spot
of heat darkening at the front of the handles.  The brass ferrules have toned to a dull ochre patina.  (56106-680)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1089. WINCHESTER .25 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  Six groove single cavity mould with wood han-
dles.  The mould is marked “22 (crossed out) W.C.F./25” in the left arm and the metal surfaces retain about 95%
original blue with light toning to brown with some light dings and scattered spots of light oxidation staining.  The
hardwood handles rate very good plus with ample light handling marks and blemishes but no splits.  The brass fer-
rules have toned to a soft ochre patina.  (56106-706) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1090. IDEAL .30-30  SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  No. 308241
S, 154 gr., four groove single cavity bullet mould with wood handles.  The
metal surfaces are a dull brownish-gray with areas of blue from heat along
with light dings and scattered specks of fine pitting, light oxidation staining
and pinprick pits of hardened lead.  The handles rate fine with no splits and
handling marks.  (56106-704) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1091. IDEAL .30 CALIBER ADJUSTABLE BASE BULLET MOULD
No. 3086, five groove single cavity mould with an adjustable base.  In overall
very good plus condition with the metal surfaces a mottled gray-brown with
light pitting and the wood handles having light handling marks.  (56106-702)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1092. SCHOYEN .319 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD Custom mod-
ified from an Ideal 375248 block this mould utilizes a six groove brass insert
with long oval Pope style sprue plate. In fine condition overall, the metal sur-
faces are an overall brown patina with light dings and fine pinprick pitting; the
wood handles have a 2” chip on the inside right handle only.  (56106-558)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1093. ZISCHANG .40 CALIBER SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD
This all metal six groove single cavity bullet mould with base plug is con-
structed entirely of brass with the exception of the long thick rectangular steel
sprue plate.  In very good condition overall with light pitting and tarnish.
(56106-565) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1094. MASSIVE ENGLISH ELEPHANT GUN SINGLE CAVITY BUL-
LET MOULD  All metal .740 conical shaped smooth cavity mould with
base plug. Mould is made entirely of brass with exception of the sprue plate,
hinge, base plug and screw.  In fine condition overall with specks of light tar-
nish and oxidation staining.  (56106-692) [Warren Greatpatch Collection]

1095. SCHOYEN .318 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD Custom
modified from an unknown Ideal  block this mould utilizes a five groove brass
insert with long oval Pope style sprue plate. In fine to near excellent condition
overall, the metal surfaces are an overall brown patina with light dings and
fine pinprick pitting.  (56106-559) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1096. WINCHESTER MODEL 1884 RELOADING TOOL .25-20 S.S. reloading tool in good to very good condition overall with light
scratches, handling marks and scattered pinprick pitting and modest oxidation staining.  (56106-677) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1097. STEVENS POPE .326 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD .200 gr., unmarked six groove single cavity mould with wood han-
dles.  The mould is in very good to fine condition with sharp grooves, metal an overall brown-gray patina with light handling marks, spots
of fine oxidation staining and remnants of hardened lead.  Handles have light handling marks and heat damage at the ferrules.  (56106-
545) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1098. POPE .340 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD 190 gr., unmarked five groove mould with wood handles.  The mould rates fine
overall with sharp grooves and the metal bearing an overall brown patina with traces of original blue with specks of faint pitting, oxidation
staining and handling marks; handles have light handling marks in an original factory varnish.  (56106-533) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1099. STEVENS POPE .293 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD .135 gr.,
unmarked six groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The mould is in very
good to fine condition with sharp grooves, metal an overall brown patina with light
handling marks and scattered pinprick pitting, handles show modest heat mar-
ring on their insides and on the ferrules.  (56106-543) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1100. POPE .261 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD 89 gr., six groove sin-
gle cavity mould with wood handles marked “BY H.M. POPE, HARTFORD,
CONN.” in an angle on the left side of the block.  The mould is in excellent con-
dition with sharp grooves and the metal overall pewter gray with brownish blue
highlights from heat at the handles also showing some light darkening.  (56106-
536) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1101. STEVENS POPE .290 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD .138 gr.,
unmarked six groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The mould is in very
good to fine condition with sharp grooves, metal a brown-gray patina with light
handling marks, handles show light splits and heat marring.  The sprue plate reten-
tion nut appears to be a newer replacement.  (56106-537) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1102. POPE .291 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD Six groove single cav-
ity mould with wood handles marked “BY H.M. POPE, HARTFORD, CONN.” in
an angle in the left side of the block.  The mould is in very good-fine condition
with sharp grooves and the metal an overall brown patina with light handling
marks and some spots of very fine oxidation staining; front of the handles shows
some light splits and dried darkened ends from heat.  (56106-538) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1103. STEVENS POPE .354 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD .237 gr.,
unmarked six groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The mould is in
very good to fine condition with sharp grooves, metal an overall brown patina
with light handling marks and scattered pinprick pitting and light oxidation stain-
ing, handles show modest heat marring and split loose ferrules.  (56106-542)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1104. POPE .324 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD Six groove single cavity mould with wood
handles only marked with a large “1” on either side of
the block and hinge.  The mould is in very good con-
dition with sharp grooves and the metal an overall
brown patina with light handling marks and some
spots of fine pitting and oxidation staining; front of the
handles show splits, dried darkened ends and modest
wear  on the right handle from heat.  (56106-532)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1105. POPE .352 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET
MOULD Six groove single cavity mould with
wood handles marked “BY H.M. POPE, HART-
FORD, CONN.” in an angle on the left side of the
block.  The mould is in very good-fine condition
with sharp grooves and the metal an overall dark
brown patina with light handling marks and some
spots of very fine oxidation staining; handles have
a chip in the butt of the left handle and are dif-
ferent shapes and sizes having been replaced at
some time during use.  (56106-535) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1106. POPE .325 SINGLE CAVITY
BULLET MOULD Six groove single cavity
mould with wood handles only marked with a

large “.325” on the handle of the sprue plate.  The mould is in very good condition with sharp grooves and the metal an overall dark brown
patina with light handling marks and some spots of fine pitting and oxidation staining; front of the handles show light heat marring and splits
in the right handle.  (56106-531) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1107. POPE .451 WADCUTTER SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD WITH BASE PLUG  Unmarked four groove pistol mould
with wood handles and brass base plug.  The mould rates fine overall with sharp grooves and the metal bearing an overall brown patina
with light handling marks and fine oxidation staining; handles show some very light handling marks and heat marring at the front of the
handle.  (56106-551) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1108. POPE .257 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD 91.5 gr., unmarked five groove single cavity mould with circular brass insert.  The
mould rates fine with sharp grooves and metal bearing an overall dark brown patina with generous amounts of original blue with some light
handling marks and specks of light oxidation staining and hardened lead; extra-long handles have some very light handling marks.  (56106-
548) [Warren Great batch Collection]

1109. CUSTOM POPE .385 SINGLE CAVITY SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  Unmarked six groove single cavity mould
equipped with a 2” square sprue plate having a 8 1/4” arm with wooden handle.  The mould is in very good plus condition overall with the
metal bearing an overall brown patina with light handling marks and specks of fine pitting and oxidation staining; handles show a couple
light handling marks and a split in the sprue plate handle.  (56106-686) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] 

1110. IDEAL NO. 6 POWDER
MEASURE This powder
measure retains 95-97% matte
black finish.  Measure functions
properly and is in fine to near
excellent condition overall;
brass drop tube is present.
(56106-587) [Warren
Greatpatch Collection]

1111. IDEAL NO. 6 POWDER
MEASURE This powder
measure retains about 85%
gloss black finish.  Measure
functions properly and is in very
good condition overall, drop
tube is not present.  (56106-
699) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1112. IDEAL NO. 6 POWDER
MEASURE This powder
measure retains about 70%
flaking gloss black finish toning
to brown.  Measure functions
properly and is in very good
condition overall, brass drop
tube is present.  (56106-580)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1113. IDEAL NO. 6 POWDER MEASURE This powder measure retains about 80% flaking gloss black finish ton-
ing to brown with some light ingrained dirt.  Measure functions properly and is in very good condition overall, brass
drop tube is present.  (56106-721) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1114. IDEAL NO. 5 POWDER MEASURE  This powder measure retains 98% gloss black finish.  Measure functions properly and is in
excellent condition overall, brass drop tube is present.  (56106-592) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1115. IDEAL NO. 5 POWDER MEASURE  This powder measure retains 95% gloss black finish lightly flaking to brown mainly on the han-
dle.  Measure functions properly and is in excellent condition overall, brass drop tube is present.  (56106-589) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1116. IDEAL NO.6 POWDER MEASURE This powder measure retains about 90% fading matte black finish.  Measure functions prop-
erly, however one of the spindle retention screws is missing.  In very good condition overall, brass drop tube is present.
(56106-718) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1117. IDEAL NO. 1 POWDER MEASURE This powder measure retains about 92-95% flaking gloss black finish.
Measure functions properly and is in about very good condition overall, the sheet
metal tube is a bit loose with a couple small dents and no cap present.  (56106-590)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1118. IDEAL NO.1 POWDER MEASURE This powder measure retains about 75%
gloss black finish flaking to gray. The left side of the spindle is drilled and tapped
slightly off-center  and there are two small holes in the base, one of which is slight-
ly larger and equipped with a thread lock screw, whatever it holds is no longer pre-
sent.  The sheet metal tube has scattered light dings and dents and the cap is no
longer present.  Measure appears to be in good working condition otherwise and
includes a flaking black painted metal powder funnel with angled spout.  (56106-
591) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1119. IDEAL POWDER MEASURE This measure closely resembles a No. 1 with a
small tube and a cylindrical adjustable powder measurer in the handle.  The mea-
sure retains about 80% flaking gloss black finish with areas of light surface rust,
ingrained dirt and ample light dings and dents in the sheet metal tube; in good to
very good working condition overall.  (56106-731) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1120. IDEAL NO. 5 FACTORY SHOP MODEL POWDER MEASURE  This
plain steel measure has no printing and retains about 80% flaking gray paint.
Measure is adjustable by an unmarked drilled brass bar and functions properly.  In
very good condition overall, brass drop tube is present.  (56106-588) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1121. HANDMADE DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE This handmade measure is
crafted from an old Walter Baker & Co. Breakfast Cocoa can utilizing a small cylin-
drical metal interior compartment which empties into a brass collar quite similar to a
powder flask.  Attached to the collar are a small metal opening lever and a 11”
threaded brass drop tube.  The can has a couple shallow dents and is plain pewter
gray in color with two tabs soldered to outside of can as hanging provision.  (56106-
578) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1122. MILWAUKEE BRASS CO. DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE This unmarked
measure is crafted from an old Walter Baker & Co. Breakfast Cocoa utilizing a cylindri-
cal metal interior and a single rectangular viewing window retaining 95-97% green
painted finish.  Attached to the can is a large cylindrical brass collar with knurled spring-
operated steel handle and a 9” brass drop tube.  The collar and tube retain about 80%
fading nickel.  (56106-581) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1123. MILWAUKEE BRASS CO. DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE Dual com-
partment rectangular steel can equipped with brass framed rectangular windows and
threaded brass caps retaining about 87% flaking red painted finish.  Hanging brack-
et is marked “Mil. Brass Mfg. Co.”.  Attached to the can is a large cylindrical brass col-
lar with knurled spring-operated brass handle and a 6” brass drop tube.  The brass
components retain about 80% fading nickel.  (56106-577) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1124. MILWAUKEE BRASS CO. DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE Dual com-
partment rectangular steel can equipped with brass framed rectangular windows and
threaded brass caps retaining about 50% flaking dark yellow painted finish toning to
brown with light handling marks and ingrained dirt staining.  Hanging bracket is
marked “SAMPLE/Mil. Brass Mfg. Co.”.  Attached to the can is a large cylindrical
brass collar with knurled spring-operated brass handle retaining about 95% flaking
nickel. There is no drop tube present.  (56106-700) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1125. HANDMADE DUPLEX COMPARTMENT POWDER MEASURE This measure uti-
lizes a rectangular sheet metal powder holder with one large and one small interior compartment
which tapers to a handle operated charger with triangular pourer with brass spout.  In very good
condition overall retaining about 90% flaking black finish.  (56106-586) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1126. D.W. KING  DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE This brass construction measure utilizes a
cylindrical shaped main compartment with a smaller threaded brass interior compartment,
adjustable powder scale and measure unit and a 6 3/4” threaded drop tube and is maker marked
on top of the threaded lid.  The measure operates properly and is in fine condition overall retaining
about 90% original nickel flaking on the lid, along the edges and contact point with some light
scratches and handling marks.  (56106-575) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1127. UNMARKED  D.W. KING STYLE  DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE This unmarked all brass construction mea-
sure retains about about 95% original nickel flaking mainly on the handle and contact points.  The measure operates prop-
erly and is in fine condition overall; drop tube is present.  (56106-575) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1128. O.A. BREMER DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE serial #240, this late model cylindrical shaped brass bodied measure retains
about 98% bright nickel with some light scuffs and scratches and is maker marked on the top of the lid.  The measure operates prop-
erly and is in near excellent condition overall.  The unit mounts on a threaded pedestal mount, drop tube is not present.  (56106-576)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1129. IDEAL  NO. 2 LOADING FLASK  The Ideal brass bodied loading flask retains about 95% light fading nickel with scattered light
scuffs and scratches.  The flask operates properly and is fine condition overall.  (56106-582) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1130. SCHOYEN GREASE PUMP This Schoyen bullet lubing pump has a nicely mellowed goldenrod patina with a few light handling
marks.  The steel surfaces are primarily bright gunmetal silver with a few light handling marks.  The diameter of the lubing cavity .375; tool
is unmarked and seems to operate properly.  (56106-568) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1131. UNMARKED POPE STYLE GREASE PUMP This unmarked bullet lubing pump retains about 95% bright nickel with light flak-
ing on the handle and light oxidation staining around the lube section of the pump.  The diameter of the lubing cavity is .337; tool is
unmarked and seems to operate properly.  (56106-636) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1132. SCHOYEN SINGLE CHARGE MEASURE   This measure is the only one known to be completed in Schoyens shop. The body
parts are cast of bronze and have a golden copper patina.  The steel surfaces of the main support bar are fading to dull pewter gray and
the brass pouring cup has a nice darkened goldenrod patina.  The measure appears to operate properly and is in very good condition
overall.  (56106-717) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1133. SCHOYEN RE-AND DE-CAPPER This unmarked re and de-capper fits a standard 32-40 case and the bright finished metal sur-
faces are slowly fading to a gun metal gray.  The unit functions properly and is in fine condition overall.  (56106-571) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1134. POPE RE-AND DE-CAPPER This unmarked re and de-capper is stamped “38-S&W-SPL” and retains 95-97% flaking nickel with a
few scuffs and dings.  The unit functions properly and is in very good condition overall.  (56106-557) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1135. POPE RE-AND DE-CAPPER This unmarked re and de-capper is stamped “2525” and retains 98% bright nickel with a couple light
dings and blemishes.  The unit functions properly and is in very excellent condition overall.  (56106-562) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1136. IDEAL SHELL INDENTOR This shell indentor retains about 95% nickel, loss due to light flaking and light handling and scratches.
Indentor operates properly and is in very good condition overall.  (56106-556) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1137. IDEAL RELOADING TOOL AND MOULD This Ideal 25-20 SS Number 4 reloading tool retains about 95% original nickel with
light pitting and oxidation staining around the mould. Very good plus condition overall.  (56106-676) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1138. IDEAL RELOADING TOOL  This Ideal 25-20 & 21 Number 3 reloading tool retains about 95% original nickel with specks of light
flaking, pitting and light handling marks.  Very good plus condition overall.  (56106-675) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1139. LOT OF IDEAL RELOADING TOOLS (1) Ideal 32-40 Number 4 reloading tool and mould retaining 95-97% original nickel with specks
of flaking and handling marks; (1) Ideal Re & De-capper with 25 caliber insert and two decapper pins retaining 95-97% original nickel with
specks of light flaking and handling marks.  Both tools are in very good plus condition overall.  (56106-564) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1140. IDEAL RE & DE-CAPPER This Ideal Re & De-capper for rifles and pistols retains about 98% original nickel with a few nicks and light
handling marks; in fine condition overall.  (56106-734) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1141. IDEAL RELOADING TOOL AND MOULD  This Ideal 45 Gov. 405 Number 4 retains about 80% original nickel fading to a dull
gun metal gray with scattered pitting, flaking and oxidation staining more prominent on the mould. Very good condition overall.  (56106-
727) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1142. STEVENS POPE .334 DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  .237 gr., unmarked five groove single cavity mould with wood han-
dles.  The mould is in very good condition with sharp grooves, metal an overall brown patina with generous traces of original blue along
with light handling marks and scattered pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining, handles show light heat marring and splits in the left
handle.  (56106-539) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1143. STEVENS POPE .342 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  .220 gr., unmarked seven groove single cavity mould with wood
handles.  The mould is in very good to fine condition with sharp grooves, metal an overall even balance of original blue and brown patina
with some very light handling marks, handles show a few light handling marks and spots of light heat darkening.  (56106-541) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1144. POPE .383 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  331gr., unmarked eight groove mould with wood handles.  The mould rates
very good overall with sharp grooves and the metal bearing an overall brown patina with specks of faint pitting, oxidation staining and light
handling marks; handles have light handling marks, splits and heat marring.  (56106-544) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1145. POPE .339 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  Unmarked five groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The mould rates
fine overall with sharp grooves and the metal bearing an overall dull brown patina with light handling marks and specks of light pitting and
oxidation staining; handles  have a few light handling marks in a light varnish.  (56106-546) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1146. POPE .327 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  178 gr., unmarked five groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The
mould is in very good condition overall with sharp grooves and the metal bearing a dark gray brown patina with modest handling
marks, oxidation staining and light pitting from contact with high heat.  The replacement hardwood handles have a couple light splits
and light sanded interiors and read “This went thro San Francisco/Fire-Pope” on the left handle and “32-40 Pope  Hill” both in blue
ink”.  (56106-547) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1147. CUSTOM .25 SINGLE CAVITY MOULD  Crafted from an Ideal single cavity mould utilizing a
5 groove rectangular brass insert.  The mould is in fine condition with sharp groves and the steel sur-
faces bearing an overall brown patina with generous amounts of original blue and gray wear along the
edges and contact points with some light handling marks and specks of fine pitting, brass has turned
an overall dark brown from heat.  The handles have a few light handling marks in a bright gloss varnish.
(56106-549) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1148. REMINGTON 33 CALIBER SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  33 cal., 220 gr., six
groove single cavity mould with wood handles.  The mould is in fine condition with sharp grooves and
the metal a mottled gray patina with light handling marks, fine pitting and oxidation staining; handles
have a couple light handling marks.  (56106-97G) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1149. BRIDGEPORT IMPLEMENT .32-40 DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This all-metal
mould is marked only “32/40/150” on the bottom of the mould.  The cavities both have five grooves,
one of which is slightly larger, most likely for 200 gr. and 215 gr. bullets.  The mould is in very good
plus condition with sharp grooves, an overall gun metal gray color with scattered light freckling and
handling marks, the mould a slightly darker brown from heat.  (56106-97H) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1150. HANDCRAFTED DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOLD  Unmarked all metal construction dual
cavity mould with cavities for .358 smooth and .272 five-groove bullets and large rectangular sprue
plate for the smaller bullet only.  The mould is in very good condition overall with the grooves remain-
ing sharp and the surfaces a brownish gray patina with scattered light pitting and oxidation.  (56106-
566) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1151. LOT OF IDEAL SINGLE CAVITY PERFECTION
MOULDS (1) 38-55M ten groove single cavity mould with
adjustable base plug; (1) 25-20 Kephart design five groove
single cavity mould with adjustable base plug.  Moulds are in
fine condition overall with metal surfaces mainly-in-the white
with some scattered light oxidation staining and light handling
marks, handles show some light handling marks and minor
light splits.  (56160-553) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1152. LOT OF IDEAL BULLET SINGLE CAVITY MOULDS (1) 38-55-300 B.B. eight groove
mould with base plug and wooden handles.  In very good to fine condition with sharp grooves and
metal surfaces an overall mottled brown with fire blue highlight and some light pitting and oxidation,
handles have light splits and handling marks; (1) No. 31947 Perfection 32-40 nine groove adjustable
base mould and (1) No. 25716 25-20 Perfection eight groove adjustable base mould, both in fine
condition with sharp grooves and the metal mainly in-the-white with some scattered spots of fine
pitting and oxidation staining; handles show a few minor splits and handling marks. (56106-552)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1153. LOT OF SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULDS (1) unmarked .289, three groove mould uti-
lizing a three groove circular brass cavity with sharp grooves, in about very good condition overall
metal showing light handling marks with specks of fine pitting and oxidation, handles show moder-
ate splits and light handling marks; (1) Ideal unmarked Ideal .312 five groove mould with brass base
plug in very good condition with sharps grooves, metal has a dark gray patina with light pitting and
handling marks, handle shows light splits and handling marks, sprue plate appears to be a custom
replacement; (1) Ideal No. 319201, .32-40, six groove mould with base plug in fine condition with
sharp grooves, metal having a brown patina with scattered fine pitting and oxidation, handles have
a couple light splits and handling marks.  (56106-560) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1154. J.D. WILKINSON RIFLE MEASURE  This rifle measure is equipped with a 4” funnel and is
calibrated from 65-110 grs. The funnel is overall pewter gray; measure and scale retain 97-98%
bright nickel with light scuffs and scratches; the steel support frame and brass spout retain about
60% flaking black finish.  Measure functions properly and is in very good plus condition overall.
(56106-583) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1155. FARROW BREACH SEATER  This unmarked seater’s metal surfaces retain about 92% bright nickel with scattered pinprick flaking
and fine oxidation staining.  The turned wood handle has a thin crack along the inside edge.  Seater functions properly and is in very good
condition overall.  (56106-733) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1156. UNERTL 2”
TARGET SCOPE
serial #52133, 24X,
26 1/4” overall with
a 1” dia. tube.  The
scope retains 98%
original blue with
very light travel
marks.  The scope is equipped with a medium fine crosshair reticle and crisp optics, standard 1/4” adjustable target mounts, recoil spring
with locking ring and threaded lens caps and is in excellent condition overall.  (56106-599) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]  

1157. UNERTL 1 1/4” VARMINT SCOPE serial #24471, 10X , 19 3/4” overall with a 7/8” tube. The scope retains 95-97% original blue
with light travel wear and a few pin size specks of oxidation.  The scope is equipped with a medium fine crosshair reticle with crisp optics,

standard 1/4” adjustable tar-
get mounts, recoil spring
with locking ring and
threaded lens caps and is in
near excellent condition.
(56106-598) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]
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1158. UNERTL 1
1/2” TAR-
GET SCOPE
serial #55038,
14X, 25 1/2”
overall with a 3/4” tube.  The scope retains 97-98% original blue with some very light travel wear and other light handling marks.  The
scope is equipped with a standard fine crosshair reticle with crisp optics, standard 1/4” adjustable target mounts, recoil spring with lock-
ing ring and is in near excellent condition overall.  (56106-600) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1159. UNERTL 1
1/2” TARGET
SCOPE serial
#57063, 20X, 25
3/4” overall with a
3/4” tube.  The
scope retains
about 95% original

blue with light travel wear and a few light scuffs.  The scope is equipped with a standard fine crosshair reticle with crisp optics, 1/4”
adjustable Posa mounts, recoil spring with locking ring, threaded lens caps and is in fine to near excellent condition overall.  (56106-620)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1160. UNERTL 1
1/2” TAR-
GET SCOPE
serial #17385,
16X, 25 1/2”
overall with a
3/4” tube.  The
scope retains
95-97% original blue with some very light travel wear.  The scope is equipped with a fine center dot reticle with crisp optics, standard 1/4”
adjustable target mounts, recoil spring with locking ring, threaded lens caps and is in near excellent condition overall.  (56106-597) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1161. WEAVER K6 60-C RIFLE SCOPE This 6x40mm rifle scope features a 1” tube and standard crosshair reticle with clear optics but
a couple light blemishes in the ocular lens.  The scope retains 95-97% original blue with light ring marks, scuffs and light ingrained dirt
and is in very good plus to fine condition overall.  (56106-515) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1162. LEUPOLD VARI-X II I RIFLE SCOPE  This 3.5-10x50mm rifle scope measures 12 1/8” overall with a 1” tube.  The scope is
equipped with a duplex reticle with crisp optics and retain 99% original silver finish.  The scope is in excellent condition and includes an
original factory cardboard box.  (56106-97C) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1163. LEUPOLD M8 E.R. HANDGUN SCOPE  This 4x28mm handgun scope is perfect for rimfire rifles as well and measures 8 1/2”
overall with a 1” tube.  The scope retains 99% original blue, is in excellent condition and includes an original factory cardboard box.
(56106-514) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1164. R E D F I E L D
MODEL 3200
T A R G E T
SCOPE serial
#W00814, 24X,
23 1/2” overall
with a 1” tube.
The scope
retains about
95% original blue fading to a brownish purple with a few light scuffs and handling marks.  The scope is equipped with a standard medi-
um fine crosshair reticle with crisp optics, two piece rings with bases, threaded lens caps and an original factory plastic case.  (56106-
516) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1165. LYMAN 438 RIFLE SCOPE  17 1/4” fixed power scope with a 3/4” tube.  The scope retains about 85% original blue toning to brown,
light flaking to gray on the mounts and light oxidation on the eye piece and objective lens cover.  The scope is equipped with a standard
crosshair reticle and an adjustable rear mount.  About very good condition overall.  (56106-548) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1166. UNMARKED
RIFLE TELE-
SCOPE  8X scope
measuring 18” overall
with a 3/4” tube
marked only “200 yds.
& over/8-X” behind

the rear objective,  The scope retains about 65% original blue fading to brown with some light scuffs and scratches.  The scope is equipped
with a crosshair reticle with clear optics and adjustable rear target mounts.  In about very good condition overall.  (56106-519) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1167. WM. MALCOLM
RIFLE TELESCOPE
serial #5088, 20 1/4” over-
all with a 3/4” tube.  The
scope retains about 85-
87% original blue toning to
brown with some spiral
light scratches and scattered specks of fine pitting, oxidation staining and a few light handling marks.  The scope is equipped with a stan-
dard crosshair reticle, adjustable rear target mounts and blocks.  A very good to fine condition scope overall.  (56106-618) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection] 
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1168. RARE CATARACT TOOL & OPTICAL CO. RIFLE TELESCOPE Manufactured prior to acquisition by the J. Stevens Co. in
1901 this scope measures 18 3/4” overall with a 7/8” tube.  The tube retains about 75-80% original blue toning to brown with a few scat-
tered handling marks and spots of oxidation staining.  The threaded brass lens carriers have dulled to a pleasing goldenrod patina.  The
scope is equipped with a standard crosshair reticle with crisp optic and matching threaded brass endcaps. In fine condition overall.
(56106-617) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1169. STEVENS NO. 181 RIFLE TELESCOPE 8X, 32” overall with a 3/4” tube.  The tube retains about 90% original blue toning to brown
with scattered light scratches and handling marks.  The scope is equipped with a standard fine crosshair with crisp optics and front mount,
the rear mount is no longer present.  In about very good condition overall.  (56106-618) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1170. WM. MALCOM NO. 1 TARGET RIFLE TELESCOPE  serial #2718, 20 1/4” overall with a 3/4” tube.  The tube retains about
85% original blue toning to brown with mount marks, scattered light scuffs, fine pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining.  The scope is
equipped with a standard crosshair reticle with clear optics but a few light scuffs and scratches and threaded lens caps.  In good to very
good condition overall.  (56106-619) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1171. STEVENS NO.
161 RIFLE
T E L E S C O P E
6X, 32” overall
with a 3/4” tube.
The tube retains
85-90% original blue with light travel wear, scattered light scuffs, specks of fine pitting and oxidation.  The scope is equipped with No.1
mounts and a standard crosshair reticle with slightly cloudy optics due to some very light scratches in the objective lens.  In about very
good condition overall.  (56106-510) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1172. UNMARKED RIFLE TELESCOPE  8X scope measuring 18” overall with a 3/4” tube marked only “50 ft./8- 200 yds. & over/8-X”
behind the rear objective,  The scope retains about 80% original blue flaking to brown with some light scuffs and scratches.  The scope
is equipped with a crosshair reticle with clear optics and adjustable rear target mounts.  In about very good condition overall.  (56106-
520) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1173. UNMARKED
RIFLE TELE-
SCOPE  This is a
lovely unmarked

scope possibly 6-10X measuring 32” overall with a 3/4” tube.  The scope
retains about 90-92% original blue toning to brown with a few scattered nicks and scuffs; the brass objective lens carrier has a pleasing
light goldenrod patina.  The scope is equipped with a standard fine crosshair reticle with slightly cloudy optics due to light dust on the
wires and some light scuffing of the glass and Billinghurst style mounts with blocks; the rear mount utilizing circular discs for elevation
adjustments.  A very good condition telescope overall.  (56106-5120 [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1174. L.N. MOOG
STYLE RIFLE
TE LESCOPE
This low magnifi-
cation unmarked
scope measures
33 1/2” overall with a 3/4” tube.  The tube retains about 92-95% original blue toning to brown with some scattered light scuffs and
scratches.  The brass rear lens carrier has a lightly softened ochre patina.  The scope is equipped with a fine crosshair reticle and clear
optics and a contemporary set of in-the-white steel mounts, the rear having an adjustable rectangular box style design.  A very good
condition telescope overall.  (56106-511) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1175. LOT OF POWDER CANS (1) New Durham 1 lb. Percussion Powder; circular red painted can in about very good condition with flak-
ing paint and about 85% wraparound wildlife scene label intact with light tears and stains from surface poking through paper, oxidized cap
present; (1) 1 lb. DuPont Military Rifle Powder can with red, white and blue paper label in fine condition with light oxidation staining on
can and label, proper cap is present; (2) 1 lb. King’s Semi-Smokeless green painted cans with circular paper labels over original painted
labels, cans rate fine with present caps, light oxidation and dirt staining and partial surcharge label on top of one of the cans; (1) Hercules
1/2 lb. Black Sporting powder orange painted flask shaped can with black and orange painted label in fine condition overall with tight
seams, lightly flaking paint, proper cap and belt hook present.  (56106-523) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1176. LOT OF POWDER CANS (1) DuPont 1/2 lb. Golden Pheasant powder can with paper label. In fine condition overall with 95-95%
lightly chipping black paint, tight seams but no cap present; (1) 1/2 lb. red painted King’s Quick Shot powder can with paper labels in fine
condition overall with light flaking to paint, and top and bottom of can, proper cap is present; (1) DuPont 1 lb. red painted Smokeless
Powder can with painted labels in fine condition with light chips to paint and cap present; (1) 1/2 lb.  Laflin & Rand Smokeless Powder
can with full color painted label in good to very good condition with moderate paint crazing and light oxidation staining on top of can, prop-
er cap is present; (1) DuPont Sporting Rifle Powder
can with green, white and red paper label in fine con-
dition overall with a few scuffs and tears to label.
(56106-523A) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1177. POPE BROS. RIFLE AIR PISTOL .210 cal.,
11” barrel with a fine bore.  The brass barrel retains
about 30% fading nickel plate in protected areas.  The
frame retains 85-90% flaking nickel with majority of
loss on the handle.  Pistol includes a wire shoulder
stock, appears to operate properly and is in very good
condition overall.  (56106-527) [Warren Greatbatch
Collection]

1178. POPE BROS. RIFLE AIR PISTOL .21 cal., 11”
barrel with a fine bore.  The barrel retains 98% bright
nickel and the frame retains 95-97% lightly flaking
black enamel.  Pistol includes a wire shoulder stock, does not cock properly but is otherwise good condition overall.  (56106-528) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection].
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1179. VINTAGE UNMARKED POCKET REAMER  (1) unmaker older pocket reamer for military crimps and rough edges from primer
pockets.  In fine condition overall with a lightly turned wooden handle and brass ferrule.  (56106-666) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1180. STEVENS POPE FALSE MUZZLE AND BULLET STARTER  serial #1200, marked inside of bullet starter and between prongs
on false muzzle.  The steel of the false muzzle is toning to a smoky gray patina and the brass bullet starter has acquired a nice mellow gold-
enrod patina with a few light handling marks and blemishes. In near excellent condition overall.  (56106-530) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1181. IDEAL 38-55 CYLINDRICAL ADJUST BULLET MOULD  Designed for casting .38-55 paper patched bullets.  The metal sur-
faces are a brownish-gray patina with scattered fine pitting and faint oxidation staining, turned hardwood handle rates excellent.  Mould
functions properly and is in very good plus to fine condition overall.  (56106-567) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1182. POPE .341 SINGLE CAVITY
BULLET MOULD AND WRIT-
TEN NOTE BY CHARLES POPE
187 gr., unmarked four groove single
cavity mould with wood handles.  The
mould is in fine to near excellent condi-
tion overall with sharp grooves and the
metal bearing a nice dark brown patina
with a few specks of fine pitting and light
oxidation staining and a few very light
blemishes in the handles. Mould func-
tions properly and includes a wrinkled
lightly darkened hang tang handwritten
and signed by Charles Pope in black ink
stating that the mould was the property
of his father H.M. Pope and the white
markings on the mould were in his
father’s handwriting.  Some very light,
all-but-faded writing is present on the
right side of the mould.  (56106-550)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1183. VINTAGE CASED
WINCHESTER MID-RANGE
VERNIER AND WIND GAUGE
SIGHT  This set contains a cased
Winchester Mid-Range Vernier sight
with spirit level (only one of the sight
inserts is present).  The metal surfaces
are an overall smoky gray with scattered
light pitting.  The gold embossed leather

hard case
rates good to very good with scuffs, rounded torn corners and edges,
light dirt staining and missing lower section of the clasp.  An overall very
good condition nearly complete Winchester Vernier sight set.  (56106-
732) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
1184. EUROPEAN SWISS STYLE BUTTPLATE This older steel

crescent shaped steel buttplate has a finial tipped semi-cylindrical
toe that is covered in a crazed flaking leather wrapped in thin linen
cord, the mounting hardware and heel tip
are no longer present.  The metal is a dark
gray brown with a modest covering of light
oxidation.  Attached to the buttplate is an
old tattered mailing label from Charles
Pope to Ray Smith with canceled postage
stamps. Fading but matching names are
written on the buttplate in old white
grease pencil.  (56106-689) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection].

1185. UNMARKED 40 CALIBER SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD All metal unmarked three groove
single cavity 40 caliber bullet mould in very good condition overall with sharp grooves.  The metal bears an over-
all brown patina with scattered light handling marks, fine pitting and oxidation.  The handles are wrapped in a
crazed leather wrap with holes in the tips, separated seams and string wrapped ends. (56106-656) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1186. DOMINIC WIGET POWDER FLASK Designed by Dominic Wiget of St. Louis, this plain cop-
per bodied flask measures 7” at the throat.  The unusual brass charger has a nicely mellowed brass
finish with a few light handling marks, specks of fine oxidation and patent date of Dec. 29 1891.  The
body has a few light dings and handling marks. Flask appears to function properly and is in fine con-
dition overall missing only its iron ring.  (Riling pg. 143 and illustration 1356.)  (56106-573) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1187. DOMINIC WIGET POWDER FLASK Designed by Dominic Widget of St. Louis, this plain cop-
per bodied flask measures 7” at the throat.  The unusual brass charger has faint traces of original nick-
el plate with a few light handling marks, spots of oxidation and patent date of Dec. 2 1891; the torsion
spring is missing prohibiting proper functioning.  The body shows numerous dings and dents, moder-
ate oxidation and a soldered repair in the center of one side.  A good condition flask overall. (Riling
pg. 143 and illustration 1356.)  (56106-635) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1188. A.W. MOORE POWDER MEASURE  Unmarked powder measure utilizes one large and one smaller brass
canister with aluminum caps and spouts and a circular aluminum base with checkered steel charging handle and
threaded pedestal mount for table top mounting.  The bass canisters have a nice darkened patina with a few
specks of light tarnish, the aluminum surfaces are an overall pewter color and the steel surfaces are a smoky mot-
tled gray.  The measure appears to function properly and is in very good condition overall with numbers lightly
scratched in the underside of the base.  (56106-585) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1189. D.W. KING STYLE DUPLEX POWDER MEASURE This all brass construction measure retains about
80% original nickel flaking mainly along the edges and contact points along with scattered light dings, scratch-
es and spots of fine oxidation and is maker marked on the top of the lid.  The measure operates properly and
is in about very good condition overall, drop tube is not present.  (56106-572) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1190. LOT OF ZISCHANG LOADING TOOLS (1)
unmarked all metal construction .314 smooth single cavity
bullet mould with base plug.  The steel surfaces are an
overall dark brown fading to a lighter gray at the ends of the
handles with modest pitting and oxidation; (3) bullet
swages .313,.313,.316, made of steel and mainly in-the-
white toning to a mottled gray with some specks of light
pitting and handling marks.  All in very good condition over-
all.  (6106-594) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1191. JOHN JAMESON SCHOYEN STYLE POWDER
MEASURE Assembled from surviving castings from the
Schoyen shop, assembled by John Jameson and Gerald
Kelver this model is from Mr. Jameson’s personal collection
and is nearly identical to a Schoyen model.  The canister is
made of glass and the brass lid has some light tarnish
where spout was soldered.  The turned wood charging
handle has a couple light handling marks.  The support bar
and mounting bolt are in the white and the brass castings
are mainly finished bright with some minor light ingrained
dirt staining. Measure functions properly and is in fine con-
dition overall with no drop tube present.  (56106-711)
[Warren Greatbatch collection]

1192. BELDING & MULL MODEL 28 STAIGHTLINE
RELOADING PRESS This rather unique unit is used for
reloading any cartridges with the proper accessories.  The support
arm, chuck and handle arms are mainly in the white with some light

spots of fine pitting and freckling; the side of the sizing
unit, handle and base retain about 95% lightly flaking
black painted finish with light ingrained dirt staining.

The unit appears to function properly and includes a 25-
20 resizing die and is mounted to a stained wooden platform.
(56106-633) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
1193. EARLY TABLE TOP TELESCOPE STAND This

is an attractive table-top all brass telescope stand for
bench rest shooting.  The unit stands 16 1/2” tall with
folding legs and is equipped with 5 3/4” two-hole rec-
tangular baseplate that pivots up and down and rotates
360 degrees for perfect scope placement.  The scope mount, pedestal base and legs retain about 95-97%
flaking black painted finish with some light scuffs and scratches.  The
pedestal and hardware have a lightly mellowed ochre patina
with areas of light tarnish.  A rather neat early shooting acces-
sory in very good plus to fine condition overall.  (56106-97K)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1194. POPE BENCH MOUNT ADJUSTABLE MACHINE
REST  This rather unique, unmarked, handcrafted all-steel
construction rest mounts to the front of a shooting bench
via a four-hole one piece base and body.  The body
houses a solid arm which adjusts vertically via a turn screw and
locking arm.  Attached to the arm is a rectangular baseplate

which hoses a broad “V” shaped resting block that
adjusts horizontally via a turn handle on either side of the
block.  The steel surfaces are mainly in the white with
some light handling marks, scattered fine pitting and
traces of light oxidation staining.  The rest appears to func-

tion properly and is in very good condition overall.  (56106-570)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]
1195. LYMAN POLAROID TUBE SIGHT  The tube measures

16 3/8” only and retains 95-97% original blue with light han-
dling marks, scuffs and a few specks of light oxidation.  The
tube sight is in very good condition overall and does not
include the mounts, sight disc or inserts.  A fair condition
unmarked plain two piece cardboard box with scuffed torn edges,
dirt staining and missing endflap, along with a separated instruc-
tion sheet with torn, stained edges is included.  (56106-522)
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1196. LOT OF SCHUETZEN SHOOTING MEDALS AND RIBBONS This lot contains 26 different shooting medals from various
states, shooting clubs and organizations.  Most are have suspension bars, some have ribbons, engraved names and display cases.  In very
good condition overall.  (56106-524) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1197. POPE MARKED BARREL PURPORTEDLY A PROTOTYPE FOR THE COLT 1896 MACHINE GUN 30 caliber, 28”
stepped tapered heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel remains in the white with some scattered specks of fine pitting an
oxidation staining.  The rear of the barrel is marked “H.M. Pope” and the center of barrel has a turned 11 groove and 63 groove section
separated by a 1 1/4” solid band.  A neat looking Pope-marked barrel in fine condition overall.  (56101-683) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1198. WINCHESTER MODEL 1885 BARREL AND FOREARM  45-70 Govt., 28” octagon barrel with a bright fine bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with a few minor nicks and specks of fine oxidation.  The smooth walnut schnabel forearm rates fine
with a few light handling marks and two holes drilled in the belly of the forearm.  The top of the barrel has three sets of drilled and tapped
holes and a solid Weaver base is installed, no front sight present.  (56106-682) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1199. BARRY DARR RIFLE BARREL 25 caliber, 29” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% orig-
inal blue with scattered pinprick oxidation and the front of the muzzle remains bright.  There are no front or rear sights and scope blocks
have been installed; bottom of barrel is marked “BWD”.  (56106-681) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1200. U.S. GATLING GUN BARREL 45-70 Govt., 32” part octagon barrel with a very good bore having even light pitting and oxidation
but good evident rifling its entire length.  The barrel retains about 90% original blue toning to brown with light silvering along the edges,
scattered fine pinprick pitting and oxidation along with a few light handling marks and scratches.  The rear of the barrel has proper
“VP”/eagle and “R.A.C.” markings and is in very good condition overall. (56106-508) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1201. REDFIELD INTERNATIONAL TARGET RIFLE SIGHTS (1) International Match Receiver Sight all metal construction with
extra-large eye disc and adjustable elevation and windage knobs, no mounting base included; (1) International Military globe style front
sight with changeable inserts and level.  Both retain 99% original blue and are in excellent condition Included is a two piece factory card-
board box with instruction sheet.  (56106-506) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1202. 4-D 22 R-2 LOVELL RELOADING DIE SET  Two-piece 4-D full length set includes seater and sizer.  Also included is a
Hornady sizer with primer pin.  All three dies are in excellent condition remaining bright and includes a black plastic case.  (56106-
509) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1203. LOT OF PICKET BULLET MOULDS (1) unmarked .385 single cavity pointed picket bullet mould with rectangular brass cavity and
long sprue plate and wooden handle; (1) hollow base mould for two-piece picket ball or bullet projectile with wooden handle.  Both
moulds are in very good plus to fine condition, the metal surfaces are an overall pewter gray with light specks of pitting and freckling; han-
dles show some small hairline splits and handling marks.  (561065-595) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1204. NIEDNER WINCHESTER 32-165 SINGLE CAVITY BULLET MOULD  Single smooth cavity mould stamped “Niedner” on
the side of the block.  The metal retains about 80% original blue toning to brown on the sides of the mould, also showing some minor fine
pitting and surface wear.  The handles rate good to very good with thin splits and handling marks and the ferrules have a nicely mellowed
brass finish.  Also included is a “T” nipple wrench in near excellent condition.  (56106-231) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1205. CASED SET OF GERMAN MATCH TARGET
SIGHTS This is a rather neat seven piece set of
German Match rifle sights stamped with serial #1374.
Included are (1) lollipop diopter sight having a 1 7/8”
eye disc, (1) 110 meter U-shaped diopter sight with
horizontal adjustable sight plates, (1) 300 meter U-
shaped diopter sight with horizontal adjustable sight
plates, (1) v-notch diopter rear sight adjustable both
vertically and horizontally; (1) diopter key, (1) unnum-
bered ramp front sight and (1) unnumbered side pro-
tected post front.  The set is in fine condition overall
with light edge and contact wear along with some
minor light handling marks.  The sight is housed in a
green covered hinged hard case with faded green
baize interior showing some light scuffs and stains.
(56106-529) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]  
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1206. LOT OF SHOOTING AND
PERSONAL ITEMS FROM
THE ESTATE OF NED
ROBERTS  This is rather large col-
lection of reloading, shooting and
personal items belonging to Mr. Ned
Roberts and includes: (1) Ideal No. 3
30-30W reloading tool with an
assortment of dies and decapping
pins, (1) unmarked barrel muzzle rest,
(1) Niedner muzzle cleaning protec-
tor, numerous printing blocks, dummy
shells, numerous commercial and
cast bullets, primers, fired brass, trig-
ger and globe sight, Pinkman and
Smith frameless eye glasses, numer-
ous powder brochures, (2) double
leaf epaulettes, shooting patches,
conference badges, 1938 New
Brunswick deer tag pin, (1) H&B
Toasted corncob pipe with stem, (1)
wooden pipe with stem from the
Cannon Mt. Tramway, chamber ream-
er, many different dies and sizers, tar-
get cutter on block, “U.S.” marked pli-
ers, Boston Safe Deposit & Trust let-
ter opener, “Press” car plate, collec-
tion of personal and shooting pho-
tographs and negatives, targets sto-

ries and correspondence both from and about Mr. Roberts.  A nice collection of history of the man who gave us the .257 Roberts.  (56106-
505) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1207. GRAVITY FEED GATLING GUN MAGAZINE This is a 40 rd., 45-70 Govt., tin gravity feed stick magazine with brass cover, heavy
follower and base.  The body is overall mottled pewter in color with a few small specks of oxidation.  The brass has a nicely mellowed ochre
patina with some spots of light tarnish and a few light handling marks.  (56106-502A) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1208. GRAVITY FEED GATLING GUN MAGAZINE This is a 40 rd., 45-70 Govt., tin gravity feed stick magazine with brass cover, heavy
follower and base.  The exterior body is overall pewter in color with some scattered light pitting and handling marks; the interior a darker
pewter with modest pinprick pitting and spots of light active oxidation.  The brass has a dark brownish-green patina with some specks of
light tarnish and oxidation staining.  (56106-502D) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1209. GRAVITY FEED GATLING MAGAZINE
This is a 40 rd., 45-70 Govt., tin gravity feed stick
magazine with brass cover, heavy follower and
base.  The body is overall mottled pewter in color
on both with a few scattered specks of light oxi-
dation staining and faint pitting on both the exte-
rior and interior.  The brass shows a lightly mel-
lowed goldenrod patina with light tarnish and a
few specks of fine pitting and oxidation staining.
(56106-502B) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1210. GRAVITY FEED GATLING GUN MAG-
AZINE This is a 40 rd., 45-70 Govt., tin gravity
feed stick magazine with brass cover, heavy fol-
lower and base.  The exterior body is a darker
pewter color with a few light handling marks,
specks of fine pitting and active orange oxidation
along the cover; the interior has slightly more pit-
ting and modest oxidation at the cover.  The brass
has a dark ochre patina with light handling marks
and light tarnishing along with light oxidation on
the follower handle.  (56106-502E) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1211. GRAVITY FEED GATLING GUN MAG-
AZINE This is a 40 rd., 45-70 Govt., tin gravity
feed stick magazine with brass cover, heavy fol-
lower and base  The dovetail on the base is
marked “US  Cal, 45” and the cover is marked
with an inverted “P” on the same side.  The exte-
rior of the body is overall pewter in color with
some light handling marks and a couple spots of
light oxidation staining; the interior has a slightly
brighter finish along with a few scattered spots of
light active oxidation.  The brass has a darkened
brownish-ochre patina with spots of light tarnish
and minor oxidation on the follower.  (56106-
502C) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1212. MANN TEST BARREL This a 7 mm, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  Intended to be used in a Mann style test machine with
a V-shaped barrel rest for the purpose of testing the accuracy and consistency of various bullet weights, powders and load combinations.
The barrel is in-the-white fading to dark gray mainly on one side with scattered light freckling, handling marks and specks of fine pitting
and oxidation staining. (56106-503) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1213. UNFINISHED RIFLE BARREL  This is a .25 caliber 26 1/8” tapered barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel is mainly in-the-
white with some faint handling marks and scattered specks of very light oxidation staining.  Included with the barrel is a wrinkle and fold-
ed but intact large red tag which has “choke bored-not/thread or chambered/9” pitch/Special .25/Winchester made for/NHR”.  A fine con-
dition unfinished barrel no doubt made for Major Ned H. Roberts.  (56106-728) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1214. L.N. MOOG RIFLE TELESCOPE serial #402, 34” overall with a 3/4” tube and equipped with a standard crosshair reticle in crisp
optics.  The metal surfaces bear an overall brown patina with some light handling marks and scattered specks of fine pinprick pitting and
oxidation staining.  The scope is in very good condition overall and includes matching finish mounts, an April 9, 95 dated invoice from
Parsons Scope Service of Ohio for a complete, cleaning, polish lenses, repair reticle cell and crosshairs. Comes with a homemade, paint-
ed two-piece wood shipping box.  (56106-521) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1215. EMPTY J. W. SIDLE SCOPE BOX This is an empty two-piece scope box with original handwritten Sidle shipping label on top of
lid.  There are other partial shipping/freight labels affixed to box and along with the Sidle label show light wear and staining.  The box is in
very good condition overall with lightly chipped edges and rounded corners, grease pencil writings and ingrained dirt staining.  One of the
lid screws is missing.  A neat collectible for the vintage target shooter of scope collector.  956106-507) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1216. TASCO 1860 REPLICA BRASS TELESCOPE This 4X15 mm brass bodied scope measures 32 3/8” overall with a 3/4” tube.  The
scope bears a nice antique goldenrod patina with spots of light tarnish and a few light scratches and handling marks.  The scope is
equipped with a standard crosshair reticle and crisp optics and includes threaded lens caps.  (56106-622) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1217. UNMARKED RIFLE TUBE SIGHT  This unmarked open tube rifle sight measures 30 1/8” overall with a 3/4” tube. The tube bears
an overall brown patina with a thin band of original blue along the bottom of the tube with light scuffs, handling marks and light pinprick
oxidation staining mainly at the rear of the tube.  The sight does not use lenses and is equipped with a lollipop style front insert.  (56106-
621) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1218. LOT OF SHARPS RELOADING TOOLS (1) No. 52 New Model 1859 all metal single cavity three groove mould with jaw sprue
cutter.  The mould is in fine condition with strong grooves and bears an overall mottled gray finish with specks of light pitting and a few
light handling marks; (1) “45 SHARP 550 gr. SWAGE” marked single cavity bullet mould with wood handle.  The brass mould rates fine
bearing a dark copper colored patina with a few spots of light tarnish and is equipped with an iron sprue cutter.  The turned wooden han-
dle has a long thin split and a few light handling marks.  (56106-740A) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1219. LOT OF SHARPS RELOADING TOOLS (1) No. 32 New Model 1859 all metal single cavity three groove mould with jaw sprue
cutter.  The mould rates fine to near excellent with strong grooves, slight heat darkening on the jaws and hinge along with a few light han-
dling marks and specks of fine pitting.  The left handle has engraved initials “W.A.J.”; (1) “45 GOV. 420  G” marked swage single cavity
bullet mould with wood handle.  The brass mould rates fine bearing a dark copper colored patina with modest tarnish and light pitting,
handling marks and is equipped with an iron sprue cutter.  The turned wood handle shows a very small thin split, light chipping along the
ferrule and some other light blemishes.  (56106-740B) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1220. LOT OF 38-55 RELOADING TOOLS (1) Ideal No. 3, 38-55M reloading tool in fine to near excellent condition retaining about 98%
nickel with some light dings and handling marks; (1) unmarked sizer in fine condition having a smoky gray patina with a few light handling
marks; (1) Marlin Ballard straight line seating chamber in very good condition retaining about 80% flaking nickel with specks of very faint
oxidation staining; (1) Marlin Ballard re & decapper in very good plus condition retaining about 80% flaking nickel with specks of light pit-
ting and oxidation staining, threaded brass pin cover is present.  (56106-739) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1221. DAVE HALL IMPROVED 6X37 SHOOTING KIT  This kit includes an assortment of sizers, seaters, cappers, decapper pins and
other small tools in a green RCBS plastic box; (1) small allen wrench set; (1) chamber brush with wood handle; (2) boxes of Federal small
rifle primers (one is partial); (1) handheld capper. (1) unknown T-handle tool;(1) plastic bag of bore brushes; (1) International Benchrest
Shooter handbook; (1) partial box of bullets; (2) threaded round brass bars; (1) 7 3/4” muzzle protector cleaning tool; (2) wood handle
turn screws and (1) unknown 10” aluminum rod with two cylindrical ends, one of which has a protective felt pad.  Kit is housed in a metal
Master Mechanic tool box.  (56106-501) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] 

1222. LOT OF RELOADING ACCESSORIES AND GUN PARTS (1) compact all brass .298 single cavity bullet mould; (3) brass and
(2) aluminum partial castings; (2) sets of rectangular target scope bases; (1) Smith & Wesson yoke; (1) H.M. Pope marked 32 caliber, 6”
revolver barrel with a very good bore having a few specks of pitting  having and overall gray-brown patina and no front sight insert; (1)
unmarked two-piece single cavity five groove 25-20 bullet mould.  (56106-596) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1223. LOT OF 22 CALIBER AMMUNITION AND COMPONENTS (23) rds. and (3) fired cases of Remington 22 Hornet 45 gr.
PSP; (35) rds. of Winchester Western 218 Bee HP; (1) old reloading notepad; (1) straight line seating chamber; (1) small cardboard box
containing 18 rds. of .218 brass, a few of which is loaded and/or primed and two small brass tools; (1) partial box of Sierra 22 Cal. Hornet
40 gr. SP; and (1) partial box of Niedner 22 Cal., 50 gr., SP.  (56106-398) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1224. VERNIER SIGHT ELEVATOR (1) Vernier sight elevator with eye disc graduated from 0-75 yds. For a Schuetzen or Highwall style rifle.
In fine condition overall retaining 95-97% original blue with loss primarily at the pivot point.  (56106-275) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1225. H.M. POPE 32-40 BARREL  (1) H.M. Pope-marked 32-40, 11 1/4” octagon barrel with a fine bore.  The barrel retains 95-97% orig-
inal blue, loss due to silvering along the edges, light handling marks and specks of light oxidation staining.  The top of the barrel has two
sets of drilled but untapped holes and the underside of barrel has two dovetail slots and various proof marks.  (56106-504) [Warren
Greatbatch Collection]

1226. LOT OF SCHOYEN POWDER MEASURES  This is a collection of assorted powder measure parts from George Schoyens shop;
(1) antique brass bodied powder measure with one small and one large threaded tin caps in good condition with the brass bearing a tar-
nished golden-rod patina and the aluminum base showing light dents, handling marks and staining.  The charging lever and canisters are
no longer present.  Measure is stored in an iron frame wand style holder with wood handle.  The metal shows modest pitting and oxida-
tion staining and the wood handle show numerous light handling marks; (3) modified or partially built powder measure bases construct-
ed of steel, cast iron and brass showing modest handling marks and oxidation staining; (13) assorted pieces of scrap brass and iron used
for designing and building Schoyen powder measures and (1) powder measure crafted out of a hollowed wood block with two drilled tin
caps (canisters not present) and a wooden sliding lever in center of box for dispersing powder.  (Lever is broken on one side and no
longer functions properly.)  A rather neat collection of parts and ideas from the pioneer days of reloading when one had to sometimes
craft one’s own equipment.  (56106-723) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1227. TARGET RIFLE SHOOTER BOX  This is two-piece hinged wood box with removable lid containing 43 assorted wrenches, sizers, punch-
es and other small tools; (8) assorted sizers and dies, some of which are marked Frankford Arsenal; (3) wood handle seaters; (3) partial boxes
of primers; (1) partial Winchester cap tin; (1) wooden mallet with removable handle; (2) metal and (1) wood handle decappers; (2) small brass
charging cups; (1) small brass dovetail front sight; (1) unmarked O’hare style brass muzzle and front sight protector; (1) brass handgun clean-
ing rod with slotted end; (1) Frankford Arsenal resizing die punch and (1) adjustable shot powder measure with wood handle.  Items in good
to fine condition overall with varying degrees of wear and handling marks.  (56106-634) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1228. ANTIQUE BENCH SHOOTING MACHINE REST This is a rather primitive yet ingenious designed machine rest constructed
of hinged plated steel mounted on a thick plank wood base.  The rest features a V-notched rear rest adjustable horizontally via two
threaded T-shaped bolts and a two-piece front rest adjustable vertically via two threaded bolts.  Attached to the front rest is a modified
L.N. Moog style telescope missing 2/3 of the cut outer tube.  The telescope is equipped with a fine crosshair reticle and a T-shaped
two piece rest adjusted with two small threaded bolts.  Overall a very good condition antique bench shooting machine rest.  (56106-
525) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1229. LOT OF A.O. NIEDNER SHOOTING RIBBONS AND PHOTOGRAPHS  Eleven framed items total: (1) 18 1/2” x 28 1/2”
gold gilt frame containing 31 various Schuetzen ribbons and pins from 1885-1905 from New Hampshire, Wisconsin, Massachusetts, Illinois
and Missouri. Some of the ribbons show light tears and stains and the wood frame shows light chips and dents; (1) 18 1/2” x 21 1/4”
framed Milwaukee Sharpshooters Society diploma to A.O. Niedner dated November 20, 1898.  The diploma has darkened lightly with age
and has a small tear in the upper left corner, black painted frame shows light chipped and rounded edges; (1) 8 1/2” x 11” framed photo
of an older Mr. Niedner holding a Schuetzen rifle with a caption “Friendship/IND./1941”; (1) frame containing 11 different M.S.S and
Military Medal Match special score cards of score shot at 200, 500, & 1000 yds. By A.O. Niedner; (1) matted framed photo of two younger
gentlemen one possibly Niedner in exercise clothes standing amongst barbell, heavy bag and juggling props and dumbbells; (1) framed
photo of a shooters backside facing the camera clutching his Schuetzen rifle; (1) matted and framed photo showing 13 members of the
Boston Rifle & Pistol Club 1918; (1) framed photograph of the 1923 Illinois civilian rifle team at the Nation Matches in Camp Perry Ohio of
which Niedner was a member, photos shows light creases and folds; (1) framed photo of the 18th Rifle Tournament in Davenport Iowa
1931.  This photo was used in the inside flap picture of his Pope book; (1) framed 1901 letter and envelop  addressed and written to A.O.
Niedner from Thomas Morrison of Harvard University; (1) framed photo of Niedner shooting his muzzleloader. A nice grouping of medals
and photographs of one of America's premier gunsmiths.  (56106-513) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1230. HERRETT TARGET GRIPS FOR A WOODSMAN PISTOL  This is a set of right hand No. 12 checkered walnut thumb rest tar-
get grips for Colt Woodsman pistols.  The grips are in excellent condition with perhaps one or two blemishes noticeable.  (56484-1A)

1231. TRIJICON 8 MOA RED DOT PISTOL SIGHT This LED sight fits a Colt Combat Government model pistol or any 1911 with sim-
ilar rear sight cut.  The sight features an 8 MOA LED insert in an acrylic lens and includes a snap on cover for extended battery life, Minidial,
Bomar sight adapter and included manual.  The sight functions properly and is in near excellent condition with a few very light handling
marks in the Polymer body.  (56416-34A)

1232. HI-POWER IVORY GRIPS  This is a set of smooth genuine Ivory grips for a Browning Hi-Power pistol.  The ivory has a pleasing
cream color with light beige highlights and are in excellent condition, grip screws are not included.  (56393-241A)

1233. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a lightly fading but still visible "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is
in very good plus  condition overall bearing a mottled gray patina with scattered fine pinprick pitting on oxidation staining.  The sprue cut-
ter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-63) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1234. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in near excellent con-
dition overall with a smoky brown-gray patina with a few light dings and handling marks and sparse spots of fine oxidation staining.  The
sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-62) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1235. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a fading but legible "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in good
condition overall bearing a dark brown patina with a covering of modest pinprick pitting and light oxidation with light silvering along the
edges from light dings and scuffs.  The sprue plate has a slight bend and is open-ended at the end of the handle, showing an old round-
ed-edge repair.  The cavities show some slightly rounded edges and spots of modest oxidation.  (56229-43) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1236. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in near excellent con-
dition overall with a smoky brown-gray patina with a few light dings and scattered specks of pinprick pitting and fine oxidation staining.
The sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-43) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
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1237. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in fine condition hav-
ing been lightly cleaned to a pewter gray with a few sparse handling marks and specks of pinprick pitting and oxidation staining.  The sprue
cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-16) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1238. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a clear "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in about very good con-
dition overall with a light pewter gray patina with a few light scattered specks of pinprick pitting and fine oxidation staining.  The bottom
edges of the cavity and the side of the sprue cutter handle show some light dings and rolled edges.  The sprue cutter remains clean and
operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-48) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1239. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in near excellent con-
dition overall with a smoky brown-gray patina with ample light vise marks and scattered specks of pinprick pitting and fine oxidation stain-
ing.  The sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and although the conical cavity appears untouched the round ball cavity appears
to have been re-cherried with a slightly squared dimple at the tip.  (56229-76) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1240. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in overall very good
condition with an overall dark brown patina with scattered light handling marks and sparse pinprick pitting.  The sprue cutter remains clean
and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-74) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1241. UNMARKED CIVIL WAR-ERA DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD   This unmarked .31 caliber dual cavity round ball and
conical bullet mould was commonly used with the Colt, Manhattan and Remington pocket revolvers and does not utilize a sprue cutter.
The mould is in fine condition overall with a mottled brown-gray patina with light dings and handling marks and sparse pinprick pitting.
The cavities have sharp edges and specks of light surface rust.  (56229-102) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1242. UNMARKED CIVIL WAR-ERA DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD   This unmarked .31 caliber dual cavity round ball and
conical bullet mould was commonly used with the Colt, Manhattan and Remington pocket revolvers and does not utilize a sprue cutter.
The mould is in good to very condition overall with a mottled brown-gray patina with scattered pinprick pitting and fine oxidation staining.
The hinge has a little loose vertical play and the cavity pin has been replaced.  The cavities have sharp edges and specks of light surface
rust.  (56229-103) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1243. UNMARKED CIVIL WAR-ERA SINGLE CAVITY ROUND BALL MOULD  This .31 caliber single cavity round ball mould
measures 5 1/4" overall and is only marked "160" (160 balls to the pound) on the lower handle below the sprue cutter.  The metal sur-
faces bear an overall brown patina with some light handling marks and specks of fine oxidation staining.  The cavity remains sharp and
clean and mould is in fine condition overall.  (56229-107) [Elliott Riggs Collection] 

1244. UNMARKED CIVIL WAR-ERA SINGLE CAVITY ROUND BALL MOULD  This .34 caliber single cavity round ball mould mea-
sures 4 5/8" overall and is only marked "115" (115 balls to the pound) on the lower handle below the sprue cutter.  The metal surfaces may
have been cleaned some time ago and bear an overall mottled gray brown patina with scattered pinprick pitting and areas of light surface rust
mainly in the hinge area.  The cavity remains crisp and clean and mould is in very good condition overall.  (56229-106) [Elliot Riggs Collection]

1245. UNMARKED 31 CALIBER DUAL CAVITY ROUND BALL MOULD  This dual cavity round ball mould measures 3 5/8"
overall and bears no maker or weight markings. The metal surfaces are mainly in-the-white with light tones of brown and scattered
specks of fine pitting and oxidation staining.  The cavities remain crisp and sharp and the mould is in fine condition overall.  (56229-100)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]

1246. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in overall fine condi-
tion with a smoky brown patina with light silvering along the edges with sparse pinprick pitting and handling marks.  The sprue cutter
remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp and sharp; the sprue stop screw is a newer replacement.  (56229-80)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]

1247. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in fine condition with an overall
pewter patina with light dings and scattered fine oxidation staining.  The sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities
remain crisp and sharp.  (56229-72) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1248. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in near excellent con-
dition retaining about 80% original blue toning to brown with light contact wear, scattered light oxidation staining and a few specks of
fine pinprick pitting.  The sprue cutter operates freely and remains clean with sharp edges and the cavities remain sharp and clean.
(56229-64) [Elliott Riggs Collection] 

1249. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in near excellent con-
dition retaining about 90% original blue toning to brown with some scattered light dings, a few specks of fine pinprick pitting and oxida-
tion staining.  The sprue handle has a light round edge and the remaining edges remain sharp overall with a couple light dings here and
there.  The sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities are sharp and clean.  (56229-57) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1250. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a lightly fading  "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in near excel-
lent condition bearing a pleasing brown patina with a few light nicks and a speck or two of fine pitting on the exterior of the mould.  The
upper edge of interior left handle shows a 1" spot of of modest chipping and pitting with a similar but much smaller spot on the lower
edge of the right handle.  The sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities are sharp and clean with some fine pinprick
pitting on the flats and on the hinge.  (56229-68) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1251. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould is
marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in very good condition
retaining about 80% original blue toning to brown with scattered pinprick pitting and modest light oxidation.  The sprue cutter and hinge
are a bit stiff but remain functional and the cavities are sharp with a few specks of light surface oxidation.  (56229-3) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1252. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould is
marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in very good condition bear-
ing an overall brown gray patina with generous traces of original blue along with sparse pinprick pitting and scattered fine oxidation stain-
ing.  The metal shows some light scuffs and dings along the edges with a spot of more moderate chipping along the inside edge of the left
handle. The sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain sharp and clean.  (56229-68) [Elliott Riggs Collection]
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1253. UNMARKED CIVIL WAR-ERA DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD   This unmarked .31 caliber dual cavity round ball and con-
ical bullet was commonly used with the Colt, Manhattan and Remington pocket revolvers and does not utilize a sprue cutter.  The mould is
in very good plus condition bearing an over gun metal gray patina with scattered fine oxidation staining, a few light dings along the edges
and three modest little marks at the tip of the left handle.  The cavities remain clean and sharp.  (56229-104) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1254. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This 36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould
is marked with a crisp "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cutter.  The mould is in excellent condition
retaining about 90-95% original blue toning to brown with a few light nicks and scuffs and perhaps a speck or two of fine pitting.  The
sprue cutter remains clean and operates freely and the cavities are sharp and clean.  (56229-57) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1255. MODIFIED FIVE CAVITY COLT SECOND MODEL DRAGOON MOULD  This 44 caliber brass bodied mould measures 5
1/8" overall with all but faded maker mark on the iron sprue cutter.  Originally designed as a dual cavity round ball and conical bullet mould,
the bottom of the mould has three added .26 caliber buckshot cavities. The brass surfaces have a mellowed ochre patina with numerous
light dings and dents and a few spots of light tarnish and oxidation on the interior flats of the mould; the cavities remain clear and sharp.
The sprue cutter bears a dull gray patina with modest pinprick pitting and light oxidation staining and the stop screw is no longer present.
(56229-25) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1256. UNMARKED SINGLE BARREL BAR HAMMER COMBINATION BULLET MOULD WITH WRENCH  This unmarked
.31 caliber dual cavity round ball combination mould measures 3 5/8" overall and the tip of the left handle is equipped with a 5/8" box
wrench for removing the barrel on bar hammer pistols.  The mould has no provision for a sprue cutter and is in near excellent condition
with metal surfaces having been lightly cleaned to a gun metal gray patina with scattered pinprick pitting and sparse fine
oxidation staining.  The cavities remain sharp and clean.  (56229-2) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1257. UNMARKED SINGLE BARREL BAR HAMMER COMBINATION BULLET MOULD WITH WRENCH
This unmarked .31 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet  combination mould measures 3 5/8" overall and the
tip of the left handle is equipped with a 5/8" box wrench for removing the barrel on bar hammer pistols.  The mould is
equipped with a sprue cutter and although unmarked has the appearance of a Manhattan-style design.  The metal sur-
faces are in fine condition with metal surfaces having been light to moderately cleaned to almost in-the-white with scat-
tered light handling marks, a 1/4" thin pitted chip along the inside edge of the right handle and scattered fine oxidation
staining.  The cavities remain sharp and clean.  (56229-1) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1258. UNMARKED SINGLE BARREL BAR HAMMER COMBINATION BULLET MOULD WITH WRENCH
This unmarked .36 caliber dual cavity round ball and conical bullet  combination mould measures 3 5/8" overall and the
tip of the left handle is equipped with a 5/8" box wrench for removing the barrel on bar hammer pistols.  The mould is
equipped with a sprue cutter and although unmarked has the appearance of a Manhattan-style design; the end of the
handle has been cut and rounded just past the stop screw.  The metal surfaces are in very good to fine condition show-
ing evidence of an old light cleaning under an overall dull brown patina with a few light handling marks and specks of fine
oxidation staining.  The cavities remain sharp and clean.  (56229-105) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1259. EARLY UNMARKED MANHATTAN NAVY DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD This is an early .36 cal-
iber round ball and conical bullet mould without the familiar "horseshoe" Manhattan Arms makers mark on top of the
sprue cutter.  The mould rates fine overall with a mottled gray patina and numerous light dings to the sides of the
mould and a few sparse specks of light pitting and scattered specks of fine oxidation staining.  The sprue cutter
remains clean and operates freely and the cavities remain clean and sharp.  (56229-21) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1260. MANHATTAN FIREARMS DUAL CAVITY BULLET MOULD  This .36 caliber dual cavity round ball
and conical bullet mould is marked "MANHATTAN FIREARMS/MANUFG./CO./N.Y." on top of the sprue cut-
ter.  The mould is in overall fine condition with soft light brush marks from being lightly cleaned some time ago

and an overall pewter patina with light dings and
scattered fine oxidation staining.  The right side of
the mould is marked "US/40" with the "S"
stamped upside down.  The sprue cutter remains
clean and operates freely and the cavities remain crisp
and sharp.  (56229-38) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1261. UNMARKED WALCH/LINDSEY DOUBLE SHOT
REVOLVER DUAL CAVITY BULLET  MOULD  This
unmarked .31 caliber double ended dual cavity mould measures 4"
overall and does not utilize a sprue cutter.  The mould is in very good
to fine condition overall having been light to moderately clean to in-
the-white with a few light dings and scattered light pinprick pitting and
light oxidation staining.  The hinge remains stiff and the cavities are
clear and sharp.  (56229-31) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1262. U.M.C. CO. BOX OF 41 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNI-
TION  This is an opened but full 50 rd. two-piece tartan cardboard
box with a blue top label and a red side label of swaged bullet 41
short rimfire ammunition.  The top label remains 98% intact having
darkened with age and light scuffing in the center.  The side label
shows a few light scuffs and rough edges.  The box itself rates excel-
lent with slightly rounded corners with seams intact.  The cartridges
rate very good plus with light oxidation on the lead projectiles also
present on the lightly tarnished copper cases.  (56229-A3) [Elliott
Riggs Collection]                                                            (300/500)
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1263. REMINGTON KLEANBORE BOX OF 41 SHORT RIMFIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a one-piece green and red "dog bone" box
containing 50 rds. of 41 short rimfire ammunition.  The box rates good
overall with top of the box opened along three sides to expose cartridges
remaining intact along the rear edge. The box has darkened lightly with
age, the corners are lightly rounded and scuffed and the endflaps show
light tears and cellophane tape repairs.  The cartridges rate very good
plus with specks of light tarnish on the copper cases and very light oxi-
dation forming on the lead projectiles.  (56229-A8) [Elliott Riggs
Collection] (150/250)

1264. REMINGTON U.M.C. BOX OF 41 SHORT RIMFIRE
AMMUNITION  This is an opened but full two-piece 50 rd. tartan
cardboard box with a blue top label and a red side label of 130 grain
round nose bullet 41 short rimfire ammunition.  The top label remains
99% intact having darkened with age and one pin size scuff on the
lower left edge.  The side labels show light scuffs mainly along the
edges and remain factory sealed along the rear seam.  The cartridges
rate very good overall with lightly mellowed copper cases and moder-
ate oxidization on the lead projectiles which has rubbed onto some of
the cases.  (56229-A4) [Elliott Riggs Collection]                 (300/500)

1265. REMINGTON KLEANBORE BOX OF 41 SHORT RIMFIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a one-piece green and red "dog bone" box
containing 50 rds. of 41 short rimfire ammunition.  The box rates very good
overall with the top of the box opened along three sides to expose car-
tridges, remaining partially intact along the rear edge. The box shows a
couple light scuffs and slightly rounded corners.  The cartridges rate very
good plus with mellowed lightly tarnished copper cases and very light oxi-
dation forming on the lead projectiles.  (56229-A9) [Elliott Riggs
Collection] (150/250)

1266. WINCHESTER BOX OF 32 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNITION
This is a two-piece cardboard box with a yellow top label and a red side
label containing 50 rds. of round nose 32 caliber rimfire ammunition.  The
top label remains 99% intact with sharp corners having darkened slightly
with age with a few pin size scuffs.  The side labels remain about 75% intact
with only remnants of label remaining on the rear of the box.  The box itself
rates very good having darkened slightly with age, a separating lower front
edge and slightly rounded corners.  The cartridges rate very good with
lightly mellowed and tarnished copper cases and light oxidation forming on
the lead projectiles.  (56229-A10) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)

1267. U.M.C. BOX OF 30 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This is
a two-piece tartan cardboard box with a blue top and side label containing
50 rds. of swaged bullet 30 caliber short rimfire ammunition.  The top label
remains 99% intact with sharp corners having darkened lightly with age.
The side labels remain about 90% intact with some light tears, scuffs and
age darkening.  The box itself rates  very good plus overall with lightly
rounded corners, two of which have separated.  The front seam of the lid is
starting to separate along the lower left corner.  The cartridges rate very
good plus with light oxidation forming on the lead projectiles which has
rubbed onto some of the copper cases.  (56229-A7) [Elliott Riggs
Collection] (200/400)

1268. REMINGTON U.M.C. BOX OF 30 SHORT RIMFIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a factory sealed two-piece 50 rd. tartan card-
board box with with a blue and red top and side labels of 58 grain round
nose 30 caliber short rimfire ammunition.  Both labels remain 99% intact
with a couple minor scuffs and very light age staining.  The box itself rates
near excellent with lightly rounded edges and corners. A previous own-
ers name is written in blue ink pen on the bottom label.  (56229-A1)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]                                                        (350/550)
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1269. PETERS BOX OF 41 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This
is a one-piece yellow, blue and red cardboard box of Peters Rustless 41
caliber short ammunition.  The box rates fine overall with a small tear on the
lower corner and remnants of old cellophane tape on the left endflap and
top of the box.  The cartridges rate fine with light tarnish on the copper
cases and light oxidation forming on the lead projectiles.  (56229-A2)
[Elliott Riggs Collection]                                                           (400/600) 

1270. U.M.C. BOX OF 22-100 LONG AMMUNITION  This is a very
early factory sealed two-piece 100 rd. tartan cardboard box with an orange
top and side label of 22-100/Long No.1 standard revolver cartridges man-
ufactured under Smith & Wesson's patent April 17th. 1860.  The top label
remains 99% intact with sharp corners and a few minor scuffs and light age
staining.  The side labels remain about 98% intact with a few light scuffs,
pinhole tears and minor age staining.  The box itself rates excellent with a
handful of minor light scuffs and a couple slightly rounded corners.  A
super, rare, early box.  (56229-A12) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (1200/1600)

1271. WINCHESTER BOX OF 30 SHORT AMMUNITION  This is a fac-
tory sealed two-piece natural colored box with a green top label and orange
side label of 50 rds. of "H" trademark round nose bullet 30 caliber short rim-
fire ammunition.  The top label remains 98% intact with a few light scuffs.  The
side label remains 98% intact with ample light scuffs, one small tear and very
light age staining.  The box itself rates fine to near excellent  with some very
light age staining.  (56229-A6) [Elliott Riggs Collection]                (400/600)

1272. WINCHESTER BOX OF 22 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNI-
TION  This is a two-piece natural colored box with a green top label and
side label of 50 rds. of 22 caliber short rimfire black powder "H" trademark
ammunition.  The top label remains about 98% intact with light scuffs,
rough edges and light age staining.  The side label remains about 92%
intact with tears to the left side of the label.  The box itself rates very good
overall having been opened on three sides to expose contents with slight-
ly rounded corners and has darkened lightly with age.  The cartridges rate
near excellent with lightly mellowed copper cases.  (56229-A11) [Elliott
Riggs Collection] (150/250)

1273. REMINGTON U.M.C. BOX OF 30 SHORT RIMFIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a two-piece tartan cardboard box with blue and
red top and side labels, of 50 rds. of 58 grain round nose 30 caliber short
rimfire ammunition.  The top label remains 98% intact having darkened
lightly with age with a couple minor scuffs and old price written in grease
pencil in the upper left corner.  The side labels remain about 95% intact
with the right side missing from the lid along with some light scuffs and
minor tears.  The box itself rates good to very good with missing right end-
flap on the lid and lightly rounded edges and corners.  The cartridges rate
very good with lightly tarnished edges and light oxidation forming on the
lead projectiles.  (56229-A5) [Elliott Riggs Collection]                 (200/400)

1274. U . M . C .
BOX OF 30 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This is a two-
piece tartan cardboard box with a blue top label and side label contain-
ing 17 rds. of swaged bullet 30 caliber short ammunition.  The top label
remains about 98% intact having darkened lightly with age along with
some minor scuffed edges.  The side labels remain about 90% intact with
a missing left side of the lid along with other light tears, scuffs and age
staining.  The box itself rates good overall with a missing left endflap,
rounded and separating edges and corners.  The cartridges rate good
overall with moderate oxidation on the lead projectiles and copper cases.
(56229-A14) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (75/150)
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1275. WINCHESTER BOX OF 22 SHORT RIMFIRE AMMUNI-
TION  This is a two-piece natural colored cardboard box with tan top
label and yellow side label containing 35 rds. of "H" trademark Lesmok
black powder 22 short rimfire ammunition.  The top label remains about
98% intact having lightly faded and darkened, along with light scuffing
along the edges.  The side labels remain 98% intact with light scuffing
and age staining.  The box itself rates very good with lightly rounded
edges and corners and light age staining.  The cartridges rate very good
with lightly mellowed copper cases and light oxidation forming on the
lead projectiles.  (56229-11) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)

1276. LOT OF 22 RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Five boxes total: (1)
Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore red and green box containing 50 rds. of 22
short rimfire ammunition.  The box rates very good overall with light scuffs and
torn rounded edges and the cartridges rate excellent; (1) Remington DuPont
green and red box containing 33 rds. of Kleanbore standard velocity 22 LR rim-
fire ammunition.  The box rates very good with lightly rounded corners and

edges and the cartridges rate excellent; (1) Remington U.M.C. green and red dog bone box containing 38 rds. of Kleanbore lubricated
22 LR ammunition.  The box rates good overall having darkened with age, separated but enclosed endflap and rounded edges and cor-
ners and the cartridges rate about very good overall with light oxidation on the lead projectiles and brass cases; (1) Remington Hi-Speed
Kleanbore faded red and green box containing eight rds. of 22 LR rimfire blanks and seven rds. of assorted 22 LR rimfire ammunition.
The box rates poor with a split cover and missing detached endflaps, the cartridges rate very good overall; (1) Western Super-X yellow
and red box containing 32 rds. of 22 LR rimfire blanks.  The box rates fine with light scuffs and dirt staining and the cartridges rate excel-
lent.  (56229-A15-18) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

1277. BEEMAN R1 PNEUMATIC BREAK
ACTION RIFLE  serial #923840, .177 caliber, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.

The metal surfaces retain about 95-98% original blue toning lightly to brown with some very minor light
scuffs and scratches, with loss primarily on the top of the frame and underside of the barrel.  The checkered

pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates fine with a handful of light handling marks and blemishes and is equipped with a solid
rubber recoil pad.  This single piston air rifle is capable of velocities of 950 FPS. and is equipped with an adjustable trigger, globe

style front sight and an adjustable rear sight.  A near excellent condition "adult" air rifle.  (56513-1) (400/600)
1278. REMINGTON U.M.C. BOX OF

50-70 CENTRAL FIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a two-
piece natural colored cardboard box
with green top label of 20 rds. of 450
grain round nose 50-70 Government
Ammunition.  The top label remains
98% intact with minor light scuffing
and perhaps one or two light tears
along the edges.  The box itself rates
excellent with some light staining and
the cartridges rate excellent with
lightly mellowed brass cases.
(56387-60A)

1279. REMINGTON U.M.C. BOX OF
50-70 CENTRAL FIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a two-piece
natural colored cardboard box with
green top label of 20 rds. of 450 grain
round nose 50-70 Government
Ammunition.  The top label remains
98% intact with minor light scuffing.
The box itself rates excellent with some
light staining and the cartridges rate
excellent with lightly mellowed brass
cases.  (56387-60B)

1280. REMINGTON U.M.C. BOX OF
50-70 CENTRAL FIRE
AMMUNITION  This is a two-
piece natural colored cardboard box
with green top label of 20 rds. of 450
grain round nose 50-70 Government
Ammunition.  The top label remains
98% intact with minor light scuffing.
The box itself rates excellent with
some modest dirt staining and round-
ed corners, the cartridges rate excel-
lent with lightly mellowed brass cases.
(56387-60C)
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1281. ORIGINAL MANHATTAN FIREARMS
COMPANY POCKET MODEL BOX This is an
about excellent example of an original Manhattan
Firearms Company two-piece box for the Manhattan
Pocket Model revolver.  The box is covered with
brown marbled paper with interspersed pink mar-
bling.  The lid label features a crisp image of the gun,
projectiles and the manufacturer’s name and address
in black ink, showing remnants of some light pencil
marking as well.  The base of the box is blue-paper
covered, all of the seams are intact and tight; there is
a small 2” piece of the lid’s edge missing at its lower
left front corner.  In the interior is a small softwood
cartridge block drilled for 15 rounds of 22 RF and a
small steel wiping rod which is likely original.  The
interior of the box has some old pencil writing which
reads “Samuel Kemp January the 1866”, the last name
cannot be definitively ascertained due to some soiling.
An absolutely super example overall in a very seldom-
encountered state of condition.  (36229-A34) [Elliott
Riggs Collection]                                    (1500/2000)

1282. ORIGINAL MANHATTAN FIREARMS
COMPANY POCKET MODEL BOX This is an
excellent example of an original Manhattan Firearms
Company box.  The box is covered with brown mar-
bled paper, somewhat more orange in hue than other
examples in the sale.
The lid label is mostly
crisp with some light
foxing and a small ink
stain which has
obscured one of the
cartridges and a
small portion of the
backstrap of the gun;
one corner has
scuffed-away from
the years and there is
a tiny bit of loss near
the front of the grip.
The base of the box
is blue-paper cov-
ered and all of the seams appear original and intact.  The interior of the box has a very neat period-
applied cut-out in the form of an image of Gen. George McClellan, the interior and the appliqué
showing some light foxing.  Really an extremely nice example overall in a very fine state of condition
with an interesting period appliqué just awaiting your minty Manhattan Firearms Company Pocket
Model revolver.  (36229-A30) [Elliott Riggs Collection]                                                (2000/2500)

1283. ORIGINAL
M A N H A T T A N
FIREARMS COM-
PANY POCKET
MODEL BOX This is a
very good plus example
of an original Manhattan
Firearms Company box
which will accommodate
the Manhattan Pocket
Model revolver.  The mar-
bled paper covered lid
features some red mar-
bling interspersed with the brown and the image on the lid

label is slightly light but still fully visible.  The company name and address are much bolder, the top edge of the revolver and the top cartridge
slightly difficult to see.  The base of the box is blue-paper covered showing only some light scuffing.  The edges and corners show some
light restoration but the box is all present, the lower portion showing some very light mildew in some spots.  The lid has a very light com-
pression but overall this is a nice and very respectable original Manhattan Firearms Manufacturing Company box for their Pocket Model
revolver.  (36229-A32) [Elliott Riggs Collection]                (1000/1500)

1284. MAYNARD BARREL LOT This lot consists of a part octagon part round barrel for a Maynard 1882 model rifle.  The barrel is 26 1/2”
and is .36 caliber (likely 38 cal.) with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains about 90% faded plum blue and is a very nice period re-
lining, with eight-groove right hand twist rifling.  The barrel is completely unmarked but for the serial number on the underside near the
lug “3199” along with a number “16” ahead of it at the base of the lug.  The checkered walnut forend rates very good plus to excellent
showing a nicely repaired chip from its right edge, the original piece having been re-affixed, also showing some very nice grain figure.  The
front sight dovetail is blank and there is no rear seat.  A very nice Maynard barrel with a wonderful bore, a quality accessory for your
Maynard arm.  (36106-15A) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]
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1285. FINE STEVENS-STYLE SINGLE SHOT FALLING BLOCK BARRELED ACTION BY KEN
BRESIEN serial #1, 32-40 Win, 31 1/4 part octagon part round barrel with false muzzle, turned for starter, and
a bright excellent, likely unfired, bore.  The metal surfaces on this neat custom single shot rifle are in-the-white and
are mostly a silvery gunmetal with the barrel showing an overall smattering of the very light surface oxidation which
would polish easily.  The barrel is drilled and tapped on the flats for target blocks, the holes are vacant and there is a vacant dovetail near
the muzzle for your choice of front sights; the tang on the action remains un-drilled-and-tapped.  The gun is equipped with a nice spurred
finger loop style lever and double set triggers.  Currently the set trigger does not kick off the hammer but both are very sluggish and it
is likely due only to hardened oil; the front trigger works properly.  The original brass starter is included at the muzzle.  The underside of
the barrel is marked “SSB-100”, the top of the action is marked “K R Bresien/Warsaw NY” while the face of the 44 1/2-style action just
beneath the barrel is marked “K R Bresien/#1<”.  Ken Bresien was an extremely talented gunsmith and this fine action is awaiting only
your choice of quality sights, high-quality wood and final polishing.  (36106-19) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (1000/1500) 

1286. MAYNARD BARREL LOT This lot consists of a part octagon part round barrel for a Maynard 1882 model rifle.  The barrel is 24” and
is .25 caliber with a very good bore showing strong rifling but with some sparsely scattered light oxidation or very light pitting.  The bar-
rel retains about 85% faded plum blue and is a very nice period re-rifling by Stevens.  The top flat to the rear of the rear sight seat is marked
“Rebored & Rifled/by J Stevens A & T Co./Chicopee Falls Mass. USA” , while the underside of the barrel near the lug is numbered “3940”.
The checkered walnut forend rates very good with some minor dings and handling marks.  The front sight dovetail is blank and shows
some file marks, the rear seat has a simple hand-made semi-buckhorn sight in place.  A nice Maynard barrel overall, nicely re-rifled and
marked by Stevens Arms.  (36106-15B) [Warren Greatbatch Collection]

1287. QUALITY WARNER TOOL COMPANY SIGHT This is a Warner Tool Company #1 fully adjustable aperture receiver sight.  The
sight is as-new and shows no evidence of ever having been mounted.  It is numbered on its bottom “WTC/910-912”.  The sight comes with
instructions and parts list and is in its original shipping box.  There is a brass aperture adapter (bushing) in place, no aperture is present.
An absolute top-quality target receiver sight for the serious competitive shooter.  (36106-741) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (350/550)

1288. SMITH & WESSON LIGHT RIFLE MAGAZINE This is a blued 20-round magazine for the Smith & Wesson light rifle.  The mag-
azine rates excellent overall retaining 98 to near 99% original blue with the follower a dull aluminum tone.  There are some very tiny abra-
sions on the floorplate.  An excellent magazine for the Smith & Wesson collector or light rifle owner.  (36332-141A)

1289. SMITH & WESSON LIGHT RIFLE MAGAZINE This is a blued 20-round magazine for the Smith & Wesson light rifle.  The mag-
azine rates excellent overall retaining 97 to near 98% original blue with the follower a dull aluminum tone. There are some small abrasions
on the floorplate.  Another excellent magazine for the Smith & Wesson collector or light rifle owner.  (36332-141B)

1290. UNMARKED PERCUSSION SCHUETZEN RIFLE About .48 cal., 31
1/2” octagon barrel with false muzzle and a poor heavily oxidized bore showing no
remnants of rifling.  The barrel is an overall brown patina with light oxidation show-
ing moderate and heavy oxidation and pitting on the first half of the barrel ahead of the
forend tip; the false muzzle is oxidized in place and will not move.  The rifle is sighted with
a globe style front with small lollipop insert, the rear sight has had its aperture removed and is now func-
tioning only as a blank and the tang wears a nice diopter-style aperture sight adjustable for windage and
elevation.  The lockplate and the base of hammer show some very nice quality loose flowing scroll, the scroll
at the rear partially lost to light pitting.  The top of the hammer is a gunsmith-made replacement which is some-
what rudimentary, shows tool marks and is un-engraved.  The breech and the long tang show some nice quality
engraving, the diopter sight seat silverplated brass also lightly engraved.  There is a silverplated brass nosecap showing
some lovely engraving, somewhat squarish triggerplate with engraved front and rear extensions and bow, heavy Schuetzen
butt which is silverplated and shows some nice engraving on the top tang with small sprays on the lower tang, and a nice engraved side-
plate.  The stock rates about very good showing good original varnish and minor dings and handling marks from the years with drying
cracks at the left stock flat and behind the right lock flat.  The rifle is equipped with a single set trigger and the lock is mechanically func-
tional.  Overall an attractive Schuetzen rifle that was very nice in its day, sadly suffering from some neglect over the years.  (36485-1)
{ANTIQUE} (350/550) 

1291. SWISS PERCUSSION JAEGER AND SCHUETZEN RIFLE About .42 cal., 34
1/2 octagon barrel with an oxidized bore which shows some bright spots but with moderate pitting

nearer the muzzle.  The barrel is an overall moderately oxidized brown patina with pewter undertones.
It is sighted with a globe front sight with no insert, the rear sight seat is vacant as is the hole on the tang

for a diopter peep.  The top of the barrel was maker marked, it can no longer be discerned only “Winfelden 1829”
is legible.  The lock is rather Spartan as well, it is a gray and brown oxidized patina and features a rear-mounted dog

catch; the nose of the hammer showing an old welded repair.  The stock is brass mounted with chiseled ramrod ferrules, simple but
heavy fingergroove triggerguard and heavy unadorned Swiss butt.  The lock is hand-detachable using wingnut-style lock screws.  The
rifle is equipped with double set triggers which currently do not function.  The European walnut stock rates about good with overall minor
dings and handling marks from the years, also showing a break completely through the stock beneath the lock through the triggerguard
and back through the left stock flat; there was also a large chip between the upper rear surface of the lock and right side of the tang
which has been re-affixed; a similar 2” chip is missing atop the front portion of the lock.  The rifle is equipped with sling swivel provision
and the use of an open rear sight suggests it was dual-purpose for both hunting and precision shooting.  A quality Swiss rifle in its day.
(35720-6) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)
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1292. MEDITERRANEAN FLINT-
LOCK PISTOL This was a rather ornate
pistol in its day, about 68 cal., 13” barrel
with an oxidized bore.  The barrel shows

remnants of a medial rib running most the length
of its top surface with remnants of chiseled-in-relief loose scroll, the barrel transitioning to octagon

at the breech.  There are sunken touch marks on the left and right diagonal flats and the top flat, they are no
longer discernible.  The barrel is retained with a hammered brass capucine at the front and single screw in the

slightly dovetailed tang.  The capucine shows hammered geometric decorations and served as front ramrod retainer as well.  The
lock has a pronounced teat at its rear with a bridled frizzen and graceful swan neck cock; the top jaw and screw are no longer
present.  The lockplate and hammer show some nice simple chiseled-in-relief flowing scroll, also ahead of the lock.  The brass
triggerguard is somewhat fancy, cast with a floral motif on its front extension and light engraving on the bow.  The buttcap shows

the same cast-in-relief scroll with dual straps, the right strap missing a small piece at its top section.  The sideplate was somewhat fancy,
serpentine with loose scroll, only portions of it remain on the left stock flat.  The stock itself rates about very good with a couple older
drying cracks showing slightly worn carved-in relief decoration atop the wrist and in the area of the forestock.  There was a fancy brass
inlay atop the wrist which is no longer present, it has been replaced with a rudimentary piece of sheet brass.  The lock seems to func-
tion mechanically with a robust hammer spring, there is no ramrod present.  An interesting example overall which showed some nice
workmanship and would’ve been quite fancy “back in the day”.  (36436-1) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1293. VERMONT PERCUSSION UNDERHAMMER RIFLE BY
NICANOR KENDALL Now .52 cal. smoothbore, 23 3/4” octagon barrel with a very good

bore.  The iron surfaces are overall a dull gunmetal gray with some minor speckles of oxidation and scat-
tered light pinprick pitting.  The rifle is sighted with a thin silver blade front sight, the rear sight seat is

vacant and the top flat is marked “N Kendall/Windsor Vermont/Patent”, while the tang is marked
“Smiths/Improved/Patent/Stud/Lock”.  There is a thin copper spacer between the tang and the barrel now, no doubt dur-

ing one of the many removals over the years it “went by” and this is an effort to retighten it.  The brass triggerplate and trig-
gerguard are a dull goldenrod patina showing some minor dings and handling marks from the years.  The underhammer lock

seems to function well with the nipple being a quality modern replacement.  The gun has been neatly restocked in curly maple and is fit-
ted with its original patchbox, faceted buttplate and simple toe plate.  The stock has dried slightly and there is a slight gap at the crescent
butt, the toe plate never had its rear screw installed and is slightly loose along its rear edge, easily remedied.  The stock itself rates very
good and is showing a drying crack at its front right edge where the screw attaches it to the frame.  The original stock is included, it rates
fair and appears to be constructed of butternut.  A later ramrod is present.  Overall a nice example of a Vermont “border country” New
England percussion halfstock underhammer.  Nicanor Kendall, Coleman Hubbard and Mr. Smith were business associates 1835-about
1842.  (36418-27) {ANTIQUE} (450/650)

1294. NEW ENGLAND PERCUSSION UNDERHAMMER SPORTING
RIFLE BY LELAND & CO. About .45 cal., 28" octagon barrel  with an oxidized
bore.  The rifle is sighted with a simple brass blade front, the rear sight seat is vacant and the
top flat is engraved in script "Leland & Co.". The barrel is an overall plum brown patina with scat-
tered light oxidation staining and the widely scattered pinprick pit here and there.  The breech and tang are
deep blue-gray, the breech plug flats showing some tool marks.  There is some very light borderline engraving
on the top flat of the breech, continuing onto the tang, the tang showing a crack through its screw.  The underham-
mer and triggerguard are primarily a deep brown patina with the triggerguard bow showing some light engraving, much
of it obscured due to the light pitting in the flash area of the nipple.  The plain walnut buttstock rates very good plus to near excellent with
only minor dings and dents from the years, the iron crescent buttplate is primarily a plum with some light engraving on its tang.  The left
side of the butt has a decoratively engraved lozenge-shaped German silver inlay.  The Lelands of Sherburn, Massachusetts were a prolif-
ic gun making family, Larkin Leland moved to Augusta, Maine around 1836 or so and entered into a gun making business with Sam
Brooks, calling themselves Leland & Brooks.  His earlier guns are engraved in script “Larkin Leland Augusta”, it is known his brother Henry
came to work with him in Augusta as well.   It is noted in Maine Made Guns and Their Makers © Demeritt, that most of Larkin Leland’s
rifles are rather plain in design, as-is this arm.  While one thinks of the great Connecticut River Valley from Windsor South into
Massachusetts as the traditional New England seat of underhammer rifles and pistols, there are some that have been known in Maine
and certainly Larkin would’ve taken that knowledge with him when he moved up to Augusta.  His brother Henry died in 1846 and our
supposition would be this "Leland & Co." marking was likely used prior to that period when he was working with both Mr. Brooks and
his brother Henry. What appears to be the original hickory ramrod is present and the mechanism functions properly.  A quality, if Spartan,
example overall.  (36418-28) {ANTIQUE} (450/650)

1295. COLT COLLECTORS LOT   This lot consistss of two Colt 1996 catalogs; one “Firearms”, one “Colt Wear and other Collectibles” along
with the corresponding retail and dealer price lists and a “valued dealer” letter from Colt.  A full-color Colt Custom Gun Shop catalog is
included along with price list and ordering instructions. Also is a point-of-sale promotional placard announcing “Free Cleaning Kit”.  This
stand-up placard also comes with 5 claim forms to receive your Colt cleaning kit after the purchase of any Colt O-frame pistol, along with
the dealer letter about the program.  The next item is really cool…it is a Christmas card from Colt to their warranty service center, per-
sonally signed by the four Colt Customer Service reps at the time; postmarked Dec. 18, 1990. Also included are two sew-on Colt patch-
es; one oval with the Colt logo, white blue and gold, the other circular with Rampant Colt surrounded by “Colt’s Firearms Hartford Conn.”
in identical colors.  The next item is a Colt button, also from the shot show, in 198?.  Button has the Colt logo in white lettering against a
blue field on the upper half while the lower half reads in red and blue lettering “Made Only in the USA” against a white background.  There
is a blue and red ribbon suspended below this.  Lastly is a nice metal Rampant Colt tie-tack, pewter in–color in a plastic storage box.
Overall a nice little lot for the Colt collector with some unique items for the enthusiast.  (36512-5F)
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1296. FINE ARABIAN WAHABITE JAMBIYA This
is a rather nice Jambiya with 19” dual-edged blade
with dual fullers running its full length on obverse and
reverse.  The blade itself is primarily a pewter gray
patina showing some sparse smatterings of light oxi-
dation staining or light pitting, showing evidence of
hand-sharpening.  The central medial on obverse and
reverse shows some very light incise decoration.  The
Mediterranean hardwood handle is covered with
sheet silver on its obverse, decorated with rondells
and geometric incise engraving, its backside affixed
with simple iron rivets.  The included sheath shows a
copper and hammered silver covering over a simple
tin body.  The hammered silver shows similar nice geometric decoration as the grip of the hilt.  There are the remnants of a red Moroccan
leather hanger strap included.  The scabbard is tipped with a fired cartridge case; likely 8mm Mauser.  Really a lovely Jambiya overall,
brought back to this country by the same fellow two-whom the contemporary percussion Enfield rifle in the live auction was presented by
HRH Khalid bin Sultan bin Abdulaziz.  (36507-2) (400/600)

1297. CEREMONIAL INDIAN AXE This is a rather nice
short square-head axe of the kind quite often seen from
Tanjore (Thanjavur) in Tamil Nadu, India.  The head is an
overall dull gunmetal gray with some light gold
Damascening around its edges.  The poll of the head is
surmounted by a monkey, chiseled-in-relief, also with
minor gold embellishment.  The haft appears to be
ebony and has five Maltese cross-shaped ivory or bone
inlays along each face with six small circular inlays along
each edge.  The blade itself measures 3 1/4” long and is
7/8” wide, about 4 1/2” overall width from blade face to
monkeys tail.  The overall length from the top of the axe
head to the base of the haft is 20 1/2”.  The base of the
monkey shows an old museum inventory number in
white paint.  An interesting example, rather neatly
embellished.  (36020-K)

1298. CEREMONIAL INDIAN AXE This is a slightly longer square-head axe of the style similarly found in
Tanjore (Thanjavur) in Tamil Nadu, India.  The head is a tarnished pewter gunmetal gray with some very
sparse oxidation staining here and there.  The head has a square medial running around its entire periph-
ery with a minor semicircular bolster showing some light geometric engraving at its base.  The head features
a long tang which extends into the haft about 11”, through-which five rivets with floral rosette heads retain it.  The haft itself is a
Mediterranean hardwood and has a steel ferrule at each end.  The blade is 5” long and about 1 1/8” wide with a maximum width from
blade face to rear of poll of 3 1/2”.  The overall length from the turned medial cap to the base of the haft is 34 1/2”.  There is a museum
inventory number in white paint on the butt ferrulle.  A rather nice, slightly more robust example, possibly even a “user”.  (36020-K)

1299. WHISKY TASTING SET   While not
strictly gun-related, it has recently come
to our attention that occasionally some
(likely very few) “gun-guys” enjoy a dram
now and again.  This set includes two
flared tulip-style stemmed glasses with
glass lids, for tasting.  Two decanters,
either both for spring water or one for
whisky, one for water; you choose. The
glasses are each etched with the
Glenmorangie name while the large
decanter is etched with the Glenlivet
name and trademark, the sloping-mouth
pitcher features the Glenfiddich stag
nicely etched on its front.  We are told
these are the trade names of distilled spir-
its from a place called “Scotland” where
the people sometimes drink these spirits.
A nice little set for the connoisseur of the
Whisky with no “e”. [editors cautionary
note: under no circumstances should
these items be used with blended
whiskies as they will immediately self-
destruct] (36512-1)

1300. LOT OF S.O.F. MAGAZINES  Soldier of Fortune magazine, “The Journal of Professional Adventurers” Consisting of 19 issues: Dec.
79; Dec. 80; Jan., Feb., April, June-Sept., Nov., Dec. 81; Jan.-Oct. 82 (missing April).  All very good or better; numerous with the “Support
Afghan Freedom Fighters” advertisements from when the Russians were there.  Bob Brown’s “buy a bullet zap a Russian invader” cam-
paign prominently advertised as well (my how the times have changed). Two issues of “Eagle” magazine are included; one “Commando”
(the premier issue!); one “Special Weapons”. Also a dozen or so assorted copies of “Guns and Ammo” and “Shooting” and various hunt-
ing magazines from the 80’s. Two copies of “Newsweek” from June and July 1954 as well. (36512-2)
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1301. COLLECTIBLE WINCHESTER
LOT This lot consists of Winchester
Ammunition Advisory Center memorabilia
and advertising.  First item is a “Winchester
Product Reference Guide”, a three-ring

binder in red vinyl with 1988-
dated letter inside.   The binder
has 1988 dealer programs,
advertising planner;
Winchester Supreme suggest-
ed price list; New Products
announcements; Winchester
clip-art for ads (my how times
change); Ballistics Guide and
1988 catalog. All rate excellent.
Next are three “cartridge
wheels”, two are “Winchester
Shotshell Game Guides”, one is
a “Winchester CXP Cartridge
Selector”.  Turn the dial to your
selected game and shotshell
recommendations are seen. Turn
the dial to your caliber of choice
and available grain weights, tra-
jectories and suggested uses for
specific game are shown (today
I’m sure there an “app” for that).

Four vinyl pocket protectors with the
Winchester Ammunition Advisory Center logo are next.  They feature the

logo and “Need Help? Just Ask” along the front; also excellent condition. There is a plastic-framed Winchester Ammunition Advisory Center
“Charter Member” certificate included, dated 1989 to “Northwest Sports Inc.” and a copy of an application (to become a W.A.A.C. deal-
er) dated February of ’89 from the same establishment.  There are three factory-folded wall posters advertising Winchester BRI sabot slugs
and two factory-folded wall posters advertising “What America Shoots”…why its Winchester Supreme ammunition of course; rifle, pistol,
rimfire and shotshell are shown. A really neat collection of dealer-only Winchester items overall, very rarely encountered on the collectors
market.  (36512-5,6)

1302. COLLECTIBLE WEATHERBY LOT  This lot consists of two Weatherby dealers’ packets from the 80s.  First is a green vinyl three-ring
binder with “Weatherby” in white script on the front.  Inside are Weatherby dealer programs from 1989, custom rifle ordering information
along with images of the different options for inlays, checkering etc. and complete details for ordering same; 1989 retail and wholesale price
lists, co-op advertising information, Weatherby order forms, lists of Weatherby Authorized Service Centers, Stocking Dealer program infor-
mation, information on Weatherby accessories and a large “22nd Edition Weatherby Guide” with a Weatherby 1989 catalog in the front pock-
et.  The second item is a tan-tone smaller three-ring binder with “Weatherby” on the front in brown script with “Firearms Parts and Price
List” along the bottom of the binder.  Inside is an application for open account, numerous order forms, 1987 pricelist, ‘88 and ‘89-dated let-
ters from the company showing dealer programs and new products along with ‘87, ‘88 and ‘89 dealer program newsletters.  Included are
parts breakdown schematics for all the then-current models along with pricing.  Also included is another copy of the “Weatherby Guide”,
22nd edition.  Overall the items are very good to excellent, the Parts and Pricelist binder shows remnants of a barcode sticker on its cover.
Also included are two sew-on patches.  The first is “Weatherby/Symbol of Superiority” embroidered in red thread flanking a Weatherby Mark
V rifle against a goldenrod background with brown border stitching, the second “Weatherby/Symbol of Superiority Shotguns” embroidered
in blue thread showing an over under Athena shotgun and flying pheasant, against a goldenrod background with red border stitching.  Both
patches rate excellent.  Last is a royal blue vented “ball cap”, the style ordered by Weatherby Stocking Dealers, on-which Weatherby would
imprint the dealers name.  This example has the flying pheasant design with “Weatherby” embroidered in gold thread and “Northwest
Sports/Hooksett NH” in block print.  The hat appears new, unused but the foam backing on the interior has degraded and flaked away with
age.  A neat, seldom-seen lot of dealer-only materials for the Weatherby aficionado.  (36512-5A)

1303. COLLECTIBLE DAKOTA ARMS LOT This
lot consists of a Dakota Arms Inc. tin sign from
1996.  The sign shows two large Mulley’s in a win-
ter woodland scene with field in the background.
Laying across the scene is an image of the then-
new Dakota Model 10 single shot rifle.  The lower
left of the view has the Dakota Arms emblem and
trademark in brilliant white purple and red.  The sign
rates excellent and is in its original cardboard ship-
ping “sleeve” from the company and comes with an
explanatory letter from sales manager Paulette Kok,
a color broadside introducing the “Dakota American
Legend” shotgun and a Dakota Arms Inc. newslet-
ter with pricelist and order form for the Dakota
American Legend shotgun and a pricelist of Dakota
rifles and “fine firearms available from Don Allen’s
personal collection”.  All these items come in their
original UPS shipping envelope.  The sign rates
about excellent but shows one tiny wrinkle along its
top edge, the covering on the adhesive backing on
the four adhesive pads on the back of the sign is still
in place and the sign is numbered “No. 130 of 1050”
along with “First Issue 01/01/96”.  A neat “dealer
only” lot for the Dakota collector.  (36512-5B)
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1304. COLLECTIBLE REMINGTON LOT  This lot consists of a 1989 “Remington One-Cover
Reference Book” which is a large three-ring binder for dealers in, of course, Remington Green.  The

cover shows a facsimile of the Remington Arms
Company catalog cover for 1989 with 11-87 premier
and duck decoys.  Inside are a copy of the Remington
firearms ammunition catalog and 1989 copy of the
clothing and accessories catalog, they have been

read and are slightly wrinkled but are
very good.  Additionally there are
the retail price lists for arms and
ammunition, information about the
Remington co-op advertising pro-
gram along with claim forms and
suggestions, many pages of clipart
for advertising, amusingly showing
the first-model cantilever scope
mount which worked so poorly;
Remington new product
announcements in full color, the
Remington directory, wholesaler list,
and gunsmith list.  There is also a
1978 catalog included which rates
good to very good and a 1991
Remington 175th anniversary cata-
log which rates about excellent.
Also included is a large promotional
packet from 1990 telling of the “buy
one get one” Remington limited
edition knife program.  The packet
includes a point-of sale placard
showing the Remington shotgun
product line and a depiction of
the Remington stag-handle clip
point knife which you would
receive free if you purchased a

shotgun.  There are three pads of claim forms the purchaser
would fill out to obtain their free knife.  They are un-used and

have never been affixed to the point-of-sale placard.  There is a wall
poster promoting the giveaway as well, also showing all of the shotguns, and there are about 25 hangtags show-

ing the knife and the details of the promotion, that would be suspended from the triggerguards of the shotguns on the
racks.  Additional clipart is included for the dealers to use in a promotional capacity.  The promotional materials all rate

excellent with the exception of the point-of-sale display which was folded in half at one point however it is still intact and rates very good.
Also included is a Remington #75 Racing poster with “Welcome to Remington Country” along the bottom and an image of Rick Mast’s
#75 car super-imposed into a cartridge configuration (going very fast).  The poster shows some wrinkling and a few creases with a very
minor spot of water damage, but overall is seldom seen nowadays.   A very interesting lot of dealer-only Remington items, very seldom
encountered and a neat edition for any Remington collector.  (36512-5C)

1305. LOT OF GUN ADVERTISING  Gun company catalogs from Marlin Firearms.  This is a sealed box of Marlin 1994 sporting firearms
catalogs.  Top features the horse and rider with shotgun logo and the legend “Marlin America’s Largest Riflemaker” with their North Haven
CT address.  The box rates excellent overall with shipping label intact.  The 1994 catalog celebrated the 100th anniversary of what else?—
The Marlin 1894.  There is an image of the arm on the cover with a Philip Goodwin print of two voyageurs in a canoe, Marlin rifle leaning
against the gunwale.  This cataloger has no idea how many are in a box; perhaps 30?  The box is 2 3/8” thick and as-mentioned is still
sealed.  A neat lot for the Marlin collector.  (36512-5D)

1306. LOT OF GUN ADVERTISING  Ammunition company catalogs from Winchester.  A full sealed box of 1996 “Winchester Ammunition
Product Guide” catalogs, quantity 50.  Cover features an image of the Winchester Horse and Rider on a bone rawhide bolo tie with bone-
tips, flanked by a Winchester Supreme rifle cartridge and shotshell and handgun cartridges.  The box is excellent without shipping label
and still sealed. A neat seldom-encountered lot for the true Winchester collector.  (36512-5E)

1307. VERMONT PERCUSSION HALFSTOCK SPORTING AND TARGET RIFLE BY NICANOR
KENDALL About .42 cal., 31 1/4” octagon barrel with a fair bore.  The barrel is an overall plum brown with oxida-

tion beneath, wearing to pewter on its high edges.  It is sighted with a globe style front with simple lollipop insert and a simple
lollipop tang sight in place, the barrel top flats showing evidence of once having had a long tang style open sight in place; the top flat

is maker marked “N. Kendall/Windsor Vt”.  The back action lock is primarily a deep gray-blue patina while the hammer is an oxidized brown.
There is a German silver nosecap, ramrod ferrulle and the triggerguard is simple iron with a single rearward grip flourish.  The faceted
buttplate and simple toe plate are iron as well, as-is the right-side patchbox, all showing a light plum brown.  The rifle features a dual-act-
ing lock and double set triggers, the rear set does not always catch.  The light-colored stock is possibly butternut or a simple maple, it has
an overall later dark added-varnish and rates about very good, there are old repaired cracks from the front of the triggerguard rearward
towards the lock; they are unobtrusive and difficult to detect at first glance.  The left side features a flared shadowline cheekpiece with an
un-engraved oval German silver monogram at its center.  There is no ramrod present (36418-26) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1308. LOT OF GUN ADVERTISING This lot consistss of a point-of-purchase 1977 Winchester-Western catalog display.  The colorful box
features a tan-colored band around its periphery showing different game animals: bear, Canada goose, moose, wild turkey, caribou etc.,
along with the Winchester horse and rider and the Winchester-Western logo.  The lid of the box features a diecut and when folded back,
stands up at the rear with a hunting scene of a fellow afield with his Winchester shotgun and his faithful Brittany spaniel about to take
point.  Inside are 40, 1977 Winchester Sporting Arms, Ammunition and Reloading Components catalogs.  Catalogs are all in excellent con-
dition, the box itself is slightly dog-eared showing a taped repair along its right rear inside edge and scuffed corners.  Inside the catalog
in addition to the regular offerings, the Super X Model 1, 101 shotguns, model 21s, model 70s and 94’s and the 22s and we also find a
special insert about the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in Cody, the insert includes a coupon for one regular adult admission, sadly it expired
December 31, 1977 and is no longer redeemable.  The rear of the catalog shows the Winchester commemorative for that year, the Wells
Fargo & Co. commemorative 94 carbine.  A nice lot for display in the Winchester collector’s gun room.  (36512-5G)

1309. LOT OF GUN PUBLICATIONS   This lot consistss of eight soft-cover publications dealing with firearms or collectibles.  World War
II German Collectibles an Illustrated Price Guide by John M Kaduck, 129 pages, very good overall.  Machineguns Silencers and
Counterinsurgency Weapons catalog and reference guide No. 3, Fred L Rexer Jr 53 pages about very good overall.  Automatic and
Concealable Firearms Design Book volume 1, 40 pages about very good overall.  The Paper Trip II 1982 edition, 78 pages, “for a new you
through new ID” interesting read, very much is likely outdated in this digital age.  On Your Guard, protecting yourself against crime, Bernard
Gavzer, 63 pages, about very good.  Private Investigator Training Manual, William T Patterson, 154 pages very good.  “J Curtis Earl Presents
a Brochure of Machine Guns and Submachine Guns”, 1981 catalog, 36 pages, good-very good, cover showing a taped repair, interior with
some inked notes and pricing.  JC Devine catalog from December 1992, 78 pages, very good overall.  An interesting lot for the collector
and enthusiast overall.  (36512-8)

1310. LOT OF FIREARMS PROMOTIONAL COLLECTIBLES This lot consistss of seven items from firearms companies.  First is the
Smith & Wesson belt buckle “The Last Cartridge” copyright 1978 by Smith & Wesson, this edition is the bronze-tone and is new in its orig-
inal blue Smith & Wesson box with plastic over-lid.  The next item is a gold and silver-tone ballpoint pen from Heckler and Koch Inc.  The
pen is machined to look like two cartridge cases one atop the other, the projectile end is where the pen point actually protrudes from; with
pocket clip and as-new in its original plastic presentation case with a small crack on the lid.  The next items are two Smith & Wesson but-
tons from the mid-1980s-era SHOT show.  They show an image of a bull with a “banned” sign through it, this from the Smith & Wesson
“no bull” promotion when they were heavily advertising back and forth against Taurus firearms.  The button is white, the bull in black and
the “no” symbol in red, with “Smith & Wesson” along the bottom.  The next item is a small cloissonned “Ruger Firearms” tie tack or lapel
button in gold and black with the red Ruger Phoenix trademark at center.  Next is a small NRA tie tack or lapel pin in bronze-tone.  Showing
the founding fathers signing the Constitution with the preamble in the background, “We the People”, along with crossed pistols at the front.
The last item is a “Redfield Precision” sew-on patch.  Black with white lettering, the center showing crosshairs centered on a red “R” on
white background.  A neat little lot of some very seldom-seen accessories for the Firearms collectible enthusiast.  (36512-9)

1311. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY NAGOYA  serial
#(series 6)1152, 6.5 Arisaka, 19" barrel that has an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about
75% original blue that is fading to a mottled gray and flaking to brown with areas of light surface
oxidation and light pitting present.  The mum is intact and the receiver markings are crisp.  The hard-
wood stocks rate very good and have several light dings and other handling marks consistent with
service use.  The buttstock has evidence of drying with a growing space between the buttstock sec-
tions and a small crack running from forend cap retention spring toward the barrel band.  The right
side of the buttstock has a name lightly inscribed near the toe, possibly from the GI who claimed it
from the battlefield and brought it home.  The sights are intact and the cleaning rod is included.  The
numbers appear to be all matching and carbine is in near excellent condition and has excellent
markings.  (46453-18) {C&R}                                                                                        (400/600) 

1312. SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE MODEL OF 1905 REVOLVER seri-
al #672314, 38 Special, 6” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  This fourth change revolver retains
about 99% of its original factory blue finish on all the parts except the barrel.  The barrel is not cor-
rectly numbered to this revolver and has been improperly re-blued leaving it a plum color.  There is
a light turn ring present on the cylinder with a few light, scattered surface scratches on the metal
parts.  The hammer and trigger retain their rich case-hardened colors with some very light freckling
and pin prick pitting present.  The diamond centered, checkered walnut grips are not correctly num-
bered to the gun but remain in near excellent condition overall.  Matching serial numbers are found
on all the appropriate remaining parts and the revolver times and locks up as well as it did the day it left Springfield.  This revolver should
make an excellent shooter for the Smith & Wesson enthusiast.  (86453-6) {C&R} (400/600)

1313. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AUT7518, 357 Mag., 4" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The stainless steel metal surfaces rate very good plus with light scuffs and scratches and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The
checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation rate fine with a few light handling marks.  (56453-8) (300/500)

1314. WHITNEY 2ND MODEL NAVY, 6TH TYPE PERCUSSION REVOLVER #29676, 36 cal., 7 5/8" octagon barrel with a very
good, lightly oxidized bore.  Naval anchor marking on the top of the revolver's barrel is still visible, with another possibly also along its cylin-
der, however the area is too degraded to definitively determine.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray brown that has a speckled appear-
ance. There are areas of light pitting and surface oxidation, and screws have minor slot damage.  The smooth walnut grips rate very good
for their age, with light handling marks and small repairs.  The front sight dovetail slot has been filled-in and a bead sight added toward
the muzzle.  The revolver comes with a custom lined wooden display case with key. Needs mechanical attention as the hammer will not
remain cocked and cylinder does not remain locked in place. (146257-11) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1315. CH BALLARD SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #3482, .41 cal. RF, 2 3/4" part octagon part round barrel with a fair bore.  The
barrel and hammer are a deep gun metal gray patina with sparse brown oxidation staining and light pinprick pitting near overall.  The brass
frame has tarnished to a pleasing dull ocher patina showing some minor impact marks and dings at the butt with a few on the right side
of the frame.  The smooth rosewood grips rate about very good, now primarily devoid of varnish, they are un-numbered; the left side grip
screw is brass, the right side steel.  Barrel-to-frame lockup is slightly loose but the gun seems to function well mechanically.  A good to
very good example overall of these nice Worcester-made Deringers.  (36105-5) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)   
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1316. UNMARKED SINGLE BARREL BRITISH PERCUSSION FOWLER About 16 bore, 43 1/2" part octagon part round barrel
with a turned medial at the point of transition.  The barrel is primarily an overall brown patina with some light oxidation, its top flat is marked
"London" and there are British proofs on the left diagonal flat, the front sight is a brass bead set in a silver inlaid "turtle".  The lock is "G.
Goulcher" marked and shows light engraving as well as oxidation and light pitting as does the hammer.  There is moderate oxidation in
the area of the nipple barrel and the short tang shows some light engraving.  There are iron ramrod thimbles with a bone nosecap and
brass tailpipe, the brass triggerguard featured a pineapple front extension which is no longer present, there is light engraving on the
guard's bow.  There is a brass buttplate which shows some light tang engraving and a brass shield-shaped monogram plate atop the wrist.
The stock rates good to near very good with overall minor dings and handling marks, showing an old light refinish, cracks and a small chip
missing from the toe.  What is likely the original ramrod is present and the lock seems to function well.  It's quite likely that this is an older
conversion from flint as there are two lockplate screws and a simple drum and nipple conversion with the later Goulcher-marked lock.  59"
overall length. A nice long-barreled smallbore fowler for over the mantle.  (35134-2) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1317. UNMARKED BELGIAN PERCUSSION SINGLE BARREL FOWLER About 11 bore, 36" part octagon part round barrel with
a turned medial at the point of transition and a fair oxidized bore.  The barrel is an overall deep brown patina with light oxidation nearly it's
full-length, the top flat shows a Belgian proof mark.  The lockplate is unmarked and is a dull pewter patina with oxidation overall, the ham-
mer is an oxidized brown.  There are iron ramrod thimbles and tailpipe with a simple iron triggerguard and buttplate.  The European Walnut
buttstock rates about very good with minor handling marks and dings from the years, coarse checkering and a 12" crack along the left
side of the forearm area.  The lock is mechanically functional however the hammer is very loose on the lock as the hammer screw is an
improper replacement.  An excellent hanger for above the fireplace.  (35134-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1318. REMINGTON MODEL 4-S MILITARY MODEL ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE  22 Short or Long, 28 1/4" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces retain approximately 97% of quality restored blue finish, that has a few light handling marks and
specks of light surface oxidation and a few small pits present.  The near full length military style forearm, handguard and straight grip butt-
stock rate very good and have several small cracks.  The buttstock is numbered "4607" and the forearm is missing the forward swivel. It
is being held in place by a later commercial replacement.  The rifle is equipped with the original iron sights but is missing the bayonet lug
screw.  An about very good example overall of these seemingly rare cadet rifles.  (136288-66) {C&R} (400/600)

1319. FABRIQUE NATIONALE ATD TAKEDOWN SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #5167, 22 Short, 19 1/4" barrel with a very good bore
that has some light pitting present.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% of the factory blue finish which is fading to gray and has light
handling wear and areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  The walnut stocks rate very good with a few slight dings present on both.
The buttstock has a few small cracks where the wood meets the receiver and another emanating through a knot near the hole to allow for
partial filling of the tube magazine.  The magazine tube is included as are the original sights.  A near excellent example overall that appears
to function correctly and may prove to be a great plinker still.  (136313-9) {C&R} (400/600)

1320. GLOCK MODEL 19 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #WW573US, 9mm, 4" barrel that has an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
on this Gen 2 service model pistol retain about 99% original blue.  The barrel shows some light handling wear and there is some light sil-
vering on the slide release and take-down levers.  The checkered frame rates excellent and has a few very light handling marks.  Pistol is
equipped with a set of three-dot fixed sights.  The original box is included along with four factory 15 round drop-free magazines, the clean-
ing rod and manual.  An excellent to near new example overall.  (46373-11) (400/600)

1321. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER  serial #D219529, 38 Special, 6" pinned barrel that has
a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% of the original blue that has some light handling wear and a slight turn
ring is forming around the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger retain nearly all their original vibrant case colors.  The revolver is equipped
with a set of checkered walnut combat grips that rate excellent and have silver S&W medallions.  The lock-up and timing are perfect.  The
original blue two-piece box is included, the lid has several tears and the edges are held together with tape.  Inside the box is the instruc-
tional pamphlet and a trigger lock.  An excellent example overall of these popular M&P style revolvers.  (46302-1) (400/600)

1322. CUSTOM J.P. SAUER MAUSER MODEL 98 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #3281k, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with added
compensator that has a dark, oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of a commercial blue finish that has light handling wear
and is flaking to gray-brown throughout.  The custom walnut Monte Carlo stock rates excellent and features an ebony forend cap, capped
pistolgrip and cheek rest with accent line.  The stock also has several diamond shaped inlays with faux ivory insets, has a compass installed
at the heel and is fitted with a vented Blue Line recoil pad.  The stepped, military barrel is equipped with a set of sporting style iron sights
and a Griffin & Howe mount has been installed on the left side of the receiver.  The mount holds a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2X series riflescope
which features a post and crosshair reticle and has excellent optics.  The receiver is marked "S/147" and dated "1937", the parts appear
to be all matching but the mounting screws are missing the smaller set screws.  The bolt handle has been modified for use with the scope.
A fading US GI style leather sling is installed.  A very good example overall that with some effort could be made into a really nice sporting
Mauser.  (6488-1) (350/550)

1323. ITHACA SKB MODEL 500 OVER UNDER SHOTGUN serial #CF 561105, 20 ga., 26" ventilated rib barrels with bright excellent
bores choked modified over full and equipped with an orange Hi-Vis front bead.  The metal surfaces retain 95-98% original blue with some
sporadic specks of faint pinprick pitting; the frame and triggerguard show loose scroll engraving.  The checkered capped pistolgrip walnut
stock and forearm rate very good to fine with a few light handling marks and spots of flaking gloss finish and has been fitted with a slightly
oversized White Line ventilated recoil pad and spacer.  A solid, very good plus condition Ithaca model 500 shotgun.  (56349-53) (400/600)

1324. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON SELF-LOADING SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #3596, 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a fine
bore having a few specks of light pitting and strong rifling.  The metal surfaces retain about 92% original blue flaking to brown with specks
of fine pinprick pitting and oxidation staining mainly in the slide serrations.  The trigger retains strong case colors with some specks of very
fine oxidation staining.  The checkered black plastic grips rate near excellent with a couple light blemishes.  Pistol includes an unmarked
bright finished magazine which seats a bit loose and could be an aftermarket replacement.  (56447-5) {C&R} (350/550)

1325. SPANISH MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK CARBINE BY REMINGTON  serial #F14170, 43 Spanish, 20 3/4" shortened
barrel that has a very good bore with some areas of light pitting present.  The barrel has a rich brown patina while the remaining metal sur-
faces are a mottled gray and all have areas of light to moderate pitting.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have minor dings and a few
small cracks and chips; both have added finish.  Though shorter than issued length, the barrel has original carbine sights, and where the
rear sight sits, shows evidence of a longer rifle sight having been previously mounted.  Behind the rear sight is a "(crown)/IV" stamp and
the barrel band has a similar crown stamping.  Though these markings appear to be Danish in origin the frame, block and hammer are decid-
edly Spanish, the Remington markings along the upper tang are crisp.  The buttplate is a poor fit and the screws have small crown-shaped
markings as well.  The barrel band and stock both have sling swivels present, the saddle ring bar and ring on the left side of the frame have
been removed and the holes are vacant.  An interesting compilation, likely a mixed parts carbine.  (46134-8) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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1326. SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 1884 TRAPDOOR RIFLE
serial #354986, 45-70, 24 1/2" professionally shortened barrel that has an excellent bore.  The

metal surfaces retain about 95% of what appears to be the original blue that has light handling
wear and is flaking to brown throughout and mixing with a few areas of light surface oxidation.  The breech block

has what appear to be the original case colors, the upper tang is faded to gray.  The walnut stock is a rifle stock which
has been professionally modified to carbine length and still retains part of the cleaning rod channel, a faint firing proof and

inspector's marking.  The stock has some light dings and handling marks but rates excellent as refinished still.  A blade sight has been
installed at the muzzle and a simple semi-buckhorn sight with elevator has been installed just to rear of the barrel band, which has the sight
notch and is marked with a "U".  The barrel and breech markings are crisp and the breech block is dated "1873" which is correct for this
vintage.  A nice military style carbine overall that should make a fine sporting rifle.  (46223-57) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1327. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 686-6 DISTINGUISHED COMBAT MAGNUM DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER ser-
ial #CFH8811, 357 Magnum, 6” full lug barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The brushed stainless steel finish rates excellent with a light
turn ring on the six shot fluted cylinder; the trigger and hammers case-hardened colors rate excellent.  The rubber finger groove com-
bat grips rate excellent.  This revolver features a Mag-Na-Port barrel with a serrated rib, internal lock, and a Doctor hologram sight.  The
internal lock key and original rear sight are not present.  Comes with three speed loaders, trigger lock, and its original blue plastic box.
(126474-1) (450/650)

1328. STEVENS TIP-UP NO. 5 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #21161, .32 RF, 24" part round part octagon barrel with bright lightly
frosted bore.  The barrel retains 70 to 80% original blue fading to brown showing scuffs and dings with some fine oxidation spotting toward
the muzzle.  The frame and finger rest triggerguard  exhibit 80% nickel finish displaying a light even tarnish and some light scuffs.  The
straight grip stock rates very good plus showing a few scratches, minor dings, and a couple of tiny hairline cracks behind the lower tang
over a strong factory varnish.  There is a crescent buttplate displaying some fading and oxidation specks in a strong nickel finish and the
gun is equipped with Beach combination front sight, a single standing leaf rear sight, and a folding tang sight.  An attractive Stevens rifle.
(116288-90) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1329. FRANK WESSON TWO-TRIGGER SINGLE SHOT CARBINE
serial #9083, .38 RF, 24" octagon barrel with bright lightly frosted bore, the chamber

area showing a bit more.  The barrel retains 30 to 40% blue turning brown displaying some
oxidation spotting, particularly toward the muzzle and silvering of all of the high edges.  The frame and

finger rest triggerguard exhibit 40 to 50% of a tarnished nickel finish with scattered oxidation spotting and staining.
The straight walnut stock rates very good showing scratches and dings over a thin dry varnish and the accompanying cres-

cent buttplate still has 30% of its nickel finish with oxidation spotting.  There is a sling swivel attached to the end of the lower tang and
one affixed to the underside of the barrel and the rifle is equipped with a globe type front sight, a long leaf open rear sight, and a tang
mounted lollipop aperture sight.  This model has a manually operated extractor missing its spring.  A good example, 2nd type with three
sight variations.  (116347-9) {ANTIQUE} [Dan Woods Collection] (400/600)

1330. FRANK WESSON TWO-TRIGGER SINGLE SHOT SPORTING
RIFLE serial #6334, .44 RF, 24" octagon barrel with heavily oxidized bore showing

some rifling.  The barrel is marked "J. Cutler Fuller Shanghai" with patent dates of 1859
and 1862.  All of the metal surfaces on this 1st type exhibit a dark brown oxidized patina.  The straight

walnut stock rates fair showing numerous dings and scratches over a chipped and flaking dark soiled varnish and
the steel military style buttplate displays the same oxidized finish as the rest of the metal.  There is a threaded hole in the left

side of the action, probably for a saddle ring and sling swivels are affixed to the end of the lower tang and on the underside of the
barrel.  The gun is equipped with a small blade front sight and a two-position folding rear sight.  The hammer does not hold at full cock
and the action is slightly loose.  (116347-5) {ANTIQUE} [Dan Woods Collection] (400/600) 

1331. BRITISH LEND-LEASE K-200 VICTORY MODEL REVOLVER BY SMITH & WESSON serial #V180063, 5" pinned
barrel with an excellent bore.  This lend-lease revolver has been re-parkerized and re-blued with about 97 - 99% remaining with most of
the loss to silvering on the high edges and a light cylinder turn ring.  The top half of the barrel has been lightly polished to smooth the
rough military finish and cold blued due to an alteration to the front sight.  The front sight has been ground to a Patridge configuration with
groove machined into the face for a white insert, part of which is missing.  There is also a small "hump" in front of the sight that appears
to be built up solder that has been blackened to form a ramp.  The case-hardened colors on the trigger and hammer have faded slightly
but, remain strong overall.  There are light operational marks present on the hammer.  The smooth walnut grips are in very good to excel-
lent condition with scattered scratches, several moderate dents and handling wear evident.  There are correct matching numbers present
on the frame, crane, barrel, cylinder, ejector star and the right grip panel.  Ordnance proof marks (P), ordnance flaming bomb inspection
insignia, and Lt. Col. Guy H. Drewry's initials appear on the butt of the revolver.  The top left of the topstrap is correctly marked United
States Property.  (86356-D28886) (200/400)

1332. RUGER LC9 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #321-11861, 9mm, 3 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore.  The matte black finish on the
metal surfaces and polymer frame are in excellent condition with a light amount of operation wear on the top of the chamber giving this
pistol a rating of 99% overall.  The polymer frame features checkering on the sides of the grip and a Ruger logo and Phoenix.  This little
pistol features double action only, three dot sight system and frame mounted thumb safety.  Included are a factory box, factory gun rug, a
single seven round magazine with finger extension base plate, two internal lock keys / take down tools, replacement flat base plate, man-
ual and paperwork.   This would make a nice CCW or home defense pistol.  (86370-3) (250/350)
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1333. MOSSBERG 500A PUMP ACTION SHOTGUN serial #K483859, 12 Ga., 28" ventilated barrel with screw in Accu-chokes
exhibiting an excellent bore.  This shotgun retains 98% of its original blue and anodized finishes with a few light scratches present on the
receiver and at the end of the barrel.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock features impressed checkering, recoil pad and is in near excellent
condition overall.  There are a few light scratches visible on the right side of the buttstock and light handling wear.  This 3" chambered
shotgun includes three Accu- choke tubes consisting of one full, one modified and one improved cylinder.  A classic pump action shot-
gun for hunting.  (86370-7) (150/250)

1334. NIKON MONARCH SCOPE LOT.  This 2.5-10x50mm scope is equipped with their Nikoplex reticle, quick focus adjustment and
flip up scope lens covers.  The scope retains 99% of its matte black finish with slight blemishes on the tube from the mounting rings and
the optics remain clear.  A great scope for all around hunting and shooting.  (86370-9)

1335. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J246616, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall, this square butt revolver retains 96 - 98% of its original factory blue finish with a faint turn ring present on the cylin-
der, some scattered light scratches on the metal surfaces and faint silvering present on some of the high edges.  The Magna trigger and
standard hammer retain their bold case-hardened colors with light operation marks visible on the hammer.  The checkered, walnut, Magna
grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and are in near excellent condition with light compression damage to the diamond points,
scuff marks and thinning of the finish on the right grip panel.  Included with the revolver is an incorrect factory box.  An excellent CCW or
home defense revolver.  (86229-227) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (300/500)

1336. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION  This lot contains five boxes and three packages of assorted ammunition.  Included in this lot are
(23) rounds of 32 S&W ammunition, most of them have R-P headstamps and are near excellent in condition.  Approximately (74) rounds
of 32 ACP ammunition with mixed headstamp and varying from lightly tarnished to clean.  Approximately (34) rounds of mixed headstamp
380ACP ammunition that is in excellent condition.  Approximately (36) rounds of 32 ACP with REM-UMC headstamps with a few other
headstamps mixed in.  They are in near excellent condition.  Approximately (54) rounds of Winchester 32 S&W blackpowder blanks with
light handling wear present.  One full box (50) of assorted 32 ACP ammunition.  (20) Rounds of Remington 32 S&W Long ammunition in
excellent condition.  (3) Collectible 28 gauge shotshells possessing Remington and Winchester headstamps.   (86378-20A)

1337. LOT OF MIXED MODERN AND COLLECTIBLE RIMFIRE AMMUNITION This lot consists of eight boxes and two loose
packages of assorted 22 rimfire ammunition.  Included are (20) 22 Winchester Automatic ammunition with an H headstamp.  (15) 22
Remington Automatic ammunition with a U headstamp.  It also includes two full boxes (50ea) of Remington 22 LR, 40 gr. high speed solids.
One full box (50) of Remington 22 LR, 36 gr. high speed hollow point.  One full box (50) Peters 22 LR, 40 gr. high speed solids.  One full
box(50) of mixed 22 LR ammunition in a Winchester Super X box, the bulk of which appear to be high speed hollow points.  Approximately
(34) rounds of Winchester 22 Short, 29 gr. high speed solids.  Approximately (37) rounds of Federal Monark 22 LR, 40 gr. high speed
solids.  Approximately (30) rounds of mixed 22 LR, 40 gr. high speed solids in a poor condition Western Expert box.  All the ammunition
remains in near excellent condition except the Federal Monark which exhibits heavy tarnish.  (86378-20B)   

1338. LOT OF MIXED SEMI-AUTO AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes and loose package of pistol ammunition.  Included
are one full box (50) of Peters 38 Automatic, 130 gr. full metal case ammunition in excellent condition.  The box is missing an end flap and
the other one is torn from the box but, present.  Approximately (37) rounds of Rem-UMC 30 Luger ammunition in excellent condition.
One full (50) plastic cartridge box of assorted headstamped 7.62x25mm Tokarev ammunition in excellent condition.  (86378-20C)

1339. LOT OF 32 ACP AMMUNITION This lot consists of one brick of 32 ACP ammunition. Included are nine full boxes (25) and one
partial box (3) of Geco 32 ACP, full metal jacket ammunition totaling 228 rounds.  The bullet weight is not given but, is probably around
the standard 71 grains.  The packaging and ammunition are in excellent condition.  (86378-20D) 

1340. LOT OF MIXED HANDGUN AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four boxes of pistol and revolver ammunition.  Included are a
full box (50) of Remington 32 S&W, 88 gr. LRN in excellent condition.  One full box (50) of Fiocchi 32 ACP, 73 gr. full metal jacket ammu-
nition in excellent condition.  One partial box (38) of Fiocchi 380 ACP, 95 gr. full metal jacket ammunition in excellent condition.  One full
box (50) of mixed brand 38 Special, LRN and LFN ammunition in very good to excellent condition.  (86378-20E)

1341. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of one box of military collectible and one box of shootable ammuni-
tion.  Included are a full box (50) of Western Cartridge Company 30 Carbine full metal jacketed ammunition with a WCC / 43 headstamp.
The ammunition was repackaged on 9 - 44.  The box and ammunition remain in excellent condition.   One box (20) of prvi partizan 7.92x33
Kurz, 124 FMJBT ammunition in excellent condition.  (86378-20F)

1342. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of one box and one loose package of 43 Spanish ammunition.  Included
are (1) box of 20 rounds of 43 Spanish ammunition.  This ammunition has no headstamp but the cardboard box has a UMC label that may
be a reproduction.  The ammunition has varying degrees of oxidation damage from round to round.  (1) Package of four rounds of 43
Spanish ammunition with no headstamp.  These are in near excellent condition with light tarnish present.  (86378-20G)  

1343. LOT OF 43 MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consists of three boxes of ammunition.  The first box is full and contains (20) rounds
of Dominion 43 Mauser ammunition with 385 grain lead flat nose bullets. The second box contains (15) rounds of Dominion 43 Mauser
ammunition with 385 grain lead flat nose bullets.  The third box contains (20) rounds of Old Western Scrounger 43 Mauser ammunition
with 340 grain lead flat nose bullets and loaded with black powder.  All the ammunition and their packaging appear to be in excellent con-
dition.  (86378-20H)

1344. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 43 MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes of ammunition.  The first box contains (17)
rounds of Remington UMC 43 Mauser ammunition with 380 grain lead flat nose bullets. Their condition varies from near excellent to very
good with light to heavy tarnish.  The box is in very good to excellent condition with handling wear and the label on the cover is starting
to peel on the edges.  The second box contains (4) rounds of Remington UMC 43 Mauser ammunition with 380 grain lead flat nose bul-
lets.  Their condition varies from very good to good with medium to heavy tarnish.  The box is in good condition with handling wear and
the label on the cover is starting to peel on the edges.  The body of the boxes are missing their labels.  (86378-20I)

1345. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE 43 MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consists of two boxes and one bag of ammunition.  The first box
is a wooden cartridge box containing (20) rounds of mixed headstamped 43 Mauser ammunition with lead flat nose bullets with S / *
dated 8 / 88 head stamps.  Their condition varies from near excellent to very good with light to medium tarnish.  The wooden box appears
home-made and is in near excellent condition with handling wear, dents and scratches.  The second box contains (20) rounds of 43
Mauser ammunition with lead flat nose bullets.  Head stamps include S / * dated 8 / 88, S / * dated 2 / 88, D / * dated 3 / 88, E / * dated
4 / 87, S / * dated 9 / 88, P / M dated 5 / 95 and S / * dated 7 / 88. Their condition is very good with light to medium tarnish present.  The
box is in poor condition and is labeled "Cartouches para el fusil Mauser - Mod. 71/84".  The bag contains (5) rounds of 43 Mauser ammu-
nition with lead flat nose bullets. Head stamp is SFM (no date).  They are in very good condition with light tarnish on the SFM marked
rounds and heavy verdigris on the head of the 7 / 88 marked cases.  (86378-20J)

1346. LOT OF STRIPPER CLIPS This lot consists of two boxes and one bag of clips.  The first box contains approximately (31) .303 British
stripper clips for the SMLE and similar rifles.  The second box contains approximately (225) Mauser stripper clips for Mauser rifles.  The
bag contains (2) clips for a M95 Steyr rifle.  All of the clips are in near excellent condition.  (86378-20K)
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1347. COLT BARREL LOT This lot consists of (1) Colt, first generation, Single Action Army barrel that has been reamed to a tapered smooth bore.
The barrel tapers from approximately .470" at the rear to approximately .445" at the muzzle.  The barrel still has the ejector rod stud attached
and the front sight.  There are no visible markings on the barrel and the threads appear in excellent condition.  The finish is gunmetal gray with
light oxidation blemishes, and scattered dents, dings and scratches.  A good smoothbore barrel for an Antique-only S.A.A.  (85896-11A) 

1348. LOT OF MILITARY 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of one unopened spam can of Cal. 30 AP M2 ammunition
loaded in eight round en bloc clips  and packaged in four bandoleers for a total of (192) rounds of ammunition.  The key is still
attached to the can.  (86378-3A)

1349. LOT OF MILITARY 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of one unopened spam can of Cal. 30 AP M2 ammunition
loaded in eight round en bloc clips and packaged in four bandoleers for a total of (192) rounds of ammunition.  The key is still
attached to the can.  (86378-3B)

1350. LOT OF MILITARY 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of one G.I. ammo can of Cal. 30 AP M2 ammunition loaded in eight
round en bloc clips and packaged in four bandoleers for a total of (192) rounds of ammunition.  (86378-3C)

1351. LOT OF MILITARY 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (20) fifteen round boxes of Yugoslavian Komada M67,
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 300 rounds.  These brass cased rounds are in excellent condition; they bear a Cyrillic "IK"
"1982" headstamp and feature a full metal jacket bullet.    (86378-4A)

1352. LOT OF MILITARY 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (20) fifteen round boxes of Yugoslavian Komada M67,
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 300 rounds.  These brass cased rounds are in excellent condition; they bear a Cyrillic "IK"
"1982" headstamp and feature a full metal jacket bullet.    (86378-4B)

1353. LOT OF MILITARY 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (20) fifteen round boxes of Yugoslavian Komada M67,
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 300 rounds.  These brass cased rounds are in excellent condition; they bear a Cyrillic "IK"
"1982" headstamp and feature a full metal jacket bullet.    (86378-4C)

1354. LOT OF MILITARY 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (23) fifteen round boxes of Yugoslavian Komada M67,
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 345 rounds.  These brass cased rounds are in excellent condition; they bear a Cyrillic "IK"
"1982" headstamp and feature a full metal jacket bullet.    (86378-4D)

1355. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of one unopened spam can containing (640) rounds boxes of Russian,
non corrosive, 7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition.  The can-opener is taped to the can.  (86378-5)

1356. LOT OF MILITARY 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (25) fifteen round boxes of Yugoslavian Komada M67,
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 375 rounds.  These brass cased rounds are in excellent condition; they bear mixed headstamps
and feature a full metal jacket bullet.    (86378-6A)

1357. LOT OF MILITARY 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (26) fifteen round boxes of Yugoslavian Komada M67,
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 390 rounds.  These brass cased rounds are in excellent condition; they bear mixed headstamps
and feature a full metal jacket bullet.    (86378-6B)

1358. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (15) twenty round boxes of Russian Ulyanovsk, 7.62x39mm Soviet
ammunition for a total of 300 rounds.  These steel cased rounds are loaded with 122 grain full metal jacket bullets and are primed with
non-corrosive Berdan primers.  The ammunition is in excellent condition.    (86378-6C)

1359. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of a total of 320 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) twenty round
boxes of Russian Ulyanovsk, 7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 280 rounds.  These steel cased rounds are loaded with 122 grain
full metal jacket bullets and are primed with non-corrosive Berdan primers.  Also included are (2) twenty round boxes of Sellier & Bellot
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 40 rounds. These brass cased, non-corrosive, boxer primed rounds are loaded with 123 grain
full metal jacket bullets.  The ammunition is in excellent condition.    (86378-6D)

1360. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (18) twenty round boxes of 7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total
of 360 rounds.  These steel cased rounds are loaded with a full metal jacket bullet and bear an 04 / 69 headstamp.  The ammunition is in
excellent condition.    (86378-6E)

1361. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of (15) ten round stripper clips of 7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a
total of 150 rounds.  These steel cased rounds are loaded with a full metal jacket bullet and bear mixed headstamps.  The ammunition is
in excellent condition.    (86378-6F)

1362. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of approximately 179 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (15) ten
round stripper clips of 7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 150 rounds.  Also included are 29 loose rounds 7.62x39mm Soviet.
These steel and brass cased rounds are loaded with a full metal jacket bullet and bear mixed headstamps.  The ammunition is in excel-
lent condition.    (86378-6G)

1363. LOT OF 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 20 boxes of ammunition.  Included are (20) twenty round boxes of Norinco
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 400 rounds.  These steel cased, non-corrosive, Berdan primed rounds are loaded with full
metal jacketed bullets.  The ammunition is in excellent condition.    (86378-6H)

1364. LOT OF 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 20 boxes of ammunition.  Included are (20) twenty round boxes of Norinco
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 400 rounds.  These steel cased, non-corrosive, Berdan primed rounds are loaded with full
metal jacketed bullets.  The ammunition is in excellent condition.    (86378-6I)

1365. LOT OF 7.62X39 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 10 boxes of ammunition.  Included are (10) twenty round boxes of Norinco
7.62x39mm Soviet ammunition for a total of 200 rounds.  These steel cased, non-corrosive, Berdan primed rounds are loaded with full
metal jacketed bullets.  The ammunition is in excellent condition.    (86378-6J)

1366. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of two boxes of ammunition.  Included are two
boxes of approximately (50) rounds each of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition with assorted FMMAP headstamps for a total of
approximately 100 rounds.  This brass cased ammunition is loaded with full metal jacket bullets and are packaged in Interarms boxes that are
marked "target ammo".  The ammunition is in near excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light scattered corrosion.  (86378-8A)

1367. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of two boxes of ammunition.  Included are two
boxes of approximately (50) rounds each of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition with assorted FMMAP headstamps for a total of
approximately 100 rounds.  This brass cased ammunition is loaded with full metal jacket bullets and are packaged in Interarms boxes that are
marked "target ammo".  The ammunition is in near excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light scattered corrosion.  (86378-8B)
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1368. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of two boxes of ammunition.  Included are two
boxes of approximately (50) rounds each of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition with assorted FMMAP headstamps for a total of
approximately 100 rounds.  This brass cased ammunition is loaded with full metal jacket bullets and are packaged in Interarms boxes that are
marked "target ammo".  The ammunition is in near excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light scattered corrosion.  (86378-8C)

1369. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of two boxes of ammunition.  Included are two
boxes of approximately (50) rounds each of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition with assorted FMMAP headstamps for a total of
approximately 100 rounds.  This brass cased ammunition is loaded with full metal jacket bullets and are packaged in Interarms boxes that are
marked "target ammo".  The ammunition is in near excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light scattered corrosion.  (86378-8D)

1370. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of two boxes of ammunition.  Included are two
boxes of approximately (50) rounds each of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition with assorted FMMAP headstamps for a total of
approximately 100 rounds.  This brass cased ammunition is loaded with full metal jacket bullets and are packaged in Interarms boxes that are
marked "target ammo".  The ammunition is in near excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light scattered corrosion.  (86378-8E)

1371. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of two boxes of ammunition.  Included are two
boxes of approximately (50) rounds each of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition with assorted FMMAP headstamps for a total of
approximately 100 rounds.  This brass cased ammunition is loaded with full metal jacket bullets and are packaged in Interarms boxes that are
marked "target ammo".  The ammunition is in near excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light scattered corrosion.  (86378-8F)

1372. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 2 bandoleers of ammunition with a total of
100 rounds of ammunition.  Each bandoleer contains (10) five round stripper clips of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition loaded
with full metal jacket bullets with assorted head stamps.  Some these rounds may be head stamped 7.65x54.  Overall, the ammunition is
in very good to excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-7A)

1373. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 2 bandoleers of ammunition with a total of
100 rounds of ammunition.  Each bandoleer contains (10) five round stripper clips of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition loaded
with full metal jacket bullets with assorted head stamps.  Some these rounds may be head stamped 7.65x54.  Overall, the ammunition is
in very good to excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-7B)

1374. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 2 bandoleers of ammunition with a total of
100 rounds of ammunition.  Each bandoleer contains (10) five round stripper clips of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition loaded
with full metal jacket bullets with assorted head stamps.  Some these rounds may be head stamped 7.65x54.  Overall, the ammunition is in
very good to excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light oxidation blemishes. (86378-7C)

1375. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 2 bandoleers of ammunition with a total of
100 rounds of ammunition.  Each bandoleer contains (10) five round stripper clips of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition loaded
with full metal jacket bullets with assorted head stamps.  Some these rounds may be head stamped 7.65x54.  Overall, the ammunition is
in very good to excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-7D)

1376. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 2 bandoleers of ammunition with a total of
100 rounds of ammunition.  Each bandoleer contains (10) five round stripper clips of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition loaded
with full metal jacket bullets with assorted head stamps.  Some these rounds may be head stamped 7.65x54.  Overall, the ammunition is in
very good to excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-7E)

1377. LOT OF 7.65X53 (ARGENTINE) MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 2 bandoleers of ammunition with a total of
100 rounds of ammunition.  Each bandoleer contains (10) five round stripper clips of 7.65x53mm Argentine Mauser ammunition loaded
with full metal jacket bullets with assorted head stamps.  Some these rounds may be head stamped 7.65x54.  Overall, the ammunition is in
very good to excellent condition with a few rounds exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-7F)

1378. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains two bags of loose ammunition totaling approximate-
ly (95) rounds.  The ammunition is loaded with full metal jacketed bullets and contains mixed head stamps from various manufacturers.  All
the ammunition appears to be in near excellent condition.  (86378-11A)

1379. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains five factory sealed boxes.  Each box contains (20)
rounds of Argentine manufactured 7.62x51 NATO ammunition for a total of (100) rounds.  (86378-11B)

1380. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains two factory sealed boxes and three opened boxes.
Each box contains (20) rounds of Argentine manufactured 7.62x51 NATO ammunition for a total of (100) rounds.  The ammunition in the
opened boxes is in near excellent condition with some scattered, light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-11C)

1381. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains two factory sealed boxes and three opened boxes.
Each box contains (20) rounds of Argentine manufactured 7.62x51 NATO ammunition for a total of (100) rounds.  The ammunition in the
opened boxes is in near excellent condition with a few exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-11D)

1382. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains two sealed boxes and four opened boxes.  Each box
contains (20) rounds of Argentine manufactured 7.62x51 NATO ammunition for a total of (120) rounds.  The ammunition in the opened
boxes is in near excellent condition with a few exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-11E)

1383. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains six opened boxes.  Each box contains (20) rounds
of Argentine manufactured 7.62x51 NATO ammunition for a total of (120) rounds.  The ammunition in the opened boxes is in near excel-
lent condition with a few exhibiting light oxidation blemishes.  (86378-11F)

1384. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains five sealed boxes.  Each box contains (20) rounds
of 7.62x51 NATO ammunition from different manufacturers for a total of (100) rounds.  (86378-11G)

1385. LOT OF 7.62X51MM NATO MILITARY AMMUNITION This lot contains two boxes.  The two boxes contain 8.5 pounds of 7.62x51
NATO ammunition from different manufacturers for total of approximately (160) rounds (about 19 rounds to the pound).  The occasional round
exhibits traces of verdigris or oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces but, overall they are in near excellent condition.  (86378-11H)

1386. LOT OF 6.5X55MM SWEDISH MAUSER AMMUNITION This lot contains (11) five round stripper clips of PPU brand
6.5x55mm Swedish Mauser ammunition for a total of (55) rounds.  Also included is a box of Swedish military 6.5x55mm ammunition on
five round stripper clips for a total of 20 rounds of ammunition.  The box is marked “6.5 mm sk ptr m/94 prj m/41”.  Additionally there are
approximately (44) Mauser stripper clips included.  All ammunition is in excellent condition.  (86378-18B)

1387. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot contains two sealed boxes of ammunition.  Included are two (100) round boxes of Federal
American Eagle “AR” .223 Remington ammunition for a total of 200 rounds.  This ammunition is loaded with 55 grain full metal jacketed
bullets with non-corrosive priming.  (86378-9A)
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1388. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Squires Bingham .223 Remington ammunition loaded with non-corro-
sive primers and 55 grain full metal jacket bullets.  Each box contains two (10) round stripper clips for a total of 200 rounds.  The ammu-
nition is in excellent condition.  (86378-9B)

1389. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Squires Bingham .223 Remington ammunition loaded with non-corro-
sive primers and 55 grain full metal jacket bullets.  Each box contains two (10) round stripper clips for a total of 200 rounds.  The ammu-
nition is in excellent condition.  (86378-9C)

1390. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot contains ten boxes of Squires Bingham .223 Remington ammunition loaded with non-corro-
sive primers and 55 grain full metal jacket bullets.  Each box contains two (10) round stripper clips for a total of 200 rounds.  The ammu-
nition is in excellent condition.  (86378-9D)

1391. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot contains nine full boxes and one partial box of Norinco .223 Remington ammunition loaded
with non-corrosive primers and full metal jacket bullets. Each full box contains (20) rounds of ammunition for a total of 189 rounds.  The
ammunition is in excellent condition.  (86378-9E)

1392. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot contains eight boxes and four stripper clips of ammunition for a total of 207 rounds.  Included
are seven boxes of Squires Bingham 223 Remington ammunition with two (10) round stripper clips of ammunition in each box for a total
of 140 rounds.  This ammunition is loaded with 55 grain full metal jacket bullets with non-corrosive priming.  Also included are three (10)
round stripper clips of Squire Bingham ammunition as described above and one (10) round stripper clip of 223 ammunition with a differ-
ent head stamp for a total of 40 rounds.  Lastly there is a plastic ammo box containing 27 rounds of assorted military and commercial 223
Remington ammunition all possessing full metal jacketed bullets and in excellent condition.  Also included is a one stripper clip guide.  All
but several rounds on one stripper clip are in excellent condition. (86378-9F)

1393. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened boxes.  Included with the lot are four (25) round boxes
of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of (100) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this
ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain
full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are dated 1962.  (86378-10A) 

1394. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened boxes.  Included with the lot are four (25) round boxes
of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of (100) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this
ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain
full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are dated 1962.  (86378-10B)

1395. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened boxes.  Included with the lot are four (25) round boxes
of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of (100) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this
ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain
full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are dated 1962.  (86378-10C)

1396. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened boxes.  Included with the lot are four (25) round boxes
of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of (100) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this
ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain
full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are dated 1962.  (86378-10D)

1397. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened boxes.  Included with the lot are four (25) round boxes
of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of (100) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this
ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain
full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are dated 1962.  (86378-10E)

1398. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened boxes.  Included with the lot are four (25) round boxes
of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of (100) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this
ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain
full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are dated 1962.  (86378-10F)

1399. LOT OF 9MM LARGO AMMUNITION This lot consistss of four unopened and one opened box.  Included with the lot are four
(25) round boxes and one partial box of (16) rounds of 9mm Largo (aka 9x23mm, 9mm Bergmann Bayard, etc.) for a total of approxi-
mately (116) rounds of ammunition.  According to 9mmLargo.com this ammunition was manufactured by Fabrica Nacional de Palencia
and Pirotecnia Militar de Sevilla to match tolerances utilizing 126.5 grain full metal jacketed bullets with corrosive priming.  The boxes are
dated 1962 and 1963.  (86378-10G)

1400. LOT OF MILITARY 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of six unopened  boxes.  Included are six plain boxes with a single
wrap of brown tape marked “Ball Calibre .30 M2”.  Each box contains (20) rounds of military full metal jacketed ammunition for a total of
120 rounds.  (86378-2A)

1401. LOT OF MILITARY 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of six unopened and one opened boxes, plus five rounds on a strip-
per clip.  Included are six plain boxes with a single wrap of brown tape marked “Ball Calibre .30 M2” and one box marked “1961 Lake
City Caliber .30 Match”.  Each box contains (20) rounds of military full metal jacketed ammunition.  The five rounds on the stripper clip are
marked “TW / 42”.  The open box has SF headstamp with various dates.  Total ammunition in this lot is 145 rounds.   (86378-2B)

1402. LOT OF 7.62X39MM AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 170 rounds of ammunition, a bandoleer and an ammunition carrier.
Included are (17) ten round SKS stripper clips of 7.62x39mm Soviet steel cased ammunition with full metal jacket bullets with mixed head
stamps.   Also included are one empty U.S. 5.56mm, light canvas military bandoleer and one empty nylon SKS chest style ammunition car-
rier.  All are in excellent condition.  (86378-21A) 

1403. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 178 rounds of ammunition and a bandoleer.  Included are (17) ten round and (1)
partial of eight rounds, 5.56 stripper clips of assorted 223 Remington ammunition.  The ammunition is a mix of military and commercial 223
with full metal jacketed bullets with one of the stripper clips containing soft point bullets.  Also included is one empty U.S. 5.56mm, light
canvas military bandoleer and a stripper clip guide.  All are in excellent condition.  (86378-21B)

1404. LOT OF 223 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 140 rounds of ammunition and a bandoleer.  Included are (14) ten round 5.56
stripper clips of 223 Remington ammunition.  The ammunition contains full metal jacketed bullets and most carry a “SBMC – 223” head
stamp.  Also included is one empty U.S. 5.56mm, light canvas military bandoleer.  All are in  near excellent condition.  (86378-21C)

1405. LOT OF 30-06 AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 48 rounds of ammunition in en bloc clips and a bandoleer.  Included are (5)
eight round en bloc clips of U.S. M2 armor piercing ammunition with LC 53 head stamp and (1) eight round en bloc clip of U.S. M2 ball
ammunition with TW 42 head stamp.  Also included is one empty U.S. light canvas military bandoleer.  All are in very good to excellent
condition.  (86378-21D)
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1406. LOT OF HK91 / G3 MAGAZINES This lot consistss of two magazines, a canvas strap and one canvas magazine pouch.  Included
are (2) twenty round HK 91 steel magazines.  Included with the magazines is (1) canvas double magazine pouch.  Each individual pouch
holds one magazine.  Also included is a single shoulder strap with metal clips on each end.  All are in near excellent condition.  (86378-23)

1407. LOT OF HK91 / G3 MAGAZINES This lot consistss of two magazines and one canvas magazine pouch.  Included are (2) twenty
round HK 91 steel magazines.  Also included are (1) canvas double magazine pouch.  Each individual pouch holds one magazine.  All are
in near excellent condition.  (86378-23)

1408. HAKIM MAGAZINE Lot Included in this lot is (1) ten round Egyptian Hakim magazine in near excellent condition with light handling
wear.  (86378-25A)

1409. HAKIM MAGAZINE Lot Included in this lot is (1) ten round Egyptian Hakim magazine in near excellent condition with light handling
wear.  (86378-25B)

1410. RASHID MAGAZINE Lot Included in this lot is (1) ten round Egyptian 7.62x39mm Rashid magazine in near excellent condition with
some light handling wear present.  (86378-26A)

1411. RASHID MAGAZINE Lot Included in this lot is (1) ten round Egyptian 7.62x39mm Rashid magazine in near excellent condition with
some light handling wear present.  (86378-26B)

1412. RASHID MAGAZINE Lot Included in this lot is (1) ten round Egyptian 7.62x39mm Rashid magazine in near excellent condition with
some light handling wear present.  (86378-26C)

1413. VEPR MAGAZINE Lot Included in this lot is (1) ten round 7.62x39mm VEPR magazine in excellent condition.  (86378-26D)
1414. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMO BOXES This lot consists of 4 metal U.S. ammo cans and one wooden Luffwaffe ammo crate.

Included is (1) 14”x19”x6 3/4” wooden crate with “Patronen Kast SS / B” on the cover with the front edge of the box marked “Luffwaffen-
Munition”.  The cover has three labels affixed to the inside, one of which is just a partial.  The center label is marked “1500 Patronen S.m.E.
1944 htc 23…”  The crate is in very good condition with numerous light to medium handling marks, dents, small chips missing from the
edge of the wood and some dings.  The hardware is in near excellent condition with some light, scattered oxidation present.  Also includ-
ed are (2) U. S. metal ammo cans that have “192 Cal. .30 Ball M2 - 8 Rd Clips Bandoleers” printed on the right side.  The left side has
“Cal. 30 M1 United Box/(flaming bomb)” embossed in the metal.  These boxes are equipped with machinegun mount bracket clips.  The
boxes are in near excellent condition with light handling wear and some handwriting in black marker on the cover.  Also included is (1) U.
S. metal ammo cans marked “200 Cartridges 7.62mm blank M82  ...”  The box is in near excellent condition with light handling wear and
some handwriting in black marker on the cover.  The last item consists of (1) U.S. .50 Caliber ammo can that has been repainted a light
green.  It is in near excellent condition overall.  (86378-27)

1415. LOT OF 7.92MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) opened boxes of ammunition.  Included are (5) boxes of FN manufac-
tured 7.92x57mm Mauser (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition loaded on five round stripper clips with five clips per box, for a total of 125
rounds.  The boxes are labeled “25 P 7.92 SS – Lot 2 1949”.  Overall, the ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with light to
moderate tarnish on the metal surfaces.   (86378-16A)

1416. LOT OF 7.92MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) opened boxes of ammunition.  Included are (5) boxes of FN manufac-
tured 7.92x57mm Mauser (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition loaded on five round stripper clips with five clips per box, for a total of 125
rounds.  The boxes are labeled “25 P 7.92 SS – Lot 2 1949”.  Overall, the ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with light to
moderate tarnish on the metal surfaces.   (86378-16B)

1417. LOT OF 7.92MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) opened boxes of ammunition.  Included are (5) boxes of FN manufactured
7.92x57mm Mauser (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition loaded on five round stripper clips with five clips per box, for a total of 125 rounds.
The boxes are labeled “25 P 7.92 SS – Lot 2 1949”.  Overall, the ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with light to moderate
tarnish on the metal surfaces.   (86378-16C)

1418. LOT OF 7.92MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) opened boxes of ammunition.  Included are (5) boxes of FN manufac-
tured 7.92x57mm Mauser (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition loaded on five round stripper clips with five clips per box, for a total of 125
rounds.  The boxes are labeled “25 P 7.92 SS – Lot 2 1949”.  Overall, the ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with light to
moderate tarnish on the metal surfaces.   (86378-16D)

1419. LOT OF 7.92MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) opened boxes of ammunition.  Included are (5) boxes of FN manufac-
tured 7.92x57mm Mauser (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition loaded on five round stripper clips with five clips per box, for a total of 125
rounds.  The boxes are labeled “25 P 7.92 SS – Lot 2 1949”.  Overall, the ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with light to
moderate tarnish on the metal surfaces.   (86378-16E)

1420. LOT OF 7.92MM AMMUNITION This lot consists of (5) opened boxes of ammunition.  Included are (5) boxes of FN manufac-
tured 7.92x57mm Mauser ( 8mm Mauser) ball ammunition loaded on five round stripper clips with five clips per box, for a total of 125
rounds.  The boxes are labeled “25 P 7.92 SS – Lot 2 1949”.  Overall, the ammunition is in very good to excellent condition with light to
moderate tarnish on the metal surfaces.   (86378-16F)

1421. LOT OF MAGAZINES AND ACCESSORIES This lot consists of 9 pistol magazines, five pistol magazine pouches, a holster, metal
magazine holder and a cleaning kit.  Included are (1) Browning Hi-Power magazine with plastic floorplate marked KRD.  (2) Two tone
1911 magazines with lanyard loop on the floorplate in very good to excellent condition.  (3) Colt marked 1911 magazine, one bearing the
serial # 6855.  All are in near excellent condition.  (3) 1911 magazines.  Two have serial numbers on the base plate and the third is marked
“Halcon Ind. Argentina”.  All three are in very good to excellent condition with some light dents, oxidation blemishes and handling wear
present.  (1) U.S. M-16 cleaning kit containing one complete cleaning rod, extra cleaning rod handle, chamber brush, cleaning brush and
commercial cleaning patches.  (2) Unmarked, green colored leather magazine pouches for 1911 pistol in excellent condition, (1)
unmarked, green colored leather holster believed to be for a Ballister Molina.  They are all in excellent condition except for the metal flap
retention loop which starting to pull away from the leather.  (3) U.S. canvas magazine pouches for the 1911.  The first one is marked Russel
and dated 12/1918, the second is marked Mills and dated 3/1918 and the last is marked P.B. & Co. 1/1918.  All are in near excellent con-
dition except for the Mills pouch which exhibits light fraying on the corner of the flap.  Lastly (1) U.S. metal magazine holder marked
“Holder, Magazine T3-A1” which is in excellent condition.  (86378-28)

1422. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot consists of ten containers of ammunition.  Included are (2) twenty five round boxes of FN
manufactured and (2) fifteen round DWM marked boxes of 7.92x57 Mauser (8mm Mauser) ball ammunition for a total of 80 rounds.  One
box of the FN ammo and both boxes of DWM are loaded on 5 round stripper clips.  All of the 7.92 is in very good to excellent condition
with light to medium tarnish visible.  Approximately (21) rounds of mixed 45 ACP ammunition in very good to excellent condition with light
to medium tarnish visible.   A mixed bag of ammunition containing approximately: (16) 9mm Largo, (14) 9mm Luger, (15) 380 ACP and
(12) 32 ACP.  They vary from near excellent to excellent in condition.  (2) Mosin Nagant stripper clips containing (1) round of 7.62x54R
soft point ammunition.  Approximately (10) rounds of 7.65x53 Argentine ball ammunition in very good condition.  Two (5) round stripper
clips of 7x57mm Mauser ball ammunition in near excellent condition.  One SKS stripper clip containing (10) rounds of brass cased
7.62x39mm Soviet ball ammunition.  (86378-29A) 
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1423. LOT OF 7.62X54R AMMUNITION This lot consists of 25 items.  Included are (24) five round stripper clips of 7.62x54R steel cased
ball ammunition in excellent condition.  Also included is one U.S. M-16 light canvas bandoleer.  (86378-29B)

1424. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 120 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (12) stripper clips with guide
and cardboard sleeves containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition on each clip.  A six pouch bandoleer correctly marked
for the Carbine ammunition is included.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blem-
ish on the ammo.  (86378-29C) 

1425. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 120 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (12) stripper clips with guide
and cardboard sleeves containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition on each clip.  One set of cardboard sleeves is miss-
ing.  A six pouch bandoleer correctly marked for the Carbine ammunition is included.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near
excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo.  (86378-29D) 

1426. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) stripper clips with guide
containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with mixed head stamps on each clip.  Also included is an empty M-16 style
bandoleer.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo. (86378-29E)

1427. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) stripper clips with guide
containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with mixed head stamps on each clip.  Also included is an empty M-16 style
bandoleer.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo. (86378-29F)

1428. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) stripper clips with guide
containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with mixed head stamps on each clip.  Also included is an empty M-16 style
bandoleer.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo. (86378-29G)

1429. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) stripper clips with guide
containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with mixed head stamps on each clip.  Also included is an empty M-16 style
bandoleer.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo. (86378-29H)

1430. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) stripper clips with guide
containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with mixed head stamps on each clip.  Also included is an empty M-16 style
bandoleer.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo. (86378-29I)

1431. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION This lot consists of 140 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (14) stripper clips with guide
containing (10) rounds of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with mixed head stamps on each clip.  Also included is an empty M-16 style
bandoleer.  Overall, the ammunition and bandoleer are in near excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo. (86378-29J)

1432. LOT OF 30 CARBINE AMMUNITION AND ACCESSORIES This lot consists of eight magazines, a magazine pouch and
approximately 100 rounds of ammunition.  Included are (1) 30 round M1 Carbine magazine marked SEY, (7) 15 round M1 Carbine mag-
azines with assorted marking on the magazine body.  All the magazines are in near excellent condition with assorted light handling marks,
scratches and scuff marks.  Also included is 2lbs 14oz of “Cal. .30 Carbine” ball ammunition with varying head stamps that are in near
excellent condition with an occasional blemish on the ammo.  Lastly there is a Chinese SKS ammunition carrier designed to be worn on
the chest that contains nine pouches for ammunition and one grenade pouch.  This is also in excellent condition.  (86378-29K)

1433. LOT OF VINTAGE COMMONWEALTH FIELD GLASSES This lot consists of a pair of “Binoculars Mark V Special in Leather Case
with Shoulder Strap” with no manufacturer markings present.  The left ocular barrel is marked with a broad arrow highlighted in yellow.  The
right ocular barrel is marked “Mk V Special 14269” also, highlighted in yellow.  The body of the binoculars is covered in brown textured
leather.  They are in very good to excellent condition with light wear and scuff marks present.  The seam on the right barrels leather cover-
ing has separated.  The objective lenses are equipped with a sliding shade hood.  The focal adjustment and shade hoods still properly func-
tion and the optics remain clear.  The leather case has a large “H” at the top of the cover with “Baltic Leather Goods Co. 1917” beneath it.
The case is in very good to excellent condition with light to medium wear on the leather surfaces and edges.  The sewing on the shoulder
strap has separated but should be fairly easy to repair.  A small metal ocular lens cover is also provided with this set.  (85935-2)

1434. LOT OF CORDED MILITARY SHOULDER KNOTS This lot consists of (2) U.S. military, gold corded shoulder knots for a dress uni-
form jacket with gold buttons exhibiting a Federal Eagle.  They are 5 1/2” x 2 1/4” in size with a stiffened backing covered in dark blue felt mate-
rial.  The knots are in near excellent condition with some very light soiling present.  The knots are stored in a small japanned tin.   (85935-1) 

1435. LOT OF MILITARY FIELD PHONES This lot consists of two U.S. Army Signal Corps TP-9 field phones.  The phones are serial
numbered 3869 and 3399 respectively.  Both phones are manufactured by Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.  They both consist of a two
piece metal container with the bottom portion housing the vacuum tubes and batteries.  The upper portion housed the hand set, signal
generator and controls.  The front half had a hinged lid with latch for access to the handset and controls and the back half was sealed and
housed some of the electronics, signal generator, etc.  Both boxes appear to have been repainted and some of the paint is starting to flake.
The operating instructions on the lid of both phones remain in excellent condition.  Both phones are equipped with external cleats used
to mount a shoulder strap for field carry.  Serial number 3399 is missing the handset and wire.  Part of the original stenciling on the front
of the case is visible under the flaking paint.  The rubber caps on the field phone wire connectors are starting to crack from age.  Serial

number 3869 has its hand set and wire present.  Overall, they are in very good condition and would make a
fine addition to the World War II enthusiast.  (They might be good for fishing)  (84877-4A,B)

1436. LOT OF MILITARY COLLECTIBLES This lot consists of a Swiss Army, WW II
Pigeoneer Troop Pigeon Carrier.  This carrier consists of a wicker cage measuring

17 1/2” x 6” x 6” with a door on each end.  The door is secured with leather
strap and buckle.  Inside there are two canvas inserts that are cushioned on
three sides.  One end is open but the other end is half closed and cushioned.
The inserts are closed with three snaps along one edge.  It appears the birds
were placed in the cushioned inserts with the partially opened end toward the
door with the purpose to prevent injury during field maneuvers.  There are four,
slightly heavier wicker panels that are tied stored around the cage and held in
place with a canvas strap.  These panels were used in conjunction with four
steel pins and a section of netting.  This was used to make a pen for the birds
to exercise in every 4 – 6 hours.  This is held together with an olive drab can-
vas wrap that is secured with leather straps and buckles.  There is a pouch in
the flap to contain the pins and netting for the exercise pen.  Attached to the
canvas are several leather cleats to allow attachment to a backpack during field
maneuvers.  Overall, a very interesting piece of military memorabilia that will have

your friends quietly cooing about your great find.  (86257-25)
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1437. CONTENDER BARREL LOT  This lot consists of a single Thompson Center Contender heavy barrel chambered in 7-30 Waters.  The
barrel is 10” long with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 98% plus of its original blue finish with a few light operational marks on the
chamber area where it would contact the frame on closing and a few, very light, scattered scratches.  The barrel features a Patridge style
front sight and a fully adjustable rear sight.  The rear sight has a knurled windage knob and a dial type elevation knob.  The rear sight blade
has an attached blade held on with two small screws to allow different height blades to be installed if necessary or desired.  The barrel
includes a factory box with Styrofoam insert.  (86277-14A)

1438. LOT OF JOHN WAYNE MEMORABILIA This lot consists of two John Wayne Commemorative sets from the Franklin Mint.
Included is a Buck Model 110 folding knife commissioned by Franklin Mint, featuring loose foliate engraved bolsters and diamond check-
ered hardwood handles.  The center of the left handle has an oval gold plaque with a likeness of John Wayne’s signature.  The right han-
dle has a small round gold plaque marked: Franklin Mint Knife Collectors Knives.  The blade features a gold banner with “The Duke”
inscribed in it.  The banner is cut by a Federal Eagle atop a Stars and Stripes Plaque.  The knife is displayed in a wooden case that has a
grayish / tan felt lining that features a likeness of John Wayne’s signature on the cover and the Buck Knife logo below it.  The second item
is a Franklin Mint John Wayne Armed Forces Commemorative non firing .45 automatic pistol, serial number JW20373 with plaque.  The
non-gun features a bright deep black finish with a likeness of Mr. Wayne’s signature on the right side of the slide and John Wayne Armed
Forces Commemorative on the left side of the slide.  The non-gun is in near excellent condition with a few small scratches present on the
left rear of the slide.  The non-gun’s controls function exactly as does the famous U.S. Model of 1911A1 except, it lacks any provisions for
a firing pin and the barrel is plugged.  The wall plaque has a military pink background with five medallions representing the branches of
the military mounted along the bottom of the frame.  A certificate of authenticity from the Wayne family and Franklin Mint is included as is
a pamphlet describing the Commemorative and the “Dukes” film accomplishments.  Overall condition of both collectibles is near excellent
with light handling marks.  A great tribute to one of America’s favorite actors.  (86277-24A)

1439. LOT OF JOHN WAYNE MEMORABILIA This lot consists of a Life magazine featuring an article on John Wayne and a three piece
commemorative holster set.  Included is a January 28, 1972 issue of Life magazine featuring an article by P.F. Kluge centering on the Duke’s
newest film “The Cowboys” and some of his life achievements.  The magazine is protected by a cardboard backer and plastic sleeve, and
rates excellent overall.  Also included is a John Bianchi Frontier Gun Leather, John Wayne Commemorative Holster and Belt set, serial num-
ber 433 of 3000 made.  The set features a size forty, 1 11/16” wide pant belt with a small brass plaque by the buckle marked: “John Wayne
- Commemorative Holster & Belt Set - No 433 W/E (Wayne Enterprise) of 3000 – Bianchi Leather 1981 Wayne Ent.”  A size, large (38 –
40) rough out leather money belt with 36 forty five caliber bullet loops and the Duke’s famous version of the Mexican loop holster, fitted
for a 4 3/4” Colt Single Action Army are included.  All three pieces of leather gear appear to be virtually unused.  Also included with this
set is a ten page booklet on the Duke and the commemorative set, a photo of the Duke, certificate of registration, assorted paperwork
and the September 1981 copy of Guns & Ammo magazine.  The Duke wore this trademark leather gear in many of his films with ever pre-
sent 45-70 cartridge in the thirteenth loop to let him know when he had used up half of his ammunition.  (86277-24AB)

1440. SMITH & WESSON SAFETY HAMMERLESS MODEL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #259902, 3 1/4” barrel
with a near excellent bore exhibiting two small areas of oxidation.  This fifth model “Lemon Squeezer” revolver retains about 93 – 95% of
its original blue finish with scattered light oxidation blemishes, scratches and operational marks present on the metal surfaces.  The ham-
mer retains nearly 70% of its original, slightly fading, case-hardened colors.  Most of the loss is to the face of the trigger that has worn to
silver from use.  The unnumbered Mother-of-Pearl grips feature a gold Smith & Wesson medallion and remain in near excellent condition
with a slight crack at the base and some dark blemishes visible.  The safety bar and the firing pin are in need of professional services to
make them serviceable.  (86332-64) {C&R} (250/450)

1441. HOPKINS & ALLEN XL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #3195, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with near excellent bore exhibit-
ing light frosting and pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original nickel plated finish with light flaking evident on the edges of the cylin-
der flute and scattered light scratches on the metal surfaces.   The hammer and trigger retain most of their case-hardened colors which,
are starting to lightly fade and they exhibit light oxidation blemishes especially on the worn face of the trigger.   The unnumbered, check-
ered hard rubber grips are in excellent condition.  This little revolver includes an incorrect factory box that is in good to very good condi-
tion.  The two piece box exhibits scattered scratches, scuff marks and fraying along the edges.  The end label is marked for a 32 caliber,
2 1/2” nickelled X.L. revolver.  (86287-91) {C&R} (100/200)

1442. WEBLEY & SCOTT MARK I AIR PIS-
TOL serial #21970, .177 caliber pellet, 7 1/16”
barrel with an excellent bore.  This fourth series
air pistol retains 98% plus of its original blue fin-
ish with some light silvering evident on the high
edges.  The smooth walnut grip panels are in
near excellent condition with only light handling
wear present.  The left panel features a gold
Webley & Scott air gun medallion.  This air pistol
also includes a correct, two piece box that is in
near excellent condition.  The advertisement
sticker on the cover of the box exhibits a few
water stains and several other small unidentified
stains.  The corners of the box are starting to
exhibit light handling wear and there are a few
scattered, light scratches and scuff marks.  The
box contains near excellent condition original
manual that displays light water staining on the
covers and the pages.  Finally, the box also con-
tains four spare seals of various sizes, spare rear
sight, an Ace #5 trigger shoe, a partially filled
unmarked tin of .177 pellets and what appears to
be two small brass dispensers containing what
appears to be small round seals.  (86287-141)

1443. BULLS-EYE SHARPSHOOTER CATAPULT AIR PISTOL, standard U.S. #6 lead shot, no barrel per se but, a 5 1/2” launch
throw for the shot carrier.  This unique rubber band powered catapult pistol retains all of its factory black finish with few faint handling
blemishes.  The pearlite grips are in excellent condition.  This unique little pistol includes a two piece cardboard box believed to be origi-
nal, practice target, manual, paperwork, spare rubber bands, cardboard tube of #6 shot and a loading funnel.  In use the front sight is
removed, pellets poured in and the sight replaced.  The shot carrier is pulled to the rear with the muzzle up to allow pellets to roll to the
rear and enter the shot carrier and then the shot can be taken.  A great novelty item with some potential for indoor practice.  (86287-140)
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1444. COLT’S FIREARMS “STARFIRE” PEN FLARE PROJECTOR This lot consists of one steel, Colt’s marked, pen style flare and
teargas projector.  The projector retains 99% of its japanned finish with some very faint wear on the knurled surfaces on the upper half of
the barrel.  It is believed these were produced for Colt during the 60’s or 70’s and were capable of firing screw-on aerial flares and tear
gas cartridges.  Also included with this little gem is an unused, green flare marked “Aerial Flare Cartridge – Green Signal - Colt Firearms.”
A nice collector’s item from the Vietnam era or rescue tool for your outdoor kit.  (86287-210)    

1445. ATLANTA CUTLERY SWORD UMBRELLA This lot consists of one excellent condition “Atlanta Cutlery All Weather Protection
Sword Umbrella”.  The umbrella features a 36” diameter nylon canopy on a 23 1/2” long shaft with a canopy cover for storage.  The entire
unit is 28 1/2”, including the handle when fully extended.  Oh course the most interesting feature is the 10” long steel spike attached to
the handle that is concealed in the body of the umbrella shaft.  The blade is secured with a double lock ring to prevent accidental release.
A knurled locking ring is unscrewed on the front, allowing the locking sleeve ferrule to be pulled forward releasing the blade.  This can be
done with the umbrella open or closed.  The original factory box, instruction pamphlet and other paperwork is included.  Ultimate protec-
tion from Mother Nature’s worst or from the local goblins that stalk our streets.  (86278-15)

1446. LOT OF LEATHER GEAR This lot consists of a hand tooled leather holster loosely styled after the Mexican loop.  The rear seam of
the one piece holster body is held together with lacing as is the split loop in the front.  The loop and holster are all hand tooled in a floral
design.  Also included is a home-made cartridge belt that measures 42” from the buckle to center hole.  The belt has (46) .45 caliber car-
tridge loops, a separately sewn-on buckle and tongue, and light stampings along the border.  The western style buckle and tongue were
sewn after the belt was tooled.  The belt also exhibits evidence of having been modified or reduced in length at one time.  Both are in very
good to excellent condition and should provide years of service for your 4 3/4” Colt Peacemaker.  (86278-41)

1447. ANTIQUE SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #07, 22 Short, 3 1/16” barrel with a very good but, pitted bore.  This little revolver
of unknown manufacture is fashioned after the Smith & Wesson model No. 1, third issue revolvers.  It retains approximately 96 – 98% of
its original nickel plated finish with the most notable loss due to flaking on the cylinder and a few scattered spots on the remainder of the
metal work.  The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger are present but have faded and thinned from handling and operational
use.  The walnut grips are in very good condition with light scratches, dents and handling wear.  There is also a very small chip missing
from the base of the right grip panel.  The revolver has matching serial numbers on the grip panels, frame, cylinder and barrel.  The revolver
is still fully functional and is a nice imitation of the Model No. 1.  Included is an Australian Lace wood box with light handling blemishes
and scratches.  Inside the box is a full box of Remington standard velocity 22 shorts, a partial box of Sears high velocity 22 shorts (appears
to only be a few cartridges missing), a Colonial two blade pen knife with pearlite scales exhibiting a few light oxidation blemishes on the
blades, and assorted wood dividers or divider pieces.  (86278-10) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1448. ANTIQUE KNIFE LOT This lot consists of one unmarked knife ground to a single edge with a spear point (dagger configuration).
The blade is 4 5/8” long x 3/4” wide x 1/8” thick at the spine.  There are a few light, scattered, oxidation blemishes plus a few light pits
present.  The steel guard is nickel plated with about 70% plus having flaked off from handling.  The guard has a forward sweeping quillon
on the top and a reverse sweeping quillon on the bottom.  The handle appears to be made of smooth ebony wood with a nickel silver bol-
ster by the guard.  The butt of the handle has been carved into a Pike family fish head with inset eyes.  The head is upside down when
the knife is grabbed in the edge down manner.  The handle is exhibiting light age cracks with the most prominent on the bottom just behind
the bolster.  The knife includes a poor condition period leather sheath with metal reinforced tip and metal belt clip.  The belt clip and metal
tip are loose on the sheath and they exhibit considerable handling wear.  The leather has an approximately 1/2” x 3/4” section of leather
missing on the back side of the sheath and the stitching is separating.  (86278-22)

1449. LOT OF ANTIQUE SHOOTING IMPLEMENTS This lot consists of a period shot pouch and a shot dipper.  Included are one
Bridgeport Gun Implement Co. combination shot and powder dipper.  The body of the nickel plated brass dipper is graduated in 1/8 ounce
increments ranging from 1 ounce to 2 1/4 ounce for shot.  The opposite side is graduated in drams ranging from 2 1/2 to 5 drams for pow-
der.  The lathe turned hardwood handle exhibits light handling wear.  The second item in this lot is an unmarked leather shot pouch with brass
fittings and shot measure / dispenser.  The spring loaded thumb dispenser is adjustable from 1 ounce to 1 1/8 ounce of shot.  The pouch is
embossed with a birddog with trees in the background.  2 1/2 pounds is stamped into the leather above the bird dog scene.  The base of the
pouch is equipped with a “D” ring and overall, it is in near excellent condition.  The pouch is currently filled with “ought” buck.  (86278-26,27) 

1450. COLLECTIBLE LOADING TOOL LOT This lot consists of an Ideal combination bullet mould and loading tool.  The tool is marked
“Ideal Mfg. Co. New Haven Conn LSA” with patent dates on the opposite side of the handle.  This tool is for loading the 44-40 and cast-
ing bullets for it.  The mould block is near excellent condition with a somewhat loose sprue cutter.  It is cut to cast a two groove, plain
base, round nose flat point bullet.  This tool retains about 80 – 85% of its nickel plating with most of the loss around the bullet mould and
scattered along the handles.  The decapping pin and powder measure are not present.  (86278-23)

1451. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE LOADING TOOLS This lot consists of a bullet mould and powder flask.  Included is an unmarked two
cavity steel bullet mould for a 31 caliber cap and ball revolver.  The mould is cut for a 31 caliber round ball and 31 caliber conical ball.  The
steel mould is in near excellent condition with small amount of scattered light oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces.  The second item
is a small, unmarked brass, leather covered powder flask with a push measure.  The leather has shrunk from age and exhibits light han-
dling wear as does the brass.  (86278-24,25)

1452. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE MOULDS AND GUN TOOLS This lot consists of a bullet mould, spring vise and a punch tool.  Included
are an antique single cavity steel mould of approximately .760” diameter with built in sprue cutter.  The only markings on the mould are
what appears to be L 3.  The mould is covered with oxidation and light surface pitting.   The second item included appears to be an
unmarked U.S. model of 1855 contract mainspring vise.  The vise is even gunmetal gray with scattered light oxidation blemishes.  The last
item is an unmarked U.S. model of 1855 tumbler and wire punch tool.  This tool has light traces of bluing remaining but is mostly a gun
metal gray.  There are scattered light oxidation blemishes and pits covering about one third of the tool.  (86278-28,29,30) 

1453. COLLECTIBLE BOWIE KNIFE LOT This lot consists of a Reinhardt coffin handle Bowie knife with a 10” blade with unsharpened
false edge.  The blade is 1 1/2” wide at the ricasso and 3/16” thick at the spine with an overall length of 15 5/8”.  The blade has tarnished
to a black color that is typical of high carbon steels.  The handle has a brass bolsters in front and at the butt of the handle.  The handle
appears to be walnut with four sets of paired brass pins on each side for decoration.  The brass guard has twin quillons.  The brass has
aged to brown / straw color and exhibits light scratches, dents and dings from handling.  (86278-16)

1454. COLLECTIBLE GUN SIGHT LOT This lot consists of a single Marbles No. M1 Simplex Rear Sight designed to fit H&A Junior, S.S.
Ballard rifles and S.S. 22 Caliber rifles.  The sight retains 98% of its original blue finish with light silvering on the high edges.  The sight
does not have the mounting screws present but, does include an original box in near excellent condition.  The box contains the original
instruction and packaging label.  The label has unglued from the box but, it is intact.  (86287-213)

1455. MISCELLANEOUS SHOOTERS LOT  This lot consists of an aluminum display case and a leather holster.  Included is a very good
to excellent condition Red Head holster marked 206HDB / 6 on the back of the belt loop.  The holster exhibits some light handling wear
and scattered light scratches.  A 6” Smith & Wesson “K” frame revolver will fit in this holster.  Also included is a glass cover aluminum dis-
play case measuring 8 1/4” x 14 3/4” x 2” with a blue, felt lined and removable foam interior.  A small 1” x 1 5/8” square has been cut out
of the foam.  Two keys are provided for the keyed hasp.  (86278-13A,40)
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1456. MILITARY HOLSTER LOT This lot includes one black Bucheimer U.S. Model of 1916 holster for the U.S. Model 1911 pistol.  The
holster is dyed black with the embossed letters “US” in an oval on the flap of the holster.  The holster is equipped with a 2 1/4” belt loop
on the rear and bent wire hangers for mounting on a pistol belt.  The Bucheimer logo is stamped on the back as is the letters MRT and
is dated Dec. 1964.  The holster has some light scuffing and wear on the finish as well as scattered light scratches and dents.  (86275-3)

1457. GUN BARREL LOT This lot consists of a Belgian FN model 1949 barrel chambered for the 8x57mm Mauser cartridge.  The barrel is
23” long with an excellent bore.  The barrel includes the gas cylinder and retains 99% of its black finish.  Overall, the barrel is in excellent
condition.  (86283-11)

1458. CONVERSION KIT LOT This lot includes a sub caliber device believed to have been manufactured for the K11 Schmidt Rubin rifle.
Included is a 23 5/16” barrel with an excellent bore chambered for the 22 LR cartridges.  Included with the barrel are a 27 1/4” long, brass,
one piece, combination cleaning rod.  The conversion unit also includes the parts needed to convert the bolt to rimfire.  These parts are
all in near excellent condition.  They are housed in a wooden box machined to fit the various parts and labeled: Lienhard-Prazisions-
Kleinkaliber-Einsatz-Patr.N-7 and Kurzgewehr11.  It appears the only items missing may be some cleaning accessories.  (86283-7)

1459. FEDERAL LABORATORIES 1.5 CALIBER GAS
RIOT GUN serial #1261, 37/38mm, 12” smooth bore barrel with a very good but
pitted and oxidized bore.  The gas gun retains about 55 – 65% of its original blue
finish with the metal surfaces thinning to a mottled mix of gunmetal gray, blue and
brown colored finish.  The walnut buttstock and pistolgrip are in near excellent con-
dition with scattered light dents and scratches present.  The toe of the buttplate has a very small chip missing.  This Pittsburg Pennsylvania-
manufactured gun features a reinforcing bar extending from pistol grip to the lower tang forming a thumbhole grip.  The barrel features a
shotgun style front bead with no rear sight and the firing mechanism is double action only.  The trigger mechanism is in need of cleaning
or professional services as it does not always immediately reset.  Overall, a nice example of a “gas gun” found in police armories through-
out the U.S. and still capable of launching flares, etc.  (85761-37) (200/400)

1460. FEDERAL LABORATORIES MODEL 201-Z GAS GUN serial #AZ8768, 37/38mm (1.5 Caliber), 12” smooth bore barrel in excel-
lent condition.  The gas gun has been refinished and retains 99% of its new Parkerized finish.  There is some moderate pitting visible under
the new finish mostly around the top tang and rear of the receiver.  The walnut buttstock and pistolgrip are in near excellent condition with
scattered light to medium dents and scratches present.  The rubber recoil pad is starting to dry and is exhibiting evidence of cracking and
hardening.  This Saltsburg Pennsylvania manufactured gun features a reinforcing bar extending from pistolgrip to the lower tang forming a
thumbhole grip.  The barrel features a very small front sight and a fixed 50 yard peep sight mounted on the barrel latch.  There is a fold down
sight mounted on the receiver with two holes drilled in it and regulated for 75 and 100 yards.  The firing mechanism is double action only
but, is in need of cleaning or professional services as it does not always immediately reset.  Overall, a nice example of a “gas gun” found in
police armories throughout the U.S. and
still capable of launching flares, etc.
(86400-2)                             (300/500)

1461. SMITH & WESSON
CHEMICAL CO. INC.
MODEL 210/276 GAS GUN

serial #PY5338, 37/38mm, 14” smooth
bore barrel with an excellent bore.  This

gas gun retains about 96 – 98% of its origi-
nal Parkerized finish with some light silvering pre-

sent at the muzzle, and scattered light scratches and
scuff marks on the metal surfaces.   The hammer and trigger

retain 99% of their robust case-hardened colors.  The one piece, oil fin-
ished, pistolgrip buttstock is in excellent condition and displays only a few

light dents and scratches.  The Smith & Wesson recoil pad remains in excellent con-
dition.  This unique gas gun is built on a highly modified N frame revolver and retains the classic S&W

single / double action firing mechanism.  The barrel latch on this Rock Creek Ohio manufactured gun is grooved for close in shots and there
is a fold down peep sight in front of the latch with two holes drilled in it for longer ranges (presumably 50, 75 and 100 yards respectively.)
The front sight is a Patridge blade welded to the barrel and there are 1” sling swivel studs mounted on the barrel and buttstock.  The gas
gun utilizes a quick release pin allowing the barrel to be quickly and easily removed.  A 1” nylon sling is included with this gun.  This is a fine
condition Model 210/276 and would be a great addition to any Smith & Wesson collection.  You can conjure up images of Sergeant Clancy
ordering “Mugsie” to surrender or he’ll send in the gas!  (86020-7) (400/600)

1462. SMITH & WESSON GRIP LOT This lot consists of a set of a single set of Smith & Wesson diamond centered, checkered, walnut
extension grips with gold S&W medallions.  The grips exhibit light handling wear including scattered light dents, scratches and scuffs.
There is light compression damage on a few of the checkering points.  These grips are reported to fit a 22/32 hand ejector model.  There
are four small, evenly spaced screw holes on the base of the grips.  (86278-212)

1463. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION This lot consists of four containers of ammunition and primers plus, three loose rounds
of ammunition.  Included is one partial box of 32-40 Winchester rounds.  The box contains (17) rounds of W.R.A. Co. headstamped ammu-
nition of different manufacture.  Six of the rounds contain bullets with cupro nickel jackets and the remainder are gilding metal jacketed.
This ammunition is in very good condition exhibiting light to medium handling blemishes and tarnish.  The two piece Winchester box is tan
colored with mismatched cover.  The cover has a product code number of 2652 and the box, 2651 with an 8-20 date on the cover and a
3-22 date on the box.  The next item is a full box of (100) Winchester No. 5 primers with a W stamped on the cup.  The label indicates
they are for loading 25-35 and 30-30 Winchester.  The box and wood insert are in near excellent condition.  The next item is a box of (100)
UMC, 25 Caliber, 86 grain grooved lead bullets (lubricated).  The two piece box is missing one edge of the cover and exhibits medium
handling wear and discoloration.  Also included are a tin of UMC percussion caps that appears to be nearly full.  The caps appear to be
in excellent condition but, the tin exhibits considerable handling wear.  The cover label is starting to peel from handling and the bottom tin
is heavily stained from oxidation.  The final items are three, 38-55 marked cartridges with no maker headstamp.  They are loaded with a
jacketed soft point bullet.  They are in very good to excellent condition with light to medium tarnishing.  (86278-31)
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1464. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of one partial box of Navy Arms 32 Short rimfire cartridges.  Included in the
box are (45) cartridges in excellent condition.  These cartridges were loaded with smokeless powder for Navy Arms by CBC of Brazil and
utilize a round nose, outside lubricated, heeled bullet of unknown weight.  The original factory box is included and it remains in excellent
condition.  (86278-31A) 

1465. G.I. BORE CLEANER LOT This lot consists of (1) one gallon can of “Cleaner-Rifle bore (CR)” manufactured by R.M. Hollingshead
Corp. of Camden, N.J.  The paint and markings on the can are in near excellent condition with light oxidation present on the unpainted
top, and light scratches and scuff present on the remaining surfaces.  The can appears to be full or near full of the cleaner.  The condition
of the cleaner cannot be determined.  (83081-GIS1)

1466. LOT OF GUN SOCKS This lot consists of (4) rifle length gun socks, (2) pistol length pistol socks, (1) pistol sleeve and (1) nylon ditty
bag to carry them in.  (85682-20A)

1467. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE SHOTSHELLS This lot consists of a box of U.M.C. salesman’s samples of loaded and unloaded shotshells.
The lot includes (1) two piece, flat box with sufficient room to store six sample rounds.  The red box has a green UMC label affixed to the
cover with a picture of one of the enclosed sample shotshells.  Overall, the box is in very good to excellent condition with light scuff marks
and scratches present.  There are (4) sample shells enclosed.  The first shell has a purple hull with low brass marked “U.M.C. Co. Nitro
Club – No. 12” on the headstamp and “Ballistite – U.M.C. Co. – 22 / 1-8” on the overshot wads.  It has a clear window on the side of the
hull that allows viewing of the powder, wads and shot.  The second has the same markings, color and viewing window as the first but, the
hull is stamped “UMC Scatter Load”.  The third shotshell has a tan hull and high brass that is marked “U.M.C. Co. Arrow – No. 12” on the
headstamp and “Dupont – U.M.C. Co. – 3 / 1-8” on the overshot wad and is equipped with the same clear window as the previous two.
The last sample is an empty Arrow case with the roll crimp portion cut away to fit the box and an inspection window cut to allow viewing
of the interior steel reinforcing ring built into the hull.  All the shotshells are in near excellent condition with just a hint of handling wear and
a few light oxidation blemishes.  (85682-10D)

1468. COLLECTIBLE LOT OF MILITARY CANNON ROUNDS This lot consists of (1) French Model of 1885 37mm (37x95Rmm) can-
non round used in the Model 1916 gun to destroy German machine gun nests.  The fired brass case has a headstamp of “P.D.P.s, 247, 9 /
16, 37-85”, with a flaming bomb.  The removable projectile is an inert explosive with no marking and intact driving bands.  The side of the
shell case is inscribed “The Worlds War – The 37 Division – To – My Dear Mother – from – Private Percy J. Leight”.  Overall, they are in very
good condition with light handling wear and tarnish.  There is a couple of heavier oxidation blemishes on the brass case.  (85682-19G1)

1469. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE MILITARY CANNON ROUNDS This lot three inert cannon rounds and one empty casing.  Included
are (1) German 20x10138B “Long Solothurn” cannon round with brass case and explosive projectile.  The headstamp reads: P/345 (Silva
Metallwerke G.m.b.H. Osnabruk Germany), 11n, 37, eagle/WaA294 (Waffenamt).  The projectile body is marked: P131 2a, 1938.  The fuse
is marked: 2 cm with other markings, some of which are not distinguishable.  It appears the fuse is dated 2/43 and the Waffenamt mark
is obscured.  Overall, the shell remains in good condition with light tarnish on the case and wear of the projectiles finish.  The second item
consist of (1) German 20x10138B “Long Solothurn” cannon round with steel case and explosive projectile.  The headstamp reads: fb
(Mansfield A.G., Abt. Metailwarenfabrik, Werk Rothenburg/Saale Germany), 43, 43c and several symbols.  The projectile is marked cpm
187, 43 and the fuses major marking are 2cm, 408/43 with an eagle/Wa31 Waffenamt mark.  The casing retains about 30% of its finish
with the rest being oxidized.  There is about 80% of the yellow paint on the projectile remaining.  The third item consist of (1) .55 Caliber
Boys anti tank round.  This round bears a W II (Mk II), K43 (Kynoch) headstamp on the brass case.  The projectile is the improved steel
cored, steel jacket bullet.  The steel jacket exhibits light crazing on its surface and there is a fatigue crack in the neck of the fired case.
The last item consists of (1) 25x137mm chain fed auto cannon casing.  The unmarked casing is very good condition with light denting
around the mouth and about 50% of the finish worn off.  (85682-19G)

1470. AMMUNITION LOT This lot consists of one spam can of 1970’s era Romanian 7.62x54R light ball (silvertip) ammunition.  The can con-
tains (440) rounds of ammunition and is unopened.  Also included are the matching wooden shipping crate and a can opener.  (85867-8)

1471. LOT OF NAMBU MAGAZINES This lot consists of three Japanese Nambu magazines.  Included are (2) nickel plated early style
Type 14 magazines without the magazine retention hole in the front.  Both are in excellent condition.  One is marked 729 and the other
507.  The last item is a blued, later manufactured Type 14 magazine that possesses the hole in the front for the magazine retention clip.  It
is in near excellent condition with light handling marks and wear.  (85682-19C1)

1472. LOT OF MAGAZINES This consists of six different magazines and magazine parts.  Included are (1) British SMLE magazine with
SMC stamped on the follower.  It exhibits medium wear and handling blemishes but appears to still be fully functional.  The next item is a
U.S. M-1 Carbine, fifteen round magazine that is stamped W on the bottom and IS on the back of the magazine tube.  The next item is
(1) German P-38 magazine tube with the follower lodged midway down but the floorplate and spring are present.  The next items are (3)
unidentified pistol magazines that accept 380 ACP ammunition.  The first is an excellent condition, seven round magazine with flat floor-
plate that is marked Mexico.  The second is an excellent condition, unmarked magazine with finger extension floorplate and heel type
release.  The last is a very good condition magazine body with no floorplate or spring.  (85682-19C2)

1473. LOT OF M.A.S. RUBBER BUTT PADS This lot consists of (2) M.A.S. rubber recoil butt pads for MAS rifles.  They are both marked
MAS – 1951.  Overall they are in very good to excellent condition with some light, white powder on the surface from age.  (85682-19C3)

1474. LOT OF NAGANT AND SKS ACCESSORIES This lot includes four items.  The first item is (1) lanyard for a Nagant revolver.  Also
included is (1) SKS cleaning kit for the buttstock and (1) Nagant revolver cleaning rod.  Lastly there is (1) unidentified cleaning rod with
folding handle that measures 4 1/2” long and an unmarked wooden handle.  (85682-19C4)

1475. LOT OF MACHINE GUN LINKS This lot consists of approximately (25) 30 caliber steel, disintegrating, machine gun links with
NATO cross.  (85682-19C5)

1476. LOT OF M1 GARAND PARTS This lot consists of an assortment of M1 Garand parts that include but, are not limited to: (2) trigger
housing groups, (1) complete Gas cylinder assembly with front sight, (1) bolt assembly, (2) butt plates, (1) complete rear sight assembly,
various small parts and accessories.  (Likely all SA)  (85682-19C6)

1477. MIXED LOT OF PISTOL PARTS This lot includes (2) Keyes fiber grips for the Model 1911 firearms that are in excellent condition.
Both are right grip panels.  One has the reinforced screw holes and the other does not.  Included is (1) Model 1911 combination screw-
driver and punch tool, (1) walnut base plate for a Luger magazine, (1) Luger combination magazine loading and screwdriver tool and (1)
C-96 hammer.  Finally there is an upper barrel and receiver for a C-96 Broomhandle Mauser.  The unit bears serial #213199 and is stamped
“Waffenfabrik Mauser Oberdorndorf”.  It is equipped with 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore chambered for the 7.62x25Mauser.  The metal
surfaces are overall gunmetal gray with oxidation stains present as well as some light pitting.  (85682-19C7)

1478. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS MILITARY RIFLE PARTS This lot consists of various rifle parts that include but, are not limited to
such gems as (1) Model 1898 Krag rifle sight, Krag cocking knob and extractor; assorted rear sights, magazine parts and bodies, Mauser
triggerguard and floorplate, and other assorted parts.  (85682-19C8)

1479. SPRINGFIELD TRAPDOOR PARTS LOT This lot consists of a swivel bar and ring for US Springfield Trapdoor Carbine.  Both are
in excellent condition with a few light scattered oxidation blemishes.  (85682-19C9)
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1480. LOT OF US M1 CARBINE PARTS This lot consists of three pieces.  Included are (1) oiler bottle that exhibits medium to heavy
wear to the finish which is now about 80% gunmetal gray with light oxidation blemishes.  It also consists of (1) U.S. M1 Carbine barrel
band with bayonet lug, type III that exhibits light handling wear.  The last part consists of (1) U.S. M1 Carbine rear sight assembly that is
in its original packaging and encased in cosmoline.  The heavy paper envelope is marked: “1, Sight Rear Adjustable Assembly Carbine
Caliber .30 M1 – D73955 – B28-6673955 – Inland Mfg. Div. General Motors Corp. – Part 5102”.  (85682-19C10)

1481. MIXED LOT OF OPTICS This lot consists of two optical devices and one steel box.  Included are one “Loca-Scope” in the original
box with instructions.  This mirrored device allows the user to locate two landmarks at once to aid in land navigation.  The second optic
consists of a pair of Chevalier Opticien of Paris binoculars that are in poor condition.  The brass framed binoculars are missing the left
objective lens assembly and the right exhibits a crack in the glass.  The focus adjustment still functions.  Included is a metal “Yankee
Reflector-Flare” box that is in near excellent condition with light scratches and scuff marks.  The box measures 8 1/2”x 3  3/8” x3 3/8” but,
is missing its original contents.  It would make a great little “parts” box.  (85682-19C11)

1482. LOT OF CLEANING KITS This lot consists of (1) Sears shotgun cleaning kit that appears to be unused but, the cleaning rod exten-
sion for the mounting the accessories (brush etc.) is missing.  The handle end of the rod and middle section is still present.  The second
kit consists of (1) Outers brand shotgun kit that includes the complete rod, brush, mop, solvent, oil, gunslick and patches.  All of the con-
tents have been used and the patches and chemicals have been partially consumed.  Also included is (1) German “Tobacco Tin” K98 Type
G3 cleaning kit that has seen light use.  It contains a pull through chain, two bore brushes and an oiler.   The last item is (1) tinned oiler
with no markings.  There is a brass spout with knurled brass cap that is attached to the spout with a chain.  The body of the flask exhibits
moderate handling wear with some light wear on the high edges and scattered wear on the remaining surfaces.  (85682-19C12)

1483. LEE LOADER LOT This lot consists of (1) Lee Loader for the 357 Magnum cartridge.  The kit has seen moderate use with all parts still
present as are the instructions.  (85682-19C13)

1484. LOT OF MILITARY COLLECTIBLES This lot consists of three canteens and one mess kit.  Included are (1) U.S. Model of 1910
aluminum canteen, stainless steel canteen cup marked “US ASCO 1953” and a model 1941 lined canteen cover.  The canteen is unmarked
and exhibits moderate to heavy handling wear with some scattered light dents. The cover is in near excellent condition as is the canteen
cup.  The next canteen consists of (1) WWII era stainless steel canteen with horizontal center seam marked “US Volrath 1945” and a M-
1956 lined canteen cover.  Both are in near excellent condition.  The last canteen is an aluminum canteen with vertical welded seam marked
“US T.A.C.U. Co. 1942” that has heavy handling wear in the form of dents, scratches and dings.  The last item consists of (1) German WWII
style mess tin that is missing the strap.  The black colored aluminum tin is in very good to excellent condition with light scattered dents.  It
is marked FWBN 44 on the cover.  (85682-19C14) 

1485. LOT OF CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of approximately (190) new 7mm-08 brass cases by Remington. All are in excellent
condition.  (84287-5A1)

1486. LOT OF CARTRIDGE CASES This lot consists of approximately (40) new 7mm-08 nickel plated cases by Remington.  Also includ-
ed are (19) Remington 444 Marlin cases that appear to once fired.  The heads have been blackened with a marker.  All are in excellent
condition.  (84287-5A2)

1487. LOT OF RELOADING ACCESSORIES This lot consists of three RCBS Lube dies.  Included are (1) RCBS lube die #1 (222 diam-
eter family of cartridges), (1) RCBS #2 lube die (30-06 diameter family of cartridges), and (1) RCBS lube die #3 (30-30 diameter family
of cartridges.  Each die is complete with instructions and a 2 ounce bottle of case lube.  All appear to be unused but, they do exhibit some
very light, scattered oxidation blemishes.  (84287-5A3)

1488. DILLON SQUARE DEAL CONVERSION KIT LOT This lot consists of the parts necessary to convert your Square Deal B to
reload 45 ACP cartridge.  It includes the tool head with dies, die bodies, powder through die with expander, shell plate with pins and spare
bullet seat stem for a total of eleven parts.  All are in near excellent condition with light use.  Also included are (1) Akro Bin and (1) MTM
Case-Gard RL-50 cartridge box.   (84287-5A4)

1489. LOT OF .430 AND .458 DIAMETER BULLETS This lot consists of approximately (50) .458 diameter, 400 grain jacketed soft
points (believed to be Remington).  Approximately (30) .458 diameter, 300 grain jacketed hollow points of unknown make.  Approximately
(46) .458 diameter, 300 grain jacketed hollow points of unknown make.  One opened box of approximately (50) Sierra .458, 300 grain
jacketed hollow points.  Finally one opened box of approximately (100) Hornady .430, 265 grain jacketed soft points.  (84287-5A5)

1490. LOT OF .338” BULLETS This lot consists of two boxes of bullets.  Included are two unopened boxes of Speer “Hot Core”, .338”, 200
grain pointed soft point bullets.  (84287-5A7)

1491. LOT OF .375 AND .44 CALIBER BULLETS This lot consists of two boxes of bullets.  Included is one opened box of approxi-
mately (50) Sierra .375”, 200 grain Flat Nose Power Jacket bullets and one opened box of approximately (90) M&P Bullet Co. .377”, 270
grain flat point, gas check cast bullets (Lyman mould number 375499).  Lastly there is one bag of approximately (90) .431”, 245 grain Keith
bullets.  All appear to be in excellent condition.  (84287-5A8)

1492. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION This lot consistss of 1 pound, 14 ounces of mixed cartridges.  Included are a mix of 30-30
Winchester, 32 Win. Special, 357 Magnum, 32 S&W, 32 ACP and 9mm Luger.  They are generally in very good to excellent condition with
light to moderate tarnish present.  The 9mm Luger exhibit moderate to heavy verdigris.  (84287-5A9)

1493. COLT POCKET POSITIVE REVOLVER serial #109598, 32 Colt New Police (32 S&W Long), 2 1/2" barrel with a near excellent
but partially oxidized bore.  This first issue, 1922 manufactured revolver, retains about 86 - 89% of its original factory finish with most of
the loss along the backstrap area and high edges.  There is some light thinning of the finish along the frontstrap and right side of the frame.
There is also a few small areas of pin prick pitting visible on the right side of the frame and a very light turn ring present on the cylinder.
The sides of the hammer are lightly blemished with scattered spots of oxidation.  The revolver features a set of mother-of-pearl grips that
are unmarked but, in near excellent condition with very light handling wear evident.  The Rampant Colt and other markings remain crisp
and the crane is correctly numbered to the frame.  (86287-36) {C&R} (400/600)

1494. SMITH & WESSON HAND EJECTOR SECOND MODEL OF 1903 REVOLVER serial #71429, 32 S&W Long, 3 1/4"
pinned barrel with just a hint of frosting in the bore.  This second change model retains about 97 - 99% of its re-nickel finish with a few,
very light, pin-prick pits and bubbling present on the frame.  In addition, there are some light scratches and surface blemishes evident,
and a turn ring on the cylinder.  The hammer and trigger are nickel plated with a few light operational marks present.  The diamond cen-
tered, checkered walnut grips are not numbered to the revolver but, remain in near excellent condition with light to moderate handling
wear visible.  There are correct matching numbers present on the frame, crane, barrel, cylinder and ejector.  This is a very nice condition
Hand Ejector that would be a great addition to a collection.  (86332-126) {C&R} (200/400)
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1495. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #R234188, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces of this J frame revolver are in near excellent condition and rate 98% overall.  There are a few
light scratches with the most prominent one located on the side of the cylinder which, also has a visible turn ring.  The checkered, wal-
nut, Magna grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and are in like new condition.  Included with the revolver are an original factory
box, cleaning kit, paperwork and manual.  This little revolver has seen little if any use and would make an excellent carry gun.  (86229-
232) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1496. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 60 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #656913, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  The bright satin stainless steel surfaces of this J frame revolver are in excellent condition and rate 99% overall with a faint
turn ring visible on the cylinder.  The checkered, walnut, Magna grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and are in like new condi-
tion.  Included with the revolver are an original factory box, cleaning kit, paperwork and manual.  This little revolver appears to be factory
new in the box and would make an excellent CCW gun.  (86229-667) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1497. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J450412, 38 Special, 1 7/8" pinned barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall this revolver retains 99% of its original factory blue finish with a faint turn ring present on the cylinder.  The Magna
trigger and standard hammer retain their bold case-hardened colors with a few light operational marks visible on the hammer.  The check-
ered walnut Magna grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and are in near excellent condition with two tiny blemishes on the left grip
panel.  Included with the revolver are an original factory box, cleaning kit, paperwork and manual.  This revolver has seen little if any use
and the J frames are a highly sought after gun for concealed carry or home defense.  (86229-215) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1498. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 36 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #AAR6412, 38 Special, 1 7/8" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  Overall this revolver retains 99% of its original factory blue finish with a faint turn ring present on the cylinder.  The trigger and
standard hammer retain their rich case-hardened colors with a few, light operational marks visible on the hammer.  The checkered walnut
Magna grips are in near excellent condition with very light handling blemishes.  Included with the revolver are an original factory box, clean-
ing kit, paperwork and manual.  This revolver has seen little if any use and would make a great revolver for concealed carry or home
defense.  (86229-216) [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

1499. BERETTA MODEL 92FS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #BER405331, 9mm, 4 15/16" barrel with an excellent bore.  This pistol
retains 99% of its original factory Brunitron finish on the steel and aluminum parts with a few faint scratches and handling blemishes vis-
ible.  The black, checkered, plastic factory grips are in like new condition.  This pistol features three dot sights and a lanyard loop.  An orig-
inal factory hard box containing four, 10 round magazines, cleaning rod and two bore brushes, manual and paperwork are included.  Two
of the magazines are factory originals and the other two are aftermarket manufactured by Pro Mags.  This Beretta has seen very little, if
any use, and is configured to closely copy the U.S. M-9 pistol.  (86370-1) (400/600)

1500. BERETTA MODEL 84 FS CHEETAH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H32464Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol retains 99% of its original factory Brunitron finish on the steel and aluminum parts with a few faint scratches and handling blem-
ishes visible.  The black, checkered, plastic factory grips are in like new condition.  This pistol features "dot the i" sights.  An original fac-
tory hard box containing three, 10 round factory magazines and manual are included.  These are a nice intermediate-sized 380 ACP pis-
tols for those who prefer a larger arm in this caliber.  (86370-1) (350/550)

1501. WALTHER AMERICAN PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY INTERARMS serial #S004114, 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The stainless steel surfaces of this 1983 manufactured pistol are in like new condition.  The checkered plastic grips are in
like new condition and feature the Walther banner.  A pair of seven round magazines is included.  One magazine features a flat magazine
base plate and the other is equipped with a finger extension base plate.  A factory hard case is included and it contains a cleaning rod,
manual, target and paperwork.  This pistol appears to be like new in the box and would make an excellent CCW or home defense firearm.
(86406-1) (400/600) 

1502. RUGER OLD MODEL BEARCAT REVOLVER serial #29254, 22 S, L, LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue and anodized finishes on this 1963-manufactured revolver.  There is very light silvering present at the muzzle and
some scattered light handling blemishes on the metal surfaces.  The epoxy resin rosewood grips are in near excellent condition with a few
light scuff marks.  This little gun is in great condition and exhibits very little use.  The transfer bar safety update has been done to this
revolver.  It would make a great addition to a collection or just a great trail gun.  (86489-6) {C&R} (350/550)

1503. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #71375, 32 Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with an excellent
bright bore.  This 1909-manufactured revolver retains about 85% of its factory original blue finish.  The cylinder has a turn ring present
with light scattered handling wear on the metal surfaces and barrel has thinned to a mottled mix of browns and blue.  The Nitre blue fin-
ish on the screw heads, hammer and trigger are as vivid as the day they left the Colt factory with some light wear on the face of the trig-
ger.  The hard rubber grips are numbered to the gun, are correct for the period of manufacture, and rate near excellent overall with some
light handling wear.  This is a very nice little Police Positive ready for your Colt collection.  (86489-3) {C&R} (250/450)

1504. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #147601, 32-20 W.C.F., 5” barrel with an excel-
lent bright bore.  The barrel of this 1918-manufactured revolver does not have the correct patent dates and was probably replaced after
the second issue revolvers were being made.  Overall the metal surfaces retain about 75% of their factory original blue finish.  Most of the
loss is to the triggerguard and grip frame from handling which has mellowed to a predominant gray with brown undertones.  Additional
loss is from silvering on the cylinders edges, a visible turn ring and light thinning of the finish to the barrel. The checkered walnut grips
feature a Rampant Colt medallion and exhibit slight flattening of some of the diamond points and some light handling wear on the edges.
This is a nice condition revolver that would be a good starter gun for a Colt collection or a good shooter.  (86489-8) {C&R} (300/500)

1505. COLT POLICE POSITIVE SPECIAL DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #335639, 32-20 W.C.F., 4” barrel with an excel-
lent bright bore.  Overall, the metal surfaces of this 1928-manufactured revolver retain about 94% of its factory original blue finish.  The
backstrap, butt and muzzle end of the barrel have light flaking of the finish.  The checkered walnut grips feature a silver Rampant Colt
medallion and exhibit light handling wear and some light dents on the bottoms.  This first issue revolver is in nice condition and would be
a good addition to any Colt collection.  (86489-7) {C&R} (300/500)

1506. SMITH & WESSON 22/32 HEAVY FRAME TARGET MODEL OF 1905 REVOLVER serial #279760, 22 S, L, LR, 6” bar-
rel with an excellent bore.  This little I frame retains about 85% of its original factory blue finish with the grip frame flaking to a mottled mix
of gunmetal gray, brown and blue.  There is additional flaking on the frame and barrel.  The cylinder has a few small oxidation blemishes and
the usual turn ring.  The hammer and trigger retain rich case-hardened colors with light operational marks present.  The diamond centered
walnut extension grips have the correct medallions and are in very good to excellent condition with light handling blemishes, limited dents
and scratches visible.  The revolver is equipped with a Patridge front sight and early pattern adjustable rear sight.  This direct descendant
of the Bekeart model still times and locks up well.  A great little gun with some honest use evident.  (86476-13) {C&R} (350/550)

1507. COMPOUND BOW LOT This lot consists of a PSA, USA Spirit compound bow featuring a three pin Martin front sight, Kwik Kwiver
Co. bow quiver and an arrow rest.  The cables and cams are present but a bow string is needed.  Overall, the bow is in very good to excel-
lent condition and should be a great starter bow.  (86502-1)
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1508. COMPOUND BOW LOT This lot consists of a Bear First Strike compound bow that is equipped with a three pin Martin bow sight
with peep sight mounted in the string, a spring loaded two prong arrow rest, knocking points, string silencers and bow quiver mount.  Also
included is a seven arrow bow quiver, a Trophy Hunter arrow release, three extra field points and five aluminum arrows with bullet points.
An excellent condition camouflage, padded bow case is included and it contains a manual and paperwork.  Overall, this lot is in very good
to excellent condition with one of the quiver mounts damaged with varying damage to the arrow fletching.  The bow itself exhibits light
use.  A great outfit for the beginner or seasoned archer.  (86502-2) 

1509. SMITH & WESSON 44 HAND EJECTOR FIRST MODEL TRIPLE LOCK REVOLVER WITH BRITISH PROOFS
serial #5182, 45 caliber centerfire, 6 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting light frosting.  This Triple Lock retains about 86% of
its original blue finish with scattered light flaking, scratches and pitting along the barrel giving it a mottled look.  The cylinder has a fairly
symmetric ring of flaked finish along the circumference of the face edge and scattered scratches and scuffs.  The frame also has scattered
light scratches, scuffs and faint freckling.  Sadly someone has filed the rear of the frame (the face of the recoil shield wholely) in an effort
to increase the headspace, probably trying to convert it from its original caliber to 45 AR, which will not fit.  The hammer and trigger retain
their vivid case-hardened colors.  The diamond checkered walnut grips are correctly numbered to the revolver and all appropriate parts
have correct matching serial numbers.  The grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  This would make a nice project
gun for a competent ‘smith..  (86422-5) (400/600)

1510. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 28-2 HIGHWAY PATROLMAN REVOLVER serial #S302890, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with
an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 94% of its original dull blue finish with a turn ring present on the recessed cylinder, silver-
ing at the muzzle; and thinning blue finish around the triggerguard and on the right side of the frame above the trigger.  Vivid case-hard-
ened colors are present on the hammer and trigger with a few light operation marks visible.  The factory grips have been replaced with
an incorrect size Pachmayr Presentation Grip.  Overall the grips are in very good to excellent condition but are sized for a J frame revolver.
This N frame revolver is equipped with an adjustable black rear sight and ramp front sight.  (86457-11) (300/500)

1511. COLT TROOPER MK III DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #J12952, 357 Magnum, 4” barrel with an excellent bore.
Holster wear has flaked the blue finish off the cylinder, muzzle area and high edges with about 85% remaining.  The checkered walnut tar-
get grips feature a silver Rampant Colt medallion and exhibit considerable wear to the checkering on the right panel with the left display-
ing only light wear mostly, along the base.  This 1970-manufactured revolver features fully adjustable rear sight, ramp front sight and a wide
spur target hammer.  These are good rugged revolvers and were favored by many police departments in the days when the wheel gun
was the choice of law enforcement.  (86453-1) (250/350)

1512. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 37-1 CHIEFS SPECIAL AIRWEIGHT REVOLVER serial #BBE9527, 38 Special, 1 7/8” bar-
rel with an excellent bore.  This little J frame revolver retains about 92% of its original nickel finish with most of the loss from finish worn
away on the topstrap, cylinder and forward bottom edge of the frame.  Fully 60% plus of the remaining nickel finish has clouded proba-
bly, from constant contact with high humidity conditions.  The case-hardened colors on the combat trigger and hammer are in excellent
condition with a few light oxidation blemishes present.  The unnumbered, checkered walnut factory grips are in like new condition.
Included with this airweight revolver are a factory box with correct end label, manual, paperwork, cleaning rod and a set of Scott #23
pearlite grips for S&W J frame revolvers.  Despite the cosmetic blemishes this revolver still times and locks up well and would make an
excellent C.C.W. carry gun.  (86466-2) (200/400)

1513. COLT POLICE POSITIVE MODEL REVOLVER serial #376775, 32 New Police (S&W Long), 4” barrel with an excellent bore.
This revolver retains about 85% of its original blue finish with most of the loss due to scattered oxidation and pitting especially, on the cylin-
der, barrel and forward part of the frame.  The checkered walnut grips feature a silver Colt medallion and are in very good to excellent con-
dition with light scuffs, compression and scratches on the diamond points.  The gun is in need of mechanical repair as it occasionally fails
to index.  (86425-4) {C&R} (200/400)

1514. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #480806, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a slightly
frosted bore.  This type IV, 1928-manufactured pistol retains about 65% of its original blue finish with considerable silvering, oxidation and
pitting on the slide and lesser scattered amounts on the frame; the grip frame has worn to a brown hue from handling.  The checkered
wood panels feature silver Colt medallions and are in good to very good condition exhibiting moderate wear with some diamond points
worn away at the base of each panel.  The number on the slide matches the frame.  A near excellent condition, two toned magazine with
correct base plate markings are included.  (86411-4) {C&R} (300/500)

1515. COLT MODEL 1903 POCKET HAMMERLESS SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #244549, 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with a near
excellent bore exhibiting some light frosting.  This type III, 1917-manufactured pistol retains about 85% of its original blue finish with con-
siderable silvering present on the high edges, scattered light scratches and scattered light pits.  The grip frame has worn to a brown hue
from handling.  The checkered hard rubber grips feature a Rampant Colt and the word “Colt” in a banner; they are near excellent con-
dition exhibiting very light handling wear. The barrel and frame are numbered alike.  A very good to excellent condition, two-toned mag-
azine with correct base plate markings is included.  Also included is an Iver Johnson Model 1300B flap holster in near excellent condi-
tion with light handling wear.  Lastly an original factory box in fair to good condition is included.  It has a torn corners and light wear on
the edges but is not numbered to the pistol.  It contains an original manual, a Colt “How to Shoot” pamphlet and two pieces of “Willkie
for President” campaign literature that are entitled “Think” and “Beware of the Man Who Thinks He is the Indispensable Man”; perhaps
a copy of this pamphlet should be forwarded to our commander-in-chief.  This is a nice Model 1903 with some interesting period acces-
sories.  (86371-2) {C&R} (350/550)

1516. ITALIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #692349, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol was manufactured in the XVI year of the Fascist calendar (1938) and retains approximately 85% of its original blue finish with
varying degrees of flaking on the grip frame resulting in a mottled mix of blue and silver.  The slide and barrel have drifted to plum and
exhibit scattered light pitting on the slide and silvering of the high edges.  The metal backed hard rubber grips feature the Beretta logo
and exhibit light handling wear.  The left side of the frame has a “(crown) / RE” indicating an Italian Army pistol.  Two magazines with
finger extension floorplates are included.  One magazine is in near excellent condition while the second exhibits more wear and rates
very good.  Also included is an excellent condition military green colored leather flap holster with spare magazine pouch built in.  It fea-
tures a heavy snap clip to attach the holster to the belt.  Overall this is a nice combination holster and pistol for the collector or shooter.
(86453-13) {C&R} (250/450)

1517. ITALIAN MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY BERETTA serial #688334, 380 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore.
This pistol was manufactured in the XVI year of the Fascist calendar (1938) and retains about 96% of its original blue finish.  The slide
has started to drift to plum and exhibits silvering of the high edges.  The metal backed hard rubber grips feature the Beretta logo and
exhibit light handling wear.  The left side of the frame has a crown / RE indicating an Italian Army pistol.  One magazine in near excellent
condition with finger extension floorplate is included.  Beretta Model 1934 were known as excellent handling and shooting pistols.
(86440-4) {C&R} (300/500)
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1518. ARGENTINE MODEL 1905 MANNLICHER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY STEYR serial #5121, 7.63mm Mannlicher, 6 1/4”
barrel with a very good bore exhibiting light pitting.  The pistol retains about 83% of its arsenal blue refinish with some light silvering pre-
sent on the high edges and scattered light pitting visible under the new finish.  The Argentine seal has been ground off the right side of
the receiver and touched up with cold blue.  The vertically grooved grips are in near excellent condition with light handling blemishes.  The
numbers on the barrel, chamber and frame correctly match.  (86393-384) (350/550)

1519. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 COMBAT MASTERPIECE REVOLVER serial #3K55017, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel
with an excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 95% of its original blue finish with light silvering present on the high edges, a turn
ring on the cylinder, and scattered light handling wear.  The hammer and trigger retains most of their rich case-hardened colors but the
trigger is starting to thin from use and the hammer exhibits operational marks.  The checkered walnut grips are not numbered to the gun
and rate very good to excellent with a few small chips at the base and light handling wear.  This revolver features black adjustable rear
sight and Baughman ramp front sight.  This revolver still times and locks up correctly and would be a great field or home defense gun.
(86229-668) (300/500)

1520. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS FOURTH MODEL REVOLVER serial #168628, 38 Smith & Wesson, 3
1/4” barrel with a near excellent bore with several small pits.  This “Lemon Squeezer” retains about 80% of its original blue finish with most
of the loss on the grip frame, barrel and cylinder.  Some areas have flaked to a mottled mix of blue, plum and silver, with definite silvering
of the grip frame, muzzle and high edges.  The diamond checkered hard rubber grips are correctly numbered to the revolver.  They are in
very good condition with light handling wear with several stress cracks around the right escutcheon.  All numbers on the revolver cor-
rectly match in the appropriate locations.  (86416-15) {C&R} (200/400)

1521. ROHM RG 10 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #104565, 22 Short, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces of this revolver retain about 99% of its blued and painted surfaces with some light silvering at the muzzle.  The black plastic grips
are in near excellent condition with the medallions missing on each panel.  (86321-18) (40/80)

1522. AMERICAN ARMS CO. HAMMERLESS TOP BREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2410, 32 S&W, 3 1/4”
barrel with a lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickle.  There are some scattered, light oxidation blemishes,
pits and scratches present.  The hard rubber grips are correctly hand numbered to the gun but, feature a Federal Eagle in lieu of the nor-
mal logo.  This unique revolver featured a manual rocker safety, a switch on the side plate to allow a two stage trigger pull, and a depress-
ible button on the topstrap to lock the cylinder in place when opened for loading and unloading.  The revolver still functions.  (86416-22)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1523. SMITH & WESSON 32-20 MODEL OF 1905 HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #126306, 4” barrel with a near excellent
bore exhibiting some light oxidation.  This 4th change model retains 99% satin refinished blue on all metal surfaces.  This economy refinish
has some pits still visible under the new finish, the cylinder has drifted to a plum color and the buffing was heavy handed in a few locations.
Most of the markings remain strong with the exception of the serial number on the bottom of the barrel which is partially worn away.  The
diamond centered walnut grips are in very good condition with moderate handling wear, worn diamond points and the usual scratches and
dents.  The revolver should make a good shooter as it still times and locks up well and the bore remains strong (86332-94) (300/500)

1524. BERETTA MODEL 950B JETFIRE SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #C48919, 22 Short, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
little pistol retains 99% plus of its original blue and anodized finishes with a few light marks visible.  The black plastic grips are in excel-
lent condition.  This little pocket pistol comes with two magazines and an extra set of grips for the 25ACP version of the 950B.  The extra
grips are in very good condition with light scratches, dents and a crack in the right panel.  Both magazines are in excellent condition.
(86416-9) (75/150)

1525. DAVIS INDUSTRIES MODEL DM 22 OVER / UNDER DERRINGER PISTOL serial #041013, 22 Winchester Magnum,
2 1/4” barrels with lightly oxidized bores.  Overall, about 95% of the original black enamel finish remains with wear evident on the high
edges, the barrel lock lever and the muzzle.  The laminated wood grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  This is a
scaled down model of the famous Remington deringer with the addition of a cross bolt hammer block safety.  (86381-8) (50/100)

1526. UNIQUE MODEL D6 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #772098, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore.  This Hendaye France man-
ufactured pistol retains 99% of its dull blue finish with a few light scattered scratches present.  The one piece factory stocks are in very
good condition with a crack radiating out of the bottom, left screw hole.  The screws do not fit the grips well.  The pistol features windage
adjustable rear sight, and elevation adjustable front sight.  Included is one excellent condition magazine.  The heel style magazine release
is need of professional attention but should be a fairly easy fix.  (86416-47) (150/250)

1527. CHARTER ARMS EXPLORER II SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #B004452, 22 LR, 8” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue wrinkle-finish enamel with some light handling blemishes.  The synthetic, simulated wood grips are in
near excellent condition with light handling wear.  The rear sight is missing as is the retention latch in the grip magazine storage well.  One
magazine is provided with this pistol.  (86363-40) (50/100)

1528. IVER JOHNSON TARGET SEALED 8 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #M32265, 22 S, L, LR, 6” barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The revolver retains about 50% of its original blue finish with most of the loss to the barrel and cylinder.  Both have thinned to
a mottled mix of blues and predominately gunmetal gray.  The trigger and hammer retain strong case-hardened colors with some light
wear.  The one piece, partially checkered target grips are in very good to excellent condition with moderate to light handling wear.  The
revolver still times and locks up well.  (86422-8) {C&R} (75/175)

1529. BELGIAN TEXAS RANGER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #100, 38 Special, 5 1/4” barrel with a lightly pitted bore.
This revolver is completely gunmetal gray with about 15% covered in oxidation blemishes that are evenly scattered throughout the metal
surfaces.  The smooth wood grips are in fair to poor condition and are starting to shrink.  They are loose on the frame and exhibit a few
minor cracks, stains and the left escutcheon is starting to pull through the wood.  Although the revolver still functions, the timing and index-
ing are in need of professional attention.  (86252-9) (20/40)

1530. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #275130, 32 S&W Short,
3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  Overall, the metal surfaces retain about 80% original deep blue finish with moderate silvering on the
barrel, a turn ring present on the cylinder and very light thinning of the grip frame.  The trigger and hammer still retain rich, vibrant case-
hardened colors.  The hard rubber grips are correctly numbered to the gun as are all other appropriate parts.   The grips are in near excel-
lent condition with a few light scratches.  (86484-6) {C&R} (150/350)

1531. SMITH & WESSON 38 SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER PARTS serial #56571, 38 S&W  This lot consists of the frame, barrel,
cylinder and most internal parts appear to be present.  The frame has about 30% remaining nickel finish with remainder having flaked to
a brown hue.  The 3 1/4” barrel is pitted and the hard rubber grips are in fair condition with the right panel broken and about 50% of it
missing.  All appropriate parts appear correctly numbered to the gun but, the grips remain a mystery as the numbered portion is missing.
A very good lot of 2nd model parts.  (86422-16) {ANTIQUE) (20/40)
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1532. SMITH & WESSON 38 SINGLE ACTION 2ND MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #78832, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with
a pitted bore.  This re-nickelled revolver retains about 90% of its new finish with scattered light oxidation and pitting on the metal surfaces
most predominately on the barrel and cylinder.  The metal preparation before the refinish did not remove the old pits and scratches and
they are still visible.  The un-numbered hard rubber grips are in very good condition with light to moderate wear of the checkering.  All
appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun.  The revolver still mechanically functions well.  (86422-15) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

1533. SMITH & WESSON 38 SINGLE ACTION 3RD MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #24674, 38 S&W, 5” barrel with
a lightly frosted bore with a few light pits.  This “Model of 1891” revolver retains about 30% of its original blue finish with the remainder of
the metal surfaces having somewhat evenly flaked to a mix of gunmetal gray, blue and brown.  The hard rubber grips are not correctly
scratch-numbered to the gun but, all the appropriate parts are.  The grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  The
mainspring and hammer have been removed from the revolver but, they are included.  (86332-74) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1534. NAVY ARMS MODEL 1858 REMINGTON NEW MODEL REVOLVER serial #9411, .44 cal. percussion, 8” barrel with an
excellent bore.  This revolver retains about 99% of its original blue finish.  The brass triggerguard has mellowed to a dark straw patina and
the hammer’s case-hardened colors remain robust.  The smooth wood grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  This
revolver includes a number of accessories: the original cardboard box, an excellent condition Hunter model 1100H28 holster, partial tube
of Bear Grease, about 34 round balls and a metal powder flask.  Also included are five tins of (100) percussion caps per tin.  The tins vary
from full to partially full and consist of four different brands.  This gun needs the addition of but a few items to be ready to spend a relax-
ing day at the range.  (86466-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1535. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1 AUTOMATIC EJECTING DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #2572,
32 S&W,3 1/4” barrel with a very good but, lightly pitted bore.  This top break revolver retains about 90% of its original nickel finish with
scattered light oxidation on the metal surfaces and the backstrap has flaked to a brown patina.  The case-hardened colors on the ham-
mer have mellowed slightly on the left side but the remainder is quite strong.  The fancy scroll hard rubber grips are in near excellent con-
dition.  This revolver still functions mechanically.  (86252-5) {C&R} (75/150)

1536. SECRET SERVICE SPECIAL TOPBREAK DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #A16735, 32 S&W, 3” barrel with a near
excellent bore exhibiting a few isolated pits.  The nickel finish on this revolver is in near excellent condition with about 97% remaining.  There
are some light flaking and oxidation blemishes present on the topstrap.  The hammer and trigger retain bold case-hardened colors with a
few light operation marks.  The mother-of-pearl grips are in very good condition with a chip missing from the bottom of the right panel.
There are numbers stamped on the right grip panel but they are not fully distinguishable.   The left grip has an American Flag shield inlet-
ed into the left stock panel. There are matching numbers on the topstrap and bottom of the triggerguard.  The most unique feature is a frame
mounted cross bolt safety.  The Secret Service revolver were reportedly manufactured by such notable companies as Iver Johnson,
Harrington & Richardson and Meriden Firearms to name a few and sold through Fred Biffar Co. of Chicago.  (86416-28) {C&R}(100/200) 

1537. FOREHAND ARMS COMPANY DOUBLE ACTION TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #267635, 32 S&W, 3 1/4” barrel with
a pitted bore.  Overall, the revolver retains about 90% of its nickel finish with a scattering of oxidation blemishes and some light flaking on
the high edges.  The case-hardened colors of the trigger and hammer have softened and the blued trigger guard has flaked to a brown
hue. The hard rubber grips feature the Forehand and Wadsworth logo with an eight pointed star around the escutcheons.  The grips are
in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  This late manufactured revolver is mechanically sound except for the cylinder reten-
tion button which is in need of attention.  Included with this revolver is a leather, open top holster by an unknown maker but is marked
“1929” & “4 1/2” on the rear.  The holster has some light scuffs, crazing and general wear.  (86258-63) {C&R} (100/200)

1538. MANN MODEL 1921 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #9292-21, 25 ACP, 1 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore.
The pistol retains about 99% of its dull blue factory finish.  There are some scattered light dents and handling wear.  The smooth walnut
grips are in near excellent condition with scattered light dents and scratches.  The right grip has several floral designs that are only par-
tially visible.  This pistol includes one magazine.  All numbers appear to correctly match including the grips.  Mr. Fritz Mann incorporated
several unique features into his design with the most notable being a small groove in the chamber that the case would expand into cre-
ating a delayed blowback action that allowed him to lighten the slide of the pistol.  (86020-485) {C&R} (200/400)

1539. MANN MODEL 1921 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #22929-21, 25 ACP, 1 3/4” barrel with a frosted bore.  The
pistol retains about 70% of its dull blue factory finish.  The finish is flaking along the grip frame from wear and on the high edges.  The
hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear present.  This pistol is missing a number of parts including but
not limited to, the magazine release assembly, safety, trigger bar, frame filler plate, and some small springs and pins.  This pistol includes
one magazine and the numbers on the barrel correctly match.  Mr. Fritz Mann incorporated several unique features into his design with
the most notable being a small groove in the chamber that the case would expand into creating a delayed blowback action that allowed
him to lighten the slide of the pistol.  (86020-486) {C&R} (100/200)

1540. IVORY GRIP LOT This lot consists of one set of genuine ivory grips for a Smith & Wesson Model 52 semi-auto pistol.  These smooth
sided, polished grips are in excellent condition with cream colored grain blending to ivory white colors.  A very nice set of grips to give
your favorite Model 52 paper puncher a touch of class.  (86431-2)

1541. LOT OF IVORY GRIPS This lot consists of two sets of grips.  The first set is a one piece, genuine ivory grip sized for a Colt Single
Action Army.  These unmarked grips are smooth with a nice cream colored grain running through an ivory white background.  They appear
in near excellent condition with one tiny nick on the left bottom and a small stress crack on the lower right.  The second set is a two piece,
faux ivory, with silver Rampant Colt medallions sized for a Single Action Army revolver.  They are in near excellent condition with one tiny
nick on the rear of the left panel.  (86429-19)

1542. ASTRA MODEL 200 “FIRECAT” SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #748900, 25 ACP, 2 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore.  This lit-
tle vest pocket pistol retains 99% of it original satin blue finish.  The plastic grips feature the pre-1965 logo and are in excellent condition.
The numbers on the slide and barrel correctly match the frame.  The pistol includes one magazine; and features a grip safety and frame
mounted manual safety.  Also included with this pistol is an original factory box with moderate wear on the edges containing the original
pistol shaped plastic storage sleeve, manual and paperwork.  (86426-2) (200/400)

1543. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #80635, 32 S&W, 3” bar-
rel with an excellent bore.  The original factory nickel finish is in near excellent condition with about 97% remaining.  There are some light
scratches, freckling and minor surface oxidation present on the frame and cylinder.  The cylinder has a visible turn ring, and the case-hard-
ened colors on the trigger and hammer remain robust.  The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with faint handling wear pre-
sent.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and the grips are scratch-numbered to the frame.  This is a very nice piece
that still times and locks up well with lots of condition for the collector.  (86416-11) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)
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1544. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #220955, 32 S&W, 3 1/2”
barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few small pits.  The revolver retains about 85% of its original factory nickel finish.  There are
scattered areas of flaking on the metal surfaces with light oxidation blemishes and minor surface pits.  The cylinder has a visible turn ring,
and the case-hardened colors on the trigger and hammer remain robust.  The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with light
handling wear present.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and the grips are scratch-numbered to the frame.  This
revolver still times and locks correctly.  (86416-10) {C&R} (200/400)

1545. SMITH & WESSON 32 SAFETY HAMMERLESS THIRD MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #203263, 32 S&W,
3” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few light pits.  This “Lemon Squeezer” revolver retains about 92% of its original blue fin-
ish.  There is some silvering present at the muzzle, scattered pits and oxidation blemishes on the metal surfaces, and a turn ring on the
cylinder.  The trigger retains strong case-hardened colors with scant freckling present.  The hard rubber grips are in near excellent con-
dition with some scattered scratches, and few areas of worn checkering.  All appropriate parts have correct matching numbers and the
grips are stamp-numbered to the frame.  (86416-19) {C&R} (150/350)

1546. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS FIFTH MODEL TOPBREAK REVOLVER serial #256913, 38 S&W,
4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting a few light pits.  This “Lemon Squeezer” revolver retains about 97% of its original blue fin-
ish with some scattered light oxidation blemishes present on the metal surfaces.  The trigger retains bold case-hardened colors with a
scant turn ring visible on the cylinder.  The hard rubber grips are in near excellent condition with light handling wear.  All appropriate parts
have correct matching numbers and the grips are scratch-numbered to the frame.  This is a very nice condition Lemon Squeezer ready to
grace your Smith & Wesson collection.  (86416-14) {C&R} (350/550)

1547. SMITH & WESSON NUMBER 1 1/2 NEW MODEL SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #85874, 32 Rimfire, 3 1/2” bar-
rel with a lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces of this tipup revolver retain about 55% of its original blue finish with evenly scattered sur-
face oxidation and pitting present.  The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger have mellowed lightly on the hammer and the
trigger is now gunmetal gray.  The ejector rod is now gunmetal gray with mixed oxidation blemishes.  The rosewood grips are very good
to excellent condition with scattered light scratches and scuff marks.  The grips left escutcheon turns in wood and they cannot be removed.
The cylinder no longer turns and is in need of professional attention.  (86416-23) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

1548. SMITH & WESSON 32 HAND EJECTOR MODEL OF 1903 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #39122, 32 S&W Long,
3 1/4” barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting scattered light surface oxidation.  This first change revolver retains about 45% of its origi-
nal blue finish with most of the loss to the cylinder, barrel, grip frame and right side of the frame.  The loss consists of pitting and oxidation
blemishes and some light silvering.  The case-hardened colors on the trigger and hammer have mellowed with light freckling present.  The
diamond centered monogrammed hard rubber grips are in very good condition with visible wear to the checkering and light handling blem-
ishes.  All appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the revolver but the grips are unnumbered.  (86416-13) {C&R} (200/400)

1549. SMITH & WESSON 38 M&P HAND EJECTOR REVOLVER serial #C125688, 38 Special, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This post war revolver retains about 85% of its reapplied bright finish with light silvering present at the muzzle.  The metal preparation for the
refinish did not remove existing pits and metal blemishes and they are visible under the new finish.  The hammer and trigger have been pol-
ished bright with light stains visible.  The diamond centered checkered walnut grips are in very good to excellent condition with light wear on
some of the diamond points with scattered dents and scratches present.  All appropriate parts have correct matching serial numbers except
for the grips.  This five screw still times and locks up correctly and should make a nice shooter.  (86453-7) (200/350)

1550. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-1 REVOLVER serial #76K5009, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.  The
stainless steel surfaces of this K frame revolver are in near excellent condition with light scattered scratches, a turn ring on the counter sunk
cylinder and light handling wear.  The hard chrome finish on the hammer and trigger are in excellent condition giving this gun an overall rat-
ing of 98%.  The checkered walnut grips are in like new condition.  This revolver features white outline adjustable rear sight and red ramp
front sight.  The 2 1/2” Model 66’s were a favorite of plain clothes officers during the “wheel gun” era of Law Enforcement because of its
stopping power, good sights and controllability.  Those same attributes also make this a great home defense gun.  (86416-6) (300/500)

1551. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 66-4 REVOLVER serial #BSL4468, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The stain-
less steel surfaces of this K frame revolver are in near excellent condition with light scattered oxidation blemishes, a turn ring on the cylin-
der and light handling wear.  The case-hardened colors on the hammer and trigger remain vivid, giving this gun an overall rating of 98%.
The Uncle Mike’s finger grooved rubber grips are in very good plus condition with light scattered scuff marks.  This revolver features white
outline adjustable rear sight and red ramp front sight.  These revolvers have many features that are desirable for home defense use.
(86420-1) (300/500)

1552. COLT THIRD MODEL THUER DERINGER serial #1159, 41 Rimfire, 2 1/2” barrel with a pitted bore.  The barrel retains traces
of the original finish but it is mostly a mottled blend of gunmetal gray, brown and traces of blue.  Traces of the original plating are still vis-
ible in protected areas on the frame with the remainder a pleasing goldenrod color.  The varnished walnut grips are in very good to excel-
lent condition with some flaking of the original finish along with scattered dents and scratches visible.  The spring loaded ejector is pre-
sent but not functioning.  This first type, later production model has -COLT- in italic letters on the barrel top, high spur hammer and fea-
tures a bolster for the barrel screw on the frame.  (86432-10) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1553. REPRODUCTION COLT MODEL 1847 WALKER REVOLVER serial #15037, 44 cal., 9” barrel with an excellent bore.  This
big horse pistol has been aged and distressed to give it an antique look with the metal surfaces a mottled mix of light and dark gun-
metal gray.  The metal also exhibits light scratches dents and handling wear.  The brass triggerguard has mellowed to a nice golden-
rod color.  The one piece walnut grips are in very good condition with light scratches, scuffs and dents.  The grips have shrunk slight-
ly leaving the metal proud in many areas.  Most of the screw heads exhibit some slot damage.  There are no markings to indicate the
maker of the revolver but, it does have markings closely imitating an original and “A Company No. 8” is marked on the frame, butt and
barrel.  (86465-17) {ANTIQUE} (150/350) 

1554. ORVIS BAMBOO MODEL LIGHT SALMON 9 1/2' FLY ROD serial #42564  This is an "impregnated" cane rod built as a 9
weight with two identical tips numbered to the butt section.  The guides are wrapped with brown silk and the rich dark finish is about
excellent.  The tapered cork handle shows light soiling and the aluminum down-locking real seat shows little use.  In addition there is a
cork base fighting butt which can be friction fit into the butt. Included is an aluminum rod tube with Orvis label and a gray cloth sack. This
rod was made in 1966 under the supervision of the great Wes Jordon and remains in excellent condition.   (116282-12)  

1555. ONE PIECE 5' FIBERGLASS FLY ROD MARKED "BROOKIE" BY "THE NEW BEDFORD SPORTSMAN" This
dainty little rod is marked as a 4 weight and weighs 1.2ozs.  Made of smooth brown glass with brown silk wrappings, it has a tapered cork
handle with cork real seat and sliding aluminum rings which are engraved with the name of the person for whom the rod was made, the
model, and tiny dry flies.  The cork is very lightly soiled.  Included is an aluminum case with tan cloth sack.  This diminutive little rod remains
in excellent condition.  (116282-13)

1556. ZEISS SCOPE LOT  Zeiss Diavari-C 3-9x36mm rifle scope measures 11" overall, 1" in diameter, and retains 97% of a gloss black fin-
ish showing ring marks on the tube and objective bell.  The optics are clear except for one small spot and the power ring functions per-
fectly.  (116393-120a)
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1557. RUSSIAN PE RIFLE SCOPE  With claw mounts serial #NB4472  It is marked with a hammer and sickle and dated 1936.  The tube and
bells retain 40 to 50% blue showing some oxidation staining and with silvering of the turrets and adjustment ring and it measures 10 3/4" in
length.  The optics are slightly cloudy with scattered spots but still useable with the German style heavy post and cross hairs.  (116380-17)

1558. GERMAN RIFLE SCOPE  With claw mounts by Voigtlander & Son serial #18324  The scope is marked with a buck's head and
"Skopar Beta" along with the maker's name as mentioned above.  It measures 11" in length and with about a 26mm diameter tube and
retains 50% blue showing flaking and oxidation spotting with silvering of the edges.  The optics are a little cloudy with spotting and have
a heavy post with thin crosshair.  (116380-18)

1559. WALNUT PISTOL PRESENTATION CASE  This 14 1/2" by 6 1/2" case is lined in red velvet and contains a modern Italian made
copper powder flask, a brass Italian made bullet mould for 44 caliber round and conical bullets, 22 round .44 caliber lead balls, an
unopened tin of percussion caps by Navy Arms, a nipple wrench, and a single key.  Everything is in excellent condition.  It would appear
to fit a percussion revolver with a 6" barrel.  (115105-4) 

1560. NRA WALNUT PRESENTATION CASE FOR 1911 PISTOL  This fine case measures 12 3/4" long by 9 1/2" wide by 2 1/2"
deep and has an NRA commemorative coin inlaid into acrylic in the center of the lid and a round bronze Colt medallion inlaid into the
lower right corner.  The case is lined in gold velvet and is French fitted for a 1911 style pistol.  Included is a bushing wrench, a cleaning
rod, and a single key.  In addition there is a cardboard box having separated corners with original tissue wrapping paper.   Made for the
100th anniversary of the NRA.  (115105-1)

1561. LOT OF TWO GUN GUARD HANDGUN CASES  Each measures 17 1/2" by 13 1/2" by 4 1/4" deep and are in excellent condition
with light brown leather like exteriors and foam lined interiors.  There are no keys for the twin locks on each.  Excellent condition. (115865-276)

1562. BROWNING TRUNK CASE  This case is set up for a Browning Superposed shotgun and two sets of 30" barrels.  The brown
leatherette exterior shows a few scuffs and minor blemishes and has a bronze Browning medallion affixed to the upper right corner.  There
are three exterior brass locks.  The interior has fleece lined barrel holders showing a little soiling, stock compartment, and a fleece lined
lid.  Included is small brochure about the case and an original hanging tag for a Browning Superposed.  (116393-389E-1)

1563. LEATHER DOUBLE ENDED SHOTGUN CASE  This case measures 33" by 8" and has a compartment for up to a 32" barrel on
one end and a compartment for a stock and action on the other, both with leather covers secured by leather straps.  The brown exterior
shows some scuffs and edge wear but remains in very good condition.  There is a leather covered handle and rings for a shoulder strap.
A handy case for a break down shotgun.  (116393-389E-2)

1564. BLACK PLASTIC PISTOL CASE  This rugged little case measures 14"x6 1/2"x3" and has an aluminum frame and double keyed
locks with double handles.  The interior is lined with foam and shows a little soiling.  (116393-389E-3)

1565. LOT OF GUN CASES  This lot consistss of five long gun cases.  There are two black foam lined Gun Guard plastic cases each mea-
suring 52"x9", one black foam lined Gun Guard tapered plastic case measuring 50"x7 1/2", one Browning black canvas zippered case
measuring 52" long, and a tan foam lined plastic trunk style case measuring 48"x9".  All are in good condition showing some light soil-
ing.  (116393-389D)

1566. H. LEONARD FIBERGLASS FLY ROD This tan 6 1/2' fiberglass rod has contrasting tan silk wraps, hook keeper, wood down-
locking reel seat, and a 4 1/2" tapered cork grip showing some soiling.  Included is an aluminum rod case with cloth sack on which a
name and rod model is written in black marker and two nylon loops have been taped, obviously for hanging.  The rod is in very good con-
dition and the tube shows a bit of wear.  (116282-11)

1567. LOT OF BAIT CASTING FISHING RODS  There are three rods total, all with removable handles.  The first is a Heddon Pal seri-
al #3151 measuring 5' made of steel painted tan with soiled cork grip and includes a canvas case marked "True Temper".  The second is
a Heddon Pal Deluxe serial #260-6 measuring 6' made of brown colored fiberglass with soiled cork grip and includes a vinyl case marked
"Heddon Deluxe".  The third is a Heddon Pal yellow fiberglass rod with soiled cork grip measuring 5' and includes a canvas case marked
"True Temper".  All are serviceable rods.  (116282-8, 9, 10) 

1568. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consistss of one Remington UMC green and red box of .45 Automatic Colt, copper FMJ jacketed
bullets.  The box is lightly soiled and shows a little edge wear.  One cartridge is missing from this box of 50.  (116372-10)

1569. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot has four boxes of 22 rimfire ammo.  First are two white boxes of Winchester Wildcat long rifle car-
tridges, one box having 39 and the other 45 rounds.  Second is a Remington red and green box consisting of 14 short and 12 long rifle car-
tridges. Third is a full box Remington green and yellow box of long rifle shot cartridges.  Boxes show some light edge wear.  (116363-32A)

1570. LOT OF AMMUNITION This lot contains a full box of 50 CCI Blazer 22 long rifle rounds, a full box of 100 CCI long rifle rounds, and
a Marlin model 101 bolt assembly missing the feed throat which is available through Numrich Arms.  (1216357-S17151B)

1571. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consistss of 6 leather holsters including a French Police MAS  Model 1950 black leather holster in excellent con-
dition, a Marbles 10 1/2" flap holster showing scuffs and stains with some repaired belt loop fasteners, an unmarked 11" leather flap holster
with worn tooled border showing some staining, a tooled leather Black Sheep 10 1/2" holster with strap in good condition, an 8" Red Head
holster with strap showing some scuffs, and a small custom leather open top holster with leather lacing in good condition.  (116372-9)

1572. HOLSTER LOT  There are two holsters. One is a basketweave tooled 9" quality leather holster by Rowe's Leather of Hope, Ark.  It
shows some light soiling but is in very good condition. The second is a quality 11 1/2" "buntline" type leather holster with heavily tooled
surfaces and full leather lining marked "HB" on the back. It is also in very good condition showing some wear.  (116393-388A)

1573. HOLSTER LOT  This consists of six holsters.  First is a Bianchi #5BHL right hand leather holster for up to a 2 1/2" barreled revolver
showing some scuffs.  Second is a Bianchi #5BH right hand leather holster for a 4" revolver showing a few scuffs.  Third is suede right
hand waist band holster by Clark for up to a 2 1/2" handgun in excellent condition. Fourth is a quality unmarked leather holster with strap
measuring 5" overall for a pocket pistol in excellent condition.  Fifth is a Lawrence basketweave holster with strap measuring about 9 1/2"
overall showing some edge wear and scuffs. Sixth is a Swedish military Lahti pistol holster measuring 11 1/2" showing wear and soften-
ing but construction is sound.  (116393-388B)

1574. BIANCHI LAW ENFORCEMENT DUTY BELT Model #7202 size medium  This 1 3/4" wide belt is made of a layered black nylon
with quick release buckle.  Included with the belt are two Bianchi speed loader pouches, two 6 round shotgun shell holders, a Bianchi
nylon right hand holster for a 3" revolver, and 8 nylon keepers.  Everything is in excellent condition.  (116367-3)

1575. LOT OF THREE HOLSTERS  This lot consistss of one Smith & Wesson black nylon right hand holster for a semi auto pistol measuring
7" overall in excellent condition, a small black quality leather holster with strap measuring about 6" overall in very good condition, and a tooled
leather Redhead brand right hand holster with strap measuring 8" overall and showing a few scuffs and some edge wear.  (116363-60)
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1576. HOLSTER LOT  Three shoulder holsters, a belt holster, and a rubber slip-on recoil pad.  First is a Thompson Model TM-1 left hand
leather shoulder holster for a snub nose revolver in excellent condition.  Second is a Heiser #184 right hand leather shoulder flap holster
for a 4" barreled revolver showing a few minor scuffs and some wear to the leather straps.  Third is a leather Redhead right hand shoul-
der holster #1800R for a 1911 style handgun.  It has rawhide ties and shows some light scuffing.  Fourth is a leather Hunter open top belt
holster with rawhide stitching and hammer loop for a 5 1/2" single action revolver in very good condition.  In addition, there is a Pachmayr
slip-on rubber recoil pad in good condition.  (115105-5c)

1577. LOT OF THREE FLAP HOLSTERS  First is an old U.S. 1911 military leather holster with belt hook and coiled leg strap showing a
dull dry leather and heavily tarnished brass fittings with some scuffs and flaking marked "US" on the flap.  Second is a U. S. 1911 military
tan leather holster marked "Milwaukee Saddlery Co. 1944” on the belt loop with belt hook and leg strap showing some marks in the dry-
ing leather but remaining in very good condition.  Third is a Bucheimer/Clark marked black swivel holster made for a slim 5" semi auto pis-
tol remaining in excellent condition.  (115105-5a)

1578. CIVIL WAR ERA FLAP HOLSTER  This holster was made for a Colt 1860 Army revolver and shows the third pattern attachment
of the closing strap to the flap.  The holster shows flaking and crazing but most of the stitching is tight, there being some separation of the
inside edge.  No markings are visible.  (115105-5d)

1579. LOT OF FIVE HOLSTERS  First is a modified Russian flap holster made for a Tokarev pistol. It shows drying and scuffing with small
wear holes around the base of the magazine pouch.  A U. S. type military belt hook has been attached and the original belt loops and
cleaning rod fastener have been removed. Second is a European military flap holster made for a Browning Hi-Power.  It shows some scuffs
and drying.  The bottom wrap-around fastening flap is missing.  Third is a contemporary black flap holster made for a Walther PP with mag-
azine pouch.  It is in excellent condition.  Fourth is a Bucheimer/Clark model B37A-11 Detective black leather holster with strap made for
a 2" revolver.  It shows a few minor scuffs.  Fifth is an open top black leather holster for a Walther style pistol.  This is a well made custom
holster with leather braided edges in very good condition.  (115105-5b)

1580. LOT OF FOUR ZIPPERED GUN CASES  First is an Uncle Mike's dark green canvas 40" case for a scoped rifle, it has an outside
accessory pocket.  Second is the same case measuring 48".  Third is a Browning  light green canvas case for a scoped rifle measuring 48".
Fourth is Boyt tan canvas scoped rifle case with leather trim, it measures 42".  All cases are in excellent condition.  (116295-1)

1581. BROWNING AUTO-5 MAGNUM SLUG BARREL 12 ga., 24" with bright excellent bore choked cylinder.  This Belgian-made
barrel appears to be new showing 98% plus blue.  It has a ramp mounted front blade sight and a screw adjustable rear sight.  Included
is the original shipping box.  (116189-10)

1582. CROSSMAN MODEL 38T PELLET REVOLVER  This gas powered .177 caliber revolver is made to resemble a large frame S & W
revolver with 6" barrel, it retains 95% blue. The checkered plastic grips show some scuffs and nicks and most of the screws show oxida-
tion.  The action functions well in either single or double action mode. Included is a worn Hunter leather holster with strap.  (116189-9)

1583. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot has five boxes of Remington revolver ammunition.  First are two Remington Kleanbore green and
red 50 round boxes of .32 S&W cartridges each containing approximately 40 cartridges both showing some fading and lightly tattered
corners.  Second is a green Remington 50 round box of .32 Short Colt containing 44 cartridges in a foam liner and displaying scuffs and
light edge wear.  Next is a full green Remington Kleanbore 50 round box of .38 Colt Police Positive showing some scuffs missing one end
flap.  Last, there is one full tan Remington UMC box containing .38 S&W cartridges and exhibiting some light staining, a little edge wear,
and missing one end flap.  (116189-11a) 

1584. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION  There are 15 various boxes of mostly .22 rimfire ammo plus one box of S&W .38 caliber ammo ,
two .30 Remington cartridges in a Peters .22 box, and three boxes of Remington primers. Included is one tan box of 15 Remington
Autoloading cartridges in a tattered and soiled but solid box, one full box of Remington/UMC .22 long rifle cartridges showing scuffs and
soiling, one full blue and orange box of United States Cartridge Co. .38 S & W cartridges displaying tattered edges and a broken bottom,
two full boxes of western Super-X .22 long rifle cartridges both displaying fading and lightly tattered edges, three full and one partial red
boxes of Federal Monark .22 long rifle cartridges, all of the boxes showing light fading, two red and green Remington Hi-Speed Kleanbore
.22 short cartridges in good condition, two full green boxes of Remington/UMC Kleanbore .22 long rifle cartridges exhibiting a little edge
wear, partial boxes of Federal Hi-Power and Peters High Velocity .22 long rifle cartridges, three partial boxes of various Remington primers,
and two Remington/UMC .30 Remington center fire rifle cartridges in a solid Peters .22 yellow and blue box.  (116189-116)

1585. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consistss of one full box of 50 Remington Arms .41 Short rimfire cartridges.  The white box shows
some faint spotting with a few more pronounced spots on the bottom  and one of the edges is detached  but it is otherwise in very good
condition.  All printing is clear.  The cartridges show light tarnish but are in excellent condition.  (116189-13)

1586. LOT OF P 38 MAGAZINES  There are six magazines and one leather magazine pouch.  Two are contemporary blued magazines
marked Walther P 38 in excellent condition, two are black phosphate finished and marked Walther remaining in very good condition, one
is unmarked and retaining 90% blue, and one is also unmarked showing 80% blue with scratches and silvering of the edges.  The leather
magazine pouch has a vertical strap loop on the back, shows scuffs and flaking but remains solid.  (116189-8)

1587. LOT OF MIXED HANDGUN AMMUNITION  There are four plastic bags containing the following:  One bag of 25 rounds of .32
auto, one bag of 37 rounds of .32 S&W, one bag of 21 rounds of .32 S&W, and one bag of 9 rounds of .38 S&W.  The older cartridges dis-
play some tarnish and oxidation.  (116189-12)

1588. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS AMMUNITION   This lot contains the following: (1) 20mm dummy, (2) .50 cal, 1 live and 1 dummy,
(16) 9mm Luger, (10) .38-40 blanks, (22) Colt .45, (7) .44-40, (5) .44 S&W, and  (20) or so miscellaneous rifle and .22 RF ammo.  In addi-
tion there are 6 small tins containing (7) .32 S&W Long, (2) 30 Luger, (1) 6.35, (1) Remington .38 Long, (9) .32 Auto, (15) .22 Short, and
(17) .32 Pinfires. A couple of stripper clips are also present.  Everything is held in two wooden open top boxes.  (116189-14)

1589. DAN WESSON REVOLVER BARREL  This is a 7" ventilated rib barrel marked .357 Maximum on the right side with the manu-
facturer's name and "SuperMag" marked on the left side.  The barrel has a bright excellent bore and is equipped with a ramp mounted
wide blade sight with red insert.  The barrel retains 98% blue showing a few faint scratches.  It comes in what appears to be the original
oil paper.  (116189-5A)

1590. DAN WESSON REVOLVER BARREL  This 5" ventilated rib barrel is marked .357 Maximum with the manufacturer's name on the right
side and "SuperMag" marked on the left side.  The barrel shows a bright bore with some minor fouling.  The barrel retains 98% bright blue dis-
playing a few faint scratches and the barrel liner shows a few small oxidation spots.  Included is an unmarked cardboard box.   (116189-5c) 

1591. DAN WESSON REVOLVER BARREL  This is a 5" ventilated rib barrel marked .41 Magnum with the manufacturer's name on the
right side.  It displays a bright satin silver finish showing a few oxidation spots and a bright but soiled bore.  The barrel is equipped with
a wide blade front sight with red insert.  (116189-5b)

1592. GLOCK 10MM BARREL  This blued barrel shows some rub wear on the center but retains 90% plus blue.  It has a bright excellent
bore.  (116189-6)
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1593. LEATHER SCOPE CASE  This European leather scope case measures 11 1/2" long and flaking and drying leather with loose stitch-
ing around the bottom end and a frayed but solid shoulder strap.  Included are two sets of leather scope covers: one set is made of tan
leather with retaining strap having one cover measuring approximately 1 3/8" and the other 1 5/8" in very good condition and the other
without the strap and measuring approximately 1 3/4" and 1 3/8" also in very good condition.  (116189-3)

1594. SMALL RIFLE SCOPE This black painted scope measures 9" long with about a 20mm ocular lens and about a 26mm objective lens.
It has a unique dot and circle reticle and clear optics.  It is marked "Telescope , M6, No. 26867" and "E.K. Co. 1942 F.M."  The rings have
a post type mount in the rear and a claw on the front.  It shows some flaking and a few oxidation spots.  (116189-2)

1595. ZEISS EYEPIECE FOR VICTORY DIASCOPE SPOTTING SCOPE  This is a quality eyepiece which when attached to a
Diascope 65Y FL provides 15 to 45X magnification and when attached to a Diascope 85T FL provides 20 to 60X magnification.  The lens
is clear and crisp and the unit is in excellent condition.  Included is a zippered nylon case with lens covers.  Also included is a repair slip
showing that the lens was shipped back to Germany to have some internal debris removed.  Retail price is $630.00.   (116189-4)

1596. LARGE POWDER HORN  This powder horn measures almost 17" and is made of polished horn with a rounded wood plug held with
tacks.  The neck has a carved medial ring to keep the shoulder strap in place and the spout has a whittled wooden plug.  On the butt are
carved initials of "G F".  There is a 3" crack running from the base and another smaller crack on the opposite side.  A rawhide lace is
attached to a small ring in the center of the butt with the other end around the neck.  (115798-105)

1597. LARGE CARVED POWDER HORN  This horn measures about 18" and is carved with multiple eagles and ducks with a pheasant
at the neck.  It shows some flaking and discoloration but appears to be quite sound.  There is a flat pine butt attached with small tacks and
a nicely carved neck ring for securing a shoulder strap.  The spout is carved horn and is stuck in place and a small horn stopper is attached
to the end of the rawhide lace.  The lace is attached to a small ring in the butt and tied around the neck.  (115754-16) 

1598. U. S. MARKED BRASS PEACE POWDER FLASK  This flask measures 7 1/2" long and 4" wide and is embossed with a
heraldic eagle, clasped hands, and US on a stand of arms on both sides.  The flask shows some heavy tarnish around one of the sus-
pension loops and some lighter tarnish on the same seam below.  The charger is straight without markings and the cut-off and spring
work fine.  There is no maker identified.  (114048-13A)  

1599. VINTAGE HENSOLDT 6X30 BINOCULARS  These compact binoculars have a black textured body with metal caps, plastic eye-
pieces, and a leather strap.  Optics are a bit foggy and the left adjustment ring seems to be stripped.  They come in a rugged plastic case
with leather straps which is soiled.  (116189-1C)

1600. BOOK LOT  A small paperback The Parabellum Automatic Pistol published by Stoeger Arms Corporation: c. 1964 Shooter's Bible Inc.
50 pages with complete details on use and disassembly of the Luger pistol.  The booklet has heavy red covers and three fold out tables
in the back, one showing external parts, one showing interior parts with the gun assembled, and one showing each part separately.  The
booklet is in excellent condition but has one clipped corner on the front cover.  (116189-7)

1601. VINTAGE HENSOLDT 6X24 BINOCULARS  These compact binoculars have a black flaking painted body with brass eyepieces
and lens caps and with a dry and broken leather strap.  The optics are slightly foggy but the adjustment rings function fine.  Included is a
leather case with strap which shows crazing but remains solid.  (116189-1B)

1602. VINTAGE CARL ZEISS 8X24 BINOCULARS  These compact binoculars have a black textured body with black coated brass
caps and plastic eyepieces and a thin leather strap.  The adjustments work well and the optics are clear.  Included is a brown leather case
with strap showing a few scuffs but remaining in very good condition.  (116189-1A)

1603. VINTAGE CARL ZEISS 6X30 BINOCULARS  These compact binoculars have a black textured body showing some wear and
a large chip on the right side with a frayed non original leather strap.  The eyepieces are plastic, the left one having a couple of chips, and
the metal surfaces show silvering of all of the edges.  The adjustments still work well and the optics are clear.  (116189-1D)

1604. REMINGTON MODEL 37 PARTS  This lot consistss of a 5 round magazine, a single shot adaptor, 6 globe sight inserts, small screw
driver, and a .22 caliber brush all contained in a tan slightly tattered box with label marked "Model 37 Target rifle Accessories.  All are in
very good condition.  (116020-156)

1605. PERCUSSION FOWLER BY WILLIAM READ OF BOSTON  This fowler is a 16 bore and has a part round part octagon bar-
rel with oxidized bore.  It is marked with British proofs and has a banner on the top flat next to the breech marked "William Read Boston".
The barrel shows good damascus pattern under the forearm but the remainder has been painted black.  The under rib which holds the
two ramrod thimbles is unattached but the thimbles are solid.  The lock is also marked with Read's name and it has some worn simple foli-
ate engraving and the brass triggerguard displays similar engraving and has a nice detailed pineapple finial.  The straight stock rates fair
as sanded showing proud metal around the tangs and buttplate.  It is cracked on the left side around the action screw and remains unfin-
ished.  A brass buttplate with comb extension exhibits flaking black paint.  There is a pewter nosecap and what appears to be the origi-
nal ramrod is present missing the small cleaning or patch pulling end.  A worthy project.  (116271-6) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)  

1606. LOT OF .450/400 BRASS, BULLETS, AND DIES  This lot consistss of 2 plastic boxes of 20 fired brass cases, (1) 20 round
plastic box of 11 fired brass cases and 4 primed cases, all being a mixture of HDS and Bell manufacture, 1 box of 60 Woodleigh Weldcore
400 grain bullets, 1 box of Woodleigh FMJ 400 grain bullets, and a die set.  (116261-1A)

1607. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consistss of 1 box of approximately 150 rounds of Winchester 22 Auto made by Remington and
Winchester and 3 boxes of 50 rounds each of Winchester 22 Auto by Remington.  (116380-19)

1608. REPLICA THOMPSON 1928 A-1 SUB MACHINE GUN  This cast metal replica has black painted surfaces with walnut
stock, grip, and forearm.  There is a faux compensator and trigger but it has a real 30 round magazine.  The buttplate appears to be cast
aluminum.  A military type web sling is included.  From a distance this non working copy looks very real and remains in very good over-
all condition.  (116247-17) 

1609. LOT OF AIRGUNS  This lot consistss of two air guns.  First is a Crossman Model 101 .22 caliber with black painted metal surfaces
showing flaking and oxidation spotting, missing its forearm but having a good wood butt with oxidized metal buttplate.  The cap on the
end of the spring tube is wired on and there are small nails in the screw holes where the wood pump handle should be.  Next is a Daisy
Powerline 880 pump action .177 caliber made of plastic except for the black painted metal rifled barrel.  The stock and forearm rate very
good with moulded checkering, right hand cheekpiece, and plastic buttplate.  The gun is equipped with a fiberoptic front sight, an open
rear sight, and a Daisy 4x15 scope all in very good condition.  (1156487-S1652A,B)

1610. CROSSMAN MODEL 1077 ARI RIFLE .177 caliber CO2 Repeater Airgun  The gun has a black synthetic stock with buttplate
and moulded checkering showing a few scratches, and the barrel displays areas of oxidation spotting.  The gun is equipped with a blade
front sight, open rear sight, and a Tasco 3-7x20 scope which is slightly foggy with stuck power ring.  (115445-5)

1611. CROSSMAN MODEL 760 POWERMASTER AIR RIFLE  .177/BB repeater airgun  This pump-action gun has a black cast
action, plastic pistolgrip stock and forearm, and metal barrel and air chamber showing a few oxidation spots.  It is equipped with a blade
front sight and an open rear sight.  Overall it rates very good.  (115798-648)
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1612. 1903 DUMMY TRAINING RIFLE BY PARRIS DUNN CORP.  This is a full size non firing training rifle with a working bolt
and trigger.  It has a metal barrel, action, buttplate, and triggerguard, all showing oxidation, and there are sling swivels on the stock and
forend and a stacking swivel along with bayonet lug on the forend cap also displaying oxidation spotting.  The wood stock exhibits numer-
ous scratches and dings over a thin varnish and the letters "suzie" have been crudely applied to the left side.  A blade front sight is pre-
sent but the rear sight is missing.  An interesting military relic.  (115708-33)

1613. SLAVIA MODEL 624 AIR RIFLE  .177 caliber  The metal on this barrel-cocking rifle surfaces exhibit about 70% blue with scat-
tered oxidation spotting.  The hard wood pistolgrip stock rates good showing scuffs and dings over a thin varnish.  The butt is grooved
and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight and open rear sight.  The barrel is obstructed and needs to be cleared.  (115842-27)

1614. AIR RIFLE LOT  There are two air rifles total. One is a Crossman Model 66 Powermaster lever-cocking air rifle caliber .177/BB.  This
gun has a steel barrel and synthetic receiver and stock.  The barrel is bright metal showing areas of light tarnish.  The black synthetic
receiver shows a few scratches and the black synthetic pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good displaying a few scuffs.  The gripcap is
missing but the gun has a fiberoptic front blade sight, an open rear sight, and a 4x15 scope with caps.  The second is a Model 3030 Daisy
Buffalo Bill Scout lever-cocking .177/BB carbine.  This gun has a very good blued barrel and bright metal receiver showing dings and scuffs
with some flaking finish.  The plastic wood grain straight stock and forearm rate good to very good displaying scuffs and scratches.  there
is a medallion imbedded into the right side exhibiting a horse and rider marked "Buffalo Bill Chief of Scouts".  The gun is equipped with
a blade front sight and an open rear sight.   (115340-S16178A, B)

1615. DAISY RED RYDER CARBINE  This is a lever-cocking air rifle, caliber .175/BB, has blued metal surfaces turning mostly brown
with oxidation spotting.  The wood stock and forearm rate good showing scuffs and dings still retaining thin varnish.  The buttstock is
slightly loose.  The gun is equipped with a small blade front sight, a simple non adjustable rear sight, and a saddle ring with rawhide lace.
It does function.  (115538-1)

1616. DAISY MODEL 96 CARBINE .175/BB caliber,  This lever-cocking carbine is little used, displaying 98% of the barrel and action blue
showing some flaking on the front of the lever.  The wood Monte Carlo stock and beavertail forearm rate very good exhibiting a few scuffs
and scrapes over a strong varnish. The plain wood butt has been crudely etched with the name "Steve".  Sights include a blade front and
adjustable rear.  Included is a paper pamphlet titled Daisy B-B Rifle Instruction Program dated 1959.  (115660-9)

1617. DAISY MODEL 25 AIR RIFLE .175/BB caliber.  The blued metal surfaces on this pump-action exhibit about 50% blue with scat-
tered oxidation spotting and a couple of dents in the barrel.  This gun has the stamped foliate embellishment on the action and frame which
is faded but still visible.  The pistolgrip wood stock and grooved pump handle rate very good displaying some dings and faint scratches
over a strong varnish and the butt is simply grooved.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an open rear sight.  (115584-1)

1618. CROSSMAN MODEL 160 PELLGUN AIR RIFLE .22 caliber.  The metal surfaces on this CO2 Powered Air Rifle retain 70% blue
showing spots of oxidation and fine oxidation freckling, most of this on the barrel.  The pistolgrip wood stock rates good to very good dis-
playing scratches and minor dings over a thinning varnish and is fitted with a grooved plastic buttplate.  The gun is equipped with a ramp
mounted front sight, an open rear sight, and a peep sight mounted on the rear of the action.  In addition this gun has an automatic safe-
ty.  (115792-S164121A)

1619. CROSSMAN MODEL 140 AIR RIFLE 22 caliber.  The metal surfaces on this lever-cocker retain 80% blue showing oxidation freck-
ling with the breech cover turning brown.  The cocking handle is missing.  The pistolgrip Monte Carlo stock rates good plus displaying
scratches and minor dings with some chipping of the wood at the back of the action over a thin and flaking varnish.  The butt is curved plain
wood (appears original) and the gun is equipped with a small Ramo mounted front sight and an open rear sight.  (115705-100)

1620. DAISY 853 POWERLINE TARGET AIR RIFLE .177 caliber.  The black painted metal surfaces retain 98% finish and the target
style pistolgrip stock rates very good showing a few scratches over a thin varnish.  The rifle is equipped with a plastic buttplate adjustable
for length and sights include a globe front sight and a receiver sight mounted on a grooved receiver.  In addition there is a faux muzzle-
brake and a simple metal loop is installed on the cocking lever providing a hand stop.  Overall a neat target gun.  (115798-644)

1621. DIANA MODEL 35 AIR RIFLE .177 caliber.  The metal surfaces on this barrel-cocker retain 40% blue turning brown with oxida-
tion freckling and some silvering on top of the action.  There is what appears to be a social security number crudely but lightly etched into
the top of the action.  The round knob pistolgrip stock rates fair displaying a crack at the back of the action, several longitudinal drying
cracks in the grip, toeline, and butt over a flaking finish with some filler added.  There is a small medicine bottle mounted in a hole in the
middle of the stock and the stock has been lengthened with a 4" wooden extension which has a plain curved butt.  The gun is equipped
with a hooded post front sight and an adjustable open rear sight.  (116357-S17206A)

1622. CROSSMAN MODEL PELL MASTER 700 AIR RIFLE .22 caliber.  The metal surfaces on this CO2 rifle retain 98% blue show-
ing a few scattered scratches and some oxidation specks, particularly on the barrel.  The wooden Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates about
excellent with a strong factory varnish and it has a curved plain butt showing no wear.  The gun is equipped with a hooded post front sight
and an adjustable rear open sight.  This is a single shot rifle which loads with a rotary breech opening.  Included is the original box dis-
playing some very light fading and some small tears containing an owner's manual and a list of authorized service centers.  (116222-35)   

1623. DAISY POWERLINE 880 AIR RIFLE .177/BB caliber.  The metal surfaces on this Lever Cocking rifle retain 95% of a black finish
showing a few scratches and dings on the barrel.  The plastic Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock displays a nice faux wood figure and rates very
good with a few dings and showing some white staining along the lower edge of the right hand cheekpiece.  There is a black gripcap and
grooved buttplate installed.  The gun is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight, an adjustable open rear sight, and a cross bolt
safety.  (115800-54)

1624. PRECISION INDUSTRIES WILDCAT 22 SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #B112512, .22 S, L, LR, 17 1/4" barrel with bright
bore showing faint rifling.  This is a unique rifle built in the 70's which operates by twisting the barrel to expose the breech and then using
the slide handle to extract the case.  The barrel and frame exhibit a flat gray color, the receiver displaying oxidation staining and the sup-
port tube retains 90% blue.  The plastic wood-look stock is framed in a metal tube for strength and rates very good and the plastic grooved
slide handle also rates very good.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a simple elevation rear sight.  There is a cocking lever
on the right side but no safety.  A rare little gun.  (116239-257) (150/250)

1625. BEEMAN SPORTSMAN RS2 SERIES AIR RIFLE serial #80827409, .177 caliber.  The metal surfaces exhibit substantial oxi-
dation spotting over most of the blued parts, the triggerguard being of moulded plastic.  The Monte Carlo pistolgrip hardwood stock rates
very good to excellent showing a few light scratches over a smooth strong varnish.  It is equipped with a curved factory rubber recoil pad
which has a little fraying on the toe.  The gun features a fiberoptic front blade sight mounted on a ramp, an adjustable open rear sight, and
a Beeman 4x32 scope mounted to the grooved receiver.  It appears that this rifle has been stored poorly as it does not seem to have had
much use.  (116252-10)
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1626. GAMO MODEL 126 AIR RIFLE serial #848650, .177 caliber.  This heavy target side-cocking single shot rifle has 98% blued bar-
rel and action showing a few blemishes on the barrel.  The Monte Carlo pistolgrip target style hardwood stock rates very good to excel-
lent displaying a few minor scratches over a strong smooth varnish.  It is made with a stippled grip and forend which shows a nick on the
left edge and is fitted with an adjustable rubber recoil pad.  The gun is equipped with a globe front sight, two drilled and tapped holes for
a rear sight, and a large Gamo receiver sight with rubber eye cup.  The gun operates but does not hold air.  (116223-60)

1627. STEVENS MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION SINGLE SHOT RIFLE, .22 RF, 22" barrel with bright very good bore showing just a
touch of frosting.  The barrel displays a mottled black painted surface with some scattered oxidation spots and the bolt and bolt handle
exhibit a gray patina with oxidation freckling.  The pistolgrip stock has an amateurishly carved deer on the left side, a dog's head on the
right side, and is crudely checkered on the grip.  The forend has a two-piece hard rubber handguard tacked in place and is also crudely
checkered.  There is a hard rubber buttplate installed which is crudely checkered as well and the gun is equipped with a blade front sight
and adjustable rear sight.  (116380-12) (50/75)

1628. CROSSMAN MODEL 760B STARTER KIT AIR RIFLE, .177 caliber.  The blued barrel and air tube show heavy oxidation spotting
while the alloy receiver shows all of its black coloration.  The plastic pistolgrip stock and square fluted forearm rate excellent with crisp mould-
ed checkering and an unmarked grooved buttplate.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and an open rear sight missing its elevator.
The original plastic wrapper is included containing a pair of shooting glasses, a box of pellets, and a trigger lock.  (116357-S17151A)

1629. AIRMATCH MODEL 600 TARGET SINGLE SHOT AIR PISTOL serial #52741, .177 caliber.  The metal surfaces retain 98%
of a flat blue finish showing a few faint scratches.  The shaped wooden right hand grip is stippled in the gripping area and shows some
wear, the remainder having a strong factory varnish.  There is a removable heel secured by an Allen screw and the gun is equipped with
fully adjustable rear sights and trigger and has a removable front sight extension with square post.  Included is a leather hard case in very
good condition containing a screw driver, Allen wrench, owner's manual, warranty card, and parts numbers.  (116239-273)

1630. BEEMAN HURRICANE MODEL SINGLE SHOT AIR PISTOL serial #015943, .177 caliber.  The aluminum frame retains all
if its black finish as do the plastic components showing only a few light scratches.  The checkered right hand thumb rest plastic grips rate
excellent.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight and a grooved plastic rear extension mounted with a Beeman 1.5x15 scope hav-
ing clear optics.  (116239-270)

1631. FEINWERKBAU MODEL 65 TARGET AIR PISTOL marked Beeman serial #135665, .177 caliber.  The black alloy metal sur-
faces on this lever-cocker display 98% of a smooth flat blue showing a few isolated scratches.  The right hand thumb rest wooden grips
rate very good showing some soiling in the stippled gripping area and a few scuffs around the edges over a flat oil finish.  There is a remov-
able heel and the gun is equipped with a post front sight and a fully adjustable rear sight, and the top of the gun has a flat matted sur-
face.  (116239-268)

1632. FEINWERKBAU MODEL 80 TARGET AIR PISTOL serial #228620, .177 caliber.  The alloy metal surfaces display 97% of a black
coloration showing scattered scratches and the cocking lever displays some wear on the end.  The wooden right-hand thumb rest grips
rate fair to good exhibiting a worn and soiled stippled gripping area with almost no finish remaining on the balance.  There is a removable
heel and the gun is equipped with a post front sight, a fully adjustable rear sight, and it has three barrel weights attached.  (116239-269)

1633. BSA SCORPION MODEL AIR PISTOL serial #PA 34176, .177 caliber.  The metal surfaces on this barrel-cocker exhibit 98% blue
showing a few light scratches and the black plastic body displays a glossy black finish with some light blemishes evident.  The checkered
plastic thumb rest grips are integral with the body and rate excellent.  The gun is equipped with a hooded post front sight, a fully adjustable
rear sight, and there is a plastic slip-on barrel extender to make cocking easier.  Included is the original box containing a steel target hold-
er, a tube of pellets, an allen wrench, and the barrel extender, all in good condition.  (116239-262) 

1634. RWS MODEL 6 TARGET AIR PISTOL serial #20931, .177 caliber.  The CO2 gas tube retains 98% blue and the alloy frame and
barrel cover all exhibit 98% flat black showing one small nick in the left side above the grip. The wood target style right hand thumb rest
grips with palm swell rate about excellent having only a small blemish on the bottom of the removable heel.  The gun is equipped with a
post front sight, a fully adjustable rear sight, and a removable barrel weight.  Included is a foam box with outer sleeve containing a rail for
scope mounting.  (116239-263)

1635. BAIKAL BUMBLE BEE DROZD MODEL AIR PISTOL, .177 caliber.  This is an unusual air gun in that it can be switched to
select fire and the rate of fire can be chosen.  It takes one CO2 cartridge and 6 AA batteries to operate.  The synthetic yellow body shows
some soiling and the flat black barrel and action cover rate excellent.  The grip houses the gas cartridge and a 30 round magazine and
there is a two piece shoulder stock which snaps into place at the back of the action.  The battery compartment is just under the muzzle,
and there are three switches, one on the right side which provides a rate of fire, one on the left side which selects the type of fire whether
it is semi auto, 3 shot bursts, or 6 shot bursts, and an on/off switch to activate the batteries.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight
and an adjustable rear sight.  Included is the original box containing a pellet loader, screw-on peep sight, 2 extra gas cartridges, a bag of
copper plated pellets, and a partial tin of lead pellets.  (116239-295A) 

1636. BEEMAN MODEL P1 AIR PISTOL serial #307214, .177 caliber.  This large barrel-cocking alloy frame pistol retains 98% of its
matte black finish showing a couple of faint blemishes on the left side.  The checkered wood finger groove grips display lots of contrast-
ing figure and rate about excellent.  The gun is equipped with a blade front sight, an adjustable rear sight, and a Beeman Model 25 2x20
scope mounted in the grooved barrel cover.  Included are scope covers and the original foam lined box containing an Allen wrench and
extra O ring.   (116239-271)

1637. GAMO AIR PISTOL serial #0654776, .177 caliber.  The metal surfaces of this lever-cocker retain 90% blue showing oxidation spot-
ting, particularly on the barrel with a blemish in back of the rocker loading gate.  The synthetic frame and integral checkered grips display
a gloss black finish exhibiting a few faint scratches.  The gun is equipped with a hooded blade front sight, an adjustable rear sight, and the
top of the action is grooved for scope mounts.  A cross bolt safety is installed just above and ahead of the triggerguard.  (116239-267)

1638. WALTHER MODEL LP 2 AIR PISTOL serial #19636, .177 caliber.  The barrel retains 90% blue showing a few nicks and some tar-
nish around the front sight and the textured black frame is unmarked.  The checkered plastic thumb rest grips rate very good to excellent dis-
playing a few scuffs around the bottom.  This lever-cocker is equipped with a blade front sight and a fully adjustable rear sight.  (116239-261)

1639. WEIHRAUCH MODEL HW 70 AIR PISTOL serial #129580, .177 caliber.  The synthetic surfaces exhibit a glossy black finish
showing a few faint scratches and the brown plastic frame and integral checkered grips rate very good showing a few scattered scuffs.
This barrel-cocker is equipped with a hooded front blade sight and an adjustable rear sight.  (116239-260)

1640. BEEMAN TEMPEST MODEL AIR PISTOL serial #016528, .177 caliber.  The black plastic barrel shroud and checkered thumb
rest grips display a strong glossy black finish with a few minor scuffs and the metal surfaces exhibit all of their smooth flat blue finish.  This
lever-cocker is equipped with a blade front sight and an adjustable rear sight.  (116239-266)

1641. PARDINI MODEL P 10 AIR PISTOL serial #2686, .177 caliber.  The  barrel shroud and action exhibit a smooth flat black finish
and the cast aluminum cocking lever displays a solid gray color with a few marks.  The wooden target style finger rest grips rate very good
plus showing a slight amount of soiling on the stippled gripping areas.  The gun is equipped with a post front sight and an adjustable rear
sight.  (116239-264)
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1642. BSF MODEL S20 AIR PISTOL, .177 caliber. The metal surfaces on this barrel-cocker retain 98% blue and the wood stock with
integral grips rate excellent.  There is a factory embossed green medallion in each side of the smooth grips and the gun is equipped with
a blade front sight and adjustable rear sight.  (116239-265)

1643. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 MAGNUM SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #P142817M, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib Rem-choke
barrel having a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% blue with scattered oxidation spotting and blue wear on the
higher edges and muzzle.  The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate good exhibiting dings and scratches over a flaking and chipped
varnish.  There is a black composite gripcap present with white diamond inlay and a Remington recoil pad is fitted providing a length of
14".  The included choke tube is modified.  A good foul weather gun.  (116357-S17267) (200/300) 

1644. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 FIELD SEMI AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L793451V, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib barrel choked mod-
ified with bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 90% fading blue displaying scattered specks of oxidation and the frame exhibits 95%
plus blue.  The pistolgrip stock and fluted forearm rate very good showing a few small nicks and scratches over a strong glossy varnish
with crisp press checkering.  There is a black composite gripcap with white diamond inlay present and a grooved factory buttplate is
installed providing a length of 14".  Included is a quality black leather soft case containing a magazine plug, owner's manual, and some
paperwork on the case all in a zippered outside pocket.  An excellent older 1100.  (116357-S16960) (250/450)

1645. ERBI ENGLAND MODEL DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #51461, 12 ga. (3"), 28" raised matted rib barrels choked modified
and full with bright excellent bores.  The metal surfaces retain 90% blue having scattered oxidation freckling and a few rub marks.  The
frame is embellished with vignettes of simple scroll and geometric patterns with a leaf and vine motif applied to the fences.  The pis-
tolgrip stock and beavertail forearm rate very good displaying a few nicks and scratches over a strong varnish and exhibiting open
checkering on both which remains crisp.  There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate fitted providing a length of 14" and the forearm
is removed via a push button release.  The gun is equipped with double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety.  A robust Spanish
made double.  (116356-D28802) (200/400) 

1646. STEVENS MODEL 311A DOUBLE SHOTGUN, 20 ga., 28" barrels choked full and extra full having bright excellent bores.  The
barrels retain 85% blue displaying nicks, scrapes and some scattered oxidation spotting with some fading around the muzzles and the
frame exhibits 50% fading case color showing oxidation freckling over much of the surface.  The pistolgrip stock and semi beavertail fore-
arm rate good exhibiting dings and scratches over a flaking varnish, the forearm having a lighter color than the buttstock.  There is a
grooved hard rubber buttplate fitted providing a length of 14" and the gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety.
A solid small bore double.  (116300-1) (200/400) 

1647. BAIKAL BOUNTY HUNTER II DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #0353095B, 12 ga., 20" raised rib barrels with screw chokes with
a bright excellent bore.  The barrels retain 90% plus fading blue showing a few scattered spots of very fine oxidation and the frame shows
a bright finish with some spots of light staining and tarnish.  It is embellished with a simple leaf and vine motif on each side.  The pistolgrip
stock and beavertail forearm rate excellent displaying a few scratches over a smooth satin oil finish and having crisp although rather sparse
checkering.  There is a grooved synthetic buttplate present providing a length of 14 1/4".  The gun is equipped with gold colored double
triggers, extractors, automatic safety, and the forearm has a lever release.  The included tubes are full and modified.  A suitable gun for
cowboy action or home defense.  (116357-S17165) (200/300)

1648. STEVENS MODEL 311 SERIES H BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #D349230, 12 ga. (3"), 18" cut barrels choked
cylinder with bright excellent bores.  The barrels retain 97% bright blue having only a few faint scratches and the frame exhibits 90% case
colors displaying a couple of small nicks.  The beech wood pistolgrip stock and snap-on forearm rate very good to excellent having a few
tiny dings over a dark stained glossy finish with press checkering on the grip and forearm.  There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate pro-
viding a length of 14 1/2".  The gun features double triggers, extractors, and an automatic safety.  A fine candidate for cowboy shooting
or home defense.  (116381-17) (200/300)

1649. A. H. FOX TOY DOUBLE GUN.
This toy gun was made by the Fox Gun Company in Philadelphia around the mid

to late 1920's.  The 16" barrels retain about 50% of a flaking black paint showing
scattered oxidation spotting and the frame and forearm exhibit 60 to 70% of a more subdued

black paint which is also flaking with spots of oxidation.  On the bottom of the stamped metal frame
is "A. H. Fox Gun Company, Phila, PA., U. S. A., Pats Pend on Gun and Shell".  The wood stock is carved with

a round knob grip and has a 12" length of pull to a plain wood butt.  It rates very good showing scattered dings and
scratches with chipping evident around the action.  The gun has two operable triggers and top lever and comes with two metal

cartridges about 20 gauge in diameter and 3 5/16" long in size which are tarnished.  The gun was made to fire wooden pellets.  It does not
cock.  A rare piece of American gun history.  (116418-16) (250/450)  

1650. BERETTA FOLDING SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #D161413E, 12 ga., 28" plain barrel choked full with bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% blue showing scattered small dings and scratches with a few oxidation specks on the frame.  The
round knob pistolgrip stock and forearm rate very good having a few scratches and scuffs over a strong glossy finish and exhibiting crisp
checkering on both the grip and forearm with a few rounded diamonds and light soiling.  There is a checkered hard rubber buttplate pro-
viding a length of 14 5/8" and sling swivels are affixed to the stock and front of the forearm.  The gun has a lever just ahead of the trig-
gerguard which opens and cocks the action and a cross pin safety in the front of the triggerguard.  There is a groove milled in the bottom
of the forearm to facilitate the folding of the gun in half.  A handy and well made little single barrel.  (116357-S17161) (200/400)

1651. ITHACA MODEL 66 SUPER SINGLE LEVER ACTION SHOTGUN serial #181864, 12 ga. (3"), 30" plain barrel choked
improved modified with bright excellent bore.  The barrel exhibits a heavily oxidized surface and the frame displays 95% of a black finish
with dings, scratches, and scattered oxidation specks.  The straight grip stock and forearm rate very good showing scuffs and light dings
over a good but drying finish.  There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 14".  (116252-12) (50/100)   

1652. STEVENS MODEL 940E SIDE LEVER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 20 ga. (3"), 28" barrel choked full with bright very good
bore showing some scattered light pitting.  The barrel retains 60% fading blue showing mottled shades of gray and blue with some scat-
tered oxidation specks and the frame exhibits 95% of a black painted finish with some chipping around the edges.  The pistolgrip stock
and tapered forearm rate good to very good displaying dings and light scratches with a 1" section of bare wood at the bottom of the fore-
arm all over a smooth satin varnish. There is a grooved hard rubber buttplate present providing a length of 14".  The gun is equipped with
an automatic ejector.  (116252-14) (50/100)
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1653. STEVENS MODEL 940E SIDE LEVER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #P267373, 20 ga. (3"), 28" barrel choked full with
bright bore showing some roughness at the choke.  The barrel exhibits a mottled gray and blue finish with fine oxidation evident on much
of the surface and the frame displays 97% of a black painted surface having some chipping at the edges.  The pistolgrip stock and tapered
forearm rate good showing scuffs and dings with a small crack at the bottom of the forearm over a smooth flaking varnish.  There is a hard
rubber grooved buttplate providing a length of 14".  The gun is equipped with an automatic ejector.  (116252-13) (50-100)

1654. OUTERS FOUL OUT ELECTROCHEMICAL BORE CLEANER  This kit contains a control unit, power plug and connecting
wires, 4 stainless steel rods, O rings, 4 bore plugs of various sizes, 1 bottle of Lead Out, 1 bottle of Cop Out, 1 dispensing bottle, 1 pistol
cleaning rod, 1 .22 muzzle guard, 2 bore brushes of about .45 caliber, and 2 plastic bore guides.  Everything appears to be in good con-
dition and is contained in its original box with manual (box is in tender shape).  (113836-10) 

1655. LOT OF VARIOUS AMMUNITION  This lot consists of eight rounds of vintage 45-70 ammo, four rounds  of W.C.C. Mark I 45-70
blanks, one Remington-UMC 45-70 blank, and three loaded rounds of 45-70 by Western, a single 45-100 cartridge with paper patch bul-
let, 23 rounds of wood tipped 30-06 practice cartridges with aluminum cases, ten dummy rounds of 30-06, a single box of Winchester .32
S & W blanks in a very good box with all labels in tact and having just a little tattering of one end, all ammo being in very good condition.
(114584-6P1)

1656. WALNUT PRESENTATION BOX FOR A LUGER PISTOL  This 14 1/2" x 10 1/4" box has an 1864 Indian Head penny inlaid
into the lid and a 1936 Indian Head nickel inlaid into the bottom.  It shows some separation of the individual boards and a four inch glue
line circling the penny with few scratches and dings.  There is a key for the small lock and a sculpted steel handle is present.  The interi-
or is lined with a gray baize and is French fitted for an artillery Luger, an old but excellent box of Winchester 9mm cartridges (included),
and another 3x6" compartment.  Also included is a small black, red, and gold triangular 6x9" pennant with "Deutschland" printed on it,
and a white arm band showing some light staining upon which is printed "Vaterlandischer Hilfsdienst".  A light cleaning will make this a
useful Luger box.  (115528-A)

1657. WALNUT PRESENTATION BOX FOR A LUGER PISTOL  This 15"x6 1/2" box has an 1897 Indian Head penny inlaid into the
lid, a felt covered bottom, a 3/4 length piano hinge, and two catches.  The interior is lined in gray baize and French fitted for an Artillery
Luger.  The interior shows a little soiling and the exterior displays some light scratching but remains in good condition.  (115528-B)

1658. WALNUT PRESENTATION BOX  This handsome expertly made box measures 10"x10"x7 1/2" high.  It has a piano hinge, two folding
handles, and a well made hook closure, all made of brass.  An 1863 Indian Head penny is inlaid into the center of the lid and the bottom is
felt covered.  There is an age crack along one edge of the lid but the exterior is otherwise in very good condition.  The case is made as a box
within a box, the interior measuring about 7 1/2" wide, lined in gray baize and being French fitted for a 5 1/2" circular object, perhaps a com-
pass, which has a smaller 3" circle in the lid.  The case shows some very light soiling but remains in very good condition.  (115528-C)

1659. BACON & CO. RING TRIGGER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #56, .36 caliber percussion, 4" part round part octagon barrel
with gray lightly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces show a pewter
patina with hints of brown and some scattered pinprick pitting.
The barrel is marked "Brown & Co Norwich C-T Cast Steel" and
the frame has decorative foliate scroll engraving, all of which is
faded.  The walnut grips rate good displaying scuffs and dings
over a thin and dry varnish.  The action functions fine.  Included is
an old laminated walnut display case lined in dark purple velvet
and French fitted for the gun and accessories which include a tin
of Eley percussion caps, a small brass powder flask, and a bullet
mould with barrel wrench.  A neat assemblage of the period.
(115528-63) {ANTIQUE}                                            (350/550)

1660. BROWNING AUTO-5 BARREL  This is a 16 ga. 24" buck
barrel choked cylinder with bright very good bore showing some
light fouling ahead of the chamber and in the choke area.  It retains
90% blue showing some scattered oxidation spotting.  The barrel
is equipped with a ramp mounted front blade sight and a Browning
adjustable rear sight.  Belgian manufactured.  (116364-9)

1661. HASTINGS PARADOX 12GA RIFLED SLUG
BARREL This 24" barrel is made for a Remington Model 11-
87 3" magnum.  It has a built in muzzle brake and bright rifled
bore and retains 95% plus blue.  A cantilevered scope rail is
attached.  About excellent.  (116329-4C)

1662. REMINGTON MODEL 11-87 BARREL  This 12 ga. 28”
ventilated rib Remchoke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The surface displays 95% of a matte blue finish showing a few rub marks and
some small nicks in the edges of the rib.  There is an 11" long B-Square Picatinny rail attached to the breech area of the rib, the included
choke tube is modified.  (116329-4B) 

1663. REMINGTON MODEL 11-87 BARREL  This plain 21" Remchoke slug barrel has a bright excellent bore. The metal surface retains
95% matte blue showing a few dings and scratches and is equipped with late style cantilevered scope base.  The included choke tube is
I.C.  (116329-4A)

1664. H. M. POPE HEAVY RIFLE BARREL  This 22 RF barrel measures 30" long and 1" in diameter with a bright excellent bore.  It
exhibits a brown and gray patina with a few scratches.  The top of the barrel has a pair of half-moon scope mount slots at the breech and
another pair about 7" up the barrel and it is stamped “H. M. Pope” between them.  The bottom of the barrel has 4 drilled and tapped holes
in a 1 1/2" line and is marked “250, 25/0, 8/10/11”, and “H. M. Pope”.  (116020-B1)

1665. GERMAN SCOPE WITH CLAW MOUNTS  This 11 1/2" long 32mm scope is about a 4X with a German heavy post and reticle
and clear optics.  The rings are screw-mounted not soldered.  It is marked "Dr. Walter Gerard, Charlottenburg" and retains 80% blue with
scratches, light dings, and some scattered fine oxidation spotting.  (115857-8)

1666. REDFIELD 4X SCOPE  This nice scope has a 1" tube measuring 11" long with fine cross hair reticle and clear optics.  It is mount-
ed in Griffin & Howe detachable rail and rings and the metal surfaces exhibit 98% blue, the exception being some rub marks around the
ends where scope covers have been installed.  Included is a leather scope case showing some scuffs and having a broken top strap and
missing carry strap and Western rubber scope covers.  (115857-9)

1667. LEATHER LEG-O-MUTTON BREAKDOWN SHOTGUN CASE  This solid leather case will take up to a 30" over/under or side
by side barrel.  The exterior shows scuffs and stains with lightly frayed edges and some flaking but remains solid.  The strap which holds
the cap in place is broken but the carry handle and carry strap are present showing some frayed edges and dry leather.  The interior is
unlined and has a solid leather partition to separate barrels and stocked action.  A classic American gun case.  (114299) 
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1668. UNMARKED M-14 FIBERGLASS STOCK  This stock rates about new showing a few minor scratches in a camo pattern finish
with moulded checkering on both the grip and forend.  The M-14 style folding buttplate has a hinged covered cleaning compartment and
displays a couple of small scratches and large military type sling rings are installed in the stock and forend.  (114343-76C)

1669. UNMARKED M1 GARAND FIBERGLASS STOCK  This stock rates very good to excellent displaying a few scratches and small
spots over a desert camo pattern.  It is made with provision for a military type buttplate and sling rings.  (114343-76B)

1670. REMINGTON MODEL 700 P BLACK COMPOSITE STOCK  This stock rates very good to excellent showing a few scuffs in
its matte black finish.  It is made with aluminum pillar bedding, wide barrel channel, and sling swivel studs in the stock and double studs
in the forend.  There is a thin Remington rubber recoil pad fitted.  (4343-76D)  

1671. LOT OF AR MAGAZINES  This lot contains 4 magazines of various makers. First is a Colt 30 round magazine which shows lots of
scratches in its bright gray finish. Second is a Korean made 30 round magazine showing lots of scratches in a dark matte gray finish.  Third
is a 20 round magazine by Universal Industries having little finish left.  Fourth is a Colt 20 round magazine with scratches over a good gray
finish.  All are functional.  (116287-218)

1672. VOLQUARTZEN 25 ROUND MAGAZINE FOR RUGER 10/22  This machined aluminum magazine is made for 22 magnum
cartridges and shows only a few light scratches.  (116329)

1673. COLT MAGAZINE FOR AN ACE PISTOL  This 22 LR magazine retains 80% blue with the unblued top displaying some scat-
tered oxidation spotting. The base is marked "Colt Ace 22 LR", the model name being outlined in a diamond.  Very good overall condition.
(116287-214)

1674. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS CLEANING AND SHOOTING ITEMS  This lot contains an Outers three-piece rifle cleaning rod
with two jags in its original yellow box, an Outers rifle cleaning kit in a black plastic case containing a three-piece aluminum rod, two brush-
es, a cleaning jag, a can of oil, a partial box of cleaning patches, an empty bottle of solvent, and a tube of Gunslick, a Hoppe's aluminum
three-piece 22 rifle cleaning rod with brushes and jag in its original plastic bag, an Outers aluminum pistol cleaning rod with jag and brush
in a soiled plastic sleeve, a single Weaver scope ring, and an Uncle Mike's Sidekick black nylon holster for a small handgun in an unopened
bag.  (114299-97GA)

1675. LOT OF HOLSTERS AND BELTS  This lot contains 12 items as follows: Uncle Mike's black nylon shoulder holster complete except
for the gun strap with harness, for a small handgun showing some light soiling;  1 1/4" black nylon tactical sling; suede shoulder holster
with harness for a small handgun; Strong leather left hand shoulder holster complete with suede harness and leather belt fastener; Bianchi
X15 medium leather shoulder holster with harness for a large handgun showing soiling; Safariland model 101 left hand leather holster with
harness for a large revolver showing soiling and some edge wear; Uncle Mike's leather 1" rifle sling; Passport black nylon 1 1/2" adjustable
holster belt in original packaging; a small leather flap holster measuring about 5" long showing scuffs and some edge wear; Hunter leather
holster for a Ruger Bearcat with original hanging tag; a set of black hard rubber grips for a Makarov pistol; a set of rubber bikini scope
covers; and an old canvas takedown shotgun case with leather handle and carry strap showing some soiling and seam separation at the
bottom.  (115754-15)

1676. CARTRIDGE BOARD OF MISCELLANEOUS SHOT SHELLS  This 12"x16" heavy cardboard display case has 20 compart-
ments done in a red velvet and holds 22 old shot shells.  There are twelve 12 gauge paper shells from Remington, Winchester, American
Eagle, J. C. Higgins, Peters, and one Polish shell.  There is one 16 gauge Peters cartridge, one .410 Remington Peters plastic cartridge, one
unmarked paper case dummy shell, and seven 20 gauge cartridges from Remington, Peters, Canuck, Federal, and one Rottweil.  This case
has a glass cover and there is plenty of room for more shells.  (115300-15)

1677. SHOTGUN CARTRIDGE LOT  This lot contains the following shotshells: one box of 7 Remington .410, 3" #4 shotshells, one box of
10 Remington .410, 3" #6 shotshells, one box of 13 Winchester Super Speed 20 ga. 3" #4 shotshells, one full box of Remington ShurShot
20 ga. #4 shotshells, one bag of 13 Sears 20 ga. Sportloads and 2 Remington Peters 20 ga. #4 shotshells, one box of Remington Peters
20 ga. Express 2 3/4" # 7 1/2 shotshells, one bag of 8 Western SuperX 12 ga. paper slug shotshells and 3 Remington Peters 12 ga. Express
#7 1/2 shotshells, two boxes of 5 each Rottweil 20 ga. slugs, and one partial box of 16 Remington 22 LR cartridges.  In addition, there is
one aluminum cleaning rod with various brushes and jags for a 22 caliber, a Remington shotgun plug, a partial box of cleaning patches, a
Pachmayr recoil pad in a box, a can of lubricant, a small old Jones hand warmer in red cloth bag, and a well used leather holster for a small
to medium size handgun.  (115033-3)

1678. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains one box of Winchester SuperX 30-30 cartridges, one box of Remington Core-lokt 30-30
cartridges, one partial box of 15 Remington Core-Lokt 30-30 cartridges, one box of Remington Core-Lokt 30-06 180 grain cartridges, and
one partial box of 14 Remington Core-Lokt 30-06 180 grain cartridges.  (115182-56a)

1679. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains one full box of Remington 9mm Luger cartridges, one partial box of 22 Super Vel 9mm
Luger cartridges, one partial box of 36 Winchester .25 ACP cartridges, one partial very tattered box of 30 Remington .32 S&W cartridges,
one small wooden box of 3 .32 S&W blanks, one small wooden box of 5 Western .38 Special cartridges, one tin of 13 Remington-UMC
.32 Short Colt cartridges, and one small plastic box of 20 miscellaneous 22 RF cartridges.  (115182-56b)

1680. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION  This lot is contained in an old wooden Remington Express ammo crate missing the top.
Included is the following: one box of 9 Remington Express 20 ga. paper #7 1/2  shotshells, one full Federal Steel 12 ga. 2 3/4" T shot shot-
shells, one partial box of 9 Remington Express 16 ga. paper #6 shotshells, two full boxes of Remington Express 12 ga. 2 3/4" #5 shotshells,
One partial box of 21 Western SuperX 12 ga 2 3/4' #5 shotshells, one full box of Remington Express magnum 12 ga. 3" #4 shotshells, one
full Sears Xtra Range 12 ga. 2 3/4” #4 shotshells, one partial box of 14 Winchester SuperX 12 ga. slugs, one partial box of 10 Remington
Express magnum 12 ga. 2 3/4” #2 shotshells, one partial box of 2 Western 12 ga. buckshot shotshells, and one full 5 round box of Remington
12 ga. slugs.  In addition there are two Reminton brass shotshells marked OO Buck in a tattered Western box.  (115182-56c) 

1681. LOT OF OLD AMMUNITION  This lot consists of two old unmarked center fire cartridges.  One is .44 caliber and appears to be a .44-
60 Sharps. The other is a .58 caliber and appears to be  .58 Carbine.  Both show a golden yellow patina with some tarnish.  (115358-13)

1682. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes total.  One is a full box of Western .32 ACP cartridges in a very good but slightly soiled yellow
box showing a little fraying at one end.  The other is a full box of Remington .357 Max. cartridges in a good green and yellow box dis-
playing some light edge wear.  (114324-2)

1683. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of three full boxes of Western SuperX 12 ga. #4 shot shotshells all in good condition, one
box of Federal Hi-Power Steel #1 shot in a very good box, five Western SuperX 12 ga. slug shotshells, four old paper Signal Light 10 ga.
cartridges - two green, one red, and one white showing some staining, and one unmarked 10 ga paper shell.  (115891-17A)

1684. WOOD DISPLAY CASE  This slant-front glass covered display case measures 13 1/2"x16" and varies from 3" to 6" deep.  The case shows
some scratches and rub marks with a little flaking finish.  There is a sticker on the back fold-down panel referring to Buck knives and there is a
series of three holes centered under the latch which may have been for a handle.  The slide-out tray is cardboard and it has a drop-in red tiered
tray which shows scattered old glue on the surface where something was attached.  A useful display that would clean up well.  (115161-1)
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1685. OLD LEATHER TAKEDOWN SHOTGUN FOLDING CASE  This case is the old style two part case where one part houses up
to a 30" barrel and forearm and the other holds the action.  The action side shows lots of scuffs and marks with a hole evident at the bot-
tom whereas the barrel sleeve is actually in very good condition with a clean surface and reinforced toe.  The fleece lining is flat but intact
in the barrel sleeve but it is more worn away in the action compartment.  All the straps and buckles are good including the handle.  A neat
old case which could easily be resurrected.  (114420-2)

1686. LOT OF CANVAS AND LEATHER GUN SLEEVES  This lot contains three old gun sleeves.  The first is an L. L. Bean suede
leather full-length sleeve with leather reinforcements for a 44" long gun.  Its surface shows a few light stains but rates very good and the
interior fleece lining shows wear and some soiling.  The second unmarked canvas sleeve with leather reinforcements is made for a gun of
about 45 or 46 inches long.  It shows soiling and a frayed but solid seam and has a worn fleece lining.  There is a leather shoulder strap
present but the carry handle and top flap fastener are missing.  The third canvas case by Red Head is the older style two-part case for a
take down shotgun with 26" barrels.  It is in good shape showing some light staining and some fraying of the leather edges but it has a
strong carry handle, reinforced leather ends, and a flannel lining displaying some soiling.  In addition, there is an outside pocket contain-
ing a three-piece wooden cleaning rod with wire brush and oiler all in good shape.  (116336-1)

1687. CABELAS TAKEDOWN GUN CASE  This green canvas case provides two padded fleece lined compartments, one for up to 30"
barrels and the other for the stock and action. The bottom is reinforced with leather and there is a leather carry strap with zippered open-
ing.  The case shows some very light soiling but remains in very good condition.  (115783-2)

1688. LOT OF THREE GUN SLEEVES One is a 42" black heavy vinyl zippered case with red fleece lining with leather carry strap and han-
dle.  The second is a 42" brown heavy vinyl zippered case with fleece lining.  It has a leather carry handle and short leather carry strap.
The third is a 48" canvas case with tooled heavy vinyl ends with brown fleece lining.  It has double plastic carry handles which have frayed
attachments.  (116168-4) 

1689. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of one full box of 25 Remington Sport Loads 12ga #7 1/2 shot, one full box of 10 Fiocchi
12 ga. slugs, one partial box of 8 Fiocchi 12 ga. buckshot, and one loose round of a Federal 12 slug.   (115988-S16768A-G)

1690. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS AMMUNITION  This lot contains one partial box of 6 Federal .357 Mag. Personal Defense car-
tridges, one partial box of 76 CCI .22 Long Rifle cartridges, one bag of approximately 50 Winchester Super X .22 Long Rifle hollow point
cartridges, one small plastic cup of 28 Federal Hyper Velocity .22 Long Rifle cartridges, one bag of 20 Winchester Silver Tip .45 Auto car-
tridges, one full box of 50 Sellier & Bellot .357 Mag. FMJ cartridges, one carton of 4 full 25 round boxes of Federal 12 ga. #8 shotshells,
and an Outers multi purpose aluminum cleaning rod in its plastic sleeve with brush and jag.  (115988-S16796C)

1691. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of one carton of 6 boxes of 50 rounds each of Hansen .22 Long Rifle cartridges, one par-
tial box of 18 Hansen .22 Long Rifle cartridges, one partial box of 8 Winchester .22 mag. cartridges, one partial box of 20 CCI .357 Mag.
JHP cartridges, one bag of 7 Federal .380 hollow point cartridges, one bag of 5 Federal .38 Special cartridges, one bag of 9 Federal .40
S & W cartridges, and one box of 5 Remington 12 ga. slugs.  (115988-S16774A)

1692. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains one box of 20 Prvi Partizan 8x56 Mannlicher cartridges, one box of 2 stripper clips of
unmarked German 8x56 Mannlicher cartridges, one box of 20 Remington .44 Mag. cartridges, one box of 50 Remington .22 Long Rifle
cartridges, one box of 20 PMC Starfire 9mm Luger cartridges, one box of 50 CCI Stinger .22 Long Rifle cartridges, one box of 40 CCI .22
Long Rifle cartridges, one bag of approximately 50 “PS 1952” head stamped 9mm ball ammunition, one small bag of 8 mixed .38 Special
cartridges, and one bag of 7 Wolf .223 cartridges.  (115988-S16768A-F)

1693. HANDGUN ACCESSORY LOT  This lot contains a set of Smith & Wesson "J" frame checkered wooden target grips for a round
butt showing some scratches and finish wear, a leather Smith & Wesson holster with strap for a 3" revolver displaying scuffs and light
mildew, and a small suede Bucheimer-Clark clip-on holster for a 3" revolver exhibiting some scuffs and wear.  (116168-5)

1694. SET OF FRAMED RIFLE PRINTS  This lot consists of three framed 10"x13" blue or sepia toned prints of various lever action rifles.
The first is of a Volcanic 1854 Rifle with a frontier scene, the second is of a Winchester 1873 rifle and wagon train fight, and the third is of
a Winchester Model 1894 and a running deer scene. All are signed either Cooke or Cecil Cooke and all are framed under glass in a light
colored hardwood showing some soiling and scuffs.  (115145-2A) 

1695. LOT OF MATTED REVOLUTIONARY WAR PRINTS  These 6 prints are all signed by Joseph G. Keefe and are all framed in a
single matt with painted border.   They consist of the following: first is titled "Spirit of '76" depicting three patriots marching; the second
is titled "The "Embattled Farmer" The Concord Minuteman 1775" depicting a citizen soldier; the third is titled "Paul Revere "One if by
Land….Two if by Sea" depicting a drawing of a statue of Paul Revere; fourth is titled "Old North Bridge, Concord 1775" showing what
was the original wooden bridge in Concord; fifth is titled "The Boulder On The battle Green, Lexington 1775" showing the rock com-
memorating the Battle of Lexington with an old church in the background; and sixth is titled "Minuteman 1775, Captain Parker Statue,
Lexington" showing the statue. All remain wrapped in original plastic covers.  (115145-2C)

1696. HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS LOT  This lot consists of 4 copies of the Declaration of Independence printed on heavy sepia paper
measuring 16 1/2" x 11 1/2", each with various revolutionary war scenes superimposed over the documents and signed "Dobbins" all
being in excellent condition.  The second item is a black wood framed 14 3/4" by 15 3/8" copy of the original 12 articles of amendments
to the constitution printed on parchment paper under glass in very good condition.  (115145-2B)

1697. LEATHER COWBOY GUN BELT AND HOLSTER  This is an unmarked high quality, drop loop right hand western holster size
40 to 44 made for a 5 1/2" .38 caliber single action revolver.   It is made of heavy tooled leather with smooth leather lining and has 24
loops, rawhide hammer and leg straps, and brass buckle.  (115942-3)

1698. LEATHER COWBOY GUN BELT AND HOLSTER  This is an unmarked quality, tooled leather western rig with right hand drop
loop holster size 40 to 44 made for a 5 1/2" single action revolver in .45 caliber.  It is constructed of heavy leather with smooth leather lin-
ing, the belt being 2 1/2" wide and having 24 shell loops, rawhide hammer and leg straps, and tarnished silver buckle.  (115942-2)

1699. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a tropical weight olive drab bandoleer with 7 pockets each  containing 2 five round strip-
per clips of 8mm Mauser FMJ cartridges.  All of the ammunition is in excellent condition and the bandoleer appears to be in excellent
condition as well.  (116375-14a)

1700. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of 6 boxes of the following; one box of 20 Hotshot 7.62x54R 180 grain cartridges, one full
box of 20 Weatherby .340 Wby. Mag. round nose and spitzer cartridges, one box of 8 .340 Weatherby spitzer cartridges and 12 fired brass
casings, 2 full boxes of 20 Winchester Super X 8mm cartridges, and 1 box of 19 Winchester 8mm cartridges.  (116375-14b)

1701. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains two boxes of 50 Maine Cartridge Company .357 Sig jacketed hollow point cartridges, one
box of 50 PMC .44 Rem. Mag. cartridges, one box of 50 Western .45 Auto cartridges, and one box of 20 Remington .44 Rem. Mag. hol-
low point cartridges.  (116375-14c)

1702. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains five boxes of 50 Sellier & Bellot .357 Sig FMJ cartridges, all new.  (116375-14d)
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1703. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains 3 boxes of 50 rounds of Speer .357 Sig Lawman RHT frangible lead free cartridges and
one box of 50 Federal .357 Sig jacketed hollow point cartridges.  (116375-14e)

1704. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot contains two cartons of Speer .357 Sig 125 grain hollow point training cartridges, one containing
approximately 200 rounds and the other containing 260 rounds.  (116375-14f)

1705. LOT OF ANTIQUE SHOTSHELL RELOADING TOOLS  This lot contains a 12ga. Wood-handled roll crimping tool, a steel prim-
ing tool for 12 gauge, a powder measure with wooden handle marked "BGI CO." on the bottom, a screw-on choke device for a 12 gauge
shotgun, and an unknown wooden handle device with round metal head.  (115872-33)

1706. RUGER MINI 14 FOLDING STOCK BY CHOATE  This black synthetic stock with skeleton steel butt is made with a pistolgrip with
moulded checkering and a rubber recoil pad.  It shows scuffs and scratches and some light scattered oxidation on the steel parts.  (115437-9)

1707. BRASS AND BULLET LOT  This lot consists of a tin containing approximately 60 230 grain flat point bullets measuring .337", 12 old
tarnished brass cases in a smaller tin marked 33-40 Pope, 42 empty brass 32-40 Winchester and UMC brass showing heavy oxidation, 7
loaded 32-40 tarnished cartridges, and a decapping tool.  (115161-7)

1708. LOT OF POWDER FLASKS  This lot contains 4 metal powder flasks of various sizes.  First is a copper 6 3/4" flask with shell motif
showing tarnish and a slight dent on one side.  It has suspension rings on both sides but is missing the charger.  Second is a plain brass
flask measuring 6 1/4" showing lots of dings and small dents with its brass charger base but no measure and no spring; it has two rings
affixed to each side.  Third is a small 3" zinc flask with shell motif showing much tarnish and a slight dent to one side.  It has a tarnished
brass charger with broken spring.  Fourth is a small 3" copper flask showing some light tarnish and a dent to the charger base.  It has a
brass charger with broken spring.  (115161-9B)             

1709. CUSTOM STEVENS MODEL 44 1/2 SCHUTZEN RIFLE BY
KEN BRESIEN serial #2<, .22 LR, 30" part round part octagon heavy barrel with

bright excellent bore.  The rifle is essentially unfinished and partially assembled having all
metal parts in-the-white.  The barrel is marked "K. R. Bresien, Warsaw, N. Y." and all of the metal

surfaces show light oxidation spotting.  The figured oversize Schutzen style pistolgrip stock is carved
with a rounded right hand cheekpiece and sculpted grip base and is ready for final finish and it is fitted

with a large Schutzen buttplate exhibiting a light even tarnish.  The barrel is drilled and tapped for scope blocks and
the rifle comes with what appears to be all of the action parts including the set trigger, short loop lever with two-piece wood insert, and
the various screws, springs, and hammer.  This gun is ready to be finished and, with some quality optics and an optional forearm will make
a fine target rifle.  (116106-20) [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (1000/1500) 

1710. U.S. MODEL 1870 SPRINGFIELD TRAPDOOR RIFLE  50 CF, 26 3/4" shortened barrel with a very good bore that has areas
of light pitting throughout.  The metal surfaces are overall a rich, mottled brown mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting.
The military walnut stock has also been scaled down but retains its original look.  The stock has a few large cracks running through the wrist
area that have an early screw repair.  The lock and breech markings are fading but still visible and feature an "1870" atop the breech block
and a Federal Eagle, "U.S./Springfield" and "1863" on the lock.  The lock functions correctly and included is a modified cleaning rod.  An
about good example, perhaps made to look like a cadet model or two band "musketoon".  (46485-4) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1711. MAUSER MODEL 1934 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #548218, 32 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 85% original blue and have areas of light pitting and surface oxidation present.  The checkered wood grips rate excel-
lent and have a few light handling marks.    The pistol has "(crown)/U" proofs along the top of the slide, and forward lug of the barrel and
there is a small German eagle with "c" stamp on the rear left corner of the frame.  The pistol appears to be all matching including a match-
ing numbered magazine with "1" stamp.  Pistol is housed in a correct style black leather flap holster that has some light crazing and a few
small cracks.  The holster is marked "Kern Klager & Cie /1938/Berlin" and has a spare magazine pouch.  An excellent example overall.
(46321-16) {C&R} (350/550)

1712. UBERTI CATTLEMAN SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER  serial #167892, 45 Colt, 5 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
barrel, ejector housing, cylinder and grip frame retain about 99% original blue, there is some light handling wear and a light turn ring
around the cylinder.  The frame and hammer retain a good amount of smoky case colors the lower edges of the frame are fading to gun
metal gray.  The one-piece walnut grip rates excellent and has a few light handling marks.  The timing is excellent and the revolver appears
to function correctly.  An excellent example overall.  (46392-3) (300/500)

1713. BERETTA PX4 STORM SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #PZ51655, 9mm, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 99% plus original blue while the black polymer frame rates like new as well, neither showing any visible signs of wear.  Pistol
is equipped with a set of Super Luminova night sights and has a tactical rail on the forward part of the frame.  Pistol features three inter-
changeable grip adapters, has an ambidextrous decock safety and has a sub compact ergonomic design.  The original box is included
which contains three 13 round magazines, the manual, the grip adapters, a spare flat magazine floorplate and a lock.  The box is missing
one clasp.  An excellent to near new condition example overall.  (46302-4) (300/500)

1714. IAC P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #16936, 9mm, 5" barrel with a very good bore that is mostly bright but has some light pit-
ting throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal type blue finish that covers some light pits and show signs of light
handling wear.  There are a few Waffenamts still present on the slide and German eagle proofs on the slide and barrel.  The top of the slide
has been numbered to match the frame which is importer marked for IAC in VA.  The pistol is equipped with a set of black bakelite grips
which rate excellent and have a few light handling marks, the bottom edges of the grips are marked "4" and "7".  Included are a single
P.38 magazine that is numbered "594" and a black zippered pistol rug.  An excellent example overall that was likely assembled from sur-
plus parts by the importer and should make a great shooter.  (46403-15) {C&R} (300/500)

1715. GERMAN WALTHER PP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #471286, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 90% original blue that is silvering along the edges and bearing surfaces.  The hard rubber checkered grips rate excel-
lent and have a few light handling marks.  The pistol features a lanyard loop at the base of the grip and includes a single factory magazine
with fingergrip extension and a left handed Bianchi nylon belt holster.  Pistol was made in West Germany and imported through Century
Arms.  An excellent example overall that has seen a little use and has some light holster wear.  (46403-16) (400/600)
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1716. SAVAGE MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #215038, 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore that has some
light pits toward chamber and is lightly freckled throughout.  The pistol has been professionally refinished in satin chrome that covers sev-
eral areas of light pitting.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate very good, the left panel is cracked and shows an earlier repair.  This late
style pistol features the spur cocking piece and narrower slide serrations that are seen in the later 1917 model pistols and the serial num-
ber puts it between 1918-1920.  The original magazine is included as well and has the same satin chrome finish.  An interesting late series
1907, possibly the only one with this type of durable finish.  (46466-3) (200/400)

1717. JAPANESE TYPE 14 NAMBU SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY NAGOYA  serial #(series B)64394, 8mm Nambu, 4 1/2" barrel with
an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain most of their original military finish that is flaking to brown throughout.  The pistol has been
disassembled and it is not known if all the parts are present.  The firing pin has been modified and shortened to not allow contact with the
primer and the safety lever is broken.  Pistol features the large loop triggerguard and a set of smooth wood grips, all the numbered parts
appear to be matching with the exception of the magazine which is numbered "716".  One of the grip screws is a modern replacement as
well.  A very good assembly of hard-to-find parts overall.  (46410-51) {C&R} (200/300)

1718. NAVY ARMS MODEL 1863 CONTRACT PERCUSSION RIFLE  serial #164, .58 Caliber, 40" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are in-the-white and have areas of light handling marks and light surface oxidation mixing with brown patina through-
out.  The walnut stock rates excellent and has a few light dings.  The steel buttplate sits proud of the wood, but is likely the way it came
from the manufacturer in Japan.  Rifle is equipped with appropriate sights and a correct style steel tulip head ramrod is included.  An excel-
lent reproduction perfect for the re-enacting field or part of a Civil War display.  (46223-49) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1719. WINCHESTER MODEL 1905 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #26428, 32 Win S.L., 22" barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel
retains about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown and mixing with gray while the receiver is a mottled gray overall.  The walnut stocks
rate very good and have a few minor chips and small cracks, the worst being just at rear of the triggerguard.  There are also a few light
dings and light added oil finish.  The rifle is equipped with a Lyman blade front sight and has a semi-buckhorn rear sight and included is
a single detachable magazine.  An about very good condition example overall that should shoot just fine.  (46473-11) {C&R} (250/450)

1720. WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #52973, 351 Win S.L., 20" barrel with a near excellent bore that is
mostly bright and has a few light pits and freckling toward the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of what appears to be
original factory blue with a few light handling marks and areas of very fine pinprick pitting.  The rifle features a set of robust walnut stocks
that have a few light handling marks as well.  The forearm rates very good and has two repaired cracks, one on either side, and the butt-
stock rates excellent and has an added recoil pad.  The front sight has been replaced with a raised, silver blade sight while the original
semi-buckhorn rear sight remains in place.  There is no magazine present, however sling swivels were installed.  A near excellent exam-
ple that with the correct magazine would make a great classic sporting rifle.  (46393-132) (300/500)

1721. WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #24608, 351 Win S.L., 20" barrel with a gray lightly freckled bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue that is lightly fading to gray throughout and has some light tool marks present.  Two
screw holes have been added to the left side of the receiver for a receiver sight.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have several minor
cracks, the worst being along the left side of the forearm which shows an older repair.  The buttstock has an added hard rubber buttplate
that sits slightly proud of the wood.  A Lyman ivory bead front sight has been installed and rifle is equipped with a simple folding rear sight.
A single detachable magazine is included and rifle is equipped with sling swivels.  A very good example overall that may prove a very good
shooter still.  (46473-12) (300/500)

1722. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION BOYS RIFLE  22 S,LLR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel and
receiver retain about 97-98% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and mixing with areas of very light surface oxidation that is scat-
tered about.  The bolt, trigger and triggerguard retain nearly all of their bright chrome and have some light handling marks as well.  The
scaled down youth-sized walnut stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and light scratches.  The butt retains the original hard rub-
ber buttplate.  An excellent example of these classic single shot Boy's Rifles.  (46480-6) {C&R} (250/450)

1723. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR,  27" barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel and receiver retain
about 95% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has a few light handling marks present.  The trigger and triggerguard have faded
to a mottled brown and gray while the bolt retains most of its original chrome finish and has some light handling wear.  The walnut stock rates
excellent and has a few light dings and added finish.  The left side of the stock has been modified, possibly for the addition of a side mount
scope base, but one is not present.  The rifle appears to have the original front blade sight and aperture rear sight intact and has additional
holes tapped in the barrel for target blocks.  An excellent example overall that should make a great shooter.  (46480-1) (200/300)

1724. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about
97-98% original blue with a few light handling marks and is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and brown patina.  The bolt retains
most of its bright chrome finish and has some light handling wear as well.  The walnut stock has added light finish and rates excellent over-
all with a few light dings and some light flaking.  The butt retains the original hard rubber buttplate.  The original sights are intact and rifle is
in excellent condition overall.  A terrific single shot 22 ready to teach another generation of young shooters.  (46489-13) {C&R} (200/400)

1725. WINCHESTER MODEL 67A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original blue with some light handling wear and a few areas of light surface oxidation present.  The bolt retains most of its
original bright chrome finish and has some light handling wear as well.  The walnut stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and
retains the original hard rubber buttplate.  The original sights are intact.  An excellent condition example that should make a fine shoot-
er.  (46492-17) {C&R} (200/400)

1726. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel, grooved
receiver and magazine guide plate retain about 99% of the original blue with a few very light handling marks.  The bolt, trigger and trig-
gerguard have a similar amount of the original bright chrome.  The walnut stock rates excellent and has a few light dings and scratches,
the original hard rubber buttplate is intact.  The rifle is equipped with the original sights and a single detachable magazine is included.  An
excellent example overall that should make a terrific shooter.  (46496-6) {C&R} (300/500)

1727. REMINGTON NYLON 12 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 95% original blue that has some light handling wear and are lightly flaking to brown throughout.  The Nylon-series stock rates near
excellent and has some light handling marks and light scratches.  The magazine tube is intact.  The original sights have been removed and
mounted to the grooved receiver is a Redfield 3-9X40 riflescope that features a standard duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  An excel-
lent example overall that would make a fine plinker on small game hunting rifle.  (46393-27) (400/600)

1728. REMINGTON NYLON 12 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 LR, 19 5/8" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 97-98% original blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation.  The chromed trigger and bolt handle remain bright and
have all their original finish.  The brown Nylon series stock rates excellent and has a few, very light handling marks.  The original sights are
intact, the front sight has some light wear marks along the edges.  The magazine tube is present and rifle is in excellent condition overall.
A great plinking or sporting 22.  (4643-4) (350/550)
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1729. SAVAGE MODEL 19 NRA BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #39771, 22 LR, 25"  barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue that is flaking to a rich brown and has a few light handling marks and areas of silver-gray peeking through.
The bolt is mostly a mottled gray.  The military style walnut stock rates excellent and has some light dings and retains the correct sling
swivels and serrated steel buttplate.  A couple of the screws have some minor slot damage.  The original aperture rear sight is intact and
the front sight has been replaced with a Lyman globe sight with insert.  A single five round factory magazine is included.  A terrific target
or sporting 22 that is in excellent condition overall.  (46387-16) {C&R} (200/300)

1730. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE  serial #C683, 32 Long RF, 24" octagon barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown on the frame and has light handling marks
throughout.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings.  The original sights are intact.  A great little rifle that according
to the consignor was purchased new by a member of his family and was never fired.  The condition is excellent overall and if the rifle was
fired at some point it may have only been to test to see that it functioned and has not been fired since.  (46473-16) {C&R} (250/450)

1731. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 1905 SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN  serial #53549, 410 bore, 25 7/8" barrel
with a brass bead sight and a very good bore that is lightly pitted throughout.  The barrel retains about 95% of a professionally applied
blue finish with light handling wear and no markings along the top.  The frame shows some lovely case colors and has areas of fine pin-
prick pitting overall.  The walnut stocks rate near excellent and have some minor flaking to the original finish.  The buttstock has the orig-
inal hard rubber buttplate and a small 1/2" crack at the upper tang.  A nicely restored single shot 410, that should provide many years of
sporting fun.  (46373-13) {C&R} (75/150)

1732. WINCHESTER MODEL 69A BOLT ACTION RIFLE  22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains about
97% original blue that is lightly flaking to brown and has a small amount of loss with fine pitting toward the front sight.  The receiver appears
to have been professionally refinished, the Winchester proof is soft but the receiver's edges are sharp.  The bolt body and triggerguard
retain all of their bright chrome finish.  The smooth walnut stock rates excellent and has been lightly cleaned with added finish present.
The hard rubber buttplate has some light chipping at the heel.  The original sights are intact.  An excellent condition rifle that was mas-
terfully restored and should make a terrific plinker.  (46489-12) {C&R} (200/400)

1733. WINCHESTER MODEL 72 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 98-99% original factory blue finish with some very light handling wear and a small amount of light oxidation developing on the front
sight block.  The walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent and has a few light dings.  The original sights are intact and mounted to the side
of the receiver on a Weaver N2 side mount is a Weaver G6 rimfire riflescope.  The scope has a fine crosshair reticle and excellent optics.
The rifle features a tube magazine and included are a military style leather sling and a leather Rowley cheek pad, both also in excellent
condition.  A fantastic single shot 22 rimfire that is in excellent condition overall.  (46373-12) (250/450)

1734. JAPANESE TYPE 99 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 4)4243, 7.7 Arisaka, 26" barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% of what appears to be the original blue which is lightly flaking to brown.  The mum
has been ground but the remaining markings are crisp and the bolt is matching to the receiver.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and
have been lightly cleaned and have added finish.  The rifle includes the cleaning rod and rifle is equipped with the aircraft sights and a
monopod block.  An excellent example overall.  (46383-3) {C&R} (300/500)

1735. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY TOKYO  serial #155208, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" barrel with a dark,
oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown, the balance is fading to gray.  The receiver mum
is intact and has not been defaced and the receiver markings are crisp.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have several light dings
and added lacquer finish throughout.  The buttstock has a minor chip along the left side of the upper tang and has two crisp Japanese
characters on the right side.  The handguard has a minor chip along the left, rear edge by the rear sight, and a few small cracks.  A clean-
ing rod and the original swivels are included, the bolt is not matching to the receiver.  A very good example overall of these model 1905
military rifles.  (46282-7) {C&R} (200/400)

1736. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION CARBINE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 5)7848, 6.5 Arisaka, 19" barrel
with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is flaking to a rich brown patina and has a few
areas of light handling wear.  The receiver mum has been struck, but remains intact, and a few of the screws have minor slot damage.
The hardwood stocks have added finish over several light dings and a few small cracks and rate very good overall.  The bolt is match-
ing to the receiver and the original sights are intact.  There is no cleaning rod present but carbine is in near excellent overall condition.
(46372-4) {C&R} (300/500)

1737. JAPANESE TYPE 38 ARISAKA BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY NAGOYA  serial #(series 26)93706, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" barrel
with a very good bore that appears to have some very fine pitting throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is
lightly flaking in areas to a brown patina and has some light handling wear present as well.  The receiver mum has been ground as well as
the top character, the remaining markings are crisp and the bolt is matching.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have added lac-
quer over several light dings and divots and have a few minor cracks present.  The cleaning rod is included and the original sights are intact.
A very good example overall.  (46363-55) {C&R} (200/300)

1738. JAPANESE TYPE 1 CARCANO BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #J7685, 6.5 Arisaka, 31 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 85% arsenal blue with some minor handling wear.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few light
dings.  Rifle appears to be complete with a cleaning rod and the correct sights and is not import marked.  An excellent example overall.
Included is a Japanese Type 30 bayonet with scabbard by Tokyo/Kokura.  The bayonet measures 19 3/4" overall with a 15 1/4" blade.  The
arsenal marking is faint, but the blade remains reasonably bright.  The grip features the hooked quillion guard and has a mottled brown
patina and some light surface oxidation and pitting.  The wood grip panels have minor chips and are cracked throughout.  The steel scab-
bard has several light dents and little finish left.  (46363-20) {C&R} (200/400)

1739. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1884 TRAPDOOR SPORTING CARBINE  serial #559325, 45-70, 21 3/4" barrel with a near excel-
lent bore that is mostly bright but has some light pitting about three quarters the way to the muzzle.  The metal surfaces have been light-
ly polished and have light pitting and some areas of light surface oxidation throughout.  The shortened military walnut stock rates very good
and has added finish and a few small cracks.  The cartouches are very faint but still visible and the forend is affixed to the barrel via a mod-
ern screw, a few of the screws have some light slot damage.  The carbine is equipped with a set of carbine sights, and has a front sight
cover.  Carbine is comprised of mixed parts but is mostly 1884 model vintage.  A good Trapdoor for the sum of its parts.  (46496-10)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1740. WINCHESTER MODEL 1907 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #41633, 351 Win, 20" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 60-70% original blue that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and flaking to brown.  The edges and bearing
surfaces have light silvering and areas of mottled gray, most of the loss is visible on the left side of the receiver which has some light abra-
sions as well.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and some light flaking to the original finish.  The buttstock has
a Super Grade style sling swivel mount, there is no forward mount present.  Rifle is equipped with a Lyman front blade and Marbles semi-
buckhorn rear sights and mounted to the receiver is a Redfield Bear Cub 2 3/4X rifle scope.  The scope features a post and crosshair ret-
icle and has excellent optics.  The left side of the receiver has five additional holes tapped, presumably for a rear aperture sight, and a set
of mounting screws for a tang sight are present.  There is no magazine present and rifle appears to function correctly.  A near excellent
example overall that with a correct magazine would make a fine sporting rifle.  (46473-13) (350/550)
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1741. CZECH MODEL 82 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL BY CZ  serial #056544, 9mm Makarov, 3 3/4" barrel with a bright, excellent polyg-
onal bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original black enamel finish that has a few light handling marks.  The checkered black
composite grips rate excellent.  Pistol was imported by Century Arms and includes the shipping box, a tan leather holster, a single detach-
able magazine, cleaning tool and lanyard.  An excellent example overall.  (46462-10) (200/400)

1742. U.S. REMINGTON MK II I SIGNAL PISTOL  ser-
ial #9547, 10 ga. flare, 9" barrel with a very good lightly pit-
ted bore.  The barrel retains about 90% of a cloudy blue fin-
ish that has areas of light pitting throughout.  The brass
frame rates excellent and has a mild ochre patina.  The
wood grips rate excellent as well and have a couple very light dings.
The barrel markings are crisp and there is a small "US" stamp on the left side of the frame.  The

numbers are all matching including the grips.
A very good condition example overall.
(46387-55) {C&R}                        (400/600)
1743. SAVAGE 1917 PISTOL BOX  This lot consists

of an original Savage hinge-top pistol box and
owner's manual for the Model 1917 32 ACP pistol.
The box measures 6 7/8"x4 1/2" and is about 1 1/4" high.  The
pebbled black exterior has some minor flaking and areas of most-
ly around the edges and corners and along the hinge.  The orange
end labels are mostly intact and are lightly frayed along the edges.
The lid portion has a white safety label with a small amount of loss
in the center and a black and white retailer's label that reads
"Hibbard, Spencer, Bertlett & Co. / State Street Bridge / Chicago."
that is mostly intact as well.  The interior rates excellent and
includes the manual for the Model 1917.  The manual has some
small tears and light foxing and there is a small portion along the
center of the right edge that is torn and folded but still present.
The box is not numbered to any particular pistol and is in near
excellent condition overall, the perfect accessory for your excellent
condition model 1917 that is in need of a vintage box.  (46466-3A)

1744. UNMARKED ANTIQUE WHEELLOCK MUSKET
about .79 Caliber, 30" part round part octagon barrel with a fair bore with minor oxidation and

moderate to heavy pitting.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with areas of light surface oxidation
and minor to moderate pitting throughout.   The mechanisms are worn, the winding key is not present.  This

early musket is equipped with a reproduction hardwood stock with a dark walnut finish and a few small cracks.
The stock rates about good condition overall and an appropriately sized wood ramrod is included.  The rear sight

appears to be original, the front sight is a later soldered replacement.  The barrel and lock mechanism on this early hand
held firearm appear to be authentic and may possibly date from the late 1500's to early 1600's;they may well be newer.  An interesting relic
that would be a good example to fulfill a void in an early firearms collection.  (45873-48) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1745. POPE BARREL LOT  This lot consists of a "H.M.Pope" marked .32 caliber octagon barrel that measures 32" long and has an excel-
lent bore.  The blue finish has some minor handling wear along with areas of light surface oxidation and minor pitting, the chamber area
has some minor to moderate oxidation and pitting present and there is some minor damage to the threads as well.  This heavy style bar-
rel is numbered "291" and is dated "4/15/18".  It is equipped with a false muzzle and has a dovetail for a front sight and two target blocks.
There are two holes tapped on the underside for mounting a forearm or forearm hardware.  A very good example overall with lots of poten-
tial and could be a great piece of your next custom rifle build or restoration project.  (46020-B2)

1746. SPRINGFIELD BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an 1873 Trowel Bayonet for the Springfield Trapdoor rifle.  The bayonet mea-
sures 14 5/8" long and has a 10" long bright steel blade that is 3 1/2" wide at the base.  The blade section has some scattered light sur-
face oxidation with fine pitting and specks of light brown patina.  The socket style grip has most of its blue finish and areas of light surface
oxidation as well.  The bayonet is unmarked and in near excellent condition overall.  (45873-41Q)

1747. ANTIQUE PIKE LOT  This lot consists of an antique metal pike mounted on a modern shaft.  The iron pike measures 18" long and has
a four-sided 7" long tip.  The metal has some light oxidation and pitting and an overall gray/brown patina.  The shaft is likely made from
pine which has been stained and has some light handling marks and wear, along with a few minor blemishes in the wood.  A very good
example overall.  (45873-46)

1748. ANTIQUE EUROPEAN RAPIER LOT  This lot consists of an antique rapier that measures 43 1/2" long and has a 36" narrow blade
that is fullered at the bases.  The blade has no visible markings and is a rich, dark brown and has minor to moderate pitting overall.  The
sword features a thin, basket hilt over the guard that features rudimentary concentric and geometric designs and is attached to the curled
quillons of the guard.  The wood handle is a modern, stained replacement and the cast pommel sits loose.  The work appears to be early
quality and most likely hand forged.  An interesting piece, sure to start many conversations if displayed properly.  (45873-52)

1749. BRITISH SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a British Land Pattern socket bayonet that is marked for the East India
Trading Company.  The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long and has a 15" triangular blade with early land pattern shoulders.  The blade does
not appear to have been shortened and is marked "SGS" while the socket is marked "GOFF 1779" and has the heart-shaped East India
Trading Co. logo.  The metal surfaces are mostly a mottled brown patina and have a few light handling marks and areas of light surface
oxidation.  Goff was a London based manufacturer during that time period and very well could have been the maker of this interesting
specimen.  An excellent example overall.  (45798-B173C)

1750. BRITISH SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a British Brown Bess Land Pattern socket bayonet that measures 21 1/2"
with a 17" triangular blade.  The bayonet has a dark, mottled brown patina with some areas of light surface oxidation and minor pitting.  The
socket is marked "H/105" while the blade has a small "(crown) / 24" on the face of the blade.  A very good example overall.  (45798-B173J)
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1751. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked socket bayonet that measures 17 1/2" long with a 13 3/4" triangular blade
with a hint of a flute near the tip.  The metal surfaces have a rich brown patina with areas of minor surface oxidation and pitting.  Though
not marked, it appears to be similar to early colonial U.S. style socket bayonets and has a raised edge along the base of the socket.  There
is a tag attached that claims the vintage of this bayonet is from the War of 1812, and that the bayonet was excavated from a field in Peru,
NY.  An interesting find worthy of a little more research.  (4578-B173H)

1752. BRITISH SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked, British socket bayonet.  The bayonet is a rich brown and has
moderate pitting overall with some minor erosion in areas.  The metal is worn thin in areas as well.  The bayonet has a tag on it which
states that the bayonet was found near Fort Fredric in Crown Point, NY and is likely early 1720's British.  An interesting find that may ben-
efit from further research.  (45798-B173L)

1753. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Pre-1816 Charleville pattern "US" marked socket bayonet.  The bayonet mea-
sures 19 3/4" long and has a 16" unfluted, triangular blade.  The metal is a mottled gray overall with areas of light brown patina and stain-
ing blending through.  The "US" stamping is on the elbow and there is a "23" stamped on the socket near the hand-cut mortise.  An
excellent example overall of these early U.S. production bayonets.  (45798-B173F)

1754. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a unmarked U.S. Model 1816 socket bayonet.  The bayonet measures 19 1/2"
long with a 16" triangular blade with a fluted face.  The metal has a mottled brown patina that is mixing with areas of light surface oxida-
tion and a few light handling and tool marks throughout.  The socket has a "T" mortise and open, bridgeless base.  A near excellent exam-
ple overall.  (45798-B173E)

1755. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. model 1812 socket bayonet.  The bayonet measures 17 3/4" long and has
a 14" fluted, triangular blade with "US" stamped vertically on the face.  There is also a small "U" stamp on the socket just ahead of the
mortise.  The metal surfaces have been buffed and have areas of minor oxidation and pitting present.  The blade has been torqued slight-
ly to one side with about a 1 1/2" deviation from base to tip.  A very good example overall.  (45798-B173I)

1756. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked U.S. 1816 style socket bayonet.  The bayonet measures 19 1/4"
long and has a 16" unfluted, triangular blade.  The metal surfaces have been buffed and have areas of light surface oxidation and minor
pitting.  The socket features a "T" mortise with bridged channel.  A very good example overall.  (45873-1A)

1757. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked, early colonial U.S. made socket bayonet to fit the British Brown Bess mus-
ket.  This simple bayonet measures 16" long and has a 13" triangular blade.  The socket was fashioned to fit the Brown Bess, likely for a
captured model, with a seam running through the mortise channel and below the elbow.  A heavily crazed leather scabbard is included
that is open at the tip and missing the hanger or shoulder strap.  A near excellent example overall.  (45798-B173K)

1758. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1851 Cadet musket bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures
17 1/2" long with a 14 1/2" triangular blade.  This scaled down military style bayonet has a mottled gray patina overall and has a faint "US"
marking on the face of the blade.  A leather scabbard is included which has some minor to moderate flaking but rates excellent otherwise.
An excellent example overall.  (45873-37A)

1759. LOT OF SOCKET BAYONET SCABBARDS  This lot consists of three 1816 style bayonet scabbards.  The leather scabbards have
brass tips and rate about very good to excellent.  Two of the belt loop hangers have tears, one is newer suede replacement.  (45873-54)

1760. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. model 1873 socket bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 21"
long with an 18" blade that is marked "US" at the base of the face.  The blued metal surfaces have a light brown patina flaking through
along with some light handling marks and some scattered light surface oxidation.  Included is a steel bodied scabbard with a leather hang-
er and swivel with "MASS" in the brass disc.  An excellent example overall.  (45983-4A)

1761. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. model 1873 socket bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 21" long
and has an 18" blade marked "US" at the base of the face.  The blued metal surfaces are lightly flaking to brown and are mixing with areas
of light surface oxidation.  The included steel bodied scabbard has areas of light to moderate surface oxidation as well and the leather hang-
er and loop are lightly crazed and have minor flaking.  The brass swivel disc is marked "MASS".  An excellent example overall.  (45810-28A)

1762. LOT OF U.S. SOCKET BAYONETS  This lot consists of two U.S. 1873 socket bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures 21" long
and has an 18" blade with "US" marked on the face.  The first has a fading blue finish with areas of light surface oxidation and brown pati-
na present.  It includes a leather bodied scabbard that is missing the hanger.  The second has a mottled gray and brown patina with a few
areas of light surface oxidation and includes a steel bodied scabbard.  The scabbard's steel is in similar condition as the bayonet and the
leather hanger has a "US" brass disc and the leather has light crazing.  Two very good examples overall.  (46080-69A,70B)

1763. U.S. SOCKET BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked, U.S. 1873 cadet socket bayonet.  The bayonet measures 19 3/8"
long with a 16 1/2" blade.  The metal surfaces have a brown patina with areas for light handling marks and light surface oxidation present.
A near excellent example overall.  (45897-9A)

1764. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a saber style bayonet with scabbard for the Remington Zouave rifle.  The bayonet measures 25"
long and has a 20" yataghan style blade.  The blade is unmarked and has mostly bright steel with areas of very light staining and fine pati-
na present.  The brass grip has some light handling marks and light tarnish and is marked "44" on the guard and has "B.H." along the
back of the grip.  The leather bodied scabbard has some light crazing and the brass throat and tip have a light tarnish similar to the grip.
An excellent example overall.  (46034-20A)

1765. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a yataghan style saber bayonet for the Turkish Model 1874 Peabody Martini rifle.  The bayonet mea-
sures 28" long and has a 22 3/8" blade marked "c" on the ricasso.  Similar markings are on the guard, grip and pommel as well.  This U.S.
made bayonet was most likely produced by the Providence Tool Company and has a rich mottled brown patina with minor staining and
light handling marks and surface oxidation.  It features a set of smooth wood grips that have a few light dings.  A near excellent example
overall.  (46128-3A)

1766. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1905 E1 bayonet with scabbard for the M1 Garand rifle.  The bayonet mea-
sures 14 1/4" long and has a 9 1/2" blade.  The ricasso is marked "SA" with ordnance bomb and is dated "1918", the reverse is marked
"US" and numbered.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray throughout.  The bayonet's black composite grips rate excellent and have a
few light handling marks.  The included green bodied scabbard is in similar condition.  An excellent example overall.  (46129-7)

1767. LOT OF SWEDISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of three Swedish Model 1896 bayonets with scabbards and frogs.  Each measures
13 1/4" long with 8 1/4" long blades.  The blades have all been sharpened, one heavier than the others and has some coloration from heat.
Each bayonet has varying amounts of mottled blue and light handling marks and has a correct steel scabbard in similar condition.  The
leather frogs represent two styles and rate excellent.  Also included is a flash hider which will fit one of the rifles with a threaded muzzle.
Three very good to excellent condition examples overall.  (46129-7A)
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1768. FRENCH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a French Model 1874 Gras bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 25 1/2" long
with a 20 1/2" blade that is dated "1877".  The metal surfaces have a light gray mottled patina while the brass pommel has a light tarnish.
The wood grips have a few light dings and rate excellent.  The steel scabbard has some light surface oxidation and is numbered to the
bayonet.  An excellent example overall.  (46129-7B)

1769. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. Model 1889 rolling block bayonet by Remington.  The bayonet measures 12 1/2" long
with an 8" blade.  The blade is marked "Remington Arms Co. Ilion N.Y." in the reverse fuller, the lettering is soft along the edges and the
last "Y" is missing.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray that is mixing with areas of light pitting.  The wood grips are later replacements
and grip features a hooked quillion guard.  An about very good example overall.  (46129-7C) 

1770. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Siamese Model 1896 Mauser bayonet with scabbard. The bayonet measures 14 3/4" long with
a 9 3/4" blade with the Siamese markings on the ricasso.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and gray and have light handling wear
and areas of minor surface oxidation.  The wood grip panels are heavily faded and have several cracks.  The included steel scabbard is
Czech marked and has minor tool marks and includes a lightly crazed leather frog.  (46129-7D)

1771. LOT OF BELGIAN BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Belgian bayonets.  First is an unmarked model 1965 tube style bayonet with
scabbard for the FN FAL style rifles.  This modern socket style bayonet measures 11 1/2" long and has a 6 1/2" blade and has a matte
black finish with light handling wear.  Includes a correct composite scabbard.  Second is a Belgian Model 1924 shortened bayonet that
measures 16 7/8" long with a 12 1/8" double edge blade.  The blade is unmarked and the metal surfaces have a rich brown patina.  The
wood grip panels have a few light dings and rate excellent overall.  No scabbard is included.  Two excellent examples overall.  (46129-7E)

1772. LOT OF CZECH BAYONETS  This lot consists of three Czech VZ 24 bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures about 17" long with
about 11 1/2" blades.  The conditions vary, one being mottled gray with soft edges and chipped grips, one having a lighter gray com-
plexion and a few light dings along the blade, the third having a blued finish with some light handling wear.  The blued bayonet is without
the muzzle ring, the other two examples include the ring.  The steel scabbards vary in condition as well with different amounts of remain-
ing finish, all three have a few light dings or small dents.  Two include frogs, one appears to be a newer reproduction.  (46129-7F)

1773. BELGIAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Belgian Model 1916/24 bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 22 3/8" with
a 17 1/2" double edged blade that is marked with a "B" on the ricasso and has a slight bend.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray
throughout and the wood grip panels have added finish and a few light dings.  The grip is equipped with the larger 1916 muzzle ring.  The
included steel scabbard is a mottled gray and brown and has several light dents and a slight bend which corresponds to the blade.  A very
good example overall.  (46129-7G)

1774. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of what appears to be an Austrian Model 1912 export model bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet mea-
sures 15" long and has a 9 3/4" blade that is marked "OE / WG" on the ricasso.  The gray metal surfaces have a few areas of light staining
and light surface oxidation, and a few small pits.  The oil soaked wood grips have a few light dings and small divots and chips.  The steel scab-
bard has a mottled brown appearance and includes a suede leather frog that is not marked.  A very good example overall.  (46129-7G1)

1775. POLISH BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Polish WZ 24 Mauser bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 15" overall and
has a 9 1/2" blade.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray with areas of light surface oxidation and staining throughout.  the blade is marked
"(crest) / W.P." on the ricasso with "PERKUN" on the reverse along with a boxed "R" and "(triangle)M" markings.  The blade's edge has
a few light dings and the grip has some light tool marks that are more heavy around the flash guard and lug notch.  The hardwood grip
has some minor chips and divots.  The included K98 steel scabbard is marked "44 asw" and is gray overall with a few light dings.  A very
good example overall.  (46129-7H)

1776. LOT OF BAYONETS  This lot consists of two, unmarked Czech model VZ 24 style Mauser bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures
16 3/4" long and have 11 1/2" blades.  Both have a mottled gray appearance, one has areas of light pitting and has cracked wood grips
with minor chips.  The other has light dings and minor dents to the wood.  The included steel scabbards each have a few light dings, one
has a moderately flaking enamel finish the other is a mottled gray.  Both are in very good condition overall.  (46129-7I)

1777. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German Model 1898 "Neuer Art" bayonet by Simson & Co with scabbard.  The bay-
onet measures 20 1/4" long with a narrow 15" blade.  The metal surfaces are mottled gray with areas of light staining and some light pit-
ting present.  The wood grips rate very good and have a few light dings and small drying cracks.  Included is a later vintage steel CZ scab-
bard with leather frog.   A very good example overall.  (46129-7J)

1778. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German Model 1898/05 "butcher" style Mauser bayonet with sawback blade by
DWM.   The bayonet measures 19 3/4" long with a 14 1/2" blade and has light, freckled pitting overall.  The wood grip panels rate excel-
lent.  No scabbard is included.  A very good example overall.  (46129-7K)

1779. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked German Model 1916 Ersatz bayonet with scabbard.  This all steel bay-
onet measures 17 1/8" long and has a 12 3/8" blade.  The metal has a mottled gray and brown patinas and a few light tool marks.  It fea-
tures pressed steel grips, a hooked guard and has a correct steel scabbard with a minor dent in center.  A near excellent condition exam-
ple overall.  (46129-7L)

1780. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked German Model 1916 Ersatz bayonet with scabbard.  This all steel bay-
onet measures 17" long and has a 12 1/4" blade.  The metal has a mottled gray and brown patina and a few light tool marks.  The other
has a solid steel grip, no guard and a CZ steel scabbard with leather frog.  A near excellent example overall.  (46129-7M)

1781. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a modified German 1898/05 Mauser bayonet with scabbard that was altered to WWII
specs.  The bayonet measures 14 3/4" long with a 12 1/2" blade that is dated 1917 along the spine.  The grip features a swooping guard
and has the flash guard.  The grooved wood grips are worn nearly smooth and have a few light dings.  The included steel scabbard has
several light dents and heavily flaked enamel finish and includes a non-original, black leather frog.  A near excellent example of these mod-
ified World War I era bayonets that were recycled for later use.  (46129-7N)

1782. LOT OF GERMAN BAYONETS  This lot consists of two German Model 1898/05 Mauser bayonets that have been modified and
were reissued for use in World War II.  Each of these former "butcher" styled bayonets measures 15" long and has a 9 3/4" blade, one
dated 1917 the other 1918.  Similar in condition each has a mottled gray appearance and has areas of light staining and pitting, and light
dings to the wood grip panels.  The earlier model has minor tool marks along the flash guard and includes a steel scabbard with minor
dents.  The later example has a modified steel scabbard with remnants of an enamel finish.  Both are in about very good condition over-
all.  (46129-7O)

1783. LOT OF CHILEAN BAYONETS This lot consists of two Chilean Model 1895 bayonets by Weyersberg Kirschbaum & Co (WKC).  Both
measure 14 3/4" long and have 9 7/8" blades.  The metal surfaces are bright steel with a few specks of light staining present.  The manu-
facturer's markings and Chilean crest on the ricassos and reverse sides are crisp.  The wood grips rate excellent and have a few light dings.
One bayonet includes a blue steel scabbard and includes a non-original black leather frog.  An excellent example overall.  (46129-7P)
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1784. LOT OF CHILEAN BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Chilean Model 1912 bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures 15 1/4" with
a 9 7/8" blade.  The Chilean markings are crisp and the metal surfaces have varying amounts of patina and staining.  The walnut grips rate
excellent and have a few light dings, one has a darker, oil stained finish.  Each includes a correct style, blued steel scabbard that are not
matching numbered.  One has a newer leather frog.  Two very good examples overall.  (46129-7Q)

1785. LOT OF SPANISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Model 1913 Spanish Mauser bayonets.  These Toledo, Spain-manufactured
bayonets measure 20 1/2" long with 15 1/2" blades and have varying amounts of gray patina.  The metal also has some light handling
marks and areas of light staining and pitting present.  The ricasso markings and numbered reverses are light but still visible.  One has a
set of checkered wood grips, the other a smooth set, likely a later replacement.  The smooth grips have some light cracks and minor chip-
ping along the edges.  The checkered grip example includes a blued steel scabbard with frog.  The scabbard has a couple of small dents
and some light surface oxidation.  The frog is a newer replacement.  Two very good examples overall.  (46129-7R)

1786. LOT OF SPANISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of three Spanish Model 1893 bayonets with scabbards.  The first is a Spanish,
Toledo-made example which measures 15" long with a 10" bright steel blade with some areas of light staining and specks of light pitting
present.  The grip is more a mottled brown and the wood panels have a few light dings.  The included steel scabbard has been modified
for use with this bayonet and includes a modern brown leather frog.  The second is by Simson & Co and measures 14 3/4" with a 9 7/8"
blade.  The metal has a light gray patina and the wood grips have a few light dings.  The included scabbard has a near excellent leather
frog which has a few very small tears.  The third is also a German example by Simson & Co and 14 3/4" long with a 9 7/8" blade.  The
metal has a dark patina with moderate pitting throughout.  The wood grips have a few small cracks, and the included steel bodied scab-
bard has a leather frog.  Two good to very good examples overall.  (46129-7S)

1787. LOT OF BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Brazilian Model 1908 Mauser bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures about 17" long
and has an 11 1/2" blade.  One is unmarked and has a mottled gray appearance with dark, oil stained grips.  The other is by Simson & Co
and has a flaking nickel finish and has several minor tool marks.  The pommel has been malformed due to hammering and the wood grips
are cracked with portions missing.  The "dress" bayonet includes a steel bodied scabbard with a leather frog, the other has a tender leather
bodied scabbard - the throat portion has become separated.  Two about very good examples overall.  (46129-7T)

1788. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German K98 bayonet by WKC with scabbard.   The bayonet measures 15 1/4" long and
has a 10" blade and brown resin grips.  The blade is marked "42 cvl" and is blued with some light wear.  The grip is more gray overall and
has a few small Waffenamts present.  The flash guard has a few light tool marks.  The included steel scabbard is not matching and is a mot-
tled gray brown overall. Also included is a canvas Afrika Korps frog that is in excellent condition.  An excellent example overall.  (46129-7U)

1789. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German K98 bayonet by Durkopp with scabbard and frog.  The bayonet measures
15" long and has a 9 3/4" blade dated 1938 along the spine.  The metal surfaces are blued and have areas of light to moderate pitting
and are flaking to brown throughout.  The grip has resin panels that rate excellent.  The steel scabbard is matching and in similar condi-
tion.  An unmarked, black leather frog, likely a newer replacement is present as well.  An about very good example overall.  (46129-7V)

1790. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a German K98 bayonet by Coppel with scabbard and frog.  The bayonet measures
15 1/4" with a 10" long blade marked "41 fnj".  The blued metal surfaces retain most of their original blue with areas of light handling
wear and some light surface oxidation present.  There are two small Waffenamts present on the side of the pommel.  The included steel
scabbard has light surface oxidation overall and is not matching.  A BRNO marked black leather frog is included.  An excellent example
overall.  (46129-7W)

1791. GERMAN BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a non-military issue K98 German bayonet with scabbard.  This Third Reich production
bayonet is marked only with reverse "D" and "9975" on the guard and has two "WaA88" Waffenamts on the grip.  The grip has smooth
wood panels that have added finish and rate near excellent.  The blade has a blue finish that is has light wear, the grip has faded to gray.
The included steel scabbard has a similar gray patina and is numbered "H79" on the lug.  The WaA88 code was used by Spreewerke
though they are not know to have made bayonets, and this bayonet was most likely issued to a non-military civilian unit like the police,
Reichpost or some other government agency.  An excellent example overall.  (46129-7X)

1792. LOT OF GERMAN BAYONETS  This lot consists of two K98 Mauser bayonets that measure 15 1/4" long and have 10" blades.  The
first is marked "S/244.G" on the ricasso and is by Mundlos.  The bayonet has some of its original blue that is flaking to brown and the bal-
ance is a mottled gray that is blending with areas of very light surface oxidation.  The blade has been lightly sharpened and the grip fea-
tures wood panels that rate excellent.  The second is by Gottlieb Hammesfahr and is so-marked on the ricasso along with the pyramid
logo.  The reverse is marked with a charging lancer with "Bavari" underneath.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have areas of
light staining and surface oxidation present.  The blade has been lightly sharpened as well and the wood grips have several light dings.
Both are in very good condition, no scabbards are included.  (46129-7Y)

1793. LOT OF TURKISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of three Turkish bayonets.  First is a model 1903 shortened bayonet that measures
14 1/4" and has a 9 1/4" arsenal reworked blade and hooked quillion guard.  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray and have light tool
marks present.  The wood grips are faded and have a small repair on one side, the pommel has the Turkish "AS.FA" marking.  No scab-
bard is included.  The remaining two are Model 1935 bayonet and include scabbards.  One has the "AS.FA" marking and measures 14
3/4" long with a 9 3/4" blade and wood grips.  The metal appears to have been polished and the included steel scabbard has several light
dents and a very faded and thread bare leather frog.  The other is a Turkish variation of the Spanish 1893 with the same measurement as
the other 1935 model.  The metal has areas of light oxidation, pitting and staining and has minor tool marks.  The lug release mechanism
is missing and the wood grips have several small cracks, chips and are quite faded.   A steel scabbard that is in similar condition is includ-
ed.  All three are in good to very good condition overall.  (46219-7ZA)

1794. LOT OF TURKISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of three Model 1935 Turkish bayonets with scabbards.  Each measures 14 3/4"
long and have 9 3/4" blades.  All three are in varied states of condition with gray brown patina, light oxidation and handling marks.  The
scabbards all have light dents and two include lightly crazed leather frogs in about very good condition, some stitching is torn.  All three
are in about very good condition overall.  (46129-7ZB)

1795. LOT OF TURKISH BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Turkish Model 1935 bayonets with scabbards.  One measures 14 3/4" long
and has a 9 3/4" blade while the other is 1/4" shorter respectfully.  The bayonets have faded wood grips and the pommels each are marked
"AS.FA".  The metal surfaces are a mottled gray overall and have areas of light staining and handling marks present.  The steel scabbards
are in similar condition, one includes a modified black leather frog.  Two very good examples overall.  (46129-7ZC)

1796. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Yugoslavian Model 1924 bayonets with scabbards.  First is a long pat-
tern bayonet that measures 20 1/4" long and has a 15" blade.  The bayonet is unmarked with the exception of a serial number on the butt
and is mostly bright steel that is blending with areas of light staining and areas of light surface oxidation.  The wood grip panels rate excel-
lent and the included steel scabbard is blued with specks of light surface oxidation.  Also included is a brown leather scabbard.  Second is
a short pattern bayonet measuring 16 3/4" long with an 11 5/8" blade.  The bayonet is in similar condition but shows more wear on the
grips, the scabbard is gray steel and the frog is a modern replacement.  Two very good to near excellent examples overall.  (46129-7A1)
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1797. LOT OF YUGOSLAVIAN BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Yugoslavian Model 1924 long pattern bayonets.  Both are unmarked
save the serial numbers on the butt ends and measure 20 1/4" long with 15" blades.  The first has a lightly fading blue finish and includes
a steel scabbard and modified frog.  An excellent condition example.  The second has a gray patina, the grip more brown with areas of
light staining and specks of light surface oxidation.  The wood grips have a few light dings and there is no scabbard included.  A very good
example otherwise.  (46129-7B1)

1798. LOT OF BAYONET SCABBARDS  This lot consists of a box of assorted bayonet scabbards, 39 in all, some with frogs.  The scabbards
include examples from Germany, France, Israel and others.  All are in varying stated of condition and some may be missing parts.  (46378-22)

1799. LOT OF BAYONETS  This Lot consists of two Mauser bayonets.  First is an Argentine Model 1891 bayonet by WKC that measures
20 1/2" long with a 15 1/2" blade.  The Argentine crest has been ground and the steel has a mottled gray patina.  Bayonet features the
alloy grips, the hooked quillion guard and does not include a scabbard.  The second is a Toledo made Spanish Model 1913 bayonet with
scabbard which has roughly the same dimensions as the first but has a darker patina with some areas of light surface oxidation present.
It features a lightly sharpened blade and has checkered wood grips that have a few light dings.  The leather bodied scabbard has some
very light crazing and also includes a leather frog with a torn retention strap.  Two very good examples overall.  (46378-22A)

1800. LOT OF BAYONETS  This lot consists of two Mauser bayonets.  First is a Czech Model VZ 23 long bayonet with scabbard that mea-
sures 17" with an 11 1/2" blade.  The blade is marked "CSZ / T" and has a mottled gray appearance, the wood grips have a large sliver
missing from one side.  The steel bodied scabbard has a few light dents and is in similar condition.  It includes a leather frog with torn
stitching.  The second is a Turkish Model 1903 short bayonet that measures 14 3/4" long with a 9 3/4" blade that has been lightly sharp-
ened.  The metal has a light brown patina with light handling marks and a few specks of light surface oxidation.  The wood grip panels
have small cracks but rate very good otherwise.  No scabbard is included.  Two very good examples overall.  (46378-22B) 

1801. JAPANESE BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a Japanese type 30 Training bayonet with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 19 1/2"
long with a 15" unfinished, blunt blade.  The blade is not marked has light surface oxidation throughout.  The bayonet features a hooked
guard and the muzzle ring is slightly bent forward.  The wood grip rates excellent, one side is marked "67".  The include scabbard has
light surface oxidation and is brown.  A very good example overall.  (46372-4A)

1802. U.S. BAYONET LOT  This lot consists of a U.S. M7 bayonet by General Cutlery with scabbard.  The bayonet measures 11 3/4" long
with a 6 1/2" blade that has been lightly sharpened.  The checkered, black composite grip rates excellent as does the included M8A1
sheath.  An excellent example overall.  (46287-211)

1803. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Wenoka Commemorative Diver's knife.  The knife measures 13"
and has a bright stainless 6 1/2" dual edged blade, one plain edge and one serrated edge.  The
blade is numbered "0317" and has an etched design of a commercial diver with the inscription "The
First Diving Knife 1983 Commemorative Issue".  The mahogany pakka wood and brass gripped han-
dle rates excellent.  The round, solid brass sheath has a label as well that reads "Commemorating
the Beginning of Deep Sea Diving" and has the Wenoka logo above.  The brass has some light tar-
nish.  The knife is housed in its original, foam lined presentation box and comes with a signed letter
of authenticity.  The wood box has the Wenoka logo along the top of the lid.  This knife is part of a
six knife commemorative set that was issued by Wenoka in the early 1980's, each knife originally
retailed for $550.  Only 2000 of each were produced, one type per year, this one being the second
in the set and #317.  Also included with the knife is a softball sized chunk of white coral, three small
sand dollars and two replica doubloons.  A rare and limited offering in excellent condition.  Great as
an investment or gift for that special diver in your life.  (46289-2)                                  (300/500)

1804. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Gerber Mk II fixed blade knife with sheath.  The knife measures 12"
long and has a 6 3/4" bright steel, double edged blade.  The blade features serrations on either side and
appears to retain its factory edge.  The grip has a black, textured anodized finish.  The included sheath is
black leather and rates excellent as well.  An excellent to near new condition example overall.  (46289-1)

1805. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of seven items in total.  First is a Wenoka fixed blade dive knife with no
sheath.  The knife measures 11 3/4" long and has a 7" blunt tip, partially serrated blade and black rub-
ber grip.  Second is an IP Co filet knife 10 3/4" long with a 6 1/4" fixed stainless blade and hardwood
handle.  This Swedish made "fillet- a-fish" knife includes the original black plastic sheath.  Third is a
Japanese made fixed blade tactical knife By Kiffe that measures 11 1/4" long and has a 6 1/2" blued
steel blade and leather washer grip that has some minor surface oxidation on the guard and pommel.
The knife has a blend of U.S. military styles and features a lanyard ring.  It includes a leather sheath.
Fourth is a Western Model W66 fixed blade knife with sheath.  The knife measures 8 3/4" long with a
4 1/2" blade with minor oxidation and staining throughout.  The leather washer grip rates very good, a
few of the spacers are cracked and the brass guard has light tarnish.  The brown leather sheath rates
excellent.  Fifth is a Western Model L48 fixed blade knife that measures 8" long and has a 4 1/4" blade.
The blade has minor surface oxidation and staining while the steel tang has more moderate oxidation.
The leather washer grip shows some drying but remains intact and included is a worn leather sheath
with a small cut on the back side.  Sixth is a Japanese made Valor fixed blade knife that measures 9
3/8" long and has a 5 1/2" blade.  The blade has a faint etched design and light surface oxidation
throughout.  The aluminum grip has minor oxidation and synthetic bone scales.  A worn leather sheath
is included that is missing most of its stitching and has a torn retention strap.  Lastly is a brown leather
Normark sheath that measures 9" long and rates excellent.  (46357-S16672B)

1806. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three sporting style fixed blade knives.  First is a Bowie styled knife
with sheath with a coffin style grip and measures 14" long overall and has a 9 1/4" stainless steel blade with an etched caribou design.
The blade has a few spots of very light surface oxidation and has a jigged bone grip with lightly tarnish brass guard, liners and spacers.
A leather sheath is included.  Second is an 11" long knife with a 6 1/2" stainless steel clip point blade in similar condition.  The knife has
laminate wood grips and minor abrasions to the brass.  It too includes a leather sheath.  Lastly is a Frost Cutlery blacktail deer hunter knife
with nylon sheath and in the original box.  The knife measures 9 3/4" long and has a 5 1/2" drop point matte steel blade.  The knife fea-
tures orange colored laminate wood grips and is in like new condition.  The first two knives are made in Pakistan the third is a product of
China.  (45298-5D,G,J)

1807. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three fantasy knives from the Frost and Chipaway cutleries, each with a sheath.  First is the Frost Cutlery
knife which measures 17 3/4" long and has an 11 1/2" blade and green laminate wood grip.  The stainless steel blade has long "shark's
teeth" serrations along the spine and has a swept guard and pommel guards as well.  A black nylon sheath is included.  The second is a
similar designed knife by Chipaway that measures 17 3/4" long with a 10 1/2" blade.  The knife features a rainbow colored laminate wood
grip with brass plated guard and pommel.  A green leather sheath is included, the retention snap is broken.  The third knife has more sim-
ilar features to the second and has a 13" upswept, double edged blade with wide serrations along both sides and measures 19 1/2" over-
all.  It too has the rainbow laminate wood and brass plated grip and includes a black nylon sheath.  (45289-A,K,N)
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1808. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three similarly designed fixed blade knives with black nylon sheaths from Frost Cutlery.  The first measures
15 3/4" with a 9 1/2" fantasy blade with serrations down the spine and an overall shark like design.  The second measures 16" with a 9" blade
with a slimmer style and finer serrations.  The third is a Flying Falcon and measures 13 5/8" long with an 8 1/2" long blade.  Each knife has a
brown laminate wood grip of similar construction, but each is shaped slightly differently.  All three are in excellent condition.  (45298-5B,E,F)

1809. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of three fantasy knives with sheaths from Frost Cutlery.  First is a Gil Hibben inspired knife that measures
15 1/2" long with an 8" blade.  The dragon-esque shaped knife has a black and hard chrome grip and a black nylon sheath with sharp-
ening stone.  Second is an unmarked Bowie style knife that measures 15" long and has a 9" blade with serrations along the spine.  The
grip has an African lion design on either side with ethnic designs along the guard and pommel.  It also includes a black nylon sheath.
Third is called "The Beast" and is a similar design to the second knife in this lot.  It measures 13" long with a 7 1/2" blade that also ser-
rated along the spine.  The grip has a brass lion shaped ring guard with composite insert and includes a black nylon sheath and the orig-
inal box.  All three are in excellent condition.  (45298-5C,H,I)

1810. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a modern made Kukri style sword.  The sword measures 29 1/4" long and has a 21 1/2" curved, 440
stainless steel blade with an enamel Greco-Roman design along one side.  The grip has a faux ivory center with a hooked guard and a
lion's head pommel.  An impressive decorative sword overall.  (45298-4)

1811. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of three fantasy short swords by Frost Cutlery.  First is a Dragon Custom that measures 22 1/2" long
and has a 14" curved, flame-like blade.  The dragon's head grip has a red laminate wood center and dragon guards.  Included are the
original box and black nylon sheath.  Next is a Little Gladiator sword that measures 20 1/4" long and has a 14 1/2" chromed blade.  The
grip has simple Greek and Roman style designs.  Included are the original box and composite bodied scabbard.  Third is an ornate short
sword that measures 25 1/2" long with an 18 1/2" double edged, stainless steel blade.  The grip has medieval and Egyptian style designs,
while the scabbard has more of an oriental look.  All three are in excellent to like new condition.  (45298-5K,L,M)

1812. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Ceremonial Spider dagger with stand.  Measuring  13 1/4" long overall this almost scarab looking fan-
tasy knife features a 7 1/2" double edged blade with a long, thin pike in center that runs the entire length.  The body has a skull head design
and bug-like abdomen with a large set of pincers for a guard and blades at the tips of the legs.  The knife fits securely into a circular base
with a web designed pattern.  An excellent example that will make a interesting center for your fantasy knife display.  (45298-5O)

1813. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of an EK Magnum Hunter knife with sheath.  The knife measures 11 1/2" long with a 6 1/4" upswept
"skinning" style blade which appears to have its factory edge.  This full, extended tang knife features pakkawood grips which rate excel-
lent and the steel is 440 stainless that is Rockwell hardness tested between 58-60rc.  Knife also features a brass guard that has some light
verdigris.  The included brown leather sheath rates excellent as well.  An excellent example of these classic U.S. made knives.  (45298-1)

1814. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a set of three Japanese style Samurai swords with stand.  First is the Katana which sits on top and
measures 38" long with a 28" blade.  Next is the smaller Wakizashi which is 29" and has a 20" blade.  Finally is the Tanto, the smallest of
the group, which measures 19" and has a 12" blade.  All three have green grips and scabbards, the grips have a green and white wrap
and gold colored pommels, tsubas, throat and tips.   The tip is chipped on the Wakizashi scabbard and is missing on the Tanto.  The stand
is painted black.  A very good to near excellent example of these decorative Samurai swords.  (45298-2)

1815. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a Filipino style kris sword that measures 27 1/4" long and has an about 23" blade.  The metal has areas
of brown patina and small amount light surface oxidation present.  The hardwood grip has a midline repair running the entire length and has
a few small chips, the iron inlay along the grip is loose and hangs free on the ornate guard.  The included scabbard rates good and is miss-
ing most of the wide portion of the throat, the two halves are held together with twine.  An about very good example overall.  (45736-2)

1816. MACHETE LOT  This lot consists of a World War II era British machete by Martindale.  The machete measures 20 1/8" long and has
a 14 3/4" heavy blade with a re-sharpened edge with several small dings.  The metal has a dark gray patina and some areas of light sur-
face oxidation.  The hard rubber grip panels rate very good and have a small "80 / (broadhead)" marking on one side.  The blade mark-
ings include a large British broadhead and alligator logo along with a date of "1945".  The original leather and composite bodied scab-
bard are included and are in similar condition.  A very good to near excellent example overall.  (46050-3)

1817. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a modern made, medieval style two-hand sword with scabbard.  The sword measures 39" overall and
has a 27 1/4" double edged blade with a few areas of light surface oxidation present.  The leather bodied grip has a brass guard and brass
circular pommel, both have light tarnish.  The guard is a bit loose, but could be easily shimmed.  The stitched brown leather scabbard rates
excellent.  An excellent, modern production broad sword overall.  (44680-18)

1818. SWORD LOT  This lot consists of a modern made claymore style broad sword.  This "Sword of Robin Hood" replica measures 47 1/4"
long and has a bright steel 37" blade.  This "King of the Forest" sword has an ornate, cast brass grip and pommel with green jewel in cen-
ter.  The blade has etched character depictions of the famous members of the story; including Robin Hood, Friar Tuck and Little John.  The
sword has a protective plastic cover over the tip of the blade and is in excellent condition overall.  (45298-4)

1819. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Blackjack Model 1-7 Classic Hunter knife.  The knife measures 11 3/4" long with a 6 3/4" bright, carbon
steel blade and a stag grip.  The knife features a brass guard and does not include a sheath.  An excellent example overall.  (44360-2A8)

1820. KNIFE LOT  This lot consists of a Gerber Mk II fixed blade tactical knife.  The knife measures 12" long and has a 6 3/4" bright steel,
double edged blade with "Mark II" etched along the center line.  The blade features serrations on either side and appears to retain its fac-
tory edge.  The grip has a textured black anodized finish and there is no sheath included.  An excellent to near new condition example
overall.  (44360-2A3)

1821. LOT OF KNIVES  This lot consists of two tactical knives.  First is a NATO Military automatic knife that measures 4 7/8" closed and
has a 3 1/4" stainless steel blade.  The blade has a black enamel finish and green grip panels.  The blade “springer” extends and retracts
by an actuating button on the side and requires no other action to open or close.  The second is a is a narrow fixed blade dagger or
throwing knife that measures 8" long and has a 3 3/4" double edged blade.  The knife is unmarked and has a matte finish, only about
2" of the blade has been sharpened.  No sheaths are included with either.  Please note that the first item in this lot can only be sold to
a NH resident.  (44360-2A7)

1822. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 3-9X40 riflescope.  The scope features a standard duplex reticle and
has bright, excellent optics.  The body of the scope has a few light rings marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition
otherwise.  (46393-110)

1823. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold VARI-X IIc 2-7X riflescope.  The scope features a standard duplex reticle and
has bright, excellent optics.  The gloss blue tube has some light ring marks from where the scope had been mounted, but the scope rates
excellent overall.  (46393-114A)

1824. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Leupold VARI-X IIc 1-4X riflescope.  This gloss blue finish scope features a standard
duplex reticle and has bright, excellent optics.  The tube has a few light ring marks from having been previously mounted, but scope rates
excellent overall.  (46393-6A)
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1825. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Bone Collector series Bushnell Trophy XLT 3-9X40 riflescope.  The scope features a DOA
600 reticle and has bright excellent optics.  The matte finished scope is in excellent condition overall and includes lens covers.  (46435-1A)

1826. BURRIS SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Burris Fullfield 3-9X40 riflescope.  The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics.  The gloss finished tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condition over-
all.  Factory rubber lens covers are included.  (46463-1A)

1827. WEAVER SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Weaver V9 3-9X40 riflescope.  The scope features a standard duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics.  The gloss finished body has some light ring marks from having been mounted and included are a set of Butler
Creek flip-up lens covers.  An excellent example overall.  (46489-16A)

1828. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  This lot consists of a Redfield Widefield 3-9X40 riflescope.  The scope features a standard duplex reticle
and has bright, excellent optics.  The gloss finished tube has a few light ring marks from having been mounted but is in excellent condi-
tion overall.  A set of lens covers is included.  (46461-10A)

1829. BROWNING ARCHERY LOT  This lot consists of a Browning Rage MT compound bow with accessories.  The bow features an
adjustable draw between 25-30" and is set for 60 lbs with about 65% let off at full draw.  The box has a mossy oak camo pattern and
includes a X-Ping hydraulic stabilizer, Trophy Ridge arrow rest and Tru-GLo sights.  Also included is a Bohning Company quiver with six
Easton Stalker 2117 arrows that have expanding broadheads.  An excellent example overall.  (46357-S17140E)

1830. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three full boxes of Hornady 220 Swift 55 grain ammunition.  Each box contains 20 rounds and
included are one box of Varmint Express (8324) and two boxes of V-Max Moly (83243).  All three are in like new condition.  (46374-3A)

1831. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four full boxes of Hornady 220 Swift 60 grain hollow point ammunition (8122).  Each box
contains 20 rounds and all are in like new condition.  (46374-3B)

1832. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four full boxes of Hornady 220 Swift 60 grain hollow point ammunition (8122).  Each box
contains 20 rounds and all are in like new condition.  (46374-3C)

1833. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three full boxes of Federal Premium 25-06 100 grain Nosler Ballistic Tip (P2506D) ammuni-
tion.  Each box contains 20 blue tipped rounds and all are in like new condition.  (46374-2)

1834. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three boxes of Winchester Western 375 Winchester ammunition (X375W).  The white boxes
have blue labels and red logos.  Two of the boxes are full, each with 20 rounds, the third contains 12 rounds.  All are in like new condi-
tion.  (46374-1) 

1835. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of seven boxes of assorted 12 gauge shotshells.  Included are a full box of 25 Winchester 3"
steel #2, a full box of 25 Remington 2 3/4" Express Long Range #6, four boxes of Remington 2 3/4" slugs (each with five rounds), and a
box containing seven Winchester 3" slugs and two Remington 2 3/4" slugs.  All are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17229A)

1836. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three boxes of 9mm hollow points.  Included are a full box of 50 Federal Premium 124 grain
Nyclad, one full box of 50 Winchester USA 147 gain and one partial box of 44 Winchester USA 115 grain ball.  All are in excellent condi-
tion.  (46357-S17229A1)

1837. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of six boxes of Federal 9mm 115 grain FMJ ammunition.  The boxes are all full, each containing
50 rounds, and are in excellent condition overall.  (46357-S17229A2)

1838. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three full boxes of Winchester USA 9mm ammunition.  Each box contains 50 rounds and
included are two boxes of 155 grain FMJ and one box of 124 grain FMJ.  All are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17150A)

1839. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a assortment of mixed ammunition.  Included are a full box of 50 CCI Blazer 22 LR, a partial
sleeve of CCI 9mm shotshells with six rounds remaining, a partial box of Hansen 9mm 123 grain FMJ with 49 rounds,  a full tray of 50
Winchester 9mm, a partial tray of 32 rounds of 9mm Winchester and Federal ammunition, and a partial tray of 35 Winchester 38 Special FMJ
- likely 130 grain.  Also included is a single round of Winchester 12 gauge 2 3/4" #9.  All are in excellent condition overall.  (46357-S17150A1)

1840. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four boxes of ammunition.  Included are three full boxes of 25 #8 shotshells, two Winchester
12 gauge 2 3/4" and one Federal 12 gauge 2 3/4", and one open box of Federal 22 LR.   The Federal 22 box is marked for 550 rounds
but the exact count is not known.  All are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17150A2)

1841. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four full and one partial boxes of Federal 357 Magnum 125 grain Hi-Shok JHP (357B).  Each
full box contains 50 rounds the partial box has 34 rounds remaining.  All are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17150A3)

1842. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three full boxes of Federal 357 Magnum 125 grain Hi-Shok JHP (357B).  Each box contains
50 rounds and are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17150A4)

1843. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three full boxes of Federal 357 Magnum 125 grain Hi-Shok JHP (357B).  Each box contains
50 rounds and are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17150A5)

1844. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of four pistol magazines.  First are two 15 round magazines for the Ruger P85 or 89 series pistol.
Second are two Smith & Wesson ten round M&P 9mm magazines.  All have light wear and are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17150A6)

1845. LOT OF AK ACCESSORIES  This lot consists of an assortment of AK type accessories.  Included are four AK style 30 round mag-
azines in a canvas pouch, one five round composite AK magazine, one canvas sling, oil bottle and a SKS type cleaning kit.  Also included
are about 40 rounds of surplus FMJ 7.62x39 steel case ammunition.  All are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17159A1)

1846. LOT OF RUGER MAGAZINES  This lot consists of five items in total.  Included are two Ram-Line 30 round black plastic magazines
for the Ruger 10/22 rifle, a single blued Ruger 30 round factory magazine for the Mini-14, a Ram-Line Autoloader assembly for 10/22 mag-
azines and a OD green U.S. 30 caliber ammo can.  All are in excellent condition.  (46357-S17159A)

1847. SHOOTING LOT  This lot consists of eight items in total.  Included are a bag of 50 surplus 303 British FMJ ammunition, two boxes of
German surplus 7.62x39 FMJ ammunition, one full box of 20 Winchester 45 ACP 185 grain Silvertips, one full box of 50 UMC 357 Magnum
125 grain JSP, two aftermarket 15 round magazines likely for a CZ75 or similar pistol and an OD green U.S. M13 ammo can.  All are in
excellent overall condition.  (46357-S17159B)

1848. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two boxes of Winchester SZX40 40 S&W 180 grain ammunition.  One box contains 50 rounds
of FMJ the other has 40 rounds of JHP.  All are in excellent condition, the boxes have added labels that are partially torn.  (46357-S17140D)

1849. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of five magazines.  The first four are Smith & Wesson 40 caliber Sigma magazines, each holding 10
rounds.  The last is a Mossberg ten round 22 LR magazine for the Tactical 22 or 702 Plinkster.  All are in excellent condition, a few of the
S&W magazines have remnants of labels on them.  (46357-S17140D1)

1850. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a partial brick of Remington 22 LR Thunderbolt ammunition.  Included are seven full boxes
of 50.  The ammunition is in excellent condition, the outer box has had a label added and partially removed.  (46357-S17140D2)
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1851. AIRGUN LOT  This lot consists of four airgun accessories.  Included are a bottle of 6000 Copperhead BB's in an easy pour bottle, two
tins of Crosman .177 pellets and a package of five CO2 powerlets.  All are in excellent condition, the packages have remnants of added
labels.  (46357-S17140D3)

1852. LOT OF MUZZLELOADING ACCESSORIES  This lot consists of five items.  First is a unopened package of 30 Thompson Center
50 caliber 240 grain XTP sabots.  Next are four tubes with 17 of the same sabot ammunition.  Third is a sealed package of CVA Powerbelts
containing 15 premium 50 caliber AT Platinum loads.  Fourth is a tin of CCI #11 percussion caps and finally is a partial sleeve of Winchester
Triple Seven 209 primers with 97 remaining.  All of the items are in excellent condition, the packages may have some added labels or minor
damage from when the label was removed.  (46357-S17140D4)

1853. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of an assortment of 12 gauge shotshell ammunition.  Included are a full box of 25 Winchester
2 3/4" #6 field loads, a partial box of seven Winchester 3" #6 Turkey loads, a full box of five Federal 2 3/4" LE OO buckshot, nine rounds
of Winchester 2 3/4" slugs, two boxes of five Remington 3" Premier Coppersolid sabot slugs and three loose rounds of Remington 3" #5
shells.  All of the ammunition is in excellent condition, some of the boxes have additional labels and some minor damage where those
labels have been removed.  (46357-S17140D5)

1854. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of four boxes of Federal 12 gauge 2 3/4" #8 upland bird loads (mp128).   The boxes are full and
each contain 25 rounds.  All are in excellent condition the boxes themselves have additional storage labels attached.  (46357-S17140D6)

1855. CONVERSION KIT LOT  This lot consists of a Colt M16/AR-15 22 LR conversion kit which includes a bolt assembly with chamber
insert and a ten round magazine.  The chamber insert/bolt assembly is an independent unit which drops in and replaces the existing bolt
assembly.  Both are in excellent condition and are ready to be uti-
lized in your rifle or carbine for some economical fun.  (46287-
211A)

1856. P38 CONVERSION KIT LOT  This lot consists of a Walther
22 LR conversion kit for the P.38 pistol.  The kit comes in a fitted
wood box that reads "Einstecksystem P 38 Kal. 5,6 mm" on the lid.
Included in the kit are a barrel insert, slide and two magazines.  The
slide is numbered "197" and is dated "11/64".  An excellent con-
dition example ready to swap your classic military pistol into a fun
and economical shooter.  (46287-115)

1857. WALTHER P.38 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL  serial #2256c,
9mm, 5" barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel, slide and frame
have matching numbers and about 90% of the original blue finish.
The slide is coded "ac / 43" and has a small eagle proof and two
"(eagle)359" Waffenamts on the opposite side.  There are match-
ing Waffenamts on the barrel and frame as well.  The pistol is
equipped with a set of brown resin grips and a single unmarked
magazine is included.  This pistol has been completely disassem-
bled and it is not known if all of the parts are present.  (45457-6)
{C&R}                                                                       (100/200)

1858. GERMAN HELMET LOT  This lot consists of a German World
War II era Luftshutz helmet.  The helmet has a black finish that was
likely reapplied and has only the small swastika decals on either
side.  The underside of the brim is marked "R.L.2. 38/31" and
there are no other stamps or markings present.  Helmet is
equipped with a skirt style leather liner and the chin strap is broken.  (45984-110T)

1859. HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of a Chinese black leather holster for the C96 Broomhandle Mauser pistol.  The holster is unmarked
and has a blue felt lining.  The snaps have a flaking enamel finish and have a "star" design.  An excellent example overall.  (45733-1A)

1860. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of an early style Mass Arms Co. dual cavity bullet mould.  The mould measures 8" long and
does not have the oil hole seen in later models.  It features dual No.1 conical cavities which measure .375" and has a sprue cutter.  The
mould itself has an overall gray patina with light pitting, a few light tool marks and some of the lettering is faded, but it rates about very
good overall still.  (45777-2A)

1861. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of an antique Mass Arms Co. dual cavity pistol mould.  The brass mould measures 4 3/4"
and features one conical and one round ball .31 caliber cavities.  The markings are crisp and the brass has a mild ochre tarnish and a few
light handling marks.  A near excellent example overall.  (45777-2B)

1862. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of an antique Manhattan Arms Navy dual cavity bullet mould.  This iron mould measures 4
3/4" and features one conical and one round ball .38 caliber cavities.  The iron mould has some minor handling and tool marks and a few
spots of light surface oxidation.  The lettering is fading but still quite visible and the sprue cutter has been repaired along its slide.  An
about very good example overall.  (45777-2C)

1863. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  This lot consists of two, unmarked, brass antique dual cavity bullet moulds.  The first measures 4 1/4”
long and has some mild ochre tarnish and some light handling marks.  The mould features one round ball and one conical .31 caliber cav-
ities.  The second measures 4 5/8” (one handle is about 1/2” shorter) and is a similar style but has dual .36 caliber round ball cavities.
Both are in very good to excellent condition overall.  (45777-2D)

1864. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  This lot consists of two, unmarked, antique iron bullet moulds, both with sprue cutters.  The first is a
dual cavity .38 caliber mould with one round ball and one conical cavity.  It measures 4 3/4” long and is in excellent condition with some
mottled patina and areas of very light surface oxidation present.  The second is a single cavity .46 caliber conical bullet mould.  The mould
measures 5 1/8” long and is in similar condition to the first with a few additional handling marks.  The sprue cutter has “No.46” stamped
near the base.  (45777-2E)

1865. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of a Colt 1862 dual cavity .36 caliber pistol mould with sprue cutter.  The mould measures 4
7/8” long and has both a round ball and conical cavity.  An additional, non factory, round ball cavity has been added towards the handle.
The mould has a mottled gray and brown patina with areas of light handling wear and tool marks present.  The top of the sprue cutter is
marked “Colt’s Patent” and the side is marked “36P”.  A very good to near excellent example overall.  (45777-2F)
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1866. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of a Colt dual cavity .31 caliber pistol mould with sprue cutter.  The mould measures 5 1/2"
long and has one round ball and one conical cavity.  The mould has a rich brown patina mottled with gray and has several light handling
and small tool marks present.  The top of the sprue cutter is marked "Colt's Patent / H".  A near excellent example overall.  (45777-2G)

1867. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of a Colt 1862 dual cavity .36 caliber pistol mould with sprue cutter.  The mould measures 4
7/8” long and has both a round ball and conical cavity.  The mould has a rich brown patina with areas of light handling wear and minor
tool marks throughout.  The top of the sprue cutter is marked “Colt’s Patent”.  A very good example overall.  (45777-2H)

1868. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of a Colt 1862 style dual cavity .36 caliber pistol mould with sprue cutter.  The mould mea-
sures 4 7/8” long and has both a round ball and conical cavity.  The mould has a mottled gray patina with areas of light pitting and minor
tool marks throughout.  The top of the sprue cutter is marked “Colt’s Patent”.  A very good example overall.  (45777-2I)

1869. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of a Colt 1862 style dual cavity .44 caliber pistol mould with sprue cutter.  The mould mea-
sures 5” long and has both a round ball and conical cavity.  The mould has a rich brown patina with areas of light pitting and minor oxi-
dation throughout.  The top of the sprue cutter is faintly marked “Colt’s Patent”.  An about very good example overall.  (45777-2J)

1870. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  This lot consists of six assorted "scissor" type single cavity round ball moulds.  Included are: a 6 3/4"
.45 caliber mould, a 6 1/8" .45 caliber mould with sprue cutter, a 5 3/4" .55 caliber mould with sprue cutter marked "26" on one handle,
a 5 3/4" .60 caliber mould with sprue cutter marked "21" on one handle, a 5 3/4" .58 caliber mould with sprue cutter marked "24" and
"25" on the handles and a 5 1/2" .58 caliber mould with sprue cutter marked "25" on one handle.  All are in very good to excellent con-
dition, some have varying amounts of light surface oxidation and light handling marks.  (45777-2K)

1871. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  This lot consists of five assorted "scissor" type single cavity round ball moulds.  Included are: a 4 3/4"
.41 caliber mould, a 5 1/8" .37 caliber mould with sprue cutter marked "96" on one handle, a 5 1/4" .54 caliber mould with sprue cutter
marked "26" on one handle, a 4 3/4" .40 caliber mould and a 5 1/4" .44 caliber mould with sprue cutter marked "65" on one handle.  All
are in very good to excellent condition, some have varying amounts of light surface oxidation and light handling marks.  (45777-2L)

1872. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  This lot consists of five assorted "scissor" type bullet moulds.  Included are: a 3 3/4" .36 caliber single
cavity conical mould, a 3 1/2" .42 caliber single cavity round ball mould with sprue cutter and dog-leg handle, a 3 1/2" .48 caliber single
cavity round ball mould with dog-leg handle, a 3 3/8" .47 caliber single cavity round ball mould with sprue cutter with "42" on one han-
dle and a 5 1/4" .40 caliber dual cavity round ball mould with "ring" handle.  Also included is an antique style dipper.  All are in very good
to excellent condition, some have varying amounts of light surface oxidation and light handling marks.  (45777-2M)

1873. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of eight rounds of French military surplus 8mm Lebel ammunition in the original paper wrap-
per.  The ammunition appears to be in excellent condition and the package is labeled "ALM 7-6-40 / 8 CARTOUCHES / Mle 1932 M /
LOT 1806".  It is still bound with the original string and minus some light staining is in excellent condition overall.  (45535-5A)

1874. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of 40 rounds of Steyr 8x56R Mannlicher ammunition.  The rounds come loaded in eight blued
steel stripper clips.  The clips have various amounts of light surface oxidation and brown patina, while the brass casings have light tarnish.
The head stamps are marked "M.8" and dated "1937".  The ammunition is housed in the original brown, cardboard box with wax paper
separating each clip with five rounds.  An excellent condition grouping overall.  (45535-5B)

1875. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a small assortment of pistol ammunition.  Included are 50 rounds of Remington 32 S&W, ten
rounds of Peters 38 S&W, and 13 rounds of 25 ACP.  The Remington 32 S&W ammunition comes in the original box marked for "88 Grain
Lead" (R32SW) and contains 46 rounds of listed round and four antique blanks.  The Peters 38 S&W rounds have light tarnish and oxi-
dation on the lead.  The 25 ACP consists of two types of FMJ Remington round, most have light tarnish.  (45535-5C)

1876. FIRED BRASS LOT  This lot consists of an assortment of fired rifle caliber brass.  Included are 20 pieces of once fired military 7.5
Swiss, 80 pieces of 7mm Mauser (Mostly PRVI Partisan), and 57 pieces of assorted 308 Win..  The 308 includes 20 Remington, 20 Federal
and 17 Winchester casings.  All are in excellent condition, some have light tarnish.  (45535-5D)

1877. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of 35 rounds of German Pre-WWII 8mm Mauser steel core ammunition.  The rounds have var-
ious 1930's headstamps and are in excellent condition, some have light tarnish.  Also included are four fired casings.  (45535-5E)

1878. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes rate
excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bottom of
the boxes, exposing the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and
sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2A)

1879. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes rate
excellent and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bottom of the boxes but not enough
to expose the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and sold as
collectibles only.  (45535-2B)

1880. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes, the corner of
one flap has a very slight tear.  The boxes rate excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the
heads are lightly poking through the bottom of the boxes, exposing the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World
War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2C)

1881. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes
rate excellent and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bottom of the boxes but not
enough to expose the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and
sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2D)

1882. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammunition.
The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes rate excel-
lent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  The top flaps each have a slight tear along the edge.  The bases
are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2E)

1883. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes
rate excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bot-
tom of the boxes but not enough to expose the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 car-
tridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2F)
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1884. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes
rate excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bot-
tom of the boxes but not enough to expose the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 car-
tridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2G)

1885. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes
rate excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bot-
tom of the boxes, exposing the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World War II production M2 cartridges are cor-
rosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2H)

1886. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes
rate excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  The top flaps each have a slight tear and a few of the
heads are lightly poking through the bottom of the boxes, exposing the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World
War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2I)

1887. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of two sealed 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 Armor Piercing (AP) ammuni-
tion.  The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original sealed cardboard boxes.  The boxes rate
excellent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  One top flap has a slight tear at the corner and a few of the
heads are lightly poking through the bottom of the boxes, exposing the black tips.  The bases are stamped "DEN 43" and these World
War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2J)

1888. COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of three full 20 round boxes of 30-06 M2 armor piercing (AP) ammunition.
The ammunition was manufactured by the Denver Ordnance Plant and comes in the original cardboard boxes.  The boxes rate near excel-
lent with some very light foxing and have manila labels with lot #15265.  A few of the heads are lightly poking through the bottom of two
of the boxes, exposing the black tips.  The ammunition has areas of very light tarnish, and the bases are stamped "DEN 43".  These World
War II production M2 cartridges are corrosive and sold as collectibles only.  (45535-2K)

1889. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  This lot consists of assorted World War II era 30-06 armor piercing military ammunition.
Included are 72 black tipped rounds loaded into M1 Garand en bloc clips, 25 rounds of loose ammunition and another 30 rounds which
are loaded into five round stripper clips.  The ammunition is in excellent condition, some are lightly tarnished and have areas of light oxi-
dation, and are from various 1940's vintage U.S. arsenals.  This ammunition is to be considered corrosive and is being sold for collector
purposes only.  Also included are eight additional en bloc clips and seven U.S. military green canvas bandoliers.  All of which are in excel-
lent condition as well.  (45535-2,3,4)

1890. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a full, green 30 caliber ammo can containing 252 rounds of armor piercing 30-06 M2 ammu-
nition.  The ammunition appears to all be by Lake City Arsenal and dated 1953.  Most of the rounds have light to mild tarnish but are in
excellent condition overall.  (45535-4A)

1891. AMMO CAN LOT  This lot consists of two different vintage U.S. 30 caliber green ammo cans.  The first has "M1" cast into the side,
the other is stenciled "M2".  The cans work well and have areas of light surface oxidation but are in near excellent condition otherwise.
(45535-4B)

1892. SHOOTER'S LOT  This lot consists of five items.  Included are an Allen nylon and neoprene padded sling, an Uncle Mikes #4 black
nylon belt holster for a large revolver, an unmarked green leather flap-top ammunition or equipment case which has a torn stitch along
the bottom edge, a suede leather pistol rug with green interior and an older military style black leather sling with some minor crazing and
light cracking.  All are in very good to excellent condition.  (45535-6)

1893. CAVALRY LOT  This lot consists of a brown leather standard or flag holder.  The boot measures 10 1/2" long and has a tapered open-
ing with an about 1" inside diameter opening.  The bottom flap is marked "Made In England" and has a loop which may be to secure to
a stirrup strap.  The top strap has some light crazing and is stiff and will need proper oiling before use.  There are remnants of a smaller
strap from the top of the boot that is now missing.  An excellent example otherwise.  (45535-6A)

1894. LOT OF BULLET MOULDS  This lot consists of two muzzleloading bullet mould with handles.  Included are an RCBS 50 caliber sin-
gle cavity mini ball mould #0596 and a Lee two cavity .451 caliber round ball mould.  Both are in excellent condition and may have areas
of light surface oxidation and handling marks.  (45439-2,3)

1895. SIGHT LOT  This lot consists of a Sako rear aperture peep sight.  The sight easily installs on the rear dovetail of most Sako receivers
and is in excellent overall condition.  (45877-6)

1896. POWDER CAN LOT  This lot consists of a DuPont Indian Rifle Gunpowder powder can for FFFG powder.  The can measures 4" high
by 3 3/4" wide and has been painted red with a few areas light surface oxidation visible.  The labels are intact and the can is in excellent
condition overall.  (45877-2)

1897. ANTIQUE RAMMER LOT  This lot consists of a W. Tranter's patent 1st series rammer in excellent condition.  This museum quality
replica measures 5" long and has an overall pewter gray appearance.  The Tranter logo is in an oval shape on the left side and that han-
dle has a bulb shaped end.  A unique and must have item to the early blackpowder arms collector.  (45759-4)

1898. ANTIQUE CARTRIDGE LOT   This lot consists of a package of paper skin cartridges for the Colt or Whitney revolving pistols.  The
box is open on one side and contains two intact cartridges.  The label reads "6 Combustible Envelope / CARTRIDGES / Made Of Hazard
Powder, / For Either Colt's of Whitney's / Revolving Belt Pistols, / 36/100 inch Caliber / Warranted Superior Quality".  Three additional
rounds are also included, however they contain no powder and the paper skins are in fair to poor condition.  One is missing its paper
almost entirely.  The box and cartridges are housed in a small glass top display box.  (45798-2)

1899. ANTIQUE CARTRIDGE LOT   This lot consists of a package of paper skin cartridges for the Colt blackpowder revolving pistols.  The
box top is open and contains six nearly intact cartridges.  The label reads "6 Combustible Envelope / CARTRIDGES / Made Of Hazard
Powder, / Expressly For Colt's Patent / Revolving Holster Pistol, / 44/100 inch Caliber / Warranted Superior Quality".  The paper skins are
intact on two cartridges, three others have minor damage and a few tiny pin holes, the last is separated from the head but is present.  Also
included are two additional rifle caliber paper cartridges, including one .58 caliber for the rifle musket and a smaller foil wrapped .50 cal-
iber cartridge for the breech loading Smith Carbine.  The box and all cartridges are housed in a small glass top display box.  (45798-3)

1900. ANTIQUE BADGE LOT  This lot consists of an antique Providence, RI Fire Department badge circa 1890-1900.  The all silver badge
measures 2 3/4" long and is 2 1/4" wide and is in the shape of a Maltese cross.  The badge front has been polished bright from many
years of service, the back is lightly tarnished and shows the lettering and patterns in great detail.  The back side is also "Sterling" marked
along with a maker's trademarks of a small lion, anchor and calligraphy initial.  The center is stenciled with "245", the owner's badge num-
ber.  An excellent example that is housed in a small glass top display box.  (4578-B176)
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1901. ANTIQUE SHOULD BELT PLATE LOT  This lot consists of a plain, brass oval shoulder belt plate that measures 3 3/8" long by 2
5/16" wide.  The brass has a mild tarnish and a few light handling marks and features two studs and a hooked tongue on the reverse side
which are integral with the plate.  A similar example can be seen in Campbell's American Military Insignia 1800-1851 which lists similar
examples that have been excavated from battle sites from the War of 1812, likely from the uniforms of British Infantrymen.  An excellent
example in splendid condition.  (45798-B143)

1902. SCOTTISH CAP BADGE LOT  This lot consists of a Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders cap badge.  The badge measures 3 1/4"
long and is 2 3/8" wide and is silver-colored metal with a central circular emblem.  The center features a boar's head and cat surmount-
ed by a crown and with the words "ARGYLL AND SUTHERLAND" around the outside, all surrounded by a wreath of thistles.  An excel-
lent example overall.  (45798-B177)

1903. BRITISH POLICE HELMET BADGE  This lot consists of a World War II era British Metropolitan Police helmet badge in excellent
condition.  The badge is not maker marked and had a gray-pewter appearance.  The badge features the crown atop and has the Initial
"GR VI" in center in gold signifying the reign of King George VI.  The iconic emblem of many a beat walking Bobby from a tumultuous time
in England's history.  (45798-B178)

1904. BRITISH COAT OF ARMS HELMET BADGE  This lot consists of a cast bronze British coat of arms hat or helmet badge that
measures 5" across and about 3 1/2" high.  The coat of arms features the lion on left and unicorn on right and with lion on crown on top
of the seal in center with inscription and French inscribed banner along the bottom.  The metal has a light tarnish and there are six short
loops for attachment on the back.  An excellent example overall.  (45798-B179)

1905. VETERAN LOT  This lot consists of a blue silk ribbon type banner or sash marked "VETERAN." in block white letters.  The white paint
is flaking and the blue silk has several small tears, creases and light stains.  A very good example overall.  (45798-B180)

1906. U.S. PATTERN 1851 ENLISTED BELT PLATE LOT  This lot consists of a completely integral cast plate with one-piece rear
tongue, the image very crisp on the face.  The plate is 3 1/4" by 2" and is a tarnished ocher patina with some light dark brown tarnishing
scattered over the surface.  The integral rear tongue shows a slight shallow "S" curve and the plate itself is lightly curved.  A very crisp
example overall which appears at first glance to be cast and die-struck, close examination reveals it is a fully-cast plate.  (35798-B114)

1907. AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of a sealed box of combustible cartridges.  The label reads "5 Combustible Envelope /  CAR-
TRIDGES / Made of Am'r Powder Co's Powder, / For Colt's or Remington's / Revolving Pocket Pistols / 31-100 inch Calibre. / Warranted
Superior Quality."  The box is in like new condition overall.  (45706-42)

1908. ANTIQUE AMMUNITION LOT  This lot consists of seven items total.  Included are a "12/86" dated 45-70 cartridge with "F" head-
stamp, an unmarked 50 caliber rimfire cartridge, two "H" stamped rimfire cartridges, one 38 caliber the other 30, two cast lead conical
bullets one 58 caliber, the other 45 and a single brass cartridge for a Burnside carbine.  All are in excellent condition, the cases have mild
tarnish and the lead has light oxidation.  (45798-1)

1909. GERMAN MILITARY LOT  This consists of two items.  First is an aluminum belt buckle with concentric reading of "GOTT MIT
UNS" and has a German eagle and swastika in center.
Second is a leather tassel with knot which has silver and red
thread in the band and silver and green in the knot section.
Two excellent examples of World War II vintage German mili-
tary items.  (45681-165A)

1910. ANTIQUE LAP DESK LOT  This lot consists of a quali-
ty made antique lap desk or portable writing table with hid-
den pistol compartment.  The desk measures 12" x 9" and is
about 4" high.  It is lockable, however there is no key includ-
ed.  Made from walnut with brass reinforced corners, the lid
has a small, blank brass plaque in center and has a crack
running about midline through its width.  The interior has a
green felt writing pad and a forest green velvet lined fitted
pistol case.  The pistol compartment will fit a Colt 1849
Pocket or similar vintage Manhattan revolver and has five
additional compartments, one with a lid.  Additionally there
are three other compartments at the writing pad level, pre-
sumably for ink and pens.  The center "pen" compartment
has a wood lid with a delicate turned bone knob.  Included
with this mid to late 1800's vintage case are a Colt two cav-
ity .31 caliber pistol mould, a cleaning rod with jagged tip, a
combination tool, a small container of percussion caps and a
few lead balls and conical bullets.  The mould is marked
"Colt's Patent" on the top of the sprue cutter and has areas
of light surface oxidation and tool marks.  The conical bullet
cavity appears to have been modified and its depth
increased.  The cleaning rod has an ebony handle and has
appropriate patina for its age.  The combination tool is not
marked but is similar in design to the Colt tool.  The percus-
sion caps are in a brass tin and most of the green label is
missing, but it is identifiable as Winchester Repeating Arms
and No.11 size.  The lead projectiles have light surface oxi-
dation.  A very good example overall that would make a fine
conversation piece to a vintage Civil War era furniture col-
lection or the perfect accessory for your Pocket revolver that
is in need of an appropriate case.  (46266-3)

1911. ENFIELD CASE LOT  This lot consists of a manila canvas
case for an Enfield No.4 Mk II or similar series rifle.  The case
is 46" long, is unmarked and has a small pocket along the side
which could hold an Enfield magazine.  It is in like new condi-
tion and would make the perfect accessory for your pristine
condition or arsenal refinished Enfield rifle.  (46240-5A)
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1912. JAPANESE RADIO LOT  This lot consists of a World
War II vintage Japanese radio handset in very good condition.
The radio is housed in a wooden box with metal top lid.  The
box measures 10 5/8" x 4 3/8" x 6 3/4".  The handset is
included though the cord shows some minor fraying, and the
radio appears to be complete including the side hand crank.
The wood body has some light scratches, the metal top and
base have light oxidation, the base has some minor erosion in
a few spots.  The inside of the lid has a detailed wiring dia-
gram and instructions in Japanese.  A near excellent condi-
tion World War II relic that would make a great addition to a
Pacific theater display.  (46383-18)

1913. ANTIQUE BULLET LOT  This lot consists of ten exca-
vated bullets and artillery fragments from the Civil War era.
Most are mounted to small bases, some have the names of
the battlefields they were excavated from.  Included are two
.58 caliber Minie balls attributed to the Wilderness, one from
Fair Oaks, and one from Bullrun along with a small piece of
iron shrapnel.  Another is a partially exposed ball that is
imbedded in a wood fragment.  The last four are different .54,
.58, and .69 caliber conical balls.  The lead has light oxida-
tion overall, some are malformed.  An interesting display for
the home, office or classroom.  (45798-M257,M258)
1914. CARTRIDGE BOX LOT  This lot consists of a

Rock Island Arsenal M1905 style 38 caliber cartridge box in excel-
lent condition.  The russet

brown leather box has some
minor flaking and is

dated "1908" with the initials "H.E.K." beneath.  The tip of the flap is
stamped "34" which appears to be an overstamp.  The underside of the flap

is marked "M.G.P. / 1 .Inf. / 23" and the wood cartridge block is intact.  And
excellent example of these early pistol cartridge boxes.  (46380-16)
1915. OPTICS LOT  This lot consists of two items.  First is a Sig Arms STL-
900L combination light with laser.  The light mounts to the underside of a pis-
tol frame or rifle mount with a picatinny or tactical rail.  The light has momen-

tary, strobe and constant on positions and the laser works independent of the light.
The light operates using single CR123 lithium battery, however one is not included
and the light could not be tested for operation.  Second is a Sig Arms 1" red dot sight
that is mounted to a tactical bridge mount.  The sight also does not have a working bat-
tery, so it could not be tested.  The bridge mount fit the tactical rail on the underside of a Sig pistol or similar frame.  Both are in excellent
condition and may only need fresh batteries to be put into use.  (46416-31A)

1916. SWISS MODEL 1878 VETTERLI BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY BERN  serial #158969, 41 Swiss RF, 33" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% of what appears to be the original blue that is mixing with areas of scattered light sur-
face oxidation.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have a few small cracks and a small arsenal repair on either side of the wrist.  The
stocks have some light dings and staining but the markings are crisp and the sling swivels are intact.  A correct style cleaning rod is includ-
ed and rifle is in near excellent condition overall.  (46349-49) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

1917. FRENCH MODEL 1866 CHASSEPOT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #Q504, 11mm Chassepot, 32 1/2 barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces are in the white and mostly a mottled gray that is blending with brown.  The barrel is dated "1873" and the
receiver barrel markings are crisp.  The walnut stock rates excellent and has a light added finish over several light dings and dents.  The
cartouche and markings are crisp and stock is numbered to a later production rifle.  The buttplate has some light oxidation pitting and
included is a correct style cleaning rod.  A very good to near excellent example overall.  (46497-10) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

1918. PORTUGUESE MODEL 1886 MAUSER KROPATSHEK BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY STEYR  serial #JJ415, 8mm, 32"
barrel that has a gray bore with strong rifling throughout.  The metal surfaces retain a good amount of original blue that is mixing with
areas of light pitting and surface oxidation.  The receiver is dated "1886" and the markings are still visible.  The dark, oil stained walnut
stock rates excellent and has several light dings.  The cleaning rod and sling swivels are included and the bolt is numbered to a different
rifle.  A very good example overall.  (46265-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1919. BRITISH ENFIELD NO.1 SMLE MK III* BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #65778, 303 British, 25" barrel that has gray lightly
freckled bore with strong rifling throughout.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to a rich brown that is mix-
ing with areas of very light oxidation.  The hardwood stocks rate very good and have a few small cracks and small dings throughout.  The
brass disc is missing from the right side of the butt and the rear screw is missing from the muzzle cap.  Rifle does note appear to be
importer marked and the bolt is matching to the receiver.  Included is a single detachable magazine.  A very good to near excellent exam-
ple overall.  (46106-40) {C&R} [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (200/300)

1920. SCHMIDT-RUBIN MODEL 1889 BOLT ACTION SPORTING RIFLE  serial #122305, 7.5 Swiss, 22" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue that is flaking to brown and has areas of light handling wear and light sur-
face oxidation blending through.  The modified military walnut stock rates excellent and has been shortened for sporting use.  The stock
has several small dings and added finish, but the markings toward the butt remain crisp.  A sling swivel has been added to the forearm
and the rear sight wings have been modified as well and shortened to reduce their profile.  The rifle does not appear to be importer marked
and would make a great woods rifle in its current configuration.  (46422-1) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

1921. ITALIAN MODEL 1870/87/15 VETTERLI-VITALE BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #NQ621, 6.5 Carcano, 33 1/2" barrel with
a near excellent bore that is mostly bright but has some light freckled pitting towards the muzzle.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown
and gray and have areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting and some light handling and tool marks.  The walnut stock rates very
good and has several light dings and small chips.  The stock is numbered to the receiver at the butt and a period but faded leather sling
is included.  The bolt is dissembled and a few of the screws have minor slot damage, the cleaning rod is present.  A good example of these
converted military sporting rifles and is dated "1884".  (46265-2) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
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1922. ITALIAN CARCANO MODEL 1938 CAVALRY BOLT ACTION CARBINE  serial #ST4146, 6.5 Carcano, 17 3/4" barrel with
a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal type restored blue finish that has a few light handling marks.
The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few small dings and have been lightly cleaned.  The markings on the left side of butt are
still crisp and the stock is numbered to the receiver.  A correct folding bayonet is included, which is flaked to brown, and carbine does not
appear to be importer marked.  An excellent, restored example overall.  (46214-1) {C&R} (100/200)

1923. EGYPTIAN MODEL 1870 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #30422, 43 Egyptian, 35" barrel with a very good
bore that has some areas of light pitting.  The metal surfaces have been lightly polished and are a bronzed gray in appearance and have areas
of light to minor pitting and oxidation.  The walnut stocks rate very good with a few light dings, small chips and cracks.  The stocks have been
lightly cleaned as well and have added finish.  The sights are intact and the markings are still mostly visible.  Some of the screws have minor
slot damage and the cleaning rod is no longer present.  An about good example overall.  (46496-8) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

1924. ARGENTINE MODEL 1879 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #H10695, 43 Spanish, 36" barrel with a
bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal restored blue finish.  There are a few areas of light surface oxi-
dation and the frame has some minor flaking and fading to the finish on either side.  The barrel markings have been polished away, the
tang markings are light, some of the screws have light slot damage.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and added
finish.  The sling swivels and original sights are intact and the cleaning rod is included.  A near excellent restored example overall.  (46223-
5) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1925. ARGENTINE MODEL 1879 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE BY REMINGTON  serial #H16996, 43 Spanish, 36" barrel with a
very good bore that has areas of light pitting present.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% of an added blue finish that has areas of light
handling wear, handling marks and areas of light pitting.  The tang markings are light but the remainder is crisp, some of the screws have
light slot damage.  The walnut stocks rate near excellent and have been lightly restored as well, the left side of the butt has a polished area
where a small sliver is missing.  The original sights and sling swivels are intact and a correct cleaning rod is included.  A near excellent,
restored example overall.  (46270-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

1926. SPANISH JUKAR FLINTLOCK KIT PISTOL  .45 Caliber, 6 1/4" octagon barrel with an about good oxidized bore.  The barrel
has been polished and remains in the white and has areas of minor to moderate pitting and erosion.  The brass furniture has a light tar-
nish, the triggerguard is missing its tang.  The lock has some trace case colors visible and is missing the frizzen spring but the hammer
cocks and locks back correctly.  The hardwood stock rates excellent but is poorly fitted to the barrel with gaps remaining at the breech
and upper tang, a crude pin has been installed to hold the barrel.  The ramrod is included and is in similar condition.  A project in need of
completion.  (46394-3) {ANTIQUE} (40/60)

1927. UNMARKED NAVAL SEA SERVICE STYLE FLINTLOCK PISTOL   About .67 Caliber, 9" round barrel with a very good,
lightly oxidized smooth bore.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown with areas of light surface oxidation present.  The barrel has two
British proofs with a "(crown)/P" and "(crown)/V" on the left side.  The brass furniture has some mild tarnish and several light tool marks
along the butt.  The hardwood stock rates near excellent and has a few light chips and dings.  The lock functions correctly and a correct
style iron ramrod is included.  A very good example overall that is likely British made.  (46394-1) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1928. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1895 MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY STEYR  serial #3131T, 8x56R, 19 1/2"
barrel with a dark bore that has strong rifling present.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal type blue finish that has a few
light handling marks present.  The receiver markings are crisp and there is an "S" stamp above the chamber.  The hardwood stocks rate
excellent and have been lightly cleaned with added finish present.  A tan leather sling is included.  Rifle was imported by Century Arms
and is in near excellent condition overall.  (46239-229) {C&R} (100/200)

1929. AUSTRIAN MODEL 1895 MANNLICHER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE BY STEYR  serial #9646, 8x56R, 19 1/2" bar-
rel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal type blue finish that has a few light handling marks present.
The receiver markings are crisp and there is an "S" stamp above the chamber.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have several light
dings and light added finish.  Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in excellent condition overall.  (46239-235) {C&R} (100/200)

1930. CHILEAN MODEL 1895 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY DWM  serial #C1250, 7mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a very good bore that has
light pitting in the grooves.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that has some light handling wear present and is light-
ly flaking to brown overall.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have several light dings.  The cartouche on the left side of the buttstock is crisp
and the stock is numbered to the receiver.  The numbers are all matching with the exception of the bolt, and included is the original cleaning
rod.  Rifle does not have any visible importer markings and is in near excellent condition overall.  (46328-21) {C&R} (200/400)

1931. TURKISH MODEL 98/22 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #6671, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a gray, soft bore.  The
metal surfaces are a mottled gray and brown and have areas of light surface oxidation.  The hardwood stock rates very good and has
added varnish with several light dings and areas of minor insect damage.  The numbers are not matching, but a cleaning rod is included
and rifle is importer marked on the barrel.  An about very good example overall.  (46239-249) {C&R} (100/200)

1932. SPANISH MODEL 1916 BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE  serial #2Z55/14859, 308 Win, 21 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces are gray with mottled brown patina and have areas of light pitting.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have
several light dings and some minor staining.  The numbers are not matching but the markings are all crisp.  Included are a US GI green
canvas sling and a cleaning rod with a slightly malformed tip.  Rifle is import marked under the barrel and is considered not safe to shoot
with modern ammunition and is sold as a collectible only.  (46239-239) {C&R} (100/200)

1933. TURKISH MODEL 1903/38 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #132635, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a dark bore
that has strong rifling throughout.  The metal surfaces are a rich brown overall that is mixing with areas of light surface oxidation and have
light handling marks and light pitting.  The floorplate, spring and follower are missing and the numbers are not matching.  The hardwood
stocks rate very good and have added finish and several small cracks and light dings.  The sides of the barrel are importer marked and
rifle is in about very good condition.  A leather sling is included.  (46239-237) {C&R} (75/150)

1934. EGYPTIAN MODEL 1954 UNDERLEVER PELLET RIFLE BY ANSCHUTZ  .22 Pellet, 19 1/2" barrel.  This military style air
rifle was made for the Egyptian Army as a training tool designed after their Hakim rifle.  The metal surfaces have a blued finish that is flak-
ing to brown and mixing with areas of light surface oxidation.  The top of the receiver has a grinning skull that is flanked by flames, the
rear has Farsi markings.  The walnut military style stocks rate excellent and have a few very light dings.  The rifle features a concealed
underlever that works on a single actuation and was capable of firing a pellet at about 550 fps.  The mechanism appears to function cor-
rectly and the original sights (minus the front sight hood), and sling swivels are included.  Only about 2300 of these rifles were made and
many were imported to the U.S. by Navy Arms.  There are no U.S. markings visible on the rifle which is in near excellent condition over-
all.  (46239-254) {NON-GUN} (300/500)
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1935. GERMAN K98 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #34099h, 8mm Mauser, 24" barrel with a dark bore that has strong
rifling present.  The metal surfaces retain about 98% of an arsenal type blue finish that has some light handling marks.  The top of the
receiver is "byf' marked and dated "43".  The laminate hardwood stocks rate very good and have the usual assortment of service related
dings.  The left side of the buttstock has been modified for a military style scope base, the bolt handle has been modified for use with a
scope as well.  The numbers are not matching, a cleaning rod is included.  Rifle is importer marked on the side of the barrel and is in about
very good condition overall.  (46330-67) (200/300)

1936. SPANISH MODEL 1943 MAUSER BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE  serial #8429, 8mm Mauser, 23 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an applied blue finish, most of the markings have been polished away.  The hardwood stocks
rate near excellent and have added finish over a few light dings, there is light chipping around the bottom metal.  The rifle appears to be com-
plete, including a cleaning rod, and there are no visible import markings.  A near excellent example overall.  (46328-22) {C&R} (200/300)

1937. CUSTOM PERCUSSION RIFLE WITH GOLCHER LOCK  .45 Caliber, 27" octagon barrel with a very good, lightly oxidized
bore.  The barrel is Colt marked and likely came from a Lighting rifle, it is seated into a round breech.  The metal surfaces are a rich brown
and have areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting present.  The brass stock furniture has a rich ochre patina and is somewhat rough-
ly fitted to the wood.  The Golcher lock has some nice game scene and foliate scroll engraving and the hammer has some minor damage
around the cup.  The hammer will not stay cocked without the trigger being manually reset, and may need some minor mechanical atten-
tion.  The full length hardwood stock rates excellent and has some light dings.  Rifle is equipped with a globe style front sight and mount-
ed to the tang is a Lyman combination rear aperture sight.  An aluminum ramrod is included.  The left side of the barrel is marked "M.I.
Morgan", likely the maker of this Jaeger-like sporting rifle.  (46394-2) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

1938. UNMARKED HALFSTOCK PERCUSSION TARGET RIFLE  serial #54, .45 Caliber, 29 3/4" half round, half octagon barrel
with a very good lightly oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue that is flaking to brown and has areas of light
surface oxidation and light pitting.  The custom walnut stock rates very good and has a few very small cracks.  The stock features a schn-
abel tip and a raised cheek rest and has some lovely figure throughout.  Rifle is equipped with a Lyman #77 globe front sight and a tar-
get aperture rear tang sight.  Rifle features a set trigger which must be actuated before the hammer can be cocked.  There is no provi-
sion for a ramrod and one is not included.  A near excellent custom halfstock percussion rifle overall.  (46277-23) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

1939. CUSTOM CARL GUSTAFS MODEL 1896 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #323804, 6.5x55 Swedish, 26" long
barrel with an excellent bore and custom crown.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of what appears to be the original blue that has
light handling wear throughout.  The stock is a brown Ramline synthetic sporting stock that rates excellent and includes a black nylon
sling.  Sporting sights have been added including a hooded ramp front sight and a Williams rear that fits into the original military rear sight.
The bolt handle has been modified for use with a scope though the receiver has not been tapped for mounts.   The bolt is matching to
the receiver, the bottom metal is numbered to a different rifle.  An excellent sporting rifle overall that is in a terrific caliber for large and
smaller game.  (46466-15) (200/300)

1940. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 59/66 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY ZAVASTA  serial #J-369424, 7.62x39, 22" barrel with an
integral grenade launcher adapter and a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that has a few light han-
dling marks.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have a few small dings.  The buttstock is numbered to the receiver and all the parts
appear to be matching.  Rifle is equipped with a blade style folding bayonet and has a cleaning kit in the butt trap.  An excellent to like
new example overall.  (46462-8) (300/500)

1941. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #1-1301826, 7.62x39, 16 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue which has a few light handling marks throughout.  The bolt features a matte chrome fin-
ish that rates excellent.  The hardwood stock rates excellent and has a few light dings.  Carbine is equipped with a folding spike bayonet.
The receiver bears the mark of arsenal 36, "(triangle)36" which is near Longyan, in the mountains north of Xiamen.  A prolific manufac-
turer that produced many of the imports sent to the US in the early 1990's.  The left side of the receiver is importer marked and has a
small sideplate for scope mounting.  An excellent example overall.  (46453-19) (300/500)

1942. U.S M1 CARBINE BY INLAND DIVISION  serial #131643, 30 Carbine,  18" Inland barrel dated "10-42" with a near excellent
bore that has some light pitting about midway down.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that has light handling
wear with some areas of light surface oxidation blending through.  The carbine is equipped with a reproduction paratrooper folding stock
that rates excellent.  Other features include a bayonet lug front barrel band, adjustable sight, M2 round bolt and a late style trigger group.
The parts are all from various manufacturers and included is an "LI" marked 15 round magazine and a green canvas sling.  A very good
example that should make a great shooter.  (46466-12) (400/600)

1943. INLAND DIVISION M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #149555, 30 Carbine, 16 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 99% of a commercial nickel finish that covers areas of light pitting.  The barrel is Inland marked but there is a com-
mercial sight attached at the muzzle over the markings.  The carbine is equipped with a black synthetic Ramline stock which rates excel-
lent.  Included is a single 15 round magazine that has the same nickel finish.  An excellent sporting carbine overall.  (46466-13)(300/500)

1944. INLAND DIVISION M1 SEMI-AUTO CARBINE  serial #977847, 30 Carbine, 18" unmarked barrel with a near excellent bore
that is mostly bright but has some areas of very light pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of a commercial nickel finish that cov-
ers some areas of light pitting and other handling marks.  The carbine is equipped with a Choate style black synthetic folding stock that
rates excellent and features a vented metal heat shield handguard.  A single nickeled 15 round magazine is included.  The underside of
the barrel is importer marked.  An excellent sporting carbine that might make a great shooter still.  (46466-14) (300/500)

1945. ITALIAN MODEL 1938 CARCANO BOLT ACTION SHORT RIFLE  serial #AD5238, 6.5 Carcano, 21" barrel with an excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal type blue finish that has some light handling wear.  The hardwood stock
rates excellent and has some very light dings and scratches.  A leather sling and three-piece cleaning rod are included and rifle does not
appear to be importer marked.  An excellent example overall.  (46453-20) {C&R} (100/200)

1946. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 1898 KRAG BOLT ACTION CARBINE  serial #208994, 30-40, 20" barrel with a very good lightly
freckled bore.  The metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with areas of light surface oxidation and light pitting present.  The receiver
retains some original blue and there is mild staining throughout.  The modified military walnut stock rates very good and has added finish.
There are a few small cracks and a repair with a missing portion by the bolt handle cutout.  A brass star has been inlaid on the right side
of the butt and the stock has holes for the original and an additional sling swivel stud.  The carbine is equipped with a brass blade front
sight and has a rear aperture sight mounted to the receiver, the original rear sight has been removed.  A very good example overall that
will likely make a good sporting carbine.  (46473-25) (200/300)

1947. WESTINGHOUSE MODEL 1891 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #1217204, 7.62x54R, 203" shortened
barrel with a dark, oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 90% of an arsenal blue finish that covers areas of minor pitting.  The bar-
rel and receiver markings have been heavily polished but are still faintly visible.  The modified military hardwood stock rates very good and
has a moderately crazed finish that is flaking heavily.  An about very good example of these American made Russian contract rifles, that
has been modified for sporting use.  (46473-24) (50/100)
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1948. RUSSIAN MODEL 91/30 MOSIN-NAGANT BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY IZHEVSK  serial #KI1258/9130037075,
7.62x54R, 29" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of an arsenal blue finish that has some light handling
wear.  The receiver is dated "1943" and most of the markings are still visible.  The hardwood stock rates excellent and has light dings and
flaking to the finish.  The bolt is numbered to the receiver and a cleaning rod is included.  Also included are a green canvas sling and a
correct bayonet.  Rifle was imported by Century Arms and is in excellent condition overall.  (46453-16) {C&R} (75/150)

1949. CZECH MODEL 98/22 MAUSER BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #310, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a near excellent bore
that has gray and lightly freckled grooves.  The metal surfaces are mostly mottled brown and gray and have areas of light surface oxida-
tion and pitting along with light handling and tool marks.  The walnut stocks rate very good and have light added finish over several light
cracks and light dings.  A rear sling swivel, cleaning rod and a correct bayonet are included.  The bayonet is in similar overall condition
and includes a steel scabbard.  Likely this rifle was part of a contract shipment to Turkey, the original serial number was scrubbed and
the current "310" added.  None of the parts are matching and rifle was imported by Century Arms.  A very good example overall.
(46422-2) {C&R} (150/250)

1950. MITCHELL'S MAUSERS YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZAVASTA  serial #V50983, 8mm Mauser, 23
1/2" barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of an arsenal blue finish that has a few very light handling
marks.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent as well and the buttstock is numbered to the receiver.  The parts are all matching.  This rifle
includes a front sight hood, cleaning rod and kit which consists of a bayonet with scabbard and frog, leather sling, cleaning kit and ammu-
nition pouch.  Also included are the owner's manuals.  A finely restored military rifle by Mitchell's Mauser in near arsenal new condition
overall.  (46418-12) {C&R} (200/400)

1951. CIVIL WAR LOT  This lot consists of an 1840's Militia Infantry Officers Belt Plate, ca. 1845-1850 with leather belt. The belt plate is sil-
ver-plated, die-struck copper which is assembled by hand with a three piece tongue and two piece wreath. The motif features a distinctive
eagle with extended wings, head cocked to one side and talons gripping an olive branch and arrows. The center of the eagle exhibits a
shield with an "I" in the center. The plate's exterior retains approximately 85-90% original silver plate with copper showing through on the
high edges and light scattered tarnish. The design remains sharp with minor wear for the piece’s age. Both pieces exhibit the No.6. The
plate’s interior exhibits bare metal with minor specs of what are believed to be metal polish. The belt measures approximately 36" in length
and 1 3/4" in width. The exterior surfaces retain worn black color with cracking and crazing the length of the belt. The interior exhibits a
majority of black dye mixed with rough brown leather. The stitching remains sound with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (65798-B172)

1952. MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of a complete set of (7) instruction manuals for the Consolidated Aircraft, B24D, "Liberator" bomber
issued to crewman Ernest A. Vezina. Each manual is complete  with the crewman's name embossed on the covers. The titles are (1) Flight
Manual, (2) Armament, (3) Radio, (4) General Airplane Data, (5) Hydraulics, (6) Power Plant, (7) Electricity. Inside one of the manuals is
a set of orders awarding the owner the Air Medal as well as a newspaper printed by Consolidated Aircraft dated May 27,1943. The man-
uals are stored in a brown leather brief case measuring 12 1/2" in length, 9 1/2" in height, 6" in width. The case has lost its structural
integrity with the leather stitching split in areas but could be repaired by a cobbler or a home hobbyist. The exterior exhibits the manu-
facturer as well as the owner’s name embossed on the top. The exterior also exhibits a decal marked "U.S. Army Air Corps" on the top as
well as decals bearing the insignia of the U.S. Army Air Forces on both sides. This lot is in excellent condition overall with exception to the
leather case and is an excellent reference for the WWII or aviation enthusiast.  (66383-17) 

1953. M-1858 CIVIL WAR CANTEEN This smooth sided canteen is complete, measuring approximately 7 3/4" in diameter and retaining
approximately 90% original brown wool cloth. The canteen is fitted with pewter spout, tin flange collar, cork stopper with metal pull ring,
chain and all three sling loops. The pewter spout exhibits the contractor's name "A. Jewett", the white cotton sling retains the remnants
of a New York inspector’s stamp. The brown cloth covering is separated near the spout with one side exhibiting the letter "H" over "110"
and the letters "PM" on the opposite side. The fabric exhibits soiling and wear consistent with age but is otherwise intact. The sling is
intact exhibiting soiling as well as oxidation with minor fraying. This canteen is in excellent condition overall and will make an excellent addi-
tion to any Civil War collection.  (65798-F124) (300/500)

1954. RUGER MINI-14 STOCK  This lot consists of a black synthetic rifle stock, Harris
bipod with Yankee Hill Machine mount, Specter black nylon magazine pouch and
extra rubber butt pad. The lot includes the stock only, which exhibits minor
wear from handling and storage and is in excellent to almost new condition
overall.  (66367-1)

1955. RUGER MINI-14 LOT  This lot consists two items for the Mini-14: first is
a Mitchell Arms black synthetic rifle stock; second is an unknown make, steel
40 round magazine. The stock does not include any additional hardware,
exhibiting minor wear from handling and storage. The magazine retains 95%
original black finish with silvering from hand fitting near the top. The sides
exhibit wear from light use with the lot in very good to excellent condition
overall.  (66287-219)

1956. ANTIQUE DRUM CANTEEN  This lot consists of an antique wooden
"drum" type canteen reportedly from the War of 1812. The canteen measures
approximately 7 1/2" in diameter and approximately 5" wide and is all wood in
construction. The wooden bands exhibit minor splitting at the ends and are held
together with hand forged nails. The wooden stopper is missing. The bands and
slats retain the remnants of original green paint. There are two small holes to
attach a sling. The side of the canteen exhibits a handwritten note that has been
permanently attached: "This Canteen Was Used In The War of 1812 and Owned
By Thomas Rose", "Presented To (illegible) Post No.7 G.A.R by Ebenezer Rose,
Tower Hill, RI November 27, 1897". The canteen is in excellent condition given its
reported pedigree and will make a fine addition to any collection.  (65798-M182)
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1957. MAGAZINE LOT  This lot consists of (5) 30 round, aluminum, AR-15/M16 magazines: (3) magazines are by Adventure Line Mfg. of
Parsons, KS. The magazines retain 95% original gray phosphate finish with wear from handling and storage, (1) magazine is by the same
company under the earlier name of Parsons Precision Products. The magazine retains approximately 90% original gray phosphate finish
with wear and scuffing along the contact points as well as some added gray paint near the base plate; the last magazine is by Cooper
Industries retaining approximately 80% original gray finish with base metal exposed. The base plate is bent and exhibits scuffing with sil-
ver metal showing through. The metal plate is bent upward slightly but should not affect the magazine's performance. This is an excellent
lot for the AR shooter.  (66490-3)

1958. MILITARY HELMET LOT  Total of three: the first helmet is a Belgian M-15 "Adrian" helmet retaining 95% reapplied green paint with
areas of base metal showing through. The liner, chin strap and embellished lion which were attached to the front are missing. The interi-
or retains three pieces of corrugated tin as well as exhibiting the No.54 on the interior visor. This helmet was delivered to the army in 1915
and was used until the early years of WWII; the second helmet is a Swiss M1918/66 helmet retaining 95% original textured finish with sil-
vering along the rim. The helmet is complete with liner and chin strap. These helmets were used from 1944 until the 1970's; the third hel-
met is a French M1926 helmet which is an update of the M1915 "Adrian" version exhibiting a distinctive badge containing a distinctive
helmet and the letters "RF" translated for Republic First. This badge denotes an engineer which retains approximately 80% green paint
with areas of base metal showing through. The metal ridge which is mounted to the top of the helmet is slightly bent and is devoid of any
paint. The interior retains the chin strap only with the metal tabs present to secure the missing liner. These helmets are in good to very
good condition overall and will make a fine addition to the military collector.  (66129-2A)

1959. YUGOSLAVIAN/SERBIAN NE44 HELMET  This helmet retains approximately 90% original green paint with red star above the
visor. The metal surfaces exhibit wear and light scratches on the exterior surfaces. The interior retains the liner, chin strap, and sweat band
which exhibits moderate wear and soiling. This helmet was designed by Tito's partisan forces during WWII and was first produced in 1952.
This helmet is in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66129-2W)

1960. LOT OF HELMETS  This lot consists of (2) East German 1944 pattern helmets; the first helmet retains approximately 90-95% original
matte finish with light overall scuffs and scratches. There are a couple areas of base metal showing through. The helmet is outfitted with
a camo net and an almost new suspension system inside. The second helmet retains approximately 90% military reapplied paint with light
overall scuffs and scratches. The interior retains the original suspension system which exhibits light wear. The protective padding is worn
and brittle. This lot is in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66129-2X,Y)

1961. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of two: both helmets are Swiss M1918/66 designed helmets with the first retaining approximately 50% tex-
tured finish with approximately 90% reapplied black paint on the exterior. The exterior also exhibits overall scuffs and scratches from age
and use. The interior retains the chin strap and liner exhibiting wear and soiling; the second helmet's exterior exhibits a smooth surface
retaining 90-95% reapplied green finish. The surfaces also exhibit overall light scuffs as well as a small flag, hand painted on the side with
a light blue field and a white stripe running horizontally through the middle. The interior retains the chin strap and liner while exhibiting
patches of green paint from "overspray". These helmets are in excellent refinished condition overall.  (66129-2AB, U)

1962. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of three: the first helmet is a Peruvian M34 helmet which is almost identical to the French M1926 style hel-
met with a badge above the visor exhibiting the sun and a radiant crown. The exterior metal surfaces retain 85-90% refinished green color
with overall scuffing and scratches as well as light crazing on the ridge device. The interior is complete with the suspension harness and
aged chin strap; the second helmet is believed to be a Czech M1930 helmet retaining 90% reapplied green paint. The exterior surfaces
exhibit minor scuffing and scratches. The interior retains the black leather suspension webbing but no chin strap; the third helmet is a
British MkV "Turtle Shell" helmet. The textured exterior surfaces retain 90% refinished green color with areas of scuffs and scratches as
well as areas of black paint. The interior features the "snap in" harness which is covered in black paint as is the interior surfaces. This lot
is in very good refinished condition overall.  (66129-2V,AC,Z)

1963. PRUSSIAN HELMET LOT  This lot is a Prussian Jager zu Pferde spiked helmet. The exterior metal surfaces exhibit reapplied navy
blue paint. The pickelhaube exhibits silver reapplied paint as well. The helmet exhibits rust as well as a small hole in the back with a patch
to stop or slow the decay. There is no insignia and there is only one stud to attach the absent chin strap. The interior has been painted
green with evidence of pitting and rust underneath. This helmet is in fair condition overall but is still a worthy veteran.  (66129-2AA)  

1964. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of three: the first is a Spanish "Modelo Z" helmet with the exterior metal surfaces retaining 85-90% refinished
green paint. The exterior surfaces exhibit light overall scuffing and scratches from handling and storage. The interior retains original green
color with the leather "3" flap suspension system. The interior leather exhibits mild cracking and soiling; the second is an East German 1944
pattern helmet; retaining approximately 90-95% original matte finish with light overall scuffs and scratches. There are a couple areas of base
metal showing through. The helmet is outfitted with a camo net and an almost new suspension system inside; the third is a Swiss M60 hel-
met retaining approximately 90% textured original green finish with light scuffs and scratches from handling and storage. The interior is com-
plete with leather suspension system and side attach chin strap. The leather is soft, exhibiting dark color from use.  (66129-2H,D,G)

1965. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of three: the first is a Czech M1930 helmet reported by the owner to have been used in the Spanish Civil
War. The exterior metal surfaces retain 95-97% repainted green finish with light scuffs and scratches from handling and storage. The inte-
rior retains the original chinstrap and leather suspension system. Their leather exhibits wear and soiling with the rear leather flap missing;
the second is a Spanish M1942/79 helmet retaining approximately 90% arsenal refinished color with light overall scuffing and chipping as
well as areas of exposed metal most notably around the rim and visor. The interior is complete with the chin strap and suspension system;
the third is a U.S. M1 helmet with liner. The helmet retains approximately 95% post issue brown paint with light chipping and a few areas
of exposed metal. The M-1 plastic liner, 2nd pattern retains approximately 90% added green paint. The last soldier to whom this liner was
issued wrote his name and rank on the front and the liner retains remnants of unit decals on both sides. The liner also retains a majority
of the webbing with nape band missing as well as the leather strap that secured the liner to the steel pot. The chin strap with T-1 release
is present. There is no sweat band present.  (66129-2C,A,F)

1966. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of two: the first is a Romanian M1938 helmet retaining 85-90% original black paint with honest wear. The
interior retains the leather suspension system and chin strap; the second is believed to be Spanish retaining approximately 90% original
green finish with light scattered scuffs and scratches. The interior is complete with chin strap and leather suspension system The leather
exhibits minor wear and soiling with the lot in very good condition overall.  (66129-2B,E) 

1967. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of two: the first is an Argentine M-1 style helmet retaining approximately 95% original green paint with light
scuffs and scratches from handling and storage. The helmet is complete with liner, green canvas suspension system with sweatband and
web strap securing helmet to the nape of the neck presumably for airborne operations, the second helmet is a U.S. M-1 helmet believed
to be late WWII issue exhibiting a split in the seam at the visor. The exterior metal surfaces retain approximately 90% original green finish
with light overall scuffing and scratches. The initials of the previous owner are painted above the visor in black “E.F.N.” for E.F. Nause,
USNR. The M1 plastic liner is complete with suspension system, chin strap and leather visor strap as well as the previous owner’s sweat-
band with name stenciled on the leather. Both helmets are in excellent condition overall.  (66129-2I,T)
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1968. PICKELHAUBE PARTS LOT  This lot contains replacement parts for the German Pickelhaube (Helmet): three gray metal scrolls with
“Semper Talis”; one brass top piece with mounting plate; two black leather visors; one brass helmet plate with Imperial Eagle, “FR” in the
center and German words loosely translated for “God, King and Country”; one Kokard with rosette exhibiting an Iron Cross; one brass
strip of chin scales, a small plastic bag of replacement chin scales; one brass base plate; five strips of black leather; two chin straps. The
parts in this lot appear to be genuine with exception to the leather strips. The metal surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age, tarnish and
areas of verdigris. This is an excellent parts lot to make your Pickelhaube pop!  (66129-2AA1)

1969. WWI GERMAN HELMET  This M-1916 “Stahlhelm” exhibits 95% refinished green color with overall light scuffs and scratches. The
interior exhibits a new leather chin strap with presumably a WWII leather suspension system. The leather exhibits wear consistent with
age. This helmet is in excellent refinished condition overall.  (66129-2M)

1970. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of two: this lot consists of two East German M1944 pattern helmets complete with leather suspension sys-
tem and chin straps. The exterior metal surfaces retain 95% original gray-green finish with normal wear and one helmet includes a cloth
cover. The interior exhibits light wear with minor soiling. In excellent condition overall.  (66129-2N,L)

1971. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of three: the first is a Danish M-1923 exhibiting approximately 95% gray-green finish with light scuffs and
scratches. The interior includes leather suspension system and black leather chin strap which is broken; the second is a Swiss model hel-
met retaining approximately 97% original gray-green finish with light overall wear. The interior is complete with leather chin strap and sus-
pension system. The leather exhibits minor wear and light soiling; the third is a Swiss M18 helmet retaining approximately 75-80% origi-
nal textured black finish with areas of base metal showing through. The interior is complete with leather suspension system and chin strap.
The leather exhibits wear and soiling but is still sound with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66129-2Q,R,S)

1972. LOT OF HELMETS  Total of three: the first is a French M-1950 with liner. The exterior metal surfaces retain 95% original green finish
with light scuffs and scratches. The liner is complete with chin strap and canvas suspension system but the sweatband is missing; the sec-
ond is a Portuguese M1940 exhibiting 95% post issue green color. The interior exhibits minor scattered oxidation freckling with minor pit-
ting and features the chin strap and suspension system. The sweat band is absent; the third is a post WWII, U.S. M-1 helmet with plastic
liner. The exterior metal surfaces retain approximately 90% original green color with scuffs and scratches as well as patches of primer
showing through. The liner exhibits a 1966 date with the liner exhibiting wear at the edges with the lot in very good to excellent condition
overall.  (66129-2K,J,P)

1973. MADSEN MACHINE GUN LOT  This lot consists of a leather case measuring 12”x7” and (5) unmarked magazines measuring 11
1/4” in length and 1” at the widest point. The metal surfaces exhibit an added green finish with moderate to heavy wear as well as areas
of base metal showing through. The leather case is tanned leather, exhibiting rich color from age with wear at the stress points as well as
wear consistent with age. In good to very good condition overall.  (66129-6) 

1974. MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of: (1) Chinese “Chi-Com” chest rig constructed of green canvas with (6) pockets to hold loaded
SKS stripper clips as well as (8) grenade pouches. The material exhibits minor wear from handling and storage and appears unissued; (2)
thirteen 30 caliber carbine stripper clips with guides and six guides without stripper clips. The metal surfaces exhibit various stages of wear
with minor oxidation freckling on the interior of the stripper clips; (3) small plastic bag of 30 caliber machine gun disintegrating links. The
metal surfaces exhibit various stages of wear with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66129-4A2)

1975. LOT OF AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a bandoleer with six pockets containing (10) five round stripper clips of 7X57mm Spanish
round nose ammunition. The head stamp exhibits “PS/1920”. The exterior metal surfaces exhibit varying degrees of tarnish with some car-
tridges exhibiting small amounts of verdigris. This ammunition will make a nice addition for the ammunition collector.  (66129-4A3)

1976. AMMO CRATE  This lot consists of an empty wooden ammo crate measuring approximately 15 1/2” x 8 1/2”. The crate’s exterior has
light overall wear and exhibits black paint with yellow stenciled lettering addressed to the Century Arms in St. Albans, VT. The crate fea-
tures two rope handles with the lid absent. This lot is in very good condition overall and would make an excellent storage bin for the
reloader or collector.  (66129-4A4)

1977. LOT OF MILITARY ORDNANCE  This lot consists of three inert projectiles: 1) M3, 30 caliber rifle grenade with cardboard packing
tube. The projectile measures approximately 17” in height with the exterior surfaces retaining approximately 90% original light blue finish.
The grenades designation remains clearly visible in white paint. The surfaces exhibit wear and small patches of oxidation on the high edges
as well as the fins of the projectile. The cardboard tube is black with the designation still legible with a small section torn away. The card-
board cover is missing the lid while exhibiting wear from handling and storage; 2) M9A1 Heat Grenade measuring approximately 19”,
retains approximately 90% original O.D. green paint with overall light scuffs and scratches from handling and storage. This grenade is
equipped with fins designed to be fired from a bazooka instead of a rifle adapter. The safety wire is absent; 3) 81mm mortar round mea-
suring approximately 13” retaining approximately 90-95% original green finish. The exterior surfaces exhibit light overall scuffs and scratch-
es from age and wear. The round retains the fin assembly as well the lower section of the fuse. This lot is in excellent condition overall and
will make and excellent addition to any collection.  (66129-4A5)

1978. GERMAN MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of: (2) Argentine M1891 muzzle covers; (1) Rifle cleaning “pull-through”; (1) leather sling
(no attachments); (1) rifle magazine floorplate with spring follower; (1) pair of Bakelite bayonet scales; (1) Luger take down tool; (1) brass
rifle muzzle cover. The items in this lot exhibit wear consistent with age and are in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66129-4A6)

1979. GERMAN G98 BOLT COVER  This lot consists of a
G98 sliding bolt cover or “trench cover” retaining approx-
imately 95% original black finish with light overall scuffs
from handling and storage as well as minor silvering on
the high edges. The metal is stamped “W/Co” over “DRP”
and appears genuine with the spring, guide rod and latch
exhibiting a plum colored finish. In excellent condition
overall.  (66129-4A7)

1980. AMMO CRATE  This lot is an M2 ball wooden
ammo crate measuring approximately 15”x10 1/2” with
black lettering still clearly visible denoting contents.
The crate also exhibits the flaming bomb denoting ordnance and Springfield Armory symbols. This crate contained 30-06 ammo on five
round stripper clips inside bandoleers. The exterior exhibits scuffs and the occasional bruise consistent with age. The lid is absent, with
this lot in very good condition overall.  (66129-4A8)

1981. LOT OF SHOTGUN SNAP CAPS  This lot consists of (8) pairs of snap caps: (1) pair of nickel plated 16 gauge caps; (1) pair of
nickel plated 12 gauge caps; (6) pairs of Armsport 16 gauge heavy duty plastic caps with brass, spring loaded primers. The nickel plated
caps retain 99% original heavy, polished plating with minor wear and small areas of hardened oil from limited use. The plastic caps are
clear with the maker’s name on the side featuring red plastic spring and primer shrouds at the bases. The caps exhibit light wear from
handling and storage with the lot in excellent condition overall.  (65045-5)   
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1982. MISCELLANEOUS SIGHT LOT  This lot consists of: 1) Lyman "All-American" 3X scope with Perma-Center reticle. The metal sur-
faces retain approximately 97% original blue finish with overall light wear as well as two or three areas of pinprick nicks on the edges of
the eyepiece. There is very faint silvering on the high edges of the adjustment caps. The scope features sharp, clear optics and measures
11 1/4" in length with a 1" tube. The scope includes a set of Weaver detachable rings; 2) a Williams Gun Sight Co., model 5-D receiver
sight in size 56 with original yellow and brown box included. The sight appears unused and retains 99% original blue/black finish with
small traces of hardened factory oil. The sight will fit Winchester models 88 and 100 as well as Marlin models 56, 57, 62, 99 and 989.; 3)
a Marbles No. 69 Flat Top folded rear sight with "U' notch designed to fit most Winchester, Marlin, Savage and Remington rifles with a
standard slot. The metal surfaces retain approximately 85% original blue finish with wear and light silvering; 4) Lyman No. 37FA front sight
retaining virtually all the original black finish with minimal wear from storage. This sight exhibits a small white ivory insert and is designed
to fit Winchester models 70 and 71.  (65045-4)

1983. ARTILLERY LUGER LOT  This lot consists of a contemporary Luger shoulder stock with leather that has been added to provide an
air of authenticity. The walnut shoulder stock measures approximately 13 3/4" x 4 3/8" featuring a stained finish with metal hardware. The
wood exhibits a bruise on the left side approximately 1 1/2" in length followed by a few light scuffs. The leather exhibits different shades
of brown color with the double magazine pouch exhibiting a date stamp of 1915 on the back. The brass hardware exhibits tarnish and a
few areas of verdigris with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall. NFA Rules Apply.  (66129-4A9) 

1984. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pock-
et features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in excellent condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the hunter or collector.  (66129-4A10)    

1985. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pock-
et features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in excellent condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the hunter or collector.  (66129-4B1)    

1986. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pock-
et features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in excellent condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the hunter or collector.  (66129-4B2)    

1987. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is constructed
of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most probably
Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pocket
features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This lot
is in very good to excellent condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the hunter or collector.  (66129-4B3)    

1988. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibits wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each
pocket features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment.
This lot is in very good condition overall and will make an excellent addition for the hunter or collector.  (66129-4B4)    

1989. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibits wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each
pocket features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment.
This lot is in very good condition overall.  (66129-4B5)

1990. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pock-
et features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in good to very good condition overall.  (66129-4B6)

1991. LOT OF MILITARY RIFLE AMMO POUCHES  This lot consists of (4) military stripper clip pouches. Each pouch is construct-
ed of brown leather with two pockets per pouch measuring approximately 6" X 4 1/2". These pouches are WWII era issue, most proba-
bly Czech. The exterior leather surfaces exhibit wear consistent with age with no markings visible. The stitching remains sound. Each pock-
et features a top flap with brass stud closure. The reverse features two leather belt straps and a metal D-ring for harness attachment. This
lot is in good to very good condition overall.  (66129-4B7)

1992. RUGER STOCK  This lot consists of a Ruger 10/22 stock. The stock is made of birch, retaining approximately 95-97% original finish
with the occasional light bruise from handling and storage. The wood slightly overlaps the toe of the buttplate. Includes the barrel band
and takedown screw with the stock in excellent condition overall.  (66313-20) 

1993. REMINGTON STOCK  This lot consists of a Remington Model 700 SPS Stock, right hand, long action in Mossy Oak pattern cam-
ouflage. The stock retains 99% original Mossy Oak pattern with minor wear from handling and storage. The butt pad exhibits the
Remington logo, with the stock in excellent to almost new condition overall.  (66329-2D)

1994. RUGER STOCK  This lot consists of a Hogue black rubberized stock for a Ruger 10/22 rifle. The stock exhibits minor wear from handling
and storage as well as the occasional scuff. The stock is equipped with two sling studs and is in excellent condition overall.  (66329-2A)

1995. RUGER LOT  This lot consists of (2) Hogue black rubberized stocks. The first model is for the Ruger 10/22 rifle in 22LR, while the sec-
ond stock is believed to be for the 10/22 in 22WMR. Both stocks exhibit light wear from handling and storage as well as the occasional
scuff and are equipped with sling studs. In excellent condition overall.  (66329-2B,2E)

1996. POINT BLANK BODY ARMOR  This lot consists of a Point Blank ballistic vest size 42, serial #0601538812, with an issue date of
2005. This vest is Type IIIA performance compliant with front and back panels as well as an additional soft trauma plate in a blue nylon
shell carrier. The shell carrier exhibits light soiling from limited use. It must be noted that ballistic vests carry a warranty date of five years
only with this vest past warranty date but in excellent condition overall.  (66427-2)
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1997. LOT OF STOCKS  This lot consists of two stocks; the first stock is a Butler Creek brand, black synthetic stock for a Mauser 98 bolt
action rifle; the second stock is an Archangel brand, black synthetic stock for a Ruger 10/22 semi-auto rifle. Both stocks exhibit light over-
all wear from handling and storage with the Butler Creek stock exhibiting light fitting marks in front of the forward sling stud and is miss-
ing the grip cap. In very good to excellent condition overall.  (66329-2C,2F)

1998. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Total of two AR-15 magazines: the first is an Okay Industries, 30 round capacity magazine. The metal sur-
faces retain 90% original gray phosphate finish with moderate overall scuffing; the second is an Adventure Line, 15 round capacity mag-
azine. The metal surfaces retain approximately 60% original gray phosphate finish with overall scuffing and areas of bare metal. Both mag-
azines should have plenty of trigger time left and are in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66419-5)

1999. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Total of three 20 round, Ruger Mini-14 magazines: the first two magazines are in the original wrapper and
appear unused. The third magazine's metal surfaces retain approximately 95% original blue finish with areas of oxidation freckling and light
surface pitting with the lot in very good to excellent condition overall.  (66419-4)         

2000. SAVAGE ARMS MARK II-F SERIES BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #1690072, 22 LR, 20 3/4" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates excellent, having retained about 97% of its factory blue finish with only a very few minor faint signs of handling.  The
receiver rates excellent as it has retained about 99% of its factory blue finish, with no indications of either handling or wear.  The check-
ered black synthetic pistol grip stock rates excellent and exhibits no signs of any handling or wear.  The rifle features a threaded barrel,
AccuTrigger, sling mounts, and dovetail sight slots (although the front sight is missing and the rear slot has been filled with a non-sight
block); comes with three (3) 10 round magazines, manual, and Redfield 4-12x Tombstone reticle scope with factory flip-up lens covers
and mounted on Weaver 1" scope rings. (136313-6) (250/350)

2001. REMINGTON MODEL 41-P "TARGETMASTER" BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #261274, 22 RF, 27" barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The barrel rates excellent, having retained about 98% of its factory blue finish.  Likewise, the receiver rates excellent and
has retained about 98% of its factory blue finish.  The smooth wood pistol grip stock rates excellent, with only a few minor dings as would
be expected from handling.  The rifle features aperture rear sights and a protected front sight.  NOTE: the rifle requires manual cocking
after bolt manipulation in order for trigger pull. (136375-12) {C&R} (200/300)

2002. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904-A BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 RF, 21" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates very
good, having retained about 90% of its factory blue finish but beginning to acquire a mottled brownish-gray tint, with some minor light oxi-
dation developing.  Likewise, the receiver rates very good, and retains about 90% of its factory blue finish but exhibits what appears to be
a slight chip in the metal on the left portion behind the bolt.  The smooth wood straight stock rates very good, as it is subject to numer-
ous light dings and scratches; the stock features a schnabel forend.  Attention should be given to the bolt handle as it is somewhat loose
from the rest of the bolt group.  (136356-D28675) {C&R} (200/400)

2003. WINCHESTER MODEL 68 BOLT ACTION RIFLE, 22 RF (LR), 27" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates very
good and retains about 90-95% of its factory blue finish, although beginning to acquire a mottled brownish-gray tint.  Likewise, the receiv-
er rates very good with 90-95% retention of its factory blue finish, exhibiting what appear to be extremely slight chips in the metal on the
portions behind the bolt.  The smooth wood pistol grip stock rates good and demonstrates extensive dings, scratches, and scuffs.
(136356-D28782) {C&R} (200/300)

2004. REMINGTON SPORTSMAN MODEL SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #1560793, 16 Gauge, 26" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The barrel rates excellent, having retained about 90-95% of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates very good retaining about
90% of its factory blue finish but with areas of slight discoloration along the upper rear portion of the right side of the receiver, as well as
the rear portion of the receiver itself.  The checkered wood beavertail forend and pistol grip stock both rate excellent, with no demonstra-
tion of any damage.  An extra piece of wood measuring one inch in length was added to the stock to extend the shotgun's length of pull.
(136392-8) (200/300)

2005. MOSSBERG 500C PUMP SHOTGUN serial #L668585, 20 Gauge, 26” Ventilated rib barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The
barrel retains about 97% of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates excellent having retained about 95% of its factory blue finish with
some minor scratches present on the left side of the receiver.  The checkered wood pump and pistol grip stock both rate excellent with
minimal faint scuffs and dings. The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136357-S17164) (150/250)

2006. BROWNING 2000 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #631RN06137, 20 Gauge, 28” barrel with a very good, bright bore which
exhibits moderate oxidation toward the muzzle.  The ribbed barrel rates very good as it has retained roughly 90-95% of its factory blue fin-
ish, but displays moderate brown oxidation over the length of the barrel.  The receiver rates very good, retaining about 90% of its factory
blue finish but with moderate oxidation over much of the receiver’s surfaces; in spite of this state, the factory scroll marks demonstrate no
signs of deterioration.  The checkered wood forend rates excellent as it only displays a very few light dings, while the pistol grip stock rates
very good with comparatively more extensive and noticeable scuffing. (136357-S17207) (150/250)

2007. WINCHESTER MODEL 12 PUMP SHOTGUN serial #1455283, 12 Gauge, 30” barrel with an, excellent, bright bore.  The bar-
rel rates very good having abandoned its factory original finish and instead acquired a mottled gray tint with a spattering of brown patina;
pitting is also developing around the muzzle.  Like the barrel, the receiver rates very good and has adopted a mottled gray finish with light
brown patina scattered along the receiver surfaces.  The ribbed wood pump rates excellent with some isolated and extremely scuffing.  The
smooth wood pistol grip stock rates good with numerous scratches, dings, and scuffs, as well as couple of chips.  The stock has also been
subjected to several cracks, including along both sides of the top of the stock where the wood meets the receiver, as well as along the
bottom of the stock stemming from the chip in the buttplate and curving inward. (136356-D28892) (200/300)

2008. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERWEIGHT PUMP SHOTGUN serial #371114474, 12 Gauge, 27 1/2” barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The barrel rates excellent and has retained roughly 91% of its factory blue finish but is beginning to shift toward a slight
mottled gray with light brown patina thoroughly speckling the portion of the barrel closest to the receiver.  The receiver rates very good
with about 90% retention of its factory blue finish with a slight mottled gray tint beginning to develop and light oxidation present; the
factory engravings on both sides of the receiver have held up very well.  The checkered wood pump and pistol grip stock both rate very
good with age and handling abundantly evident, particularly so on the right side of the stock where a crack, measuring approximately
one-half inch in length, has developed and reaches from the frame to the checkering.  The shotgun features a red fiber optic front sight.
(136356-D28768) (200/300)

2009. ITHACA MODEL 37R PUMP SHOTGUN serial #71278, 12 Gauge, 27 1/2” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates
very good and has managed to retain 80-85% of its factory blue finish but beginning to adopt a mottled gray finish, wear is easily evident and
minor oxidation has begun to develop.  The receiver rates very good, managing to have retained approximately 80-85% of its factory blue fin-
ish but observably gaining a finish with a more mottled gray nature; the factory engravings on both sides of the receiver have held up very
well.  The checkered wood pump and pistol grip stock both rate very good although exhibiting numerous scratches and dings of various con-
dition, as well as some minor cracking along the lower right side of the stock where it meets the receiver. (136323-4) (150/250)
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2010. MOSSBERG 500A PUMP SHOTGUN serial #P147362, 12 Gauge, 23 1/2" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel rates
very good and has retained 95% plus of its factory blue finish but exhibits a few light scratches and minor oxidation development.  The
receiver rates excellent, retaining about 98% of its factory blue finish with only a few minor handling marks.  The checkered wood pump
and pistol grip both rate very good with several light scratches, dings, and scuffs.  The shotgun features sling mounts, folding rear sight,
and a recoil mitigating buttpad; comes with an additional ventilated ribbed 28" barrel with an excellent, bright bore in excellent condition
and retaining about 97% of its factory blue finish. (136357-S17139) (250/350)

2011. REMINGTON 870 SPECIAL PURPOSE PUMP SHOTGUN serial #X258222M, 12 Gauge, 20" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates very good having retained roughly 90% of its factory blue finish but with light oxidation accumulation present.  The
receiver rates very good and retains about 90% of its factory blue finish but exhibits similar levels of oxidation as the barrel.  The check-
ered wood pump and pistol grip stock both rate very good with numerous scratches, scuffs, and dings.  The shotgun features sling mounts,
a recoil mitigating buttpad, and rifle sights. (136357-S17268) (200/300)

2012. REMINGTON 870 EXPRESS MAGNUM PUMP SHOTGUN serial #C735284M, 12 Gauge, 27 1/2" barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The ventilated ribbed barrel rates excellent as it has managed to retain about 93% of its factory blue finish with some minor
signs of prior handling.  The receiver rates very good and retains about 91% of its factory blue finish with some minor faint scratches and
light oxidation speckling. The checkered black plastic pump rates excellent, with the pistol grip stock rating very good stemming from
numerous faint scuffs.  The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136357-S17228) (200/300)

2013. SEARS ROEBUCK & CO. TED WILLIAMS MODEL 300 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #Q109816, 12 Gauge, 27 1/2"
barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The ventilated ribbed barrel rates excellent, retaining about 95% of its factory blue finish but with evi-
dence of prior handling.  The receiver exhibits a few faint scratches but nonetheless rates excellent with about 98% retention of its facto-
ry blue finish.  The checkered wood beavertail forend and pistol grip stock both rate very good and display several minor dings and scuffs.
The shotgun features a choke and a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136457-S17154) (200/300)

2014. MOSSBERG 535 COMBINATION PUMP SHOTGUN serial #AT023296, 12 Gauge, 22" barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The ventilated ribbed barrel rates excellent, retaining 98% plus of its factory "Mossy Oak Break-Up" finish with only a single isolated small
area of light scratching on the left side of the barrel toward the receiver.  Likewise, the receiver rates excellent, with about 99% retention
of its factory "Mossy Oak Break-Up" finish, lacking any discernible signs of damage.  The checkered "Mossy Oak Break-Up" plastic pump
and pistol grip stock both rate excellent and exhibit no signs from either handling or wear.  The shotgun features a green fiber optic front
sight, red fiber optic rear sight, barrel choke, sling mounts, scope mount atop the receiver, and recoil mitigating buttpad; comes with a
sling, and an additional ventilated ribbed 28" barrel with a very good, bright bore although displaying some moderate oxidation.  The addi-
tional barrel retains approximately 99% of its factory "Mossy Oak Break-Up" finish and features a red fiber optic front sight, but unlike the
previous barrel does not feature either a rear sight or choke. (136357-S17138) (300/500)

2015. TRADITIONS PURSUIT LT PERCUSSION RIFLE serial #14-13-002178-05, 50 Caliber, 26" barrel with an excellent bore.  The
barrel rates excellent as it retains 95% plus of its factory blue finish, but some faint handling marks are present.  The frame rates excellent
and retains approximately 99% of its factory blue finish without any signs of diminished condition from either handling or wear.  The check-
ered black plastic forend and pistol grip stock both rate excellent, with only a very few extremely faint handling marks found on the stock.
The rifle features a recoil mitigating buttpad, sling mounts, and a red fiber optic front sight; comes with ramrod and a Traditions 4x32 scope
mounted. (136357-S17140A) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2016. ITHACA MODEL 37 FEATHERLIGHT PUMP SHOTGUN serial #371523630, 12 Gauge, 28" barrel with an excellent, bright
bore.  The barrel rates excellent, retaining about 98% of its factory blue finish with isolated minor light oxidation accumulation around the
front sight.  The receiver rates excellent having retained 98% plus of its factory blue finish with no discernible signs of diminished condi-
tion stemming from either handling or wear; the factory engravings on both sides of the receiver have held up very well.  The checkered
wood pump rates excellent; while the pistol grip stock rates very good as a few faint dings, scratches, and scuffs are present, as well as
wear and a slight chip exhibited on the buttplate.  The shotgun features a red fiber optic front sight. (136356-D28847) (300/400)

2017. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 MAGNUM SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #P142817M, 12 Gauge, 28” barrel with an excel-
lent, bright bore.  The ventilated ribbed barrel rates very good and has retained roughly 90% of its factory blue finish, but with numerous
signs of handling as well as several instances of minor oxidation.  The receiver rates very good, retaining 90% plus of its factory blue finish
but exhibiting several instances of minor oxidation and with edge areas shifting toward a light gray tint; the factory scroll markings on both
sides of the receiver have held up very well.  The checkered wood forend rates very good as it displays numerous signs of minor handling,
while the pistol grip stock rates good with extensive pronounced handling marks, particularly running along the top portion of the stock.
The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad and comes with a hard case. (136357-S17267) (300/400)

2018. REMINGTON MODEL 1100 SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #L793451V, 12 Gauge, 28” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.
The ventilated ribbed barrel rates excellent, retaining 95% plus of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates excellent and has managed a
97% plus retention of its factory blue finish, with factory scroll markings on both sides of the receiver that have held up very well.  The
checkered wood forend and pistol grip stock both rate excellent with only a minor mark on the stock.  The shotgun comes with a soft
case. (136357-S16960) (250/350) 

2019. MOSSBERG 500A PUMP SHOTGUN serial #K942418, 12 Gauge, 28” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The ventilated ribbed
barrel rates excellent and has retained about 97% of its factory blue finish.  The receiver rates excellent, retaining about 98% of its facto-
ry blue finish with negligible signs of wear around the chamber.  The checkered wood pump and pistol grip stock both rate excellent with
only a few minor faint dings.  The shotgun features a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136357-S17162) (200/300)

2020. SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO. J.C. HIGGINS MODEL 20 PUMP SHOTGUN, 12 Gauge, 23” barrel with an excellent,
bright bore.  The ventilated ribbed barrel features a choke and rates very good with a 95% retention rate of its factory blue finish but dis-
playing some isolated moderate oxidation.  The receiver rates very good and has managed to retain about 85% of its blue finish, but exhibit-
ing extensive mottled gray and moderate pitting along the receiver’s right side.  The ribbed wood pump rates very good but shows exceed-
ingly noticeable signs of wear, while the checkered pistol grip stock rates good as extensive noticeable marks from either handling or wear
present themselves.  The shotgun features a red fiber optic front sight and a recoil mitigating buttpad. (136357-S17286) (50/150)

2021. NORTHROP P-61 BLACK WIDOW 1:40 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display
model is in very good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, although lightly coated in a layer of dust, as well as maintain-
ing the connection of its tension members (wires) to both its frame and twin-booms.  However, slight cracks exist in the wood consisting
of both of the wing areas, as well as a prop having snapped from each propeller, but both are included with the lot should it be possible,
and buyer be willing, to make repairs to the model.  Both the propellers and the top mounted turret demonstrate full articulation.  The
model comes with a wooden display stand; although the stand may not be original to the model as both were stored along with several
other loose models and stands. (134299-72A)
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2022. CHANCE VOUGHT F4U CORSAIR 1:32 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display
model is in very good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, although lightly coated in a layer of dust.  However, there exist
several significant cracks in the area behind the propeller as well as less significant examples along the joints between the wings and the
frame on the plane’s underbelly, and in the right wing; in addition a prop has snapped from the propeller, with another beginning to split
away, but is included with the lot should it be possible, and buyer be willing, to make repairs to the model.  The propeller demonstrates
full articulation.  The model comes with a wooden display stand; although the stand may not be original to the model as both were stored
along with several other loose models and stands. (134299-72B)

2023. SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE 1:28 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display model is in
very good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, although lightly coated in a layer of dust.  However, there exist significant
cracks in several locations throughout the model: 1) along the joints between the wings and the frame, 2) in the gun on the left wing, 3)
along the raised portion of the right wing; and less significantly a minor crack along joint between the frame and left rear tail wing.  In addi-
tion two (2) props are missing from the propeller, but are included with the lot should it be possible, and buyer be willing, to make repairs
to the model.  The propeller demonstrates full articulation.  The model comes with a wood and metal display stand; although it is current-
ly improperly mounted as the model is supposed to be secured to the stand by two (2) screws but at the moment only has a single screw
and is mounted in such a way that the rear screw hole is obscured by the mounting area. (134299-72C)

2024. LOT OF TWO (2) SOVIET BLOC MODEL AIRCRAFT. Items in the lot include: 1) Sukhoi Su-25 “Frogfoot” 1:50 scale model
display aircraft.  This quality display model is in good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, although lightly coated in a
layer of dust.  However, there exists a minor chip in the right wing stabilizer, something appears to have shorn off along the rear right por-
tion of the frame, the left rear tail wing is missing, the portion behind the tail is beginning to split away, the under-wing fin on the right
wing is missing, and two (2) of the armaments meant for the underside of the left wing are missing. Note: any and all missing parts are
not included with the lot.  The rear tail wing is capable of articulation.  The model features a transparent canopy with a pilot figurine pre-
sent.  The model comes with a painted black wooden display stand; 2) Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG-21 “Fishbed” 1:35 scale model hardwood
display aircraft.  This quality display model is in good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme.  However, there exists chip-
ping at the ends of the left wing and rear right tail wing, and around the nosecone area; as well as a slight but significant crack forming
along the upper portion of the tail.   Additionally, the under-wing missile armament for the right wing is extremely loose and should be
secured, also the under-wing weapons pod armament intended for the right wing is absent and not included with the lot.  The model
comes with a painted black wooden display stand. (134299-72D; E)

2025. GRUMMAN F6F HELLCAT 1:28 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display model is in
very good condition as it retains much of its original paint scheme with some instances of retouching, although lightly coated in a layer of
dust, as well as having maintained the connection of its tension member (wire).  However, there exists substantial minor cracking in the tail
section, some less significant signs of cracking along the joints between the wings and the frame on the plane’s underbelly, and several
minor marks varying in nature from faint to light.  The propeller demonstrates full articulation.  The model comes with a wooden display stand;
although the stand may not be original to the model as both were stored along with several other loose models and stands. (134299-72F)

2026. MESSERSCHMITT BF 109 (ME 109) 1:28 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality dis-
play model is in very good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme.  However, there exists minor cracking along the joint
between the right wing and the frame on the plane’s underbelly, as well as along the left rear tail wing; additionally the rear landing has
snapped and is only precariously maintained by an internal metal guiding wire.  One of the props has snapped from the propeller, but is
included with the lot should it be possible, and buyer be willing, to make repairs to the model.  The propeller demonstrates full articula-
tion.  The model comes with a painted black wooden display stand.  The wooden display stand also exhibits significant cracking where
the stand meets the stand base. (134299-72G)

2027. GRUMMAN J2F DUCK 1:28 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display model is in very
good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, as well as having maintained the connection of its tension member (wire).
However, there exists cracking in the rear joint between the frame and right tail wing, as well as the joints of both of the lower wings to
the frame; a support strut has become disconnected from the model but is included with the lot should it be possible, and buyer be will-
ing, to make repairs.  The propeller demonstrates partial articulation.  The model comes with a wooden display stand. (134299-72H)

2028. GRUMMAN F3F 1:14 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display model is in very good
condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme, although lightly coated in a layer of dust, as well as having maintained the majority
of connections of its tension members (wires).  However, there exists,minor cracking along the joint between the tail wings and the frame,
as well as slightly more significant cracking along the joint between the lower forward wings and the frame.  A support strut for the tail
section is missing and is not included with the lot.  The propeller demonstrates full articulation.  The model comes with a wood and metal
display stand; although the model is not currently mounted to the stand. (134299-72I)

2029. LING-TEMCO-VOUGHT A-7 CORSAIR II 1:33 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality
display model is in good condition as it retains most of its original paint scheme, with some minor loss particularly along the front edge of
the tail.  However, there exists significant cracking along the joint between the frame and left wing, as well as less significant, but still fair-
ly substantial, cracking along the joint between the right wing to the frame, and finally in the tail section.  Additionally, two (2) armaments
belonging to the underside of the right wing have broken off, but are included with the lot should it be possible, and buyer be willing, to
make repairs to the model.  A mounting area for armaments is present on both sides of the frame just below the wings but no weapons
systems are attached; a pair of loose, what appear to be, AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles are included with the lot and are likely what the
mounts were intended for.  The model comes with a wood and metal display stand; although the model is not currently mounted to the
stand. (134299-72J)

2030. REPUBLIC P-47 THUNDERBOLT 1:33 SCALE MODEL HARDWOOD DISPLAY AIRCRAFT.  This quality display
model is in good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme.  However, there exists significant cracking along the joint between
the frame and right wing, with what appears to have been a repair attempt with superglue or some other such substance; as well as less
significant, but still fairly substantial, cracking along the joint between the left wing and the frame and in the interior of the left wing.
Additional cracking is present along the nose section, as well as some more minor cracking in the tail section, and some other relatively
moderate cracks observed along the model's underside.  The propeller demonstrates full articulation, but one of the props has essential-
ly broken off and is held on by practically only a sliver.  The model comes with a wood and metal display stand; although it is currently only
partially mounted as the model is supposed to be secured to the stand by two (2) screws but at the moment only has a single screw with
the rear screw hole being obscured by the mounting area. (134299-72K)

2031. CURTISS P-40B WARHAWK 1:43 SCALE MODEL DIE-CAST AIRCRAFT BY "LIBERTY CLASSICS."  This model
is in excellent condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme and lacks any appreciable signs of damage or diminished condition.
The model features a removable canopy and sliding bomb bay, as well as articulated propeller and front landing gear. (134299-72L)
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2032. LOT OF TWO (2) "BRITISH AIRWAYS" PLASTIC MODEL AIRCRAFT.  Items in the lot include: 1) Boeing 747 "British
Airways" 1:288 scale model plastic aircraft.  This model is in excellent condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme and lacks any
appreciable signs of damage or diminished condition.  The wings and tail wing can become somewhat loose but should not produce any
considerable issues as they can be easily re-secured to the frame.  The model comes with a plastic stand, but if it was once removable it
has since been secured to the model; 2) Lockheed L-1011 TriStar "British Airways" 1:250 scale model plastic aircraft.  This model is in
very good condition as it retains its entire original paint scheme; however, the under-wing engine belonging to the left wing has snapped
off from the rest of the model, but is included with the lot should it be possible, and buyer be willing, to make repairs to the model.  The
model comes with a removable plastic stand. (134299-72 M; N)

2033. LOT OF BARRELS.  The lot includes two (2) US Model 1903 24" barrels chambered for 30-06 Springfield.  The barrels are marked
"RA 9-43" and "HS 11-44" separately and both rate good as they have been subjected to a fair amount of wear and have developed some
external oxidation and discoloration.  The "RA" marked barrel exhibits a moderately oxidized, but still relatively bright bore; while the "HS"
marked barrel exhibits a dark, extensively oxidized bore. (135501-3A; B)

2034. LOT OF MISCELLANEOUS GUN PARTS.  Items in the lot include: 1) Walther P38 9mm magazine; 2) US Model 1911 45 ACP
magazine; 3) US Model M14 magazine; 4) AR-15 bolt carrier; 5) Aftermarket compensator; 6) Hogue universal rubber slip-on handgun
grip; 7) Rear sight for Thompson Center Hawkins black powder rifle, which comes with necessary small parts.  The overall condition is
about very good.  (135501-7; 9; 10; 11; 14)

2035. KNIFE LOT.  Kershaw D.W.O. 3000 folding pocket knife. The knife measures 5 1/2" overall and features a 2 1/2" clip-point blade.  The
lot comes with the factory original box and paper work. (135501-8)

2036. LOT OF GUN TOOLS.  Items in the lot include: 1) two (2) RCBS reloading dies for 8mm Mauser in excellent condition and which
come with the RCBS hard case and paperwork; 2) a single Clymer Finisher Style Reamer which fits 223 Remington rating in near excel-
lent condition, but exhibiting some slight oxidation acquisition, the reamer comes with a golden-colored protective plastic covering.
(135501-4A; B; 135502-13)

2037. LOT OF INERT ORDNANCE.  Items in the lot include: 1) two (2) complete, although inert and drilled, M13A drill cartridges, with one of
the rounds marked as being assembled in 1942; both rounds measure 14 5/8" tall, and 2 1/8" in diameter across the base.  Rounds such as
these were used during WWII to train soldiers on the operation of M3 37mm anti-tank guns, as well as the guns on the M5 Stuart light tank
and the M6 "Fargo" Gun Motor Carriage.  The factory original finishes of both rounds have been diminished over time but are still moderately
well retained; 2) a single brass casing for a 50 BMG, in very good plus condition overall and exhibiting only light tarnish. (135501-1; 2)  

2038. LOT OF LINKED M-60 BLANKS.  This is a single ammo can which includes a total of 170 linked blank 7.62 NATO rounds for use
in an M60 machine gun, in very good condition overall with light tarnish on the cases. (135502-1)

2039. LOT OF AMMUNITION. This is a single tin case marked "The Diamond Match Company" which rates in good condition but is sub-
ject to extensive moderate oxidation.  The tin includes: 1) 30 loose various 12 Gauge shotshells; 2) 27 rounds of Remington Hi-speed 22
LR in the original box; 3) 49 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR in the original box; 4) 50 rounds of Remington Kleanbore 22 LR in
the original box. (135502-2)

2040. LOT OF CARTRIDGE COLLECTIONS.  The lot includes three (3) cased collections, totaling approximately 340 assorted items in
various states.  Items include but are not limited to: 433 Egyptian; 20x138mmB “Long Solothurn”; .577 Eley Nitro Express; 600 Eley Nitro
Express; 7.5x54mm French MAS; 7.62x51 mm; 7.7x58 mm Arisaka; 303 British; 30-06 Springfield; 223 Remington; 222 Remington Special;
221 Remington Fireball; 255 Winchester Magnum; 284 Winchester; 22 Hornet; what appears to be .22 Spitfire (5.7mm Johnson); 25-21
Stevens; 25-25 Stevens; etc. (133953-4D2)

2041. LOT OF KNIVES.  The lot consists of three (3) knives.  The knives in the lot include: 1) Buck 0102BRS Woodsman hunting knife with
sheath; 2) Schrade “Uncle Henry” drop point lockback pocket knife; 3) Rapala Fish'n Fillet Knife with sheath.  All of the knives rate very
good, but do exhibit some minor evidence of previous handling. (135045-2)

2042. LYMAN ALL-AMERICAN PERMA-CENTER 3X SCOPE.  Features a post crosshair “sniper” reticle.  The scope rates very
good plus as it maintains about 95% of its factory blue finish, with minimal indications of handling and wear, as well as negligible slight
discoloration.  The reticle remains sharp and clear.  The scope includes Weaver detachable mounts.  Also included with the lot is a Williams
Gun Sight Co. aperture receiver sight, which rates near excellent and comes in a factory cardboard box. Additionally included is a loose
set of iron sights; the sights are a Lyman classic bead style hunting sight for mounting on a front sight ramp and a flat top folding leaf sight
from Marble Arms, both sights rate in very good plus condition and exhibit minimal signs of wear. (135045-4)

2043. LOT OF SNAP CAPS.  The lot consists of ten (10) assorted snap caps.  Items in the lot include: 1) six (6) Armsport Inc. 16 gauge
snap caps; 2) two (2) unidentified 16 gauge snap caps; 3) two (2) unidentified 12 gauge snap caps.  Overall the snap caps rate very good
plus to near excellent in condition. (135045-5)

2044. LOT OF BLACK POWDER FLASKS.  The lot consists of four (4) items.  Items in the lot include: 1) what appears to be a Colt Civil
War Era Brass Double Eagle Pistol Flask, in very good condition overall but exhibiting moderate oxidation on the area around the spout as
well as a minor crack at about the same area; 2) American Flask & Cap Company copy of the Dixon & Sons “Hanging Game” scene design
copper flask copy.  The flask rates near very good, but does show some signs of corrective welding, as well as a few minor cracks; 3)
Dixon & Sons flask with a “Starburst” type design. The flask rates good plus, but does show extensive and extremely noticeable signs of
corrective welding, as well as initials having been crudely carved into both sides and what appears to be a slight dent on one of the sides;
4) an unmarked plain flask which rates near very good, but does exhibit several noticeable dings throughout the entirety of its surfaces,
as well as lacking its spring.  The lot also includes an oiler by Pflueger which rates in near excellent condition. (135045-6A; 6B; 6C; 6D)

2045. LOT OF HOLSTERS.  The lot consists of two (2) items.  Items in the lot include: 1) Postwar manufactured black leather holster mate-
rial “Wunderlich, Berlin 1963” for a Walther P38; 2) Hunter Company right hand Heritage Rough Rider brown leather snap-off belt holster
for 6.5" barrel revolvers.  Both holsters rate very good, but do exhibit signs of wear. (135045-7)

2046. LOT OF RIFLE ACCESSORIES.  The lot consists of three (3) items.  Items in the lot include: 1) 4 round magazine for Remington
rifle chambered in 308 Winchester; 2) Goodyear rubber buttpad featuring the Ruger logo; 3) Pachmayr slip-on recoil mitigating buttpad.
The magazine rates very good but exhibits some moderate loss of its factory blue finish; the Goodyear buttpad rates very good but with
coarse edges; the Pachmayr buttpad rates excellent and appears to be in like-new condition.  Also included in the lot is a Marble Arms
Corporation jointed rifle rod.  The rod is rated for “.28 Caliber an up” and measures 36” when fully connected.  The rod is in near excel-
lent condition and of a sturdy construction.  The rod comes with a factory cloth bag for disassembled storage, which has held up fairly
well but does show some minor indications of age and prior use. (135045-6E; 6F; 6G; 6H)

2047. LOT OF SHOOTING ACCESSORIES.  The lot consists of two (2) items.  Items in the lot include: 1) C.C. Filson Co. tin cloth con-
vertible shooting bag; 2) Unidentified cartridge belt.  Both the shooting bag and cartridge belt rate very good plus with some minor signs
of wear. (135045-6I)
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2048. LOT OF MANUALS AND HANGTAGS.  Manuals in the lot include: 1) “Colt Automatic Pistol Caliber .45 Government Model”; 2)
“Colt Woodsman Automatic Pistol Match Target Model”; 3) “Crosman High Pressure Air Rifle”; 4) “Remington Model 32 -- Over and Under
Shotgun 12 Gauge”.  In addition to the manuals and hangtags, several pamphlets are also included.  All of the items rate very good plus
to near excellent, having been well maintained and demonstrating minimal, if any, signs of wear. (135045-1)

2049. RIFLE STOCK LOT.  Lot includes a modified checkered wood pistol grip stock for bolt action rifle.  The stock rates good, demon-
strating substantial faint scratching and dings, as well as some instances of scuffing.  The checkering along the forend rates near excel-
lent, but the original pistol grip checkering remains negligibly intact.  The wood comprising the pistol grip area has been whittled down to
a rough condition with wood putty present along the grip area on the right side.  The stock does not include a buttplate or pad, but does
come with a canvas gun sleeve. (135045-8)

2050. REMINGTON MATCHMASTER MODEL 513T BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #145965, 22 LR, 27" barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling blemishes and some light freckling.  The hardwood pis-
tolgrip stock rates excellent with some minor handling marks and light handling wear.  This rifle includes target sights and sling swivels.
(126350-8) (300/500)

2051. WINCHESTER MODEL 72 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
70% original blue thinning to a brown patina with some freckling, light oxidation and minor handling marks.  The walnut pistolgrip stock
rates very good with multiple minor scratches, impact marks, other light handling blemishes, and an added finish.  Comes with an
adjustable rear sight frame without the aperture, a globe front sight, and a leather military style sling.  (126372-5) (C&R) (100/200)

2052. STEVENS MODEL 1915 FAVORITE SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #E838, 22 LR, 24" barrel with a near excellent lightly frost-
ed bore.  The barrel’s metal surface retains 85% original blue with freckling, spotty light oxidation, minor handling marks and some thin-
ning to a brown patina; the frame is a dark brown patina with a few spots of original blue present.  The walnut stock and forearm rate
good with multiple handling marks and a fading flaked finish.  (126372-6) {C&R} (100/200)

2053. STEVENS FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK SINGLE SHOT RIFLE serial #P502, 25 Cal, 24" barrel with a good moderately
pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are a brown and gray-brown patina with some handling blemishes; the walnut stock and forearm rate
very good with handling marks and a faded finish.  The upper tang is drilled and tapped with three holes; no filler screws present.
(126272-3) {C&R} (75/150)

2054. STEVENS NO 15 MAYNARD JR SINGLE SHOT TIP UP RIFLE, 22 RF, 18" part octagon part round barrel with a dark pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces are a brown gray-brown patina with multiple light to moderate blemishes from use and handling.  The hard-
wood stock rates very good with several dings, scratches and other light handling marks.  (126328-24) {C&R} (75/150)

2055. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON THE AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #116584, 38 CF, 2 1/2" octa-
gon barrel with a dulled bore with areas of light to moderate pitting.  The metal surfaces on this five shot version retain 90% plus original
nickel finish with a few small areas and some spotty oxidation; there is some pitting evident where the oxidation is more severe.  The trig-
ger and guard exhibit 60% original blue with freckling, spotty light oxidation and thinning to a brown patina; the hammer retains most of
its original case-hardened colors with thinning on high contact areas, and some freckling and minor spots of oxidation.  The hard rubber
grips rate good to near excellent with light handling wear and a small chip out of the bottom of the left side.  The top strap is marked “THE
AMERICAN DOUBLE ACTION”.  (126252-8) {C&R} (75/150)

2056. BTJ DA DOUBLE ACTION DERRINGER PISTOL serial #001272, 38 Spl, 3" barrels with excellent bores.  The barrels matte
and brushed stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with some minor scratches and other light handling marks.  The aluminum frame is in
near excellent condition with a few light impact marks and minor handling blemishes.  The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent show-
ing light use.  (126357-S17167) (300/500)

2057. BERRETTA MODEL 948 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #064686N, 22LR, 3 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel
and slide’s metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with contact wear on the barrel and silvering on some of the high edges.  The green
anodized aluminum frame rates very good with a few light handling marks and thinning to silver on the bottom of the trigger guard, and
the front and back grip frame.  The non original aluminum grips are in very good to excellent condition with light handling marks; there is
some minor pitting on the right side along with a set of initials scratched into the surface, also on the right side.  Comes with a single mag-
azine with a finger extension.  (126363-45) (75/150)

2058. IAI BACKUP SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #M08910, 380 ACP, 2 1/2" barrel with a very lightly frosted near excellent bore.  The stain-
less steel surfaces rate excellent with a few minor blemishes and a couple of polished rub marks from handling.  The synthetic grips rate excel-
lent and exhibit little evidence of use.  This pistol comes with a total of 3 magazines, each with a finger extension.  (126381-7) (100/200)

2059. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #416584, 38 S&W, 4" barrel with very good to
near excellent bore with a little light pitting.  The metal surfaces on this fourth model revolver are a gray and gray-brown patina with some
spotty light oxidation; original blue can be found in protected areas and on the trigger guard; the case-hardened colors on the trigger are
moderately evident with some light oxidation and thinning to gray on high contact areas.  The checkered hard rubber S&W monogrammed
grips show some color fading, most evident on the left side, a couple of chips out of the top and bottom of both sides, and rounding of
the checkering and a few minor handling marks overall.  The fame, cylinder, barrel, tip up release lever and right grip are numbered alike.
(126332-118) {C&R} (100/200)

2060. SMITH & WESSON 38 DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #77129, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a moder-
ately frosted lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original nickel finish with some spotty light freckling, a couple of tiny spots
of oxidation and light pitting, and a light turn ring on the five shot fluted cylinder.  There are excellent case-hardened colors on the trigger
and hammer with some fading on high contact areas, and excellent blue on the trigger guard.  The checkered hard rubber S&W mono-
grammed grips rate good to very good with handling wear evident in the rounding of the checkering and a chip out of the bottom of the
right side grip.  The frame, cylinder, barrel and tip up release are numbered alike.  (126332-106) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2061. SMITH & WESSON 38 SAFETY HAMMERLESS SECOND MODEL serial #6418, 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with a lightly frost-
ed near excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel finish with some minor freckling and a couple of spots of light oxi-
dation; the trigger guard shows a silver patina with a few remnants of the original blue; the trigger is also primarily a silver patina with
some original case-hardened colors still visible.  The checkered hard rubber S&W monogrammed grips rate good to very good with han-
dling marks, substantial wear evident in the thinning of the checkering primarily on the right side, and a small crack on the bottom of the
left side.  The right side of the frame has a presentation inscription dated Feb. 8th 1882, 1888.  The barrel, frame and cylinder are num-
bered alike.  This revolver comes with a factory letter.  (126332-117) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2062. COLT MODEL 1849 POCKET PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #228016, 31 Cal, 5" barrel with a moderately frosted lightly
pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown patina with a few impact marks and other minor handling marks; the brass trigger
guard and grip frame is in very good condition with some tarnish, multiple light handling marks, and an assembly screw missing by the
trigger guard.  The one piece walnut grip rates good to very good with impact marks, chips from the bottom edges, thinning varnish, and
other minor handling marks.  The barrel, 6 shot cylinder, loading lever, frame and brass grip frame are numbered alike.  This revolver does
not function and requires mechanical attention.  Comes with a brown, engraved Abercrombie & Fitch leather holster.  (126020-81)
{ANTIQUE} (400/600)
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2063. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 2 ARMY SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #13354, 32 RF, 4" shortened octagon barrel with
a lightly frosted lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% nickel refinish with flaking at the hinge, latch, ejector pin, trigger spur, and
by some edges; the six shot non fluted cylinder shows a light turn ring and some flaking along the turn ring and at the stop slots.  There
are also some scattered pinprick pits evident.  The nickel finish is not original and is evident by the quality and the rounding of edges by the
buffing during finishing.  The mother-of-pearl grips rate near excellent with a small chip at the heal on both side and a crack at the top of
the left side.  Scratched on the inside of the left grip is the frame’s serial number; the frame, cylinder, and barrel are assembly numbered
alike.  (126258-28) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

2064. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 469 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A871468, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The slides metal surface retains 99% original blue with a few minor handling marks; the alloy frames anodized finish rates excellent with
a couple of light handling marks, a scratch on the front grip frame, and minor silvering on some edges.  The synthetic grips rate excel-
lent showing little signs of use.  This pistol appears to have had little use and comes with a total of two finger extension magazines.
(126381-1) (350/450)

2065. ASTRA MODEL 200 FIRECAT SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #246469, 25 ACP, 2 1/4" barrel with a lightly frosted bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 50% original blue with multiple light handling marks, a thinning finish turning to a gray brown patina, and some
silvering on high edges.  The underside of the frame in front of the trigger has been filed and is now bare metal with a faint superficial
oxidation present.  The blue plastic grips rate very good; they show some rounding of the checkering and both sides are cracked.
(126363-42) (50/100)

2066. SMITH & WESSON 38 M&P FIRST MODEL U.S. NAVY serial #5681, 38 S&W Spl, 6" pinned barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% reapplied blue with minor handling blemishes, silvering at the muzzle, some overall fading to a plum
brown patina, and a light turn ring on the 6 shot fluted cylinder; the hammer is polished bright.  The S&W monogrammed checkered hard
rubber grips rate excellent with robust checkering and a few minor handling marks.  The revolver is marked on the crane and the bottom
of the barrel with an I inside of a star; the bottom of the grip strap is marked U.S.N. with an anchor, 38 DA, the Navy's serial #774, and a
set of unclear initials.  The barrel and frame are numbered alike; no numbers were found on the cylinder.  This gun is 1 of 1000 revolvers
delivered to the U.S. Navy in 1900.  (126332-133) {C&R} (500/700)

2067. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO 1 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #5112, 22 Short, 3 3/16" ribbed barrel with a moder-
ately frosted lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces on this third issue revolver are primarily a gray gray-brown patina with some remnants
of blue still evident on the frame, some handling blemishes, and some mild oxidation and a couple of small areas with light pitting.  The rose-
wood grips are in good condition with handling blemishes, a flaked and fading finish, and a crack in the left side grip.  The right side grip is
numbered to the gun. (126332-105) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2068. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #80661, 32 RF, 3 1/2" barrel with a moderately pitted
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 80% original nickel finish with some small areas of flaking and some small spots of oxidation and light pitting;
the fluted 5 shot cylinder shows a light turn ring.  The hammer’s case-hardened colors have mostly faded to a gray patina with some light freck-
ling.  The birds-head rosewood grips rate very good with handling blemishes and a flaking added finish.  The right side grip is stamped with
the gun’s serial number; the barrel, cylinder and frame have matching assembly numbers.  (126332-98) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2069. SMITH & WESSON 32-20 HAND EJECTOR MODEL 1905 serial #20592, 32-20 Cal, 4" pinned barrel with bright near excel-
lent bore showing a little of a very light frosting.  The metal surfaces are primarily a brown patina with 30-40% original blue still present on
some surfaces and in protected areas.  The hard rubber S&W monogrammed grips rate near excellent with minor wear to the checkering,
some discoloration and a few light handling marks.  The right side grip is stamped with the serial number, as is the barrel, cylinder and frame.
(126332-99) {C&R} (200/300)

2070. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #30981, 22 short, 3 3/16" round
ribbed barrel with a moderately frosted bore.  The barrel’s metal surface is a gray-brown patina with some spotty oxidation; the frame retains
60% blue thinning to a gray-brown patina with some scratches, freckling and light oxidation present.  There are tool marks on the frame by
the pivot pin.  The birds-head rosewood grips rate near excellent with light handling blemishes and a flaking added finish; the grips are ser-
ial numbered to the gun.  The frame, cylinder and barrel are assembly numbered alike.  (126387-39) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2071. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #117693, 22 short, 3 3/16" barrel
with a lightly frosted bore showing some scatted pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel finish with some spotty freckling and
a few small areas of oxidation with light pitting; the 7 shot cylinder shows moderate oxidation and light pitting within the flutes and some
scattered spots on the other surfaces.  The birds-head rosewood grips rate near excellent with some minor handling blemishes and an
added finish showing some flaking; the grips are serial numbered to the gun.  The barrel and frame are assembly numbered alike; the cylin-
der is number to a different gun. (126387-42) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2072. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO. 1 THIRD ISSUE SPUR TRIGGER REVOLVER serial #81204, 22 short, 3 3/16" barrel
with moderately pitted bore.  The barrel’s metal surface is a gray-brown patina with remnants of blue in some protected areas; the frame
retains 60% original blue thinning to a gray-brown with a couple of scattered spots of pitting and light oxidation; the cylinder is a blue brown
with a bit of light oxidation and pitting.  The birds head rosewood grips rate near excellent with some minor handling blemishes and an
added finish.  The grips are serial numbered to the gun; the assembly numbers on the barrel and cylinder are not legible enough to confirm
a match.  (126387-41) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

2073. SMITH & WESSON 32 DOUBLE ACTION FOURTH MODEL REVOLVER serial #133902, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very
good bore with an area of moderate pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original nickel with some light freckling, spotty light oxidation, a
couple of spots of minor pitting, and some light scratches and other minor handling blemishes; the cylinder shows an area of oxidation with
light pitting and a mild turn ring.  The trigger guard shows very good blue with some thinning to gray; the trigger and hammer are primar-
ily a gray or gray brown in color with remnants of the original case-hardened colors present in protected areas.  The hard rubber grips rate
very good to near excellent with some handling blemishes, and moderate wear to the checkering.  The barrel, tip up release, cylinder, and
frame are numbered alike.  (126387-43) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2074. LOT OF BOOKS & PAMPHLETS    Total of 8  Emergency Uses of the Parachutes, by U.S Navy, 24 page manual NAVAER 00-80T-
53.  Defense Language Institute, English-Vietnamese translation including a glossary, useful expressions, military terminology, and more.
Basic Field Manual, U.S. Carbine, Caliber .30, M1, pamphlet # FM 23-7, sections C1, C2, C3, C4.  Handbook of Ordnance Material, Vol 1; 
booklet # OS 9-63 by The Ordnance School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland, 84 pages.  Carbine Caliber .30 M1, M1A1, A2, and M3;
Field Manual, by the Departments of the Army and the Air Force, January 1952.  382 pages.  River-Crossing Operations, by the Department
of the Navy, 1958; manual # FM 31-60.  160 page soft cover.  Things to see at the Ordnance Museum, by the U.S. Army Ordnance Center
and School, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland; 37 page soft cover.  Drill and Ceremonies for Field Artillery, by The Military Service
Publishing Co.; c. 1941 Military Service Publishing Company. 534 page soft cover. Very good condition with wear and tears present and the
rear cover separated from the book.  All others are in very good plus condition with some handling blemishes.  (125538-17BA)
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2075. LOT OF BOOKS 3 total  Hiking the Bitterroots, by Mort Arkava; c. 1996 Mort Arkava.  123 page soft cover in excellent condition
with a couple of minor blemishes.  The Old Man and the Boy & The Old Man's Boy Grows Older, by Robert Ruark; Two books in one.  c.
1953 (1st book) and 1957 (2nd book) Robert Ruark.  630 pages total, soft cover in near excellent condition with some minor creasing in
the corners and some staining on the page edges.  Tales of the North, by Jack London; c. 1979 Castle.  488 page jacketed hardcover in
near excellent condition.  The jacket shows signs of handling with light creases and small tears on it edges.  The cover is in excellent con-
dition with a slight separation from the binding just inside the front cover.  (125538-17BB)

2076. LOT OF BOOKS    3 total  Forty Miles a Day on Beans and Hay, by Don Rickey, Jr.; c. 1963 University of Oklahoma Press.  382 page
soft cover.  Custer's Last Campaign, by John S. Gray; c. 1991 John S. Gray.  446 page jacketed hardcover.  Frontier Regulars, by Robert
M Utley; c. 1973 Robert M Utley.  462 page soft cover.  All books are near excellent to excellent condition with some minor handling blem-
ishes.  Also included is a pamphlet Big Hole from the Big Hole National Battlefield in Montana.  (125538-17BC)

2077. BULLET MOULD LOT  This lot consists of one wood handled Winchester model 1894 38-72 bullet mould.  The mould is in excellent
condition overall with some minor superficial oxidation staining on the blued metal surface, a spot of oxidation in the cavity, and a couple
of light handling blemishes on the wood handles.  (125944-14)

2078. LOADING TOOL LOT    This lot consists of one Winchester model 1894 loading tool.  The tool is stamped with a patent date February
13, 1894 and is in overall near excellent condition with some minor spotty oxidation, multiple light superficial scratches and other minor
handling marks.  This tool comes in an original Winchester two piece box that is in very good condition with some wear and tears on its
edges; the labels are intact and legible.  (125944-13)

2079. COLLECTABLE BOX OF 32 CAL REVOLVING RIFLE AMMUNITION    This lot consists of a single collectable two piece
50 cartridge box containing 12 cartridges for a 32 Cal S&W revolving rifle manufactured by Winchester Repeating Arms.  The box is in near
excellent condition with some light wear on it corners and edges.  The top label is intact with worn edges, some fading color, multiple light
cracks, and a small tear; the writing is legible with some wear over a couple of letters.  The cartridges have mixed head stamps; nine have
no head stamp markings, three are stamped U.M.C. 32 S&W .R., two are primed casings only.  They are in very good condition with some
tarnishing of the casings, a couple have a dent or are slightly misshapened.  (125944-15)

2080. COLLECTABLE BOX OF U.S. CARTRIDGE CO. 45-70 AMMUNITION  This lot consists of a single two piece 20 cartridge
box containing 17 cartridges with no head stamps.  The box is in near excellent condition with some wear on the corners and edges, one
torn corner on the boxes top section, and areas of discoloration and light staining; the cover’s top label shows a few small spots of wear;
the cover’s side label show moderate wear on it edges and a couple of small torn spots; both labels are fully legible.  The printing on the
side of the box’s bottom section is fully legible.  The 45-70 Cal. Mass. Special Target Cartridges are in very good condition with some tar-
nishing on the casings; the solid lead round head bullets show some light tarnish.  (125944-16)

2081. H&R HANDY GUN HOLSTER LOT    This lot consists of one dark brown leather holster for an H&R Handy Gun.  This holster has
no markings and is 17" in overall length.  The leather is in near excellent condition with solid stitching, showing some wear near the muz-
zle end, miscellaneous small handling blemishes throughout, and some wear and staining inside from use.  (125944-19A)

2082. H&R HANDY GUN HOLSTER LOT  This lot consists of one brown leather holster for an H&R Handy Gun.  The holster has no
markings and measures 17" in overall length.  The leather is in very good condition with solid stitching, showing some wear near the muz-
zle end and along its edges and top of the belt loop; there are multiple small scratches and cracks throughout, and wear on the inside
from use.  The leather has lost some of its ridged form towards the muzzle end.  (125944-19B)

2083. LOT OF BOOKS AND CATALOGUES    13 total  Blue Steel & Gunleather, by John Bianchi; c. 1978 Beinfeld Publishing.  214 page
jacketed hardcover.  The jacket has a few rips and shows wear along its edges and folds. The cover and pages have only very minor han-
dling blemishes.  A Guide Book to U.S. Army Dress Helmets 1872-1904, by Mark Kasal and Don Moore; c. 2000 North Cape Publications,
Inc.  88 page soft cover.  Boots and Shoes of the Frontier Soldier, by Sidney B Brinckerhoff; c. 1976 The Arizona Historical Society.  48
page soft cover.  Packing Iron, Gunleather of the Frontier West, by Richard C Rattenbury; c. 1993 Zon International Publishing Co.  216
page jacketed hardcover.  The jacket shows some mild wear and small tears along its edges folds.  The cover and pages have only very
minor handling blemishes.  Union Cavalryman 1861-1865, by Philip Katcher and Richard Hook; c. 1995 Reed International Books, LTD.
64 page soft cover.  U.S. Single Action Cartridge Handgun Holsters 1870-1910, by William G Phillips & John P Vervloet; c. 1987 Museum
Restoration Service.  52 page soft cover.  Boots and Saddles at the Little Bighorn, by James S Hutchins; c. 1976 The Old Army Press.  81
page soft cover.  Cowboy Collectables and Western Memorabilia, by Robert W D Ball and Ed Vebell; c. 1991 Robert W D Ball and Ed
Vebell.  157 page soft cover.  Gun Digest Book of Holsters and other Gun Leather, by Roger Combs; c. 1983 DBI Books Inc.  256 page
soft cover.  Longknives, the U.S. Cavalry and Other Mounted Forces, 1845-1942, by Kurt Hamilton Cox & John P Langellier; c. 1996 Lionel
Leventhal Limited.  80 page soft cover.  Bannerman Military Goods Catalogue, January, 1955; c. 1954 Bannerman. 306 page soft cover.
This catalogue has worn edges with some small tears along it spine.  The Regimental Quartermaster, a 30 page catalog of reproduction
civil war supplies.  Your Catalog for all U.S. Military Awards, Vol 79, by Metals of America. 68 pages soft cover.  All of the above books and
catalogues are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  Also included is an adver-
tisement for Military Images.  (125538-17BD)

2084. LOT OF BOOKS  9 total  Jeep, Illustrated Buyers Guide, by Jim Allen; c. 1999 Jim Allen. 224 page soft cover.  Willys-Overland Owners
Manual, Universal Jeep model CJ-2A, by Willys-Overland Motors, c. 1948 Willys-Overland Motors. 82 page soft cover. The cover is worn
and soiled; some of the writing is illegible; the pages are creased, and worn with some tears on its edges.  Jeeps 1941-45, by Steven J
Zaloga; c. 2005 Osprey Publishing.  48 page hardcover.  Preprodiction Civilian Jeeps, 1944-1945 Models CJ-1 & CJ-2, by Frederic L
Coldwell; c. 2001 Frederic L Coldwell.  170 Page soft cover.  The Jeep, by J-G Jeudy & M Tararine; c. 1981 E P A.  272 page jacketed hard-
cover.  All-American Wonder, the Military Jeep 1941-1945, by Ray Cowdery; c. 1990 Ray Cowdery.  286 page hardcover.  Jeep, by Jim
Allen; c. 2001 Jim Allen.  168 page jacketed hardcover.  Jeep, Goes to War, by Will Fowler; c. 1993 Brompton Books Corp.  112 page jack-
eted hardcover.  Selling the All-American Wonder, by Frederic L Coldwell; c. 1996 Frederic L Coldwell.  102 page soft cover.  All of the
above books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (125538-17BE)

2085. LOT OF BOOKS    5 total  An Elusive Victory, by Aubrey L Haines; c. 1991 by Glacier Natural History Association.  179 page soft cover.
The Custer Reader, edited by Paul Andrew Hutton; c. 1992 the University of Nebraska Press. 585 page jacketed hardcover.  Custer and
his Commands, from West Point to Little Bighorn, by Kurt Hamilton Cox; c. 1999 Lionel Leventhal Limited.  72 page soft cover.  The Custer
Album, by Lawrence A Frost; c. 1964 Superior Publishing Company.  192 page hardcover.  A Sad and Terrible Blunder, by Roger Darling;
c. 1990 Roger Darling.  295 page hardcover.  All of the above books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes.  Included
with this book lot is a map of the Bitterroot National Forest.  (125538-17BF)

2086. LOT OF BOOKS    8 total  Cast Bullet Manual, by RCBS.  172 page hardcover.  How to Build Gun Cabinet & Racks, by Donald R Brann;
c. 1967.  63 page softcover.  Gun Owners Book of Care, Repair and Improvements, by Roy Dunlap; c. 1974 Roy Dunlap.  336 page jacket-
ed hardcover.  The jacket is worn with some tears along the edges and folds; the cover has and impact mark at the top of the spine.  The
Carpenters Bible, by Bruce Cassiday; c. 1981 Bruce Cassiday.  147 page soft cover.  The cover has a few creases and impact marks.  Step-
by-Step Knifemaking, You Can Do It, by David Boye; c. 1977 David Boye.  270 page soft cover.  The Practical Book of Knives, by Ken Warner;
c. 1976 Ken Warner.  189 page soft cover.  Classic Bowie Knives, by Robert Abels; c. 1967.  97 page jacketed hardcover.  The New Everyday
Home Repairs, by Black & Decker Home Improvement Library; c. 2000 Creative Publishing International, Inc.  160 page soft cover.  All of
the above books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (125538-17BG)
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2087. LOT OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS    4 books and 18 periodicals total  The Horse in War, edited by Michael Seth-Smith; c. 1979
New English Library Limited.  128 page jacketed hardcover.  Cavalry, the History of mounted Warfare, by John Ellis; c. 1978 John Ellis.  192
page jacketed hardcover.  The Army Horse in Accident and Disease: Edition 1909, by the Training School Instructors, Mounted Service School,
Fort Riley, Kansas.  112 page hardcover.  The cover is stained with a couple of impact marks and a slight warp.  Horse Equipments and
Equipments for Officers and Enlisted Men, Washington Government Printing Office dated 1905.  55 pages plus 21 plates soft cover.  The
Cavalry Journal, by The United States Cavalry Association; issues from 1931, 1933 and 1938 totaling six soft cover periodicals.  Crossed
Sabers; a Journal of the US Horse Cavalry Association; issues from 1985, 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989 totaling 11 soft cover periodicals.  Arms
Gazette; June, 1974.  72 page soft cover.  This periodicals binding is broken and several pages from the middle are loose.  All of the above
books and periodical’s are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (125538-17BH)

2088. LOT OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS    11 total  The Cavalry Goes Through, by Bernard Newman; c. 1930 Bernard Newman.
276 page hardcover. 1813-1993 the Watervliet Arsenal, edited by James V Murray and John Swantek.  489 page soft cover.  The US
Army in World War II: The Pacific, by Mark R Henry; c. 2000 Osprey Publishing Limited.  48 page soft cover.  The U.S. Army 1941-45, by
Philip Katcher; c. 1984 Osprey Publishing Limited.  Over There! The American Soldier in World War I, by Jonathan Gawne; c. 1997 Lionel
Leventhal Limited.  80 page soft cover; part of The GI Series.  World War II US Cavalry Units: Pacific Theater, by Gordon L Rottman; c.
2009 Osprey Publishing Ltd.  64 page soft cover.  U.S. Martial Web Belts and Bandoliers: 1903-1981, by R Stephen Dorsy; c. 1993 R
Stephen Dorsy.  143 page soft cover.  The Cavalry Journal: January 1926, by The United States Cavalry Association.  149 pages.  The cover
is missing on this staple bound periodical with some small rips, tears and staining on the outer pages.  American Web Equipment 1910-
1967, by Martin J Brayley; c. 2006 Martin J Brayley.  64 page soft cover.  Megiddo 1918: the Last Great Cavalry Victory, by Bryan Perrett;
c. 1999 Osprey Publishing Ltd.  95 page soft cover.  U.S. Army Combat Equipments 1910-1988, by Gordon Rottman; c. 1989 Osprey
Publishing Ltd.  48 page soft cover; part of the Osprey Men-At-Arms Series.  All of the above books and periodicals are in very good to
excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (125538-17BI)

2089. LOT OF BOOKS   6 total  The Classic Military Jeep Illustrated, by Lizzie & Pat Ware; c. 1997 Warehouse Publications.  144 page soft
cover.  Military Jeeps 1941-1945, compiled by T Richards.  100 page soft cover.  Custer to MacArthur, by Turner Publishing Co.; c. 1995
Turner Publishing Co. 200 page hardcover.  The Cavalry of World War II, by Janusz Piekalkiewicz; c. 1976 Sudwest Verlag GmbH & Co.
256 page jacketed hardcover.  The jacket has a few tears along the edges.  War; the Cameras Battlefield View of Mans Most Terrible
Adventure, From the First Photographer in the Crimea to Vietman, by Albert R Leventhal; c. 1973 The Ridge Press.  252 page soft cover.
A Pictorial History of The United States Army, by Gene Gurney; c. 1966 Gene Gurney.  815 page jacketed hardcover.  The jacket has sev-
eral moderately big rips and folds with tattered edges; the cover has a light to moderate covering of mildew.  All of the above books are
in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  Also included is an article America's War
Eagle, from Birder's World August 1992; the 1st Extra front page of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin dated December 7, 1941; and the periodi-
cal Foreign Service, dated June 1945. (125538-17BJ)

2090. LOT OF BOOKS AND PERIODICALS    10 total  Knights of the Whip: Stagecoach Days in Oregon, by Gary & Gloria Meier; c. 1987
Timeline Publishing Company.  248 page soft cover.  Uphill with the Ski Troops, by Oley Kohlman; c. 1985 Oley Kolman.  131 page soft cover.
The Montana Frontier, by Merrill G Burlingame; c. 1980 Endowment and Research Foundation at Montana State University.  416 page soft
cover.  The Trail of '42: a Pictorial History of the Alaska Highway, by Stan Cohen; c. 1979 Stan Cohen.  112 page soft cover.  Big Sky Journal, 
100 page soft cover periodical dated spring 1995.  The Alaska Sportsman, two copies of this periodical dated November 1943 and
December 1943.  The Face of Bucks, by Jack Rosen; c. 1981 Jack Rosen. 78 page soft cover.  Sagas of Old Western Travel & Transport, by
Wilbur Hoffman; c. 1980 Howell North Publishers Inc. 284 page jacketed hardcover. The jacket has multiple small tears along the edges.
Living Ghost Towns, published by Crescent Books, New York; c. 1986 Illustration: Colour Library Books, Ltd.  Jacketed hardcover.  All of the
above books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (125538-17BK)

2091. LOT OF BOOKS    3 total  Charge to Glory, by James D Lunt; c. 1960 James D Lunt.  248 page hardcover.  This book is in poor con-
dition; the cover is tattered and torn with pieces missing; the binding is partially split with the mesh fabric holding it together; the pages are
intact with some rolled edges and water damage. Organization and Tactics, by Arthur L Wagner. 551 page hardcover.  The cover is in good
condition showing some wear and discoloration; it is separating from the binding slightly inside both covers.  The pages show some stain-
ing along their edges; there is quite a bit of writing and underlining within the text.  The Fighting American, edited by F. van Wyck Mason;
c. 1943 Reynal & Hitchcock, Inc.  747 page hardcover.  The cover is in very good condition with some staining and fading, wear along the
edges, and impact marks on the corners; the pages are in very good plus condition showing some staining on the edges.  (125538-17BL)

2092. LOT OF BOOKS   2 total  Custer: Favor the Bold, A Soldier's Story, by D A Kinsley; c. 1967 D A Kinsley.  557 page jacketed hardcover
showing a little bit of shelf wear and a couple of small blemishes in overall excellent condition.  Custer's Luck, by Edgar I Stewart; c. 1955
University of Oklahoma Press.  522 page soft cover in excellent overall condition showing a couple of small stains on the binding and page
edges, and some minor edge creases on the cover.  Included are two copies of the Reno-Benteen Entrenchment Trail guide from the Little
Bighorn Battlefield National Monument.  (125538-17BM)

2093. LOT OF BOOKS    4 total  Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, The Century Co.; c. 1894 The Century Co.  322 page hardcover in
poor to good condition.  The binding is in poor condition with the back cover separated from the book and the front cover loosely hang-
ing on.  The cover is stained, and worn on its edges; the pages are intact and in very good condition with some light staining on their
edges.  Meet General Grant, by W E Woodward; c. 1928 Horace Liveright Inc.  511 page hardcover in very good condition.  The cover is
cracking at the binding and is starting to separate inside the front cover, and is lightly worn along the edges with light impact marks on
the corners; there is some staining and the writing on the spine is faded.  The pages are intact, show some light staining mostly on the
edges, and are in overall near excellent condition.  Personal Memoirs of Gen. W T Sherman, Charles L Webster & Co.; 1890 W T Sherman.
Two hardcover volumes; 1st Vol 455 pages, 2nd Vol 570 pages.  These books are in very good condition; the cover shows some scuffs
and wear most prominently along the edges; also light impact marks on the corners.  The pages are in near excellent condition with some
staining and other minor blemishes on the edges.  (125538-17BN)

2094. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION    Total of six boxes; five full and one partial (about 41 rounds) 50 round boxes of Remington Kleanbore
22 LR ammunition.  The boxes are in very good condition with some minor wear on the edges; a couple of boxes have some tears on the
corners, edges or at the flap.  (123217-1A)

2095. LOT OF 22 AMMUNITION    Total of seven boxes; six full and one partial 50 round boxes of 22 LR ammunition to include:  Four
full boxes of Russian made Junior; the cartridges are in excellent condition.  Two full boxes of Federal Hi-Power; the cartridges are in excel-
lent condition.  One partial box of Remington Palma containing about 39 rounds.  The cartridge casings show light to moderate tarnish;
the lead bullet is showing moderate oxidation.  The box is in very good condition with a tear on one side, fading from rubbing, and worn
edges.  (123217-1B)

2096. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of two boxes of Kynock .450 x 3 1/4" black powder express cartridges with a 370 grain
bullet, and five cartridges in each box.  One box is unopened, the second box is opened; the cartridges are in excellent condition with a
light tarnish and a couple of spots of oxidation.  (123217-1C)
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2097. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of two boxes of ammunition and two collectable tubes of air rifle shot: One full mixed box
of 32 S&W Long cartridges; 45 cartridges by Western, 5 cartridges by Remington.  The cartridges are in very good condition showing some
light tarnish on the casings and slight oxidation on the bullet. The box is a blue and yellow Western cartridge box in good condition with
some scuffing and wear, and one end flap missing.  The second box is a partial box of 32 Colt Police containing 40 Winchester cartridges
in very good condition with some light tarnish on the casings and light to moderate oxidation to the bullet heads.  The Winchester box is
in rough condition; the top is tattered on its edges and separated from the box.  The air rifle shot includes two tubes of No. 2 Package
Western Lead Rifle Shot; the first tube is 3” long with a cardboard cap; the second tube is 2 3/4" long with a small metal twist cap; both
tubes appear to be about 70% full and in very good condition.  (123217-1D)

2098. LOT OF SHOTGUN AMMUNITION    This lot consists of a total of about 44 mixed 12 gauge cartridges.  One plastic container
of twenty five (25) 2 3/4" Remington rifled slugs in excellent condition.  One box with 19 mixed paper shot shells in good to very good
condition from a variety of manufacturers.  The manufacturers include Western, US, and Redhead; shot sizes include 0, 2, 3, 6, and 7 ½
in both 2 1/2" and 3” shells.  The box is a two piece Western Super X Field for Waterproof Paper Shot Shells box that is worn; the bottom
label is worn and hard to read, and the bottom edges are partially ripped; the top section is ripped along its edges in places; the label is
legible with some color fading.  (123217-1E)

2099. LOT OF AMMUNITION    This lot consists of two boxes of rifle ammunition.  First box contains ten cartridges of 8x57 JRS loaded
with a soft point bullet; the box has a yellow label written in German.  The second box contains ten cartridges marked on the head stamp
6.6x58 1/2; the box is plain brown cardboard without a label and stamped “Rottweiler” on its side.  (123217-1F)

2100. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS    This lot consists of a total of 21 zippered pistol rugs of various sizes ranging from 11” to 18” in length, with
exteriors of vinyl, suede and fabric.  Most are in near excellent to excellent condition.  (126329-6A)

2101. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS    This lot consists of a total of 18 zippered pistol rigs of various sizes ranging from 11” to 16” in length.  Most
are in near excellent to excellent condition.  (126329-6B)

2102. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS AND SLEEVES    This lot consists of a total of 67 pistol rugs and sleeves of various types, manufacturers and
sizes including: 15 zippered pistol rugs ranging from 5” to 14” in length.  31 gray padded soft sleeves with Velcro flap by Bore Store ranging
from 7” to 17” in length.  21 single layer fabric sleeves that appear to be a very good quality homemade, 14” in length with a draw string flap.
Most of the sleeves and rugs are in very good to excellent condition.  Also included is 1 long gun sock 52” in length.  (126229-A72A)

2103. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS AND SLEEVES    This lot consists of a total of 68 pistol rugs and sleeves of various types, manufactur-
ers and sizes including: 36 zippered pistol rugs ranging from 5” to 15” in length.  14 gray padded soft sleeves with Velcro flap by Bore
Store ranging from 7” to 17” in length.  18 fabric sleeves that appear to be a very good quality homemade ranging from 10” to 14” in length
of various fabric types.  Most sleeves and rugs are in very good to excellent condition.  (126229-A72B)

2104. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS AND SLEEVES    This lot consists of a total of 58 pistol rugs and sleeves of various types, manufactur-
ers and sizes including: 18 zippered pistol rugs ranging from 5” to 16” in length.  14 gray padded soft sleeves with Velcro flap by Bore
Store ranging from 6” to 17” in length.  1 nylon sleeve with snap closing flap 12” in length.  25 fabric sleeves that appear to be a very good
quality homemade ranging from 11” to 14” in length of various fabric types with draw string and Velcro flaps.  Most sleeves and rugs are
in very good to excellent condition.  (126229-A72C)

2105. LOT OF BOOKS    5 total  Himmler, by Peter Padfield; c. 1990 Peter Padfield.  656 page jacketed hardcover.  The Killing of SS
Obergruppenfuhrer Reinhard Heydrick, by Callum MacDonald; c. 1989 Callum MacDonald.  239 page jacketed hardcover.  A Mind in
Prison: the Memoir of a Son and Soldier of the Third Reich, by Bruno Manz; c. 2000 Brassey’s.  287 page soft cover.  Witnesses of War:
Childeren’s Lives under the Nazis, by Nicholas Stargardt; c. 2005 Nicholas Stargardt.  493 page jacketed hardcover.  D-Day, by Stephen
E Ambrose; c. 1994 Ambrose-Tubbs, Inc.  655 page soft cover.  All of these books are in excellent condition with a few minor blemishes
and handling marks.  (126242-16A)

2106. LOT OF BOOKS    6 total  The Bombing of Germany, by Hans Rumpf; c. 1962 Frederick Muller Limited.  256 jacketed hardcover.  The
jacket has a few minor tears and creases; the cover shows some light staining and handling marks.  Paris-Underground, by Etta Shiber;
c. 1943 Press Alliance, Inc.  392 page hardcover with a tear in the cover’s spine, impact marks on the corners.  Munich Playground, by
Ernest R Pope; c. 1941 Ernest R Pope.  260 page hardcover with some minor staining and other blemishes on the cover.  What We Knew,
by Eric A Johnson and Karl-Heinz Reuband; c. 2005 Eric A Johnson and Karl-Heinz Reuband.  434 page soft cover.  The Hitler Youth, by
H W Koch; c. 1975 H W Koch.  348 page jacketed hardcover; the cellophane exterior cover has a couple of rips.  The Face of the Third
Reich, by Joachim C Fest; c. 1970 Weidenfeld and Nicolson Limited.  All of these books are in very good to excellent condition with minor
blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (126242-16B)

2107. LOT OF BOOKS    5 total  Hitler; the Pictoral Documentary of His Life, by John Toland; c. 1978 by John Toland.  205 page hardcover.
Hitler’s Secret Life: the Mysteries of the Eagle’s Nest, by Glenn B Infield; c. 1979 Glenn B Infield.  317 page hardcover; some of the pages
have markings in pen including highlighting and underlining.  Hitler’s Second Book, by Adolf Hitler; c. 2006 Enigma Books.  249 page soft
cover.  Hitler; a Study in Tyranny, by Alan Bullock; c. 1962 Alan Bullock.  848 page jacketed hardcover.  This book has a library card inside
the rear cover.  Hitler: the Pathology of Evil, by George Victor; c. 1998 Potomac Books, Inc.  260 page soft cover.  All of these books are in
very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (126242-16C)

2108. LOT OF BOOKS    11 total  Price Guide: Orders and Decorations Germany 1871-1945, by Niemann; c. 2004 Niemann.  817 page
hardcover.  Nazi Regalia, by E W W Fowler; c. Saturn Books Ltd.  160 page jacketed hardcover.  World War II German Battle Insignia, by
Gordon Williamson; c. 2002 Osprey Publishing Ltd.  48 page soft cover.  Flags of the Third Reich, by Brian L Davis; c. 2000 Osprey
Publishing Ltd.  144 page soft cover.  German Military Waistbelts: a Collectors Handbook of Buckles and Belts, by Terence Baldwin; c. 1981
T J Baldwin.  136 page jacketed soft cover.  Uniforms and Insignia of the German Foreign Office and Government Ministries 1938-1945,
by Jill Halcomb; c. 1984 Agincourt Publishers.  233 page jacketed hardcover.  German Military Collectables Price Guide, by Ron Manion;
c. 1995 Manion’s International Auction House, Inc.  316 page soft cover.  Detecting the Fakes: a Collectors Guide to Third Reich Militaria,
Robin Lumsden; c. 1989 Robin Lumsden.  144 page soft cover.  A Collector’s Guide to Third Reich Militaria, by Robin Lumsden; c. 2000
Robin Lumsden.  192 page soft cover.  German Infantry Weapons; Vol I, edited by Donald B McLean; c. 1966 Donald B McLean.  190
page soft cover.  German Uniforms of the Third Reich 1933-1945, by Brian Leigh Davis; c. 1980 Brian Davis.  224 page jacketed hard-
cover with added cellophane covering.  All of these books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned
differently above.  (126242-16D)

2109. LOT OF BOOKS  8 total  The Conquerors, by Michael Beschloss; c. 2002 Michael Beschloss.  377 page jacketed hardcover.
Unexplained Mysteries of World War II, by William B Breuer; c. 1977 by William B Breuer.  238 page soft cover. Eagle Against the Sun:
the American War with Japan, by Ronald H Spector; c. 1985 Ronald H Spector.  589 page hardcover.  The Man Who Never Was, by Ewen
Montagu; c. 1953 Walter L D Hart and Oliver H Frost.  160 page jacketed hardcover.  Das Boot, by Lothar-Gunther Buchheim; c. 1975
Alfred A Knopf.  563 page paperback.  Inside the Third Reich, by Albert Speer; c. 1970 The Macmillan Company.  734 page paperback.
Soldat: Reflections of a German Soldier, 1936-1949, by Siegfried Knappe with Ted Brusaw; c. 1992 Siegfried Knappe and Charles T
Brusaw.  430 page paperback.  Blood and Honor, by Reinhold Kerstan; c. 1983 David C Cook Publishing Co.  192 page soft cover.  All of
these books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless mentioned differently above.  (126242-16E)
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2110. LOT OF BOOKS    8 total  The Great Book of World War II Airplanes; c. 1996 Zokeisha Publications.  632 page jacketed hardcover.
Pictorial History of Tanks of the World 1915-45, by Peter Chamberlain & Chris Ellis; c. 1972 Peter Chamberlain, Chris Ellis, and Lionel
Leventhal Limited.  256 page hardcover.  The front cover has a small tear at the binding and is slightly warped.  German Tanks of World
War II, by F M von Senger und Etterlin; c. 1969 Lionel Leventhal. 214 page hardcover.  The front cover is slightly warped.  Technology and
War: From 2000 B C to the Present, by Martin van Creveld; c. 1989 Martin van Creveld.  432 page jacketed hardcover.  German Occupied
Great Britain, published by Scutt-Dand.  94 page jacketed softcover.  The Samurai Sword: a Handbook, by John M Yumoto;, c. 1958
Charles E Tuttle Company, Inc.  191 page jacketed hardcover.  German Tanks 1914-1968 by Heinz J Nowarra; c. 1968 A G Leonard
Morgan.  96 page soft cover.  The “Parabellum” Automatic Pistol by Deutsche Waffen-und Munitionsfabriken; c. 1964 Shooter’s Bible Inc.
48 page paperback reprinted owner’s manual.  All of these books are in very good to excellent condition with minor blemishes unless
mentioned differently above.  (126242-16F)

2111. LOT OF BOOKS  9 total  Handbook on German Military Forces: United States War Department Technical Manual 15 March 1945
TM-E 30-451, by the U S War Department.  Over 500 pages, soft cover. U-Boats Under the Swastika, by J P Mallmann Showell; c. 1973
J P Mallmann Showell.  167 page jacketed hardcover.  The jacket has a couple of tears and some wear on its edges.  Stuka!, by Joachim
Dressel; c. 1989 Arms and Armour Press Limited.  48 page soft cover.  E-Boats and Coastal Craft, by Paul Beaver; c. 1981 Patrick Stephens
Ltd.  96 page soft cover.  The Royal Flying Corps, by Raymond Laurence Rimell.  64 page soft cover.  Hitler’s Mountain Troops, by James
Lucas; c. 1992 James Lucas.  224 page hardcover.  German Army Handbook 1939-1945, by W J K Davies; c. 1973 W J K Davies.  176
page hardcover.  Some of the pages show signs of water damage.  German Mountain Troops, by Bruce Quarrie; c. 1980 Patrick Stephens
Ltd.  96 page soft cover.  The “Parabellum” Automatic Pistol by Deutsche Waffen-und Munitionsfabriken; c. 1964 Shooter’s Bible Inc.  48
page paperback reprinted owner’s manual.  (126242-16G)

2112. LOT OF BOOKS    4 total  Behind Enemy Lines: WWII Allied/Axis Propaganda, by Edward Boehm; c. 1989 The Wellfleet Press.  202
page jacketed hardcover.  The Nazi Olympics: Berlin 1936, by Susan D Bachrach; c. 2000 United States Holocaust Memorial Council.  128
page jacketed hardcover.  Jacket has a small repaired rip. Art in the Third Reich by Berthold Hinz; c. 1979 Random House, Inc.  268 soft
cover.  The Historical Encyclopedia of World War II; c. 1989 by Facts On File, Inc.  550 page jacketed hardcover.  (126242-16H)

2113. LOT OF MANUALS    This lot consists of a total of seven take-down and assembly manuals to include: four staple bound, paper cover
manuals by Winchester for Winchester models: model 12 slide action shotgun, 116 pages; model 94 lever action carbine, 63 pages; model
70 bolt action rifle, 58 pages; model 42 slide action single barrel shotgun 410 bore, 102 pages.  And three spiral bound, vinyl covered
manuals by Radocy for: Winchester model 101 over/under shotgun, 7 pages; Browning A5, 9 pages; Browning O/U shotgun
Citori/Superposed, 7 pages.  All manuals are in near excellent to excellent condition with minor handling blemishes.  (123941-28B)

2114. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS    This lot consists of a total of 30 pistol rugs ranging in size from 12” to 19” in length.  Most are in very good
to excellent condition.  Many have writing on them with identifying information, mostly serial numbers, of previous handguns they con-
tained.  (126332-143D)

2115. LOT OF PISTOL RUGS    This lot consists of a total of 30 pistol rugs in two sizes, 12” and 13”.  All are in very good to excellent con-
dition.  All have writing on them with identifying information, mostly serial numbers, of previous handguns they contained.  (126332-143C)

2116. RIFLE BARREL LOT    This lot consists of one BSA 7/8” diameter round un-tapered rifle barrel, 22 LR, 28” with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surface is 98% dark glossy blue with a few light handling marks and minor blemishes, and a couple of spots of light super-
ficial oxidation.  This barrel is drilled and tapped for a front sight, 3 holes underside for stock screws, and two pair of holes for scope blocks.
There are two slots on the underside of the breech for mounting screws.  This barrel appears that it would fit a martini or falling block type
action.  (124457-13A)

2117. LOT OF RIFLE BARRELS    This lot consists of two rifle barrels.  First barrel is 26” tapered round in 30-06 with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surface is 60% blue with spots of oxidation, and areas with a residue present that looks like a glue or resin.  The mark-
ings are “APEX TGT, 12 IN. TWIST”; other markings include “B - .299  G - .306”, possibly the bore and groove measurements, and “5-62”,
possibly the manufacturing date.  The shank measures .735” long x .995” diameter with a tread of 16 TPI.  It is drilled and tapped for front
and rear sights with a third hole by the rear sight that is plugged.  Second barrel is 28” tapered round in 308 Win with a bright excellent
bore, marked “W.T.C  308 Win”.  The metal surface is 98% blue with a few spots of oxidation and other minor blemishes; the chamber has
a tiny spot or two of light oxidation.  The shank measures .740” long x 1.00” diameter with a thread of 16 TPI.  It is drilled and tapped for
front and rear sights.  (124457-13C)

2118. LOT OF RIFLE BARRELS    This lot consists of two rifle barrels.  First barrel is 24 1/2" round with a slight taper in 22 Cal. (not
marked, likely 22 Short) with a bright excellent bore.  The only marking found is “R A Simard”.  The metal surface is 99% blue with a few
light handling marks.  The muzzle is deeply counter bored and is milled to a diameter of .810” x 1.15” length and is drilled and tapped for
a barrel band sight base of some description.  The barrel is drilled and tapped in three pairs; first is a pair 6” from the breech, second is
two pairs on the opposite side of the barrel, 2” and 9 1/2" from the breech.  There are two extractor cuts opposite each other.  The shank
measures 1.425” length x .75” diameter, with a thread of 20 TPI.  The tread is only on the inner half of the shank with the first .65” milled
to .685” diameter.  Second barrel is 27 1/2" un-tapered 1.62” diameter round with a bright excellent bore in 22 LR.  The barrel is partial-
ly wrapped in shipping paper with a label and stamps; the exposed metal surface is primarily a gray-brown patina with a moderate super-
ficial oxidation present. The shank measures .815” length x .775” diameter with a step down to .710” diameter at the end.  There are no
threads and no extractor cut at the chamber.  (124457-13B)

2119. LOT OF RIFLE BARRELS    This lot consists of two rifle barrels.  First barrel is 24” sporter contoured likely for a 98 Mauser in 270
Win with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surface is 90% blue with some scuffs, scratches and oxidation present.  The shank measures
.630” length x 1.193” diameter with a thread of 12 TPI.  The barrel is dove tailed for a front sight.  Second barrel is 24” tapered round
approximately .30 Cal (most likely 30-06) with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surface is 75% dull blue with spots and areas of oxida-
tion.  It is drilled and tapped for front and rear sights; there are two sets of plugged holes also present.  The shank measures .735” length
x 1.040 diameter with a thread of 10 TPI.  (124457-13D)

2120. LOT OF BARREL BANDS    This lot consists of approximately 67 barrel bands, both front and rear, both milled and stamped from
Mauser K98 and other rifles.  A few are in near excellent condition with excellent blue; most are in various states of light to moderate oxi-
dation with various levels of  gray-brown patina showing.  Also included are a few other miscellaneous gun parts.  (123081-1A)

2121. LOT OF RIFLE BOLTS    This lot consists of eight rifle bolts.  seven of the bolts are Mauser 98 military with bent bolt handles; six
assemblies, one stripped; four have matching numbers.  They are in very good and better condition, most showing some light oxidation.
The last bolt assembly is a Gewehr 88 with a straight handle and light to moderate spotty oxidation.  (123081-1B)

2122. LOT OF RIFLE BOLTS    This lot consists of seven Mauser style bolts.  Six from Mauser 98 military rifle including: one bent handle
assembly with matching numbers, four bent handle assemblies with nonmatching numbers, and one straight handle partially stripped.
Also one bent handle assembly with a hollowed out knob most likely from a model G33-40 with nonmatching numbers.  All are in very
good or better condition with various levels of light to moderate oxidation present.  (123081-1C)
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2123. LOT OF MAGAZINES    This lot consists of a total of four magazines.  Three are FN model 1922 magazines marked “FN 7.65mm”
on the right side in near excellent condition; two with 90% plus blue showing some usage wear, and one showing a blue gray patina and
some light oxidation staining.  The last magazines is for an MAB pistol and is marked “MAB 7.65” on its base.  It is in very good condition
showing some areas of oxidation and some staining.  (123081-1D)

2124. LOT OF MAUSER PARTS    This lot consists of one 24 compartment metal box measuring 13 1/2" x 9 1/2" containing but not lim-
ited to: many safeties, front sight and bases, bolt stops, numerous screws, cocking pieces, extractor collars, swivels, crossbolts, three P 38
firing pins, and sight hoods.  All parts appear to be in very good condition.  (123081-1E)

2125. LOT OF WOOD    This lot consists of a total of eight wooden handguards and forearms, included are: three M-1 Garand top hand-
guards, one M-1 Garand front handguard, one SMLE forestock (sporterized), one SMLE top handguard, one unknown Mauser top hand-
guard, and one what appears to be an M1917 Enfield top handguard.  All are in very good condition with various handling marks present
on most; the Enfield top handguard and the SMLE top handguard are cracked.  (123081-1F)

2126. LOT OF SAVAGE 99 WOOD    This lot consists of a total of five wooden buttstocks and forends for a Savage 99.  Included are: One
factory buttstock with an “S” curve butt, checkered pistol grip and no grip cap.  This stock is cracked on the butt in a couple of places on
both sides, has multiple superficial colored marks and minor handling blemishes, has a couple of chips from the edges of it’s forend, and
is lacking in finish.  One semi-inlet pistol grip buttstock with “S” curve butt in very good condition.  One factory forend with schnabel tip
in very good condition with a thinning finish, multiple light handling blemishes and a crack on the left side.  Two semi-inlet forends with
round tips, in very good condition showing some handling marks; one has a chip out of the top rear edge.  (123081-1G)

2127. LOT OF SHOTGUN STOCKS    This lot consists of a total of seven buttstocks and forends.  Included are: Three pistol grip butt-
stocks that appear to be for a Savage 311 style double shotgun; two are smooth, one is checkered, and two have buttplates; all are in
good to very good condition with minor blemishes; one has a flaking and thinning finish, and one has a crack wrist with the grain running
top to bottom through the.  One cut-down buttstock, likely for a Savage or similar single barrel shotgun in very good condition with a cou-
ple of small chips out of the toe and multiple minor scuffs, scratches and other blemishes.  Three Savage 311 style forearms; one is check-
ered with a fading chipped finish, one is drilled through for mounting, and one is smooth with added finish; all are in very good condition
with minor handling blemishes.  (123081-1H)

2128. LOT OF WOOD    This lot consists of a total of six shotgun buttstocks.  Included are: One checkered pistol grip buttstock for a
Remington model 11 or similar with no buttplate in good condition with a chip out of the left side, multiple minor dings and scratches, a
thinning finish, and a couple of cracks in the wrist, one on the left side and one in the receiver channel.  One semi-inlet pistol grip butt-
stock for a Remington model 11 or similar in very good unfinished condition with a small chip in the toe.  Four semi-inlet pistol grip butt-
stocks for a Savage style pump or semi-auto shotgun.  These stocks have a small boss at the top of the stock face which fits inside of the
receiver and a small inlet for the rear of the triggerguard.  One has several checks along the toe line, one has a check by the heal and a
chip on top where the stock meets the receiver, one has a chip at the toe and a crack in the bottom of the wrist, and one has several small
chips at the top where the stock meets the receiver.  All the semi-inlet stocks need at minimum some sanding, final fitting and a finish
applied.  (123081-1I)

2129. LOT OF GUN PARTS    This lot consists of Mauser and other gun parts to include: Mauser bottom metal assembly without the fol-
lower or spring; two Mauser buttplates, one flat, one cupped; two Mauser follower springs; four rear sights, two on bands; one rubber
muzzle cover; one triggerguard; one bag of miscellaneous small items.  All parts are in very good +/- condition with some light oxidation
present on most items.  (123081-1J)

2130. LOT OF MILITARY ACCESSORIES    This lot consists of several miscellaneous military accessories including: Three Mauser K98
bayonet scabbard bodies with missing throats and internal retention springs in good to very good condition, one is a gray with speckled
oxidation and multiple dents and dings, one is mostly blue with some light oxidation and minor handling blemishes, one is partially blue
with moderate oxidation and a few dents; Two reproduction K98 slings in very good condition, one is missing the end buckle; One origi-
nal K98 sling in very good condition showing a little soiling; Two sling end buckles with the leather being a little stiff; One German K98
cleaning kit that contains the metal cleaning snake, two bore brushes, combination dismounting tool (marked “G. Appel 1936”), oiler
(marked “MUNDLOS 1939”), and 4 small plastic containers of Lubriplate.  The gray-green metal tin is in very good condition with some
light handling blemishes, is marked “G. Appel 1935” and is Waffenamt stamped; One East German AK rifle cleaning kit containing two
bore brushes, two other brushes, nylon snake, and an oiler.  The black tin is unmarked and comes wrapped in a black fabric pouch with
a green cloth.  (123081-1K)

2131. LOT OF MAGAZINES    This lot consists of a total of two magazines.  First is a Radom P35 magazine marked “<K>” on the rear
base, in very good condition with silvering on the corners and raised points from usage, the sides showing some minor wrinkling with a
couple of minor dings, and two moderate divots on the right side.  The second is an Astra model 300 32 ACP magazine also in very good
condition with an Astra trademark on the lower right side thumb piece, silvering on the high contact areas and some light oxidation pre-
sent.  (123081-1L)

2132. LOT OF POWER HORNS    This lot consists of a total of two modern flat sided powder horns.  The first is about 9” long with a brass
spout, leather thong and wood plug; it is in very good to near excellent condition.  The second is about 6” long, does not have a spout, is
fitted with a wood plug and has a leather thong; the wooden plug’s handle is broken but should be easy to repair.  It is in good to very
good condition with a small hole about 1 1/2” above the spout end.  (123081-1M)

2133. RELOADING PRESS LOT    This lot consists of one RCBS Rock Chucker single stage reloading press in near excellent condition
with some scratches and wear on the green painted surface and a couple of light spots of oxidation on the exposed metal.  Comes with
the priming arm.  (123792-13)

2134. RELOADING PRESS LOT    This lot consists of one RCBS Rock Chucker single stage reloading press in very good to near excel-
lent condition with some scratches and wear on the green painted surface.  This press is missing the pivot pin at the bottom of the ram.
Comes with the priming arm.  (125280-4B)

2135. RUGER SINGLE-SIX SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #467767, 22 LR, 4 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with some rub wear on the muzzle, front sight, front of the extractor housing and on the toe and heal of
the aluminum gripstrap; also there is a little silvering on some of the high edges, a few light scratches and other minor handling blemishes,
and a light turn ring on the cylinder.  The walnut grips rate near excellent with a few light scratches, an impact mark on the lower left edge
and a few other light handling blemishes.  The transfer bar safety update has not been done on this revolver.  (126476-49) (350/550)

2136. RUGER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7015, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of light freckles and minor scratches, a small spot of rub wear at the muzzle, and a
light turn ring on the fluted cylinder.  The walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of tiny impact marks and light handling marks.  This
revolver has not had the transfer bar safety update done.  Included is a yellow factory box with black end label.  (126476-73) (350/550)
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2137. RUGER BLACKHAWK SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #571, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with a couple of small spots of rub wear, a little silvering on some high edges, some flaking along
the ejector rod housing, a couple of impact marks on the aluminum gripstrap, and some light scratches and other minor handling marks
present.  The cylinder exhibits a faint turn ring, a scuff by one of the flutes, and shows a small spot or two of light pitting. The walnut grips
rate near excellent with multiple light handling marks and a small chip at the toe on the right side.  This revolver has not had the transfer
bar safety done and it comes with a yellow factory box with black end label pencil numbered to a different gun.  (126476-2) (300/500)

2138. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #2100099, 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of light scratches and a few spot freckles.  The checkered pistol grip brown nylon stock
rates excellent with a few scratches and light handling blemishes.  (126484-20) (250/450)

2139. REMINGTON NYLON 66 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE 22 LR, 19 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97%
original blue with some light freckling and minor handling marks.  The brown checkered pistol grip nylon stock rates excellent with sev-
eral minor handling blemishes.  (126473-19) (250/450)

2140. MARLIN MODEL 25MN BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #08570769, 22 WMR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
face retains 99% original blue with a couple of spot freckles.  The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a couple of small
dings and light handling marks.  This rifle comes with a Weaver 4x scope and appears to have had little if any use.  (126416-38) (100/200)

2141. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 10-5 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #D400378, 38 Spl, 5” barrel with a bright excel-
lent bore.  The metal surface retains 97% original blue with a few scattered scratches, some light handling blemishes, and a light turn ring
on the six shot fluted cylinder; the hammer and trigger display excellent case-hardened colors.  The square butt checkered walnut grips
rate near excellent with some light rounding of the checkering, some thinning of the finish and a few mild handling blemishes.  Overall a
very nice revolver.  (126429-23) (300/500)

2142. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 15-3 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1K98941, 38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with a couple of spots of rub wear, multiple light scratches, and a mild turn
ring on the six shot fluted cylinder.  The trigger and hammer exhibit excellent case-hardened colors.  The square butt checkered walnut
grips rate near excellent with a couple of mild impact marks and some light rounding of the checkering.  (126429-22) (300/500)

2143. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #104912, 22 LR, 4 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a couple of spot freckles and a few minor handling marks.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate
excellent.  Included is a single aluminum based magazine, a manual, and a red factory box pencil marked with two numbers, one that
matches this guns and another unmatching number.  (126429-20) {C&R} (300/500)

2144. RUGER MODEL 22/45 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #270-74833, 22 LR, 5 1/2” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surface retains 99% original blue; the synthetic frame with integral checkered grips rate excellent.  This pistol appears like new with
little if any signs of use.  It features rear adjustable sights and comes with its original factory gray plastic box, manual and a total of 2 mag-
azines.  (126429-21) (200/300)

2145. TAURUS MODEL 905 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #DT47854, 9mm, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of minor handling marks, excellent case-hardened colors on the trigger and hammer, and
a faint turn ring on the fluted 5 shot cylinder.  The textured rubber finger groove grips rate excellent.  This revolver appears to have had
little use; it comes with its original box, five full moon clips, and two internal lock keys.  (126429-25) (200/400)

2146. NAVY ARMS MODEL 1892 LEVER ACTION RIFLE BY ROSSI serial #NA500578, 44-40 Win, 24” octagon barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling marks; the trigger and hammer display
excellent case-hardened colors.  The straight walnut stock and forearm rate excellent.  This rifle appears like new and to have had little if
any use.  (126392-9) (300/500)

2147. WINCHESTER MODEL 1894 LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #1663327, 30 WCF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 80% original blue with multiple light scratches, a few spots of rub wear, light freckling throughout, and areas thin-
ning to a gray and gray-brown patina most prominent on the receiver.  The flat checkered metal buttplate is predominately blue with sil-
vering on the edges and a few small spots of oxidation.  The straight walnut stock and forearm rate very good to excellent with multiple
light impact marks and superficial scratches; the buttstock has an added finish that is thinning and flaking in places.  Included is a receiv-
er mounted Lyman rear sight that appears to be mounted slightly crooked.  The receiver had to be drilled and tapped to mount this sight
as the factory did not start drilling and tapping until later. (126468-2) {C&R} (300/500)

2148. MARLIN MODEL 336-RC LEVER ACTION CARBINE serial #AD58575, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue.  The barrel and magazine tube show a few spots of oxidation and light pitting primarily towards
the end of the magazine tube with some spotty light freckling and a few handling blemishes.  The receiver and lever also show several
small spots of oxidation and light pitting with some light freckling, and a dull dark gray finish on the top and bottom of the receiver.  The
trigger and saddle ring are gold colored with the trigger showing a few light freckles.  A side hammer extension is included.  The hard-
wood stock and forearm rate near excellent with a thinning finish, some spots of discoloration, and several light handling marks; the butt-
stock has a short crack by the end of the lower tang.  (126468-1) (250/350)

2149. STEVENS FAVORITE FALLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #41214, 25 RF, 22” part octagon, part round barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The barrel retains 80% original blue fading to a plum-brown with a few minor handling marks.  The frame and action show excel-
lent case-hardened colors with some areas of oxidation on the lever and take-down screw.  The straight walnut stock and forearm rate
excellent with a few minor handling blemishes and impact marks.  The buttstock appears to have been refinished; the metal buttplate
stands proud of the wood and shows a couple of spots of oxidation.  This rifle features a brass blade front sight and a Vernier rear sight.
(126411-9) (300/500)

2150. REMINGTON MODEL 521-T BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
90-95% original blue beginning to fade to brown with some freckling and a couple of handling blemishes.  The triggerguard and magazine
plate are primarily blue with some light oxidation showing.  The hardwood pistolgrip target stock rates near excellent with some scratches,
light impact marks, and other minor handling blemishes.  This rifle features a Lyman rear target sight.  (126393-135) (200/300)

2151. WINCHESTER MODEL 63 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #56715A, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 70% blue fading to a brown patina with some light freckling, a few spots of light oxidation, and some minor handling blem-
ishes.  The forearms nosecap and high contact areas of the receiver show thinning to gray with light oxidation present.  The smooth pis-
tolgrip stock and forearm rate very good with multiple minor dings, scratches, a few spots of flaking finish, and other light handling marks.
(126393-34) {C&R} (350/550)

2152. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT    This lot consists of one Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x rifle scope with a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics.
The gloss black finish is in excellent condition with a couple of tiny blemishes from previous mounting.  (126393-15)
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2153. STEVENS NO. 14 1/2 LITTLE SCOUT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 RF, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains
90% original blue with multiple light scratches and dings, some areas thinning to a brown patina, a few spots of mild oxidation and light
pitting, and a couple of tool marks.  The frame shows very good case-hardened colors with mild oxidation and freckling throughout.  The
buttplate shows a thinning blue with mild oxidation present and hangs proud of the wood.  The walnut stock and forearm rate very good
with multiple mild handling marks, a couple of white paint marks, discoloration of the wood from age and use, and an added finish.  There
are some small checks around a small blemish in the wood on the left side of the stock.  Overall a very nice example of this little rifle.
(126473-18) {C&R} (200/400)

2154. RUGER MODEL 22/45 MARK III SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #228-58419, 22 LR, 4” bull barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with some spot oxidation and freckling, and a few minor handling marks.  The left side of
the barrel has several short scratches.  The synthetic frame with integrated grips rate excellent with a couple of minor handling blemish-
es. This pistol features adjustable rear sights and comes with a scope rail, internal lock keys, and its original factory gray plastic box.
(126363-29) (150/250)

2155. STEVENS NO. 26 CRACKSHOT SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 RF, 22” barrel with a near bright very good bore with a light frost-
ing.  The barrel retains 60% original blue with areas thinning to a brown patina, a few scratches, and other handling marks.  There are scat-
tered spots of varnish on the barrel.  The frame and lever show a gray-brown patina with some oxidation and freckling present.  The
buttplate is primarily blue thinning to a gray and gray-brown patina with a couple of spots of oxidation.  The hardwood stock and forearm
rate very good with several light handling blemishes and an added finish.  (126375-8) {C&R} (50/100)

2156. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 042 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #BMA0893, 38 Spl, 1 7/8” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of light handling marks and a faint turn ring on the five shot flut-
ed cylinder.  The triggers case-hardened colors rate excellent.  The checkered rubber grips rate excellent.  This revolver features an alloy
frame, an integrated ramp front sight, fixed rear sight, a fully concealed hammer.  (126461-23) (250/450)

2157. TAURUS MODEL 45-410 “THE JUDGE” DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #BT642581, 45 LC/410 bore, 3” barrel with
a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few very minor superficial handling marks and a faint turn ring
on the 2 1/2” five shot fluted cylinder; the trigger and hammer show excellent case-hardened colors.  The ribbed rubber grips rate excel-
lent.  (126470-2) (350/550)

2158. RUGER OLD MODEL SINGLE-SIX CONVERTIBLE SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #60-63592, 22 LR/22 WMRF, 6
1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% original blue with rub wear on a couple of the high edges, a few
scratches and minor handling blemishes, a turn ring on both cylinders and a couple of spots of an added varnish on the gripstrap.  The wal-
nut grips rate near excellent with a couple of mild handling marks.  This revolver features an adjustable rear sight.  The 22 LR cylinder has
etched numbers matching the gun; the WMRF cylinders etched numbers are not legible.  The transfer bar safety update has been done and
included is a receipt from the factory and the original parts.  Also included is an unmarked factory box and manual.  (126484-3) (200/400)

2159. RUGER STANDARD MODEL SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #10-02250, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 85% original blue with some light freckling, a couple of spots of oxidation with mild pitting, multiple light scratches, rub
wear on some high edges, and thinning to gray on the gripstraps.  The hard rubber grips rate very good with a couple of scratches and
mild handling wear.  Comes with a total of two aluminum based magazines, factory box and manual.  (126470-1) (200/300)

2160. HIGH STANDARD SHARPSHOOTER-M SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #SH20334, 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling blemishes.  The checkered hardwood grips rate excellent.  A
very nice pistol that appears to have seen little use and comes with a total of three magazines and a pistol rug.  (126403-12) (200/400)

2161. BROWNING BUCK MARK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #655PN17167, 22 LR, 9 7/8” bull barrel with bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 98% original matte blue finish with a few minor handling blemishes.  The slide has faded to a nice even plum color.
The right handed walnut target grips with thumb rest and finger groove forearm rate excellent with a couple of very minor blemishes.  This
pistol features a full length (13 3/4”) scope rail with a mounted Ultra Dot red dot sight, a gold colored trigger, and comes with a Browning
pistol rug.  (126403-14) (300/500)

2162. RUGER MODEL 22/45 MARK III SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #228-00089, 22 LR, 4” slab sided bull barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few faint handling blemishes.  The synthetic frame with integrated grips
rates excellent.  This pistol features a red background Ruger medallion on the grips, fixed three dot sights, and comes with a total of two
magazines, internal lock keys, gun lock, manual, and its factory gray plastic case.  (126463-5) (200/300)

2163. WALTHER PPK/S SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #035379, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with light silvering on some of the high edges, and a couple of tiny spots of light oxidation and mild pitting.  The
trigger guard and trigger have faded to a deep plum color.  The right handed checkered black plastic grips with thumb rest rate near excel-
lent with a couple of minor handling blemishes.  This American made pistol by Interarms comes with two magazines, one of which has a
finger extension.  Also included is a manual and an unlabeled factory black plastic box.  (126457-6) (350/550)

2164. WALTHER TPH SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #T020265, 22 LR, 2 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The brushed and matte
stainless steel finish rates excellent. The checkered black plastic grips rate excellent also.  This American made pistol by Interarms appears
like new and comes with one finger extension magazine, manual and original black factory box.  (126461-25) (250/450)

2165. WALTHER PPK SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #A067811, 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The brushed and
matte stainless steel finish rates excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes.  The checkered black plastic grips rate near excel-
lent with several light scratches and minor handling marks.  This American made pistol by Interarms comes with one magazine, cleaning
rod, and a black factory plastic box.  (126461-24) (300/500)

2166. MAUSER HSC SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #735786, 32 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with a bright near excellent bore with a spotty light
frosting.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original nickel finish with some flaking and oxidation along the edges of the gripstrap, front of the
frame and on the serrations and top of the slide; and some scattered light freckling also.  The checkered walnut grips rate very good with
multiple light handling blemishes and mildly worn checkering.  This early Nazi Army pistol is proof marked with a Waffenamt 665 on the
left side of the trigger guard and an Eagle N on the right.  The magazine is gray with a blue base with a bent front tab and “P Mod 24”
stamped on its base.  (126457-8) {C&R} (300/400)

2167. HIGH STANDARD SENTINEL DELUXE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #1508256, 22 S,L,LR, 4” barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with minor handling blemishes.  The barrel and nine shot fluted cylinder show
some light freckling and a few tiny spots of oxidation.  The aluminum frame shows a rub mark and a small scratch or two.  The hammer
exhibits very good case-hardened colors with light freckling and light oxidation.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent.  This revolver
comes with its original box and a parts and instruction sheet.  (126363-27) (150/250)
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2168. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 31-1 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #H120574, 32 S&W Long, 2” pinned barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of faint handling blemishes and a light turn ring on the
fluted cylinder; the hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case-hardened colors.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent also.  This J-
frame revolver appears to have had little if any use and comes with its original factory box and instruction sheet.  (126466-4) (300/500)

2169. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 659 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBB4413, 9mm, 4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
satin and matte stainless steel finish rates near excellent with multiple light scuffs and minor handing marks.  The black checkered nylon
grips rate near excellent with a couple of minor handling blemishes.  A very nice pistol that features an ambidextrous safety and comes
with a total of two magazines and a cleaning kit.  (126457-12) (300/500)

2170. HIGH STANDARD BARREL LOT    This lot consists of one High Standard 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore and a near
excellent blue finish with a couple of minor scuffs and light scratches.  (126457-3A)

2171. SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C48822, 38 Spl, 2” pinned barrel
with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% refinished blue with a few minor handling blemishes, a few light freckles, and
some finished-over light pitting.  There is a faint turn ring on the six shot fluted cylinder, and the hammer and triggers original case-hard-
ened colors have been blued-over, turning them to a dark plum-brown.  The thumb latch has been replaced with a stainless steel latch.
The diamond checkered walnut grips rate very good plus with some rounding of the checkering, discoloration along the edges and some
flaking on the silver S&W medallions.  This K-frame five screw pre-model 10 revolver comes with an extra set of Uncle Mikes grips.
(126434-1) (200/400)

2172. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 33-1 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #R14591, 38 S&W, 4” pinned barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minor handling blemishes.  The five shot fluted cylinder shows a
faint turn ring and a couple of tiny spots of oxidation and light pitting.  The hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case-hardened colors.
The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling blemishes and some light tarnish on the inlayed gold colored
S&W medallions.  This J-frame revolver comes with a Bucheimer leather holster and the original factory box.  (126424-1) (200/400)

2173. BROWNING CHALLENGER SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #16143069, 22 LR, 6 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 90-95% original blue with spotty oxidation, light freckling, and a few handling blemishes.  The gold plated trigger has
a couple of spots of flaking.  The checkered walnut wraparound grips rate very good to near excellent with light rounding of the check-
ering, a dulling finish, and some light handling blemishes.  Comes with a single magazine that shows some light spotty oxidation and a pis-
tol rug.  (126407-3) (200/400)

2174. CZ MODEL CZ 24 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #189221, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a near bright very good bore with some
spots of mild pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 60% original blue with mild, and a few spots of moderate, oxidation, a little mild pitting,
multiple scratches, rub wear, and some areas thinning to gray.  The checkered plastic grips rate near excellent with some mild handling
marks.  (126457-9) (150/350)

2175. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 422 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBD7448, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple of mild handling blemishes.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent.  This pistol
features an aluminum frame, steel slide, adjustable rear sights and comes with a single 10 round magazine, a 1 oz bottle of Rem Oil, 2 tar-
gets, manual, cleaning kit, and its original factory box.  This pistol appears to have had little if any use.  (126484-5) (150/250)

2176. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 669 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #TBA1977, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
satin stainless steel slide and alloy frame rate excellent.  The checkered hard rubber grips also rate excellent with a couple of minor han-
dling blemishes.  This pistol appears like new and comes with its original cardboard factory box, a total of two finger extension magazines,
and a cleaning kit.  (126484-4) (300/500)

2177. FIE TANFOGLIO MODEL TZ75 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #H03650, 9mm, 4 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a very light frosting.  The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original blue with some minor freckling, a couple of tiny spots of light oxi-
dation, some handling wear most evident on the gripstraps, and a few small impact marks.  The hardwood grips rate excellent with a few
light superficial scratches and minor handling blemishes.  Comes with an incorrect holster and a total of three magazines, one has a metal
and two have plastic floorplates.  (126470-3) (200/400)

2178. SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #C372084, 38 Spl, 4” pinned barrel
with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces on this four screw pre model 10 are primarily a gray and blue-gray patina showing sub-
stantial handling wear with some scattered light freckling and a few areas of light pitting; there is a large area of the frame that has been
polished to gun metal gray.  The updated checkered walnut grips with inlayed S&W medallions rate excellent with a few minor handling
blemishes.  (126453-3) (100/200)

2179. SMITH & WESSON 38 MILITARY & POLICE MODEL OF 1905 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #93558, 38
Spl, 6 1/2” pinned barrel with a bright near excellent bore and a little scattered light frosting.  The metal surfaces on this second change
revolver have primarily thinned to a gray patina with remnants of blue showing in protected areas and some areas of mild oxidation.  The
S&W checkered diamond center hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes; they have faded to brown.
The frame, cylinder, ejector, crane, and barrel are numbered alike; the grips are numbered to a different gun.  (126332-63) (100/300)

2180. BERSA MODEL 83 SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #170375, 380 ACP, 3 1/2 barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 98% original blue with a few handling blemishes and spots of oxidation on the gripstrap.  The checkered walnut grips rate excel-
lent.  (126426-1) (100/200)

2181. COLT MODEL 1908 VEST POCKET SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #134773, 25 ACP, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces have primarily thinned to a gray and gray-brown patina with some blue showing in protected areas, some spotty
oxidation, and a few spots of mild pitting.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling marks.
(126411-5) {C&R} (100/200)

2182. TAURUS MODEL 65 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #MB740588, 357 Magnum, 2 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few minor handling blemishes and a light turn ring on the six shot fluted cylin-
der; the hammer and trigger exhibit excellent case-hardened colors.  The checkered walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of tiny han-
dling marks.  (126381-2) (250/450)

2183. ROSSI MODEL 88-2 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #W069630, 38 SPL, 2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
brushed stainless steel finish rates near excellent with a couple of light scuffs, minor handling marks, and a light turn ring on the five shot
cylinder.  The checkered rubber grips rate excellent with some light soiling.  (126381-3) (75/150)

2184. COLT POLICE POSITIVE DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #60313, 32 Colt, 4” barrel with a bright very good bore with a cou-
ple of areas of moderate pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 98% dull refinished blue with some light pitting and freckling, and a faint turn ring
on the six shot fluted cylinder.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate excellent with the color fading to brown.  (126466-8) {C&R} (300/500)
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2185. CHARTER ARMS UNDERCOVER DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #713540, 38 Spl, 2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore showing a little lead fouling. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few faint handling marks, a turn ring on the six shot
cylinder, and a few tiny spots of light oxidation on the cylinder.  The rubber grips rate excellent.  (126381-4) (150/250)

2186. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #6227, 34 cal, 4” barrel with a very
good lightly oxidized smooth bore.  The brass frame is about very good showing a lightly tarnished dark ochre patina with several small
dings and “HERO” stamped on its left side.  The iron barrel is a dark gray-brown patina with multiple small impact marks and the hammer
is gray with scattered light oxidation.  The bag shaped walnut grips rate about very good with multiple light scratches and a small check
on the back edge of the left side.  (126229-564) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)

2187. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #4591, 34 cal, 2” barrel with a very
good partially mildly pitted smooth bore.  The brass frame rates about fine with a light tarnish, a couple of small dings, and “HERO” stamped
on its left side.  The iron barrel is primarily a pewter gray with some small areas of gray-brown patina showing and a few minor handling
marks present.  The hammer is gray with some scattered mild pitting and a few spots of oxidation.  The bag shaped maple grips rate excel-
lent, are ill-fitting, and are likely a later replacement.  (126229-557) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (250/450)

2188. ARMSPORT MODEL 5020 SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #02160, 41 cal, 2 3/8” barrel with a dull gray-
brown near excellent rifled bore.  The brass frame on this Italian made Hero replica rates very good with a dull lightly tarnished surface.
The iron barrel is a lightly browned pewter gray; the hammer has a blue-gray finish with some light pitting and spot oxidation.  The wood
grips rate near excellent with a dull finish and a few mild handling marks.  (126229-159) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (50/100)

2189. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL 34 cal, 3” barrel with a heavily oxidized
bore.  The brass frame rates about very good showing a dark ochre patina with a light to moderate staining, and “A.S.T. Co Hero” stamped
on the left side.  The iron barrel and hammer are a dark gray-brown with spotty oxidation and light pitting.  The bag shaped walnut grips
rate about very good with a couple of chips and multiple light handling blemishes.  This pistol is not mechanically functional.  (126229-
560) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)

2190. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR-HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #30, 31 cal, 2” half round, half
octagon barrel with a very good to near excellent rifled bore showing some light oxidation and pitting.  The metal surfaces are a brown
and gunmetal gray patina with some light oxidation.  The engraving on the frame is good.  The barrel mounts to the frame slightly crooked.
The walnut grips rate very good plus showing multiple light handling marks, and are pencil-numbered to the gun.  (126229-55)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

2191. MANHATTAN FIREARMS RELIC NAVY TYPE PERCUSSION REVOLVER serial #9534, 36 cal, 6 1/2” octagon barrel.  This
5 shot pistol is a dug relic and is heavily oxidized.  It has a brass grip frame with a broken and bent trigger guard, the hammer spring is bro-
ken, and the grip is missing.  An interesting, rather neat Manhattan relic.  (126229-665) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

2192. BROWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #6811, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel
with a good to very good bore showing some scattered oxidation, light to moderate pitting and moderately strong rifling.  The
brass frame shows a dark ochre color with some light staining, a few mild impact marks and other light handling blemishes.  The
barrel shows a brown patina with spotty mild oxidation and a few pinprick pits.  The walnut grips rate about very good with a two
small chips on the left side and scattered light handling marks.  The barrel, extractor, frame and
grips are numbered alike.  (126229-411) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection]                              (250/450)

2193. MERRIMACK ARMS SOUTHERNER
DERINGER serial #2579, 41 RF/CF, 2 1/2” octagon bar-
rel with a dark gray bore showing moderately strong rifling,
with light and some moderate pitting.  The barrel has 80%
original blue thinning to gray in places with silvering on its
edges, some light impact marks, and mild scratches.  The
iron frame is a gunmetal gray patina with spotty oxidation, a few scattered
light pits, and a couple of light impact marks.  The walnut grips rate very
good with a tiny chip on the left side and some light impact marks.  This pis-
tol, originally rimfire, has been converted with the addition of a firing pin to also shoot center
fire.  The barrel, frame and grips are numbered alike.  The extractor is unnumbered.  (126229-
455) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]                                                           (450/650)

2194. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL ser-
ial #3938, 34 cal, 2” barrel with a dark gray bore with mild to moderate pitting and a couple of deep pits.  The bar-
rel is a brown-gray with a couple of tiny pits and spots of light oxidation.  The brass frame rates very good with a
bright goldenrod hue, a few mild impact marks, some initials scratched into the right side, and “HERO” engraved on
the left side.  The bag shaped walnut grips rate very good with some damage around the screw holes and some minor handling blemish-
es; the original wood screw has been replaced with a machine screw.  This pistol is not mechanically functional.  (126229-684) {ANTIQUE}
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)

2195. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #1435, 34 cal, 3” barrel with an
oxidized heavily pitted bore.  The barrel is a plum-brown patina with scattered light oxidation, some light pitting, and a couple of tool
marks.  The brass frame shows a dark tarnish with a few light impact marks.  The hammer is oxidized with moderate pitting.  The wal-
nut grips rate about very good with some light handling blemishes.  This pistol is not mechanically functional.  (126299-682)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)

2196. MANHATTAN FIREARMS COMPANY HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL 34 cal, 1 3/4” barrel with an
excellent gray-brown smooth bore with some freckling and a couple of tiny pits.  The iron barrel is a pewter brown patina with some scat-
tered light oxidation, some light pitting, and a couple of tool marks.  The brass frame is light ochre with a couple of handling blemishes.
The hammer shows a gray patina with some light oxidation.  The bag shaped walnut grips rate excellent with a few light handling marks
and an added finish.  (126229-92) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (250/450)

2197. UNMARKED CENTER HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #782, 31 cal, 2” barrel with moderately
pitted bore.  The barrel and frame are pewter gray with some light oxidation and light pitting; there are a couple of tool marks on the
barrel.  The wood grips rate good with a flaking finish and multiple light handling blemishes.  (126229-685) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs
Collection] (100/200)

2198. UNMARKED RELIC SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #1943, 2 1/2” barrel.  This pistol is a dug relic with a heavily oxidized
iron barrel and hammer.  The brown and black brass frame has a bent grip frame but is fairly intact with the serial number still legible.  The
grips are missing leaving only the attachment screws.  (126229-447) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)
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2199. BROWN MANUFACTURING COMPANY SOUTHERNER DERINGER serial #7230, 41 RF, 2 1/2” octagon barrel with a
very good gray lightly pitted bore.  The iron barrel is primarily a gunmetal gray with some light pitting, a couple of impact marks, and a few
remnants of a very worn nickel finish.  The brass frame is dark ochre with multiple light impact marks and a repair at the top of the rear
gripstrap.  The hammer is gray with a couple of spots of oxidation.  The bone grips are ill fitted with some staining, small cracks and mul-
tiple light handling blemishes.  The barrel fits loosely to the frame.  (126229-128) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (200/300)

2200. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #129, 34 cal, 3” part octagon
part round barrel with a very good bore with some light oxidation.  The metal surfaces are dull pewter in very good condition with light
spotty oxidation, light pinprick pitting, and a couple of tool marks on the barrel.  The engraving on the frame is in very good condition.  The
bag shaped walnut grips rate about very good with a few dings, other light handling blemishes and an added finish.  The barrel, frame,
hammer spring, triggerguard, and grips are numbered alike.  The barrel is not properly indexed and pistol needs mechanical attention.
(126229-56) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (250/450)

2201. AMERICAN STANDARD TOOL HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL 34 cal, 3” barrel with a light to moderately
oxidized bore.  The metal surfaces are dark gray and brown with light pitting; the brass frame is a dark ochre patina with a few light han-
dling marks and “NERO” stamped on the left side.  The walnut grips rate about very good with multiple light handling blemishes.  This pis-
tol needs mechanical attention.  (126229-559) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)

2202. UNMARKED SINGLE SHOT CENTER HAMMER PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #13, 31 cal, 3” barrel with a moderately
oxidized bore.  The metal surface is a lightly pitted brown patina with a few moderate pits on the barrel.  The walnut grips rate good to
very good with a couple of small chips and multiple light handling blemishes.  This pistol needs mechanical attention.  (126229-130)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)

2203. UNMARKED PERIOD COPY HERO SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL 31 cal, 2 1/4” barrel with a moderately oxi-
dized bore.  The metal surfaces are an about very good gray-brown patina with some light oxidation and the right side of the barrel
stamped “PPP”.  The brass frame is dark ochre with a few light impact marks and “FARO” stamped on the left side.  The walnut grips are
ill-fitting with multiple light handling blemishes.  (126229-558) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (100/200)

2204. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION PISTOL serial #183, 36 cal, 5” barrel with a
lightly oxidized lightly pitted bore.  The metal surface is pewter gray with scattered light oxidation and light pinprick pitting.  The engrav-
ing is in about very good condition with some fading due to oxidation.  The grips rate very good with mild impact marks and some light
handling blemishes.  The barrel, frame, hammer spring and grips are numbered alike.  This pistol needs mechanical attention.  (126229-
77) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection]             (200/300)

2205. MANHATTAN FIREARMS BAR
HAMMER SINGLE SHOT PERCUSSION
PISTOL serial #102, 31 cal, 3” part round, part
octagon barrel with a near excellent smooth bore
showing a little light pitting.  The metal surface is
about very good bright pewter patina with scat-
tered light oxidation, some pinprick pitting, and a
light loose scroll engraving on the frame.  The
grips rate very good with some light handling
blemishes and a crack on the right side.  The
frame, triggerguard, hammer, trigger and grips are
numbered alike; the barrel is numbered different-
ly.  (126229-554) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs
Collection]                                           (400/600)

2206. UNMARKED SOUTHERNER SINGLE
SHOT DERINGER serial #68, 41 cal, 2 1/2”
octagon barrel with a lightly pitted brown bore.  The barrel is a gray-brown patina with spotty oxidation, a few light pits, some tool marks,
and a slight rounding of the edges.  The dark ochre brass frame shows a couple of spots of staining and a few light handling blemishes.
Only a remnant of the right side grip remains.  The barrel, extractor and frame are numbered alike.  This pistol needs mechanical atten-
tion.  (126229-466) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (150/250)

2207. HOPKINS & ALLEN XPERT SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #107, 22 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with a gray lightly pitted bore.  The bar-
rel is a gray patina with scattered light oxidation, some minor pitting, and a few impact marks.  The frame retains 97% original nickel finish
with some bubbling, spotty light oxidation, and a few handling marks.  The rosewood birds head grips rate very good with a crack running
its length on the left side and a few minor handling marks.  The barrel, frame and loading gate are numbered alike.  (126229-496)
{ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (350/550)

2208. REMINGTON OVER/UNDER DERINGER PISTOL serial #313, 41 RF, 3” barrels with very good bores showing some light oxi-
dation and pitting.  The refinished metal surfaces retain 90% polished nickel with mild handling marks, superficial light scratches, scattered
light flaking, light pinprick pitting, and some spots on the frame thinning to a brown patina.  The checkered hard rubber grips rate excel-
lent with a couple of light handling marks.  (126416-44) {C&R} (300/500)

2209. REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION PEPPERBOX serial #2396, 22 RF, 3” five barrel cluster with
gray lightly pitted bores.  The metal surfaces are a gray-brown patina with light pitting and some mild oxidation.  The hardwood grips rate
very good with a couple of small dings, a few light handling blemishes, and an added finish.  (126387-52) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2210. SHARPS MODEL 1C PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #12805, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four barrel cluster with gray mild to moderately pitted
bores.  The barrels are a gray-brown patina with mild pitting.  The brass frame is a dull ochre with about 40% blue still showing.  The ham-
mer and trigger have toned to a dark gray-brown patina with a couple spots of oxidation.  The walnut grips rate near very good with a
chip on the right toe and scattered light handling blemishes.  The barrel to frame lockup is slightly loose and the gun functions mechani-
cally.  (126387-51) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

2211. SHARPS MODEL 1C PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #4051, 22 RF, 2 1/2” four barrel cluster with near bright very good bores with
a couple of small spots of light pitting.  The barrels metal surface retains about 80% blue with handling wear, light scratches, a little light
pitting, and some thinning to gray.  The hammer and trigger have toned to gray with a hint of the original case-hardened colors and a lit-
tle light oxidation.  The brass frame retains about 50% blue with the remainder exhibiting an ochre patina.  The walnut grips rate very good
with a few light handling marks and an added finish.  (126387-50) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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2212. SHARPS MODEL 2A PEPPERBOX PISTOL serial #8003, 30 RF, 3” four barrel cluster with gray bores with spotty light oxida-
tion and some light pitting.  The barrel is a gray patina with light oxidation and pitting.  The brass frame is a lightly soiled ochre patina with
a few light impact marks.  The checkered gutta-percha grips rate near excellent with a few minor handling blemishes.  The hammer mount-
ed firing mechanism does not rotate and the firing pin is broken off.  (126020-240) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2213. UNMARKED ECLIPSE STYLE SINGLE SHOT DERINGER serial #457, 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a heavily pitted bore.  The
metal surfaces retain 60% nickel finish with thinning on the frame to a gray-brown patina showing some spots of oxidation, light freckling,
a few impact marks, and scattered light pitting.  The walnut grips rate near very good with a few light handling blemishes and a crack in
the left side.  This pistol needs mechanical attention.  (126387-45) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)

2214. REMINGTON OVER/UNDER DERINGER PISTOL serial #690, 41 RF, 3” barrels with near bright bores with some scattered
light pitting.  The metal surface is a gray-brown patina with remnants of blue showing in protected areas, scattered light pitting, and a cou-
ple of light impact marks.  The hammer and trigger exhibit a strong blue finish with fading to brown in the high contact areas.  The moth-
er-of-pearl grips rate near excellent with a couple of light handling blemishes.  (126459-1) {C&R} (350/550)

2215. THAMES DOUBLE ACTION TOP BREAK REVOLVER serial #3543, 38 cal, 3 1/8” barrel with a dark mild to moderately pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces retain 60% original nickel finish with the bulk of the areas of loss faded to a dull ochre and a small area of
bright copper with some flaking, freckling, and a few spots of oxidation.  The hammers case-hardened colors are strong; the trigger and
guard have faded to a gray-brown patina.  The hard rubber grips rate near excellent with some soiling and a couple of light handling marks.
The barrel, frame, cylinder, tip-up lever, and grips are numbered alike.  This gun needs mechanical attention.  (126363-39) (50/150)

2216. STEVENS DIAMOND NO. 43 SECOND ISSUE SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #28009, 22 RF, 6” part round part octagon
barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 90% original blue with some thinning to a gray-brown patina and a few light handling
marks.  The iron frames nickel finish rates excellent with a few light handling marks and a little flaking on the edges of the gripstrap.  The
trigger and hammer show very good blue with some contact wear.  The walnut grips rate excellent with a couple of light handling blemish-
es.  The barrel, frame, and grips are numbered alike.  A very nice pistol in excellent overall condition.  (126418-32) {C&R} (300/500)

2217. STEVENS OFFHAND TARGET NO. 35 SINGLE SHOT PISTOL serial #39627, 22 RF, 10” professionally relined and thread-
ed barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrels metal surface retains 97% original blue with a few small spots of oxidation, some light
handling blemishes, and a couple of tool marks.  The frames nickel finish rates good to very good with about 80% original nickel showing.
The majority of loss is on the back strap and buttplate where thinning and flaking has left a brown oxidized surface; there are also some
other areas of scattered light freckling and a few small spots of flaking.  The walnut grips rate very good to near excellent with some light
handling blemishes.  The grips are pencil-numbered to the gun.  (126251-11) (200/400)

2218. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO 1 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #96642, 22 Short RF, 3 3/16” octagon barrel with
a lightly frosted bore showing a couple of small pits.  The brass frame retains 90% plus original silver tarnished to a blue-black patina with
some spots of thinning and multiple light handling blemishes.  The barrel and cylinder have faded to a gray-brown patina with hint or two
of original blue in protected areas.  The hammers case-hardened colors are still evident, but fading to gray.  The walnut grips rate near
excellent with a darkened finish and a few mild handling marks.  The grips are stamp serial numbered to the gun.  The frame, barrel and
cylinder are assembly numbered alike.  (126387-37) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

2219. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #94015, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a lightly frosted
bore with a couple of small pits.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original nickel with some tiny spots of oxidation and some light flak-
ing most evident on the seven shot fluted cylinder.  The hammer has faded to a dark gray patina with some light pitting.  The rosewood
grips rate very good with a small repair on the left side, several light handling marks and a flaking added finish.  The grips are numbered
to the gun.  The frame, cylinder and barrel are assembly numbered alike.  (126416-25) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)

2220. SMITH & WESSON MODEL NO 1 THIRD ISSUE REVOLVER serial #106655, 22 Short, 3 3/16” barrel with a very good
bore showing some light frosting and a small area of pitting.  The metal surfaces retain about 60% original nickel with some scattered light
flaking and freckling mixed with areas of heavy flaking with oxidation.  The left side of the barrel near the breech has an added gray enam-
el paint.  The cylinder is a dark gray patina with some scattered light oxidation and light pitting.  The hammer shows good case-hardened
colors with spotty light oxidation.  The rosewood grips rate near excellent with light handling blemishes and are number to the gun.

(126251-9) {ANTIQUE} (250/450)

2221. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON HUNTER MODEL DOUBLE ACTION
REVOLVER serial #145223, 22 RF, 10” octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain about 90% original blue with some scratches, handling wear and thinning to a gray-brown patina
with a few spots of oxidation.  The hammer is a gray and gray-brown patina with the spur partially ground
off.  The oversized checkered walnut grips rate near excellent with some rounding of the checkering and a

few light handling marks.  (126418-9) {C&R} (300/500)
2222. SMITH & WESSON MODEL 1 1/2 SECOND ISSUE REVOLVER serial #43339, 32 RF, 3 1/2” barrel with a
moderately frosted lightly pitted near very good bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90% nickel finish with the bulk showing a near
excellent refinished nickel surface and the remainder a flaked refinish.  The original nickel is thinning to a brown patina with some

small areas of light pitting and the five shot fluted cylinder exhibiting a light turn ring.  The rosewood grips rate very good to excellent with
several light handling blemishes and a small chip near the fastening screw on the right side.  (126416-26) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2223. REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION PEPPERBOX serial #1776, 22 RF, 3” five barrel cluster with
very good lightly frosted bores with a few light pits.  The metal surfaces are a brown patina with some spotty oxidation and hints of blue
in protected areas.  The rosewood grips are in good to very good condition with some light handling blemishes and a crack through the
screw hole on the left side.  (126265-8) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2224. REMINGTON-ELLIOT RING TRIGGER DOUBLE ACTION PEPPERBOX serial #7999, 22 RF, 3” five barrel cluster with
moderately pitted bores.  The metal surfaces retain 70% original nickel with areas thinning to gray and gray-brown, multiple light handling
blemishes, and some light oxidation.  The hardwood grips rate very good with some light handling blemishes. This pistol is missing its fir-
ing pin mechanism.  (126265-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2225. EAGLE ARMS FRONT LOADING POCKET REVOLVER serial #5942, 30 cal, 3 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately frosted
bore with a few light pits.  The lightly tarnished brass frame is an ochre color with tarnished remnants of the original silver plate found in
protected areas.  The barrel and six shot cylinder are a gray brown patina with a few mild handling marks.  The hardwood grips are num-
bered to the gun and rate very good with a small chip and multiple light handling marks.  The marking on the top of the barrel is “EAGLE
ARMS CO. NEW YORK”.  (126020-186) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
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2226. COLT NEW LINE 38 CALIBER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #7686, 38 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with a very good lightly frost-
ed bore with a couple of small pits.  The metal surfaces on this spur trigger revolver retain about 95% original nickel finish with some light
freckling, small spots of oxidation, and some thinning on the five shot cylinder and bottom of the gripstrap.  The hardwood grips rate very
good with some light handling marks and a flaking added finish.  The name “E. Clark” is engraved on the bottom of the frame.  The frame,
barrel and cylinder are numbered alike.  (126416-18) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)

2227. KOLB BABY HAMMERLESS MODEL 1910 DOUBLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #10, 22 RF, 1 3/8” barrel with a bright
near excellent bore with very good rifling and a scattered light frosting.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original nickel finish with some small
spots of flaking with light oxidation.  The mother-of-pearl grips rate excellent with a small crack on the bottom of the left side.  The marking
on this revolvers top strap do not include the manufacturers name.  This pistol needs mechanical attention.  (126416-21) {C&R} (250/450)

2228. WHITNEY MODEL NO 1 SPUR TRIGGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #15607, 22 RF, 3 1/4” octagon barrel with
a very good lightly frosted bore with a few light pits.  The brass frame is an ochre patina with a few light impact marks and light handling
blemishes.  The barrel retains 80% original blue with silvering on the high edges; multiple light scratches and other minor handling marks,
and some fading to a gray-brown patina.  The cylinder is a plum-brown patina.  The hammer and trigger are gray with remnants of case-
hardened colors and a little light oxidation.  The grips rate near excellent with scattered light handling marks.  The frame, barrel, cylinder
and grips are numbered alike.  (126387-48) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

2229. WHITNEY MODEL NO 1 SPUR TRIGGER SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER serial #32420, 22 RF, 3 1/4” octagon barrel with
a lightly frosted bore showing a few small spots of pitting.  The metal surfaces retain 90-95% refinished nickel with some scattered flak-
ing most evident on the guns left side, and a few small impact marks.  The seven shot fluted cylinder is a gray-brown patina.  The ham-
mer has mellowed to a dark gray patina.  The walnut grips rate near excellent with a few light handling marks and an added finish.  The
frame, barrel, cylinder and grips are numbered alike.  (126387-49) {ANTIQUE} (150/350)

2230. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #94012, 22 LR, 19 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain 98% satin reblued finish showing a few minor handling marks and a spot of oxidation on the front sight.  The refinished wal-
nut stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light handling blemishes and a couple of spots of flaked finish.  A very nice take-
down rifle in near excellent overall condition includes a Lyman aperture rear sight.  (126393-31) {C&R} (300/500)

2231. STEVENS MODEL 15 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 RF, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 97% original
blue with some silvering at the muzzle, multiple light handling blemishes, a couple of small areas thinning to a blue-brown patina and a few light
freckles.  The hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good to near excellent with several light handling blemishes.  (126393-26) (100/200)

2232. WINCHESTER MODEL 67 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing a little light
frosting.  The metal surfaces retain 98% reblued finish with scattered light freckling and a few light handling blemishes.  The refinished
smooth pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple light scratches, impact marks and other minor handling
blemishes.  (126393-47) (C&R) (150/250)

2233. REMINGTON MODEL 24 SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #50545, 22 LR, 19” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces
retain 50% original blue fading to a brown patina with some light handling blemishes.  The walnut stock and forearm rate very good with
multiple light impact marks, a couple of scratches, other minor handling blemishes, and a dulling finish.  (126453-2) {C&R} (200/400)

2234. WINCHESTER MODEL 1904 BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 RF, 21” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces are a
gray-brown patina with some scattered light pitting and minor handling marks.  The trigger guard is missing.  The walnut stock rates very
good with a few dings, some impact marks, some other minor handling marks, and an added finish.  (126457-14) {C&R} (100/200)

2235. REMINGTON NO. 4 ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE serial #J259865, 32 RF, 22 1/2” octagon barrel with a moderately frosted light-
ly pitted bore.  The barrels metal surface has faded to a brown patina with light scattered oxidation and light pitting.  The frame has faded
to gray with hints of the original case-hardened colors, a few spots of oxidation, and some light pitting.  The refinished walnut stock rates
excellent with some minor handling blemishes.  The buttplate is partially covered with overrun finish from the stock.  The rifle needs
mechanical attention.  (126393-131) {C&R} (200/400)

2236. MARLIN GLENFIELD MODEL 30 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #AD30414, 30-30 Win, 16 1/2” shortened barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with some fading to gray-brown on the receiver and lever, some black
enamel touchup at the muzzle, and a few light handling marks.  The hardwood stock and forearm rate near excellent with multiple light
handling blemishes.  This rifle includes a Simmons model 21005 scope and a nylon buttstock shell holder.  (126416-42) (100/200)

2237. MARLIN MODEL 336 LEVER ACTION RIFLE serial #20125279, 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling blemishes.  The pistolgrip hardwood stock and forearm rate very good to near
excellent with some impact marks, light and moderate scratches, and other minor handling blemishes.  This rifle comes with a Weaver K-
2.5 60-B scope.  (126474-3) (250/450)

2238. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 EXPERT SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #546570, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a moderately pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces are a refinished bright nickel in excellent condition with light freckling, a few small spots of oxidation, and a
couple of handling blemishes.  The sights, hammer, trigger, takedown knob, and slide trim are blue, in very good condition with some thin-
ning to gray and a couple of small spots of oxidation.  The lightly sanded and refinished hardwood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate near
excellent with some old handling blemishes showing as dark spots on the now light colored refinish.  There is a set of initials on the butt
of the pistolgrip.  (126408-3) {C&R} (400/600)
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2239. WINCHESTER MODEL 1906 SLIDE ACTION RIFLE serial #197487, 22 S,L,LR, 20” barrel with a dark moderate to heavily pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces are primarily a brown patina with a few impact marks, a couple of tool marks, and remnants of blue present
in protected areas; some thinning blue can also be found on the sides of the receiver.  The straight walnut stock and smooth forearm rate
good to very good with multiple handing marks, and three cracks on the buttstock running with the grain; one runs back from the bottom
tang, and two run back from the top tang on either side of the comb.  (126506-1) {C&R} (100/200)

2240. STEVENS NO. 26 1/2 CRACKSHOT FALLING BLOCK SMOOTHBORE RIFLE 22 RF Shot, 22” bright excellent smooth
bore.  The metal surfaces retain 85% original blue with scattered light freckling, spotty oxidation, and some light pitting.  The frame and
lever are a gray-brown patina with spotty oxidation, mild pitting and some tool marks.  The hardwood stock and forearm rate near excel-
lent with a few dings and other light handling blemishes.  This rifle comes from the factory without a rear sight; the front sight is missing.
(126473-17) {C&R} (75/150)

2241. MARLIN MODEL 917VS BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #93621566, 17 HMR, 22” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
brushed stainless steel barrel and receiver rate excellent with a few faint handling blemishes.  The alloy triggerguard has a couple of spots
of flaking.  The laminated gray/black hardwood Monte Carlo stock with pistolgrip, thumb hole and cheek piece rates excellent with a few
faint handling marks.  This rifle comes with a sling, a total of two magazines, a Simmons 3-9X32 scope mounted on the grooved receiver,
and lens covers.  (126429-10) (200/300)

2242. WARDS WESTERN FIELD MODEL 35A BOLT ACTION RIFLE 22 S,L,LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 60% original blue with some thinning to a gray-brown patina, a couple of spots of light oxidation, a little minor pitting,
and a few minor handling marks.  The pistolgrip hardwood stock with finger grooved forend rates about very good with multiple scratches,
some dings, flaking finish, discoloration on the right side, and a repair to the pistolgrip.  Features a rear peep sight.  (126411-1) (25/75)

2243. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel Adventure Line AR-15 style 20 round magazines.  The magazines have a black phos-
phate finish that shows light scratches and some finish loss along the top and high edges.  The magazines are in very good overall con-
dition.  (106329-5D)

2244. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel AR-15 magazines. There are two 20 round magazines from Adventure Line with a black
phosphate finish that shows moderate wear along the common contact points.  Second are two Colt marked 20 round magazines.  The
first magazine is marked “Colt AR-15/ cal. 5.56mm” the second is marked “Colt / 5.56mm” both with the Hartford address.  Both maga-
zines show multiple scratches in the finish with some areas of loss along the high and contact edges.  The magazines are in very good
plus condition.  (106329-5E)

2245. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 15 round, marked “PB cal 9 Para” magazines.  There are two with a black finish and aluminum
floorplate also marked “Restricted Law Enforcement / Government Use Only”.  The third magazine is in the white all three are in very good
plus condition.  Likely Beretta 92 mags.  (106329-5Z)

2246. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three unmarked  polymer 20 round magazines for the FN Herstal Five-Seven Pistol.  All three mag-
azines rate in excellent condition.  (106329-5J)

2247. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 30 round polymer magazines for the FN Herstal Five-Seven Pistol.  Two of the magazines are
maker marked and the third is unmarked.  There is one FN, and one Pro Mag with all three in excellent condition.  (106329-5T)

2248. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes Springfield Armory-marked XD ten round 9mm magazines.  All with a bright nickel finish in excel-
lent condition.  (106329-5M)

2249. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel AR-15 20 round magazines by Adventure Line.  They show varying levels of finish loss from
light scratching to bare metal along the contact points and high edges.  The magazines are in very good plus condition.  (106329-5C)

2250. LOT OF MAGAZINES AND EXTENDERS  Includes two unmarked polymer 10 round FN Herstal Five-Seven Pistol magazines
and four extension kits.  Items in this lot are in excellent condition.  (106329-5AB)

2251. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 20 round steel Adventure Line AR-15 magazines.  They are in very good plus condition with
some showing light to moderate scratches and finish loss around the contact areas.  (106329-5B)

2252. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three nickel finish 13 round Springfield XD 45 ACP magazines.  There are two with a small blue paint-
ed dot on the floorplate and all three are in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-5U)

2253. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three nickel finish 13 round Springfield XD 45 ACP magazines.  There are two with a small blue paint-
ed dot on the floorplate and all three are in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-5P)

2254. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three nickel finish Springfield XD 45 ACP magazines.  There are two 10 round and one 13.  Two of
the magazines have a blue painted dot on the floorplate and all three are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5R)

2255. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three Para Ordnance 45 ACP magazines.  First are two, nickel finish P-14 magazines in excellent con-
dition.  Second is a P-13 black-painted magazine with areas of finish loss due to contact edges in very good overall condition.  (106329-5L)

2256. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three nickel finish Springfield XD 40 S&W magazines.  There are two 10 round and one 12 round
with a red painted dot on the floorplate.  All three magazines are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5K) 

2257. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes five total.  First are two Beretta 96D eleven round 40 S&W magazines marked “PB 40 Cal” and
“Restricted Law Enforcement / Government Use Only”, both in near excellent condition.  Second are three PX4 magazines there are two
compact 13 round and one standard 10 round, all in near excellent condition.   There are three magazines with painted dots on their floor-
plate (106329-5Q)

2258. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 15 round PB marked 9mm magazines with the black finish showing light scratches in very good
overall condition.  Likely Beretta 92.  (106329-5AA)

2259. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three ten round Beretta magazines.  Two are likely for an FS pistol the third is marked CX4 along the
front of the magazine body and all are in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-5X)

2260. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 12 round Taurus PT24/7 45 ACP magazines in excellent condition.  (106329-5A)
2261. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 19 round 9mm nickel finish Springfield XDM magazines.  Each magazine has the logo stamped

on the front and two have small green dots painted on the floorplate otherwise they are in excellent condition.  (106329-5Y)
2262. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 16 round 40 S&W nickel finish Springfield XDM magazines.  Each magazine has the logo

stamped on the front and all three have small red dots painted on their floorplates otherwise they are in excellent condition.  (106329-5W)
2263. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 16 round 40 S&W nickel finish Springfield XDM magazines.  Each magazine has the logo

stamped on the front and all three have small red dots painted on their floorplates otherwise they are in excellent condition.  (106329-5I)
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2264. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three nickel finish 13 round Springfield XD 45 ACP magazines.  All three have a small blue painted
dot on the floorplate and are in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-5S)

2265. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 15 round PB marked 9mm magazines with the black finish showing light scratches and small
green painted dots on the floorplates in very good overall condition.  Likely Beretta 92.  (106329-5N)

2266. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 15 round 9mm magazines for a Glock 19 pistol.  There are two Glock marked (with electric
pencil markings on the floorplate) and one from KCI all in very good overall condition.  (106329-5AK)

2267. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three Glock 17 9mm magazines in near excellent condition.   (106329-5BB)
2268. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four Glock magazines first are three 17 round 9mm Glock 17 magazines in very good overall condi-

tion; one has a painted green dot on the floorplate.  Second is a single ten round 9mm likely for the Glock model 34 in very good overall
condition.  (106329-5AI)

2269. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 12 round 40 S&W / .357 Sig Sauer P220 magazines.  Both magazines have a painted red dot
on the floorplate and are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5AJ)

2270. LOT OF HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINES  Includes three 40 S&W magazines for a variety of Glock Pistols.  There are two 30 round
with the +2 floorplate, Glock marked magazines, in very good condition.  Also included is an aftermarket 28 round with a 2 plus base by
Scherer in very good overall condition.  (106329-5BC) 

2271. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 15 round 9mm Glock magazines.  One of the magazines has stenciling in the floorplate, mark-
ing it as a “4th Gen.”, magazine and all three are in otherwise excellent condition.  (106329-5BE)

2272. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 17 round 9mm Glock magazines.  All three are in near excellent condition with one showing
markings from an electric pencil on the floorplate.  (106329-5AX)

2273. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 17 round 9mm Glock magazines.  All three are in near excellent condition with one showing
markings from an electric pencil on the floorplate.  (106329-5BA)

2274. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 12 round 40 S&W / .357 Sig Sauer P220 magazines.  Both magazines have a painted red dot
on the floorplate and are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5AW)

2275. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three Glock 21 45 ACP 13 round polymer magazines in near excellent condition.  (106329-5AT)
2276. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 17 round 9mm Glock magazines.  All three are in near excellent condition with one showing

markings from an electric pencil on the floorplate and another showing a green painted dot on its floorplate.  (106329-5AZ)
2277. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three 17 round 9mm Glock magazines.  All three are in near excellent condition with two showing

markings from an electric pencil on the floorplate and another showing a green painted dot on its floorplate.  (106329-5BD)
2278. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 15 round steel Smith & Wesson M&P 40/357 magazines.  The magazines are marked accord-

ingly and show some light finish loss along the corners consistent with use.  They all have a painted red dot on the floorplate and remain
in very good overall condition.   (106329-5AS)

2279. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 15 round steel Smith & Wesson M&P 40/357 magazines.  The magazines are marked accord-
ingly and show some light finish loss along the corners consistent with use.  Two of the magazines have a painted red dot on the floor-
plate and one has a band aid with the words “Not Good” on it, but appears to function properly, and all remain in very good overall con-
dition.   (106329-5AR)

2280. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes five Glock 10mm, 15 round polymer magazines.   Four of the magazines show yellow painted dots
on the floorplate and all are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5AU

2281. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four ten round 10mm Glock 29 polymer magazines.  Each magazine has been fitted with a Super 2
floorplate and appears to be in near excellent condition.  (106329-5AN)

2282. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three Glock magazines.  First are two 15 round 40 S&W magazines one has been fitted with a 2 plus 2
floorplate and both are in very good overall condition.  Second is a single 10 round 357 Sig magazine in excellent condition.  (106329-5AV)

2283. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel Sig Sauer P226 magazines.  The 15 round magazines are in very good overall condition
showing varying amounts of wear consistent with use.  (106329-5AH)

2284. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 12 round 40 S&W / .357 Sig Sauer P229 magazines.  One of the magazines has a painted red
dot on the floorplate and both are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5AE)

2285. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 12 round 40 S&W / .357 Sig Sauer P229 magazines.  Both magazines have a painted red dot
on the floorplate and are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5AG)

2286. LOT OF MAGAZINES   Includes three 45 ACP, 13 round Glock Magazines.  Aside from a couple of light scratches these magazines
appear in near excellent condition.  (106329-5AL)

2287. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 12 round 40 S&W / .357 Sig Sauer P229 magazines.  Both of the magazines have a painted red
dot on the floorplate and are in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5AF)

2288. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 40 S&W Glock magazines.  Two of the four 15 round magazines have been fitted with +2 floor-
plates and all are in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-5AC)

2289. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 40 S&W Glock magazines.  All four of the 15 round magazines have been fitted with +2 floor-
plates and all are in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-5AD)

2290. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes five unmarked steel 30 round AR-15 style magazines in very good to near excellent condition.
(106329-5BH)

2291. HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINE LOT  Includes a M.W.G. Company .223 Caliber 90 round AR-15 Style drum magazine.  The plas-
tic constructed shell rates very good to near excellent overall.  This would be a lot of fun to unload down range.(Please check your local
laws before bidding).  (106329-5BK)

2292. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two clear 40th anniversary Ruger 10/22, 10 round magazines.  One is still in its original un-opened
packaging and the other is loose, both are in excellent condition.  (106329-5CC)

2293. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two clear 40th anniversary Ruger 10/22, 10 round magazines.  One is still in its original un-opened
packaging and the other is loose, both are in excellent condition.  (106329-5CC1)

2294. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two clear 40th anniversary Ruger 10/22, 10 round magazines.  One is still in its original un-opened
packaging and the other is loose, both are in excellent condition.  (106329-5CC2)
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2295. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes five assorted 10/22 magazines both aftermarket and Ruger marked.  First are two ten round Ruger
marked 10/22 magazines in very good to near excellent condition.  Second is a clear Butler Creek 20 round 10/22 magazine in very good
overall condition.  Third are two 50 round clear Ram Line magazines in very good overall condition.  (106329-5BZ1)

2296. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 10 round Ruger marked 10/22 magazines all in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5BZ)
2297. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 10 round Ruger marked 10/22 magazines all in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-5CE)
2298. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four 30 round steel AR-15 magazines with a two place coupler.  First are three Colt marked maga-

zines with light scratching near all over in very good plus condition.  Second is a single unmarked magazine in similar condition with a
metal coupler for adjoining two magazines together.  (106329-5BW)

2299. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three Smith & Wesson 17 round 9mm M&P magazines.  The blued steel magazines rate excellent
overall aside from two, having green painted dots on the plastic floorplates.  (106329-5AQ)

2300. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three blued steel Smith & Wesson 17 round 9mm M&P magazines.  Each magazine has a green
painted dot on the floorplate but otherwise rate excellent overall.  (106329-5AP)

2301. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel 30 round Colt-marked AR-15 magazines.  All four magazines exhibit light to moderate
scratches in the finish consistent with use and are marked “5.56mm” along the floorplate under the Colt logo.  They are in very good con-
dition overall.  (106329-5BM)

2302. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel 30 round Colt-marked AR-15 magazines.  All four magazines exhibit light to moderate
scratches in the finish consistent with use and are marked “5.56mm” along the floorplate under the Colt logo.  They are in very good con-
dition overall.  (106329-5BG)

2303. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four steel 30 round Colt-marked AR-15 magazines.  All four magazines exhibit light to moderate
scratches in the finish consistent with use and are marked “5.56mm” along the floorplate under the Colt logo.  One of the magazines is
stamped on the side “NHMTG/ Hartford Ct” with a date stamp of 12-04.  They are in very good condition overall.  (106329-5BF)

2304. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three steel 30 round Colt-marked AR-15 magazines and a coupler.  The magazines all exhibit mod-
erate amounts of scratches in the finish consistent with use and are in very good overall condition.  (106329-5BU)

2305. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three blued steel Smith & Wesson 17 round 9mm M&P magazines.  Each magazine has a green
painted dot on the floorplate but otherwise rate excellent overall.  (106329-5AM)

2306. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes four aftermarket AR-15 magazines.  First are two 30 round unmarked steel magazines in very good
overall condition.  Second is a 30 round plastic magazine by Lancer in very good condition.  Third is a 20 round steel BFI marked steel
magazine in near excellent condition.  (106329-5BJ)

2307. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes six aftermarket steel 30 round AR-15 magazines.  First are three Cooper industries marked in very
good overall condition, two are joined with a steel coupler.  Second is a Sanchez Ent., marked magazine in good overall condition.  Third
is a Parsons Precision Products marked magazine with moderate finish loss in good overall condition.  Fourth is an Adventure Line marked
magazine with moderate amounts of scratches in the finish in good plus condition.  (106329-5CB)

2308. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two polymer ten round AR-15 magazines.  The magazines are marked 7.62x39 manufactured by
MWG Company in excellent condition.  (106329-5BI)

2309. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two steel AR-10 Arma-Lite magazines.  One is a ten round and the other a 20, both show light
scratches in the finish and are in very good plus condition.  (106329-5BS) 

2310. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two steel AR-10 Arma-Lite magazines.  One is a ten round and the other a 20, both show light
scratches in the finish and are in very good plus condition.  (106329-5BQ) 

2311. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two steel 20 round L1-A1 magazines.  Both magazines show moderate scratches in the finish con-
sistent with age and use and also exhibit signs of light oxidation staining along the bare metal and high edges.  They remain in good plus
condition overall.  (106329-5BV)

2312. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two steel 20 round L1-A1 magazines.  Both magazines show moderate scratches in the finish con-
sistent with age and use and also exhibit signs of light oxidation staining along the bare metal and high edges.  They remain in very good
condition overall.  (106329-5BR)

2313. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three steel 20 round L1-A1 magazines.  All show light silvering around the catch and are speckled
with spots of light oxidation staining.  There are several light scratches in the finish but the magazines are in overall very good plus condi-
tion.  (106329-5BT)

2314. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two unmarked five round, steel, 338 Lapua AR-30 Magazines.  The magazines are finished in a dark
green phosphate and are in excellent condition.  (106329-5CD)

2315. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two unmarked five round, steel, 338 Lapua AR-30 Magazines.  The magazines are finished in a dark
green phosphate and are in excellent condition.  (106329-5BX)

2316. LOT OF MAGAZINES   Includes four steel 30 round AK-47 style magazines.  Three of the magazines are marked Poly/China and all
four show similar amounts of light scratches in the black finish consistent with use and rate very good overall in condition.  (106329-5CF)

2317. LOT OF MAGAZINES   Includes four 30 round red colored moulded AK-47 style magazines.  The magazines have no makers mark
and all have removable metal floorplates.  Each magazine is numbered along the ride side at the bottom and the numbers are 20, 24, 33,
and 34 all are in very good condition.  (106329-5BL)

2318. LOT OF MAGAZINES   Includes three assorted style AK-47 magazines.  First is a black polymer moulded 30 round unmarked mag-
azine in very good condition.  Second is a red colored unmarked moulded 30 round magazine in very good condition.  Third is an unmarked
steel 75 round magazine in very good condition.  (106329-5CA)

2319. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two blued steel 25 round UZI style magazines.  The magazines are not maker marked and show
areas of finish loss consistent with use but still appear to be in excellent working condition.  (106329-5AY)

2320. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two polymer unmarked 30 round magazines likely for a Steyr Aug.  The magazines are in very good
to near excellent condition.  (106329-5G)

2321. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two unmarked polymer 30 round magazines likely for a Steyr Aug.  The magazines are in excellent
condition.  (106329-5F)

2322. LOT OF MAGAZINES  includes two 42 round polymer magazines likely for a Steyr Aug with both in very good to excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-5H)
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2323. LOT OF MIXED MAGAZINES  Includes an assortment of handgun and one rifle magazines.  First is a 13 round HK USP marked
40 S&W magazine.  The floorplate is marked “LM” in electric pencil otherwise magazine is in excellent condition.  Second is a Ruger
SR1911 8 round magazine in near excellent condition.  Third is an unmarked nickel finish extended 1911 style magazine in excellent con-
dition.  Fourth is an 8 round Kimber-marked 1911 style magazine in excellent condition.  Fifth is a Walther-marked P22 magazine in very
good condition.  Last is an unmarked 30 round M1 Carbine magazine with scattered spots of oxidation and staining in good overall con-
dition.  (106329-5BP)

2324. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three polymer Steyr Aug style magazines.  Each magazine is in very good plus condition and holds
10, 30 and 42 rounds of ammunition respectively.  (106329-5V)

2325. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two unmarked steel SVD magazines.  The magazines will accept ten rounds of 7.62x54R ammuni-
tion and are in very good overall condition.  These magazines will also fit the Draganov Tiger Carbine.  (106329-5BN)

2326. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three unmarked steel 7.62x54R magazines for the SVD sniper or Draganov Tiger Carbine.  There are
two, ten round and one, five round; magazines all are in very good plus condition.  (106329-5BY)

2327. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes five aftermarket magazines, four for an AR-15 style rifle and one for an M3 grease gun.  The grease
gun magazine is unmarked and in very near excellent condition.  The AR-style mags are 30 rounds and from several different manufac-
turers to include Okay, Parsons, and La Belle.  They are in very good overall condition.  (106272-10)

2328. MAGAZINE LOT  Includes an Auto Ordnance 50 round type L drum magazine for a Thompson submachine gun.  The blued surfaces
show light scattered scratches and two tiny spots on the back side of light surface oxidation staining.  The West Hurley magazine appears
to function properly and is in excellent overall condition.  Also included in this lot is a bolt hold open tool.  (106278-4A)

2329. LOT OF WINCHESTER AMMUNITION  Includes a full 20 round box of 405 Winchester, 300 gr., soft point cartridges.  The car-
tridges are in a red and yellow labeled box that shows heavy scuffing along the edges and face.  There are a couple of small splits in the
seams and the left side endflap has torn free but is present.  The cartridges show minor oxidation staining along the brass and the car-
tridges rate very good overall.  (106297-6B)

2330. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a full 20 round (two fired casings) box of Connecticut Cartridge Company  50/110 housed in a
Winchester two piece box.  The box has orange and black lettered labels that are mostly intact with several split seams on the top half and scuff-
ing along most of its edges.  The cartridges are in very good overall condition with varying levels of discoloration along the brass.  (106297-6A)

2331. LOT OF BULLETS  Includes an unmarked box of what appears to be 40 caliber paper patched bullets.  The box contains 50 bullets
in very good overall condition.  (106297-6D)

2332. LOT OF COLLECTIBLE AMMUNITION  Includes a full 20 round box of 30-
40 Krag, 220 gr., metal cased bullets.  The two piece box is labeled in red let-
tering with the Remington/UMC logo and is in excellent condition aside
from some minor dirt smudges.  The cartridges are in very good to
excellent condition showing only light discoloration along the
brass.  (106297-6C)

2333. COLLECTIBLE CASE LOT of Remington UMC
Ammunition  Includes a sealed wooden case labeled
“1000/30-40 Krag/Remington UMC/ 220grs/ Metal
Cased” along the ends and bears the Remington Arms
Company address along the front.  The top lid is lettered
with much of it hard to read from staining and wear.  It
is most likely that the previous lot of ammunition came
from a case similar to this, bought right out of a
Bannerman’s catalog.  (106297-4)

2334. LOT OF SURPLUS 8MM  Includes an opened spam can of
commercial manufactured 8mm ball cartridges.  The cartridges are
loose in the can layered over cardboard and are in near excellent
condition.  The head stamp markings read “1952/79./1/l451”.  This
is a near full can in a green painted wooden crate that is missing
its top.  (106297-5)
2335. CASED LOT OF ASSORTED RELOADING

ACCESSORIES  Includes a custom crafted wooden
crate measuring 19 1/2” X 12” X 9” with an assortment
of compartments and two trays.  The top two trays are
removable and designed to hold 42 shotshells from 20-
10ga.  The box has been stained and is lockable (key not
present) with recessed trunk style carry handles.  In the
compartments of the crate are an assortment of paper
hulls loaded paper and brass 12 ga., shotshells , four par-
tial bags of miscellaneous shot, a powder tin, and a vari-
ety of related loading tools.  A truly neat collection of
hand loading items in a custom wooden crate that is suit-
able for the range or loading bench all in very good over-
all condition.  (106297-3) 
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2336. CUSTOM CRAFTED MAPLE AND CHERRY WORK
STATION  An eight drawer island style base with beefy clear
maple butcher block top.  The working space of the top is
48”x24” and has been drilled for a vise or even possibly a reload-
ing base.  The unit stands an appropriate 36” tall.  The eight drawer cabinet was crafted by a true woods man.  The use of through-wedged
mortise and tenon joints on all of the panels with carefully cut dove tails on the drawer frames show the true quality in which this item was
constructed.   The drawer depths range from 2”-7” and should accommodate any variety of tools or supplies one may use in their shop.
There are some scattered dark spots along the back side of the base which appear to be a mildew stain.  This is a truly handsome and
functional piece of furniture sure to look fantastic in ones kitchen, den, or gun room.  [Warren Greatbatch Collection]  [Please note item
will ship via truck freight; please call for a quote]  (106106-65) 

2337. CUSTOM CHERRY AND CORK WORK BENCH
A long and handsome raised panel design cork topped
bench that could easily function as a work bench, bar, or
island.  Measuring 71”x20 1/2”x38” overall with two
shelves running the full length and two drawers equally
split the distance.  The drawers are clear faced with no
hardware to take away the beauty of the wood.  Provisions
for opening have been recessed on the back edge of the
drawer front to allow easy operation.  The cork top is
trimmed in place by sharply fit mitered corner cherry stock.
However the cork is lightly stained in spots from not being
sealed prior to use.   This is a well-crafted piece of furniture
that would function well in many rooms of the house.
[Warren Greatbatch Collection]  [Please note item will ship
via truck freight only; please call for a quote.]  (106106-96)

2338. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN
CABINET  A cherry ten gun cabinet and a six drawer
lower base.  The base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33 1/4”
and has raised two panel sides, brass knob style drawer
pulls and roller bearing slides.  The base is constructed
with through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the
drawers have perfectly fit dovetail joints.  The upper sec-
tion measures 35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2” with two glass panel
doors that have a viewing area each side of 50”x12”.  The
upper cabinet features spacing for ten long guns, is
dressed with brass hardware to include touch sensors on
the hinges that activate the three micro recessed halogen
light fixtures evenly spaced across the top.   The barrel
rest is missing two small chips from the underside that will
not affect its ability to securely hold a rifle in place.  The
sides show a four raised panel design and the back of the cabinet is lined with green felt providing a neutral color backdrop that won’t
take away the beauty of your favorite rifles.  These are quality constructed cabinets by a true master of his trade suitable to display any
variety of long guns from Winchesters to fancy Schuetzens with heavy Swiss style buttplates.  [Please note that the actual standing height
of the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this item will need to be shipped via truck freight; call for pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch
Collection] (106106-94C)
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2339. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry ten gun cab-
inet with separate six drawer lower base.  The base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33 1/4”
and has raised two panel sides, brass knob style drawer pulls and roller bearing slides.
The base is constructed with through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the drawers
have perfectly fit dovetails.  The upper section measures 35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2” with two
glass panel doors that have a viewing area each side of 50”x12”.  The upper cabinet fea-
tures spacing for ten long guns with one section having a crack on the underside of the
barrel rest.  The cabinet is dressed with brass hardware to include round pulls on the
doors and touch sensors on the hinges that activate the three micro recessed halogen
light fixtures evenly spaced across the top.  The sides show a four raised panel design
and the back of the cabinet is lined with green felt providing a neutral backdrop that
won’t take away the beauty of your favorite rifles.  These are quality constructed cabi-
nets by a true master of his trade suitable to display any variety of long guns from sport-
ing to single shots with Swiss style buttplates.  [Please note that the actual standing
height of the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this item will need to be shipped via
truck freight; call for pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (106106-94F)

2340. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry ten gun
cabinet and six drawer lower base.  The base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33 1/4” and
has raised two panel sides, brass knob style drawer pulls and roller bearing slides.  The
base is constructed with through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the drawers
have perfectly fit dovetail joints.  The upper section measures 35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2” with
two glass panel doors that have a viewing area each side of 50”x12”.  The upper cab-
inet features spacing for ten long guns, is dressed with brass hardware to include touch
sensors on the hinges that activate the three micro recessed halogen light fixtures
evenly spaced across the top.   The
sides show a four raised panel
design and the back of the cabinet
is lined with green felt providing a
neutral backdrop that won’t take
away the beauty of your favorite
rifles.  These are quality constructed
cabinets suitable to display any vari-
ety of long guns from Winchesters
to fancy Schuetzens with flowing
Swiss style buttplates.  [Please note
that the actual standing height of
the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled
and this item will need to be
shipped via truck freight; call for
pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch
Collection] (106106-94H)

2341. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED
CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry
ten gun cabinet and two drawer lower

base.  The lower base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33 1/4” with raised twin panel sides,
brass knob style drawer pulls with roller bearing slides.  The cabinet is constructed with
through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the drawers have perfectly fit dovetails.
The top section is constructed with the same quality using similar joints and measures
35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2”.  The front features glass paneled doors with viewing areas of
50”x12” on each side.  The upper cabinet is adorned in brass hardware to include pull
knobs on the doors and touch sensors in the hinges that activate the three micro halo-
gen recessed lights and shows a four raised panel design on the sides.  The back panel
of the cabinet is lined with green felt, and this quality crafted piece of furniture would
proudly display any fine collection of long arms. [Please note that the actual standing
height of the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this item will need to be shipped via
truck freight; call for pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (106106-94A)

2342. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry ten gun cab-
inet and two drawer lower base.  The lower base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33 1/4” with
raised twin panel sides, brass knob style drawer pulls with roller bearing slides.  The cab-
inet is constructed with through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the drawers have
perfectly fit dovetails.  The top section is constructed with the same quality using similar
joints and measures 35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2”.  The front features glass paneled doors with
viewing areas of 50”x12” on each side.  The upper cabinet is adorned in brass hardware
to include pull knobs on the doors and touch sensors in the hinges that activate the three
micro halogen recessed lights and shows a four raised panel design on the sides.  There
is a small chip missing from the lower section of the barrel rest.  The back panel of the
cabinet is lined with green felt, and this quality crafted piece of furniture would proudly
display any fine collection of long arms. [Please note that the actual standing height of
the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this item will need to be shipped via truck
freight; call for pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (106106-94G)
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2343. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry ten gun
cabinet and two drawer  base.  The lower base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33 1/4” with
raised twin panel sides, brass knob style drawer pulls with roller bearing slides.  The
cabinet is constructed with through-wedged mortise and tenon joints and the drawers
have perfectly fit dovetails.  The top section is constructed with the same quality using
similar joints and measures 35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2”.  The front features glass paneled
doors with viewing areas of 50”x12” on each side.  The upper cabinet is dressed with
brass hardware to include pull knobs on the doors and touch sensors in the hinges that
activate the three micro halogen recessed lights and shows a four raised panel design
on the sides.  The back panel of the cabinet is lined with green felt, and this quality
crafted piece of furniture would proudly display any fine collection of long arms. [Please
note that the actual standing height of the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this
item will need to be shipped via truck freight; call for pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch
Collection] (106106-94E)

2344. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry ten gun
cabinet with separate four drawer lower base.  The base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33
1/4” and has raised two panel sides, brass knob style drawer pulls and roller bearing
slides.  The base is constructed with through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the
drawers have perfectly fit dovetails.  The upper section measures 35 3/4”x17”x65 1/2”
with two glass panel doors that have a viewing area each side of 50”x12”.  The upper
cabinet features spacing for ten long guns and is dressed with brass hardware to
include round pulls on the doors and touch sensors on the hinges that activate the
three micro recessed halogen light fixtures evenly spaced across the top.   The sides
show a four raised panel design and the back of the cabinet is lined with green felt pro-
viding a neutral backdrop that won’t take away the beauty of your favorite rifles.  These
are quality constructed cabinets by a true master of his trade suitable to display any
variety of long guns from sporting to single shots with Swiss style buttplates.  [Please
note that the actual standing height of the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this
item will need to be shipped via truck freight; call for pricing.] [Warren Greatbatch
Collection] (106106-94B)

2345. FINE CUSTOM CRAFTED CHERRY GUN CABINET  A cherry ten gun
cabinet with separate four drawer lower base.  The base measures 37 3/4”x20 1/2”x33
1/4” and has raised two panel sides, brass knob style drawer pulls and roller bearing
slides.  The base is constructed with through-wedge mortise and tenon joints and the
drawers have perfectly fit dovetail joints.  The upper section measures 35 3/4”x17”x65
1/2” with two glass panel doors that have a viewing area each side of 50”x12”.  The
upper cabinet features spacing for ten long guns and is dressed with brass hardware
to include round pulls on the doors with touch sensors on the hinges that activate the
three micro recessed halogen light fixtures.  The sides show a four raised panel design
and the back of the cabinet is lined with green felt providing a neutral backdrop that
won’t take away the beauty of your favorite rifles.  These are quality constructed cabi-
nets by a true master of his trade suitable to display any variety of long guns from
sporting to single shots with Swiss style buttplates.  [Please note that the actual stand-
ing height of the unit is 8’ 2 3/4” when assembled and this item will need to be shipped
via truck freight; call for pricing] [Warren Greatbatch Collection] (106106-94D)

2346. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full 500 round brick of Federal Power-Flite
.22LR cartridges.  The black white and gold sleeve illustrated with a grey squirrel shows
some minor scuffing with all individual boxes present in excellent condition.  (106161-28)

2347. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A partial 500 round brick of Winchester-Western Wildcat 22 containing 420 rounds of 22LR high veloc-
ity cartridges.  The outer sleeve is in very good overall condition with the individual boxes and cartridges in excellent condition.  (106161-28A)

2348. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A partial 500 round brick of Remington CBee22.  There are 400 rounds of 22LR low velocity
copper coated bullets in excellent condition.  The outer sleeve has several scuff marks and a repaired tear in the top.  (106161-28B)

2349. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A total of 300 rounds of Remington CBee22 short low velocity cartridges in 50 round boxes.
The boxes and cartridges rate in excellent condition.  (106161-28C)

2350. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full 500 round brick of American Eagle High Velocity 22LR.  The red and white outer sleeve
shows some light scuffing and the individual packs and cartridges rates excellent.  (106161-28D)

2351. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full 500 round brick of Remington Hi-Speed 22LR HP "Golden Bullets".  The cartridges and
individual boxes rate excellent and come in the Holiday themed outer sleeve that has several small tears and scuffs with one end flap sep-
arated but present.  (106161-28E)

2352. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION A full 500 round brick of Remington Viper 22 hyper velocity solid bullet cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106161-28F)

2353. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A total of 350 rounds of Dynamit Nobel 22LR cartridges in 50 round boxes.  The cartridges
and boxes are in excellent condition.  (106161-28G)

2354. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A near full brick containing 450 rounds of Remington Standard Velocity 22 Win. Automatic.
The outer sleeve is in very good condition with only a few small scuffs along the edges and the individual 50 round boxes rate excellent
as well as the cartridges.  (106161-28H)

2355. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Six assorted 50 round boxes, both partials and full, of 22 Win. Automatic.  First are four boxes of
Winchester 22 Win. Automatic in the yellow and red lettered box, one partial containing 21 cartridges and three full 50 round boxes in near
excellent condition with some of the lead showing trace amounts of white oxidation.  Second is a near full box of Remington Kleanbore 22
Automatic in very good condition.  Third is a full box of Winchester 22 Win. Automatic in the yellow, red and blue box.  The box is moderate-
ly scuffed and missing part of an end flap but the Kopperklad cartridges remain in very good to near excellent condition.  (106161-28I)

2356. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A total of 250 rounds of CCI Stinger 22LR cartridges.  Includes five full 50 round plastic boxes
in excellent condition.  (106161-28J)
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2357. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A total of 300 rounds of CCI Stinger 22LR cartridges.  Includes six full 50 round plastic boxes
in excellent condition.  (106161-28K)

2358. LOT OF 45 ACP  Includes three full 50 round boxes of Western Super-Match 185 gr., FMC clean cutting cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106161-28L)

2359. LOT OF 45 ACP  Includes three full 50 round boxes of Western Super-Match 185 gr., FMC clean cutting cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (106161-28M)

2360. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Includes four full 50 round boxes of Prvi Partizan 30 carbine SPRN cartridges in excellent condition.  (106161-28N)
2361. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Includes two full 50 round boxes.  The first is a Winchester 110 gr., FMJ in excellent condition.  Second is an

American Eagle 110 gr., MCB in very good overall condition with the cartridges showing light tarnish along the brass.  (106161-28O)
2362. LOT OF 300 H&H MAGNUM  Includes a full 20 round box of Federal Premium Safari 300 H&H Magnum Nosler Partition Cartridges.

The nickel brass cartridges rate excellent as does the box. Also included is a partial box of Remington 180 gr., PTD Soft Point cartridges
in very good condition. (106161-28P) 

2363. LOT OF 338 WINCHESTER MAGNUM  Includes two full 20 round boxes of Western Super X Silvertip 250 gr., EXP. Bullets.  They
are in very good to near excellent condition with varying amounts of tarnish on the brass.  (106161-28Q)

2364. LOT OF 300 H&H MAGNUM Includes three boxes one full and two partials.  First is a full 20 round box of Western Super X Silvertip
300 H&H Magnum 220 gr., Exp. bullets in very good to near excellent condition showing light tarnish on the brass.  Second is a partial
20 round (17) box of Winchester Super-Speed 300 H&H magnum 180 gr., EXP. bullets in very good overall condition with speckles of
light tarnish on the brass.  Third is a partial box of Remington Express 300 H&H Magnum containing seven 220 gr., SP core-Lokt bullets
in good overall condition.  (106161-28R)

2365. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  An assortment of seven boxes of 22 caliber cartridges to include a partial box of 20 CCI 22LR
shotshell containing 14 cartridges in excellent condition.  One full 50 round box of CCI Maxi Mag., 22 WMRF in excellent condition, a par-
tial box of 50 Remington Premier 22 Win. Mag., containing 25 cartridges in good overall condition, and a partial 50 round box of Winchester
Super X 22 Win. Mag., containing seven cartridges in very good overall condition.  Also included is a full 50 round box of Western Super-
Match Mark III 22 LR cartridges in very good overall condition, a full 50 round box of Western Super X 22 LR cartridges in very good over-
all condition (box is missing an endflap and has several tears and scuffs) and a partial 50 round plastic tin of Federal Spitfire 22 LR that is
near full with cartridges showing varying amounts of white oxidation on the bullets in good overall condition.  (106161-28S)

2366. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes first is a partial 50 round box (48) of USA 25 ACP, 50 gr., FMC
cartridges in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of American Eagle 25 ACP, 50 gr., FMC bullets in excellent con-
dition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (30) of Remington 32 S&W, 88 gr., lead bullets in very good overall condition.  (106161-28T)

2367. LOT OF 45 ACP  Includes three boxes, first is a partial mixed box of cartridges to include (18) RA 42 marked, (10) WCC 42 marked
and one U.S.C. Co 18 marked all showing tarnished brass housed in a Remington Kleanbore box missing its endflap with several scuffs
and light tears.  Second is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium Personal Defense 165 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Federal 230 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106161-28U)

2368. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION A full collectible brick of Peters TARGET standard velocity rimfire cartridges .22Lr in the red box
with blue print showing the white target as background and blue band with “TARGET” in white print.  The box shows some light scuffing
and one end flap is slightly tender but still intact.  Bottom features the “Peters Cartridge Division/ Remington Arms Company
Inc/Bridgeport Connecticut” marking along with oval DuPont Trademark.  The 10 interior boxes all rate excellent and are all full but one
which holds 37 rounds.  There is a very tiny tear in the bottom of the box at one end; stock number is “No.2224”.  Overall a very nice col-
lectible – or very shootable – lot of Peters Target .22 Long Rifle ammunition. (36512-11)

2369. LOT OF PRIMERS  A total of five various sized boxes of small pistol primers.  First are two 100 count packs of CCI 550 small pistol
magnum primers one full, one containing 53 in excellent condition.  Second is a near full brick of CCI 500 small pistol primers containing
nine 100 round packs in excellent condition.  Third is a full brick of CCI 500 small pistol primers (all blue box) in excellent condition.  Fourth
is a full brick of Winchester small pistol primers for standard loads in excellent condition.  (106161-28W)

2370. LOT OF PRIMERS  A total of four various sized boxes of large pistol primers.  First is a partial 100 count pack of CCI 300 large pis-
tol primers in excellent condition.  Second are two full bricks of CCI 300 large pistol primers in excellent condition. Third is a full brick of
Winchester large pistol for standard or magnum load primers in excellent condition.  (106161-28X)

2371. LOT OF 380 ACP  Four  boxes; first are three 20 round boxes of Federal Premium 90 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  There are two full boxes and one partial containing only four rounds.  Second is a mixed partial 50 round (25 S.V. & 19 assorted
manufacturer) box of Super Vel 88 gr., JHP cartridges in good overall condition.  (106161-28Y)

2372. LOT OF 270 WIN.  There are three boxes; total first is a full 20 round box of Federal Classic 130 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in near excel-
lent condition showing very light tarnish on the brass and trace amounts of white oxidation on the lead.  Second is a partial 24 round box of
Federal Classic 130 gr., Hi-Shok SP cartridges in excellent condition (box contains six fired casings).  Third is a full 20 round box of 130 gr.,
Power-Point cartridges in near excellent condition with light tarnish on the brass and traces of white oxidation on the lead.  (106161-28Z)

2373. LOT OF 45 COLT  Two boxes; first is a partial 50 round box of Western 255 gr., Lubaloy cartridges containing 37 cartridges in near
excellent condition.  Second is a partial 50 round box of Winchester 255 gr., Lead cartridges containing 33 cartridges in very good over-
all condition.  (106161-28AA)

2374. LOT OF MIXED AMMUNITION Includes three boxes; first is a partial 50 round box (47) of Remington Kleanbore 44 S. & W., 246 gr.,
lead bullet in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of Peters High Velocity 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., lead bullet in very good
overall condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (20) of USA 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., JSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106161-28AB)

2375. LOT OF 375 H&H MAGNUM  Two boxes total; first is a partial box of Remington High Velocity 300 gr., MC cartridges containing
10 rounds in very good overall condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium Safari 300 gr., solid bullet in excellent condi-
tion.  (106161-28AC)

2376. LOT OF 30-30 WIN.  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Winchester Super-X 150 gr., Silvertip cartridges in excellent condi-
tion.  Second is a full 20 round box of Western Super-X 170 gr., silvertip cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round (14)
box of Hornady Lever Evolution 160 gr., cartridges in excellent condition (box contains four fired casings).  (106161-28AD)

2377. LOT OF 9MM  Five boxes; first are two 20 round boxes of Federal 124gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition, one box
is a partial containing 15 rounds.  Second is a partial 50 round (40) box of Winchester 115 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Third
is a partial 50 round (39) box of Super Vel 90 gr., JHP cartridges in good overall condition.  Fourth is a full 50 round box of Winchester
Super-X 115 gr., Silvertip HP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106161-28AE)
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2378. LOT OF 35 REMINGTON  Four boxes first is a 20 round box of Winchester 200 gr., Silvertip cartridges in very good overall condi-
tion.  Second is a mixed partial box of 20 containing 18 cartridges in good overall condition housed in a Peters High Velocity box.  Third is
a full 20 round box of Western Super X 200 gr., Silvertip expanding bullet in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (19) of
Hornady Lever Evolution 200 gr., cartridges in very good overall condition.  (106161-28AF)

2379. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Four boxes first is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 222 Rem. Mag., 55
gr., SP cartridges in very good overall condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (5 casings) of Remington Hi-Speed 30-06 Springfield,
150 gr., Bronze Point Bullet in very good overall condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (8) of Norma 7X57, 150 gr., Sp semi pointed
Boat Tail cartridges in good overall condition.  Fourth is a full 20 round box of Remington Hi-Speed 7mm Mauser, 175 gr., SP cartridges in
very good overall condition.  (106161-28AG)

2380. LOT OF 30 CALIBER BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 11lbs of mixed head stamp 30-06 ammunition.  There are seven 8 round
Garand clips with some painted black tip cartridges and tracers rounds with the balance remaining mostly loose.  (106161-28AH)

2381. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Nine boxes; first is a partial mixed box of Remington Express extra long range 12 ga., shotshells.  The box
contains an assortment of 23 shells with lightly oxidized brass ranging from No.4 through 000 Buck.  Second is a partial (21) unmarked
box of U.S. Cartridge Co., Infallible 12 ga., paper hull shotshells in very good overall condition.  Third is a full 25 round box of Peters High
Velocity 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 6 shot in very good condition.  Fourth is a full 25 round box of Western Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", No 5 Shot in
excellent condition.  Fifth is a full 10 round box of Federal Premium 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buckshot in excellent condition.  Sixth is a full 25
round box of Federal Hi-Power 12 ga., 2 3/4", No.4 Shot in very good overall condition.  Seventh is a partial 25 round box (18) of Remington
Mohawk Long Range 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 6 Shot in very good overall condition.  Eighth is a partial mixed box containing 12 Remington and
Federal paper hulled 12 ga., shot shells in good overall condition.  Ninth is a full five round box of Western Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4", rifled
slugs in fair to good condition with moderate amounts of white oxidation present.  (106161-28AI)

2382. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first is a full 50 round box of 357 magnum nickel brass cartridges from Williams Reloads in
excellent condition.  Second is a partial 25 round box of Remington Golden Saber 357 Mag., 125 gr., JHP cartridges containing six car-
tridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (17) of Peters High Velocity 158 gr., SP cartridges in very good condition.
Fourth is a partial 50 round (30) box of Speer 35 caliber 220 gr., bullets in very good condition.  (106161-28AJ)

2383. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION Three full boxes of CCI 22 Mini Mag 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C64-5)
2384. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Eight boxes of CCI Stinger 22 LR cartridges.  There are seven full boxes of 50 and one partial

containing 25 rounds all in excellent condition.  (106329-C64-4)
2385. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Six full 50 round boxes of Winchester Super-X Subsonic 22 LR cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106329-C64-6)
2386. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full 500 round brick of Remington Yellow Jacket 22 LR Hyper Velocity hollow point cartridges

in excellent condition.  (106329-C37-3)
2387. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full brick of Remington 22 LR Subsonic hollow point cartridges in excellent condition.

(106329-C64-2)
2388. LOT OF .32 S&W LONG  Three full 50 round boxes of Lapua 98 gr., WC.  There are two sealed boxes and one with a torn endflap

all with cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C52-4)
2389. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 20 round box of Federal Premium Personal Defense 380

ACP, 90 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box of Cor Bon 9mm+P, 115 gr., JHP containing
15 cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 50 round box of Wolf 9mm Makarov, 100 gr., steel cased FMJ cartridges in excellent
condition.  (106329-C41-1)

2390. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full brick of Remington Target standard velocity 22 Short.  The outer sleeve shows some light
ingrained dirt staining and several scuffs along the edges but the individual boxes and cartridges rate excellent.  (106329-C64-1)

2391. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a 20 round box of Remington Premier Core-Lokt Ultra 300
Remington S.A. Ultra Mag, 180 gr., bonded PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Sako 6PPC, 70 gr., HP
cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C41)

2392. LOT OF .410 SHOTSHELLS  Eight boxes; first are two 25 round boxes of Remington Express 3", No 4 shot cartridges in excellent
condition, one is a full box the other a partial containing nine shotshells.  Second are six 25 round boxes of Remington Premier STS 2 1/2",
No 9 shot, all full in excellent condition.  (106329-C53-1)

2393. LOT OF 12 GA., SHOTSHELLS  Eight boxes; first is five, five round boxes of Federal Premium Vital-Shok 3", 1 Oz Magnum sabot
slugs in excellent condition.  Second are two five round boxes of Remington  Copper Solid 3" 1 3/16 Oz sabot slugs in excellent condi-
tion, one box is a partial containing 4 shotshells.  Third is a five round box of Remington Slugger 2 3/4", 1 Oz, HPRS in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C55, C57-2)

2394. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  360 rounds on ten round stripper clips in three cloth bandoleers marked "Cal. 30 / Ball M1 / 10rd clips / LC
50-282" all in excellent condition. (106329-C58-1)

2395. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  360 rounds on ten round stripper clips in three cloth bandoleers marked "Cal. 30 / Ball M1 / 10rd clips / LC
50-280" all in excellent condition. (106329-C58-2)

2396. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A full brick of CCI Blazer 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C64-3)
2397. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Four 50 round boxes of Remington Match Xtra Plus 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.

These cartridges are manufactured by Eley Ltd.  (106329-C37-1)
2398. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Seven, 20 round boxes of Federal Classic 110 gr., Hi-Shok SPRN cartridges in excellent condition.  Six of the

seven boxes are full the other contains 15 cartridges.  (106329-C54-1)
2399. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Eleven  boxes of Seeker 22LR cartridges.  Manufactured in the Philippines for Altair Agencies

Inc., each box contains 50 rounds in excellent condition.  (106329-C37-6)
2400. LOT OF 32 S&W  Six boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Magtech 85 gr., LRN cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are

two full 50 round boxes of Magtech 32 S&WL 98 gr., LRN cartridges in excellent condition.  Third are two full 50 round boxes of Magtech
32 S&WL 98 gr., LWC cartridges in excellent condition.  Also included in this lot are eight loose 32 S&WL cartridges in excellent condi-
tion. (106329-C52-3)

2401. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first are two 100 round boxes, one full and one partial, containing 65 round of CCI
22 CB cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 100 round box of CCI 22 Short containing 79 cartridges in excellent condition.
Third is a full 100 round box of CCI 22 Mini Mag hollow point 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C37-4)
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2402. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Nine boxes and six loose shells, first are three full five round boxes of Remington Buck Hammer 12 ga., 3",
1 3/8 Oz lead slugs in excellent condition.  Second are two full five round boxes of Remington 12 ga., 3", 00 Buck shotshells in excellent
condition.  Third are two five round boxes, one full one partial, containing two Royal Buck 12 ga., 2 3/4", 00 Buck shotshells in excellent
condition.  Fourth is a full ten round box of Tru-Tracer 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 9 shot shotshells in excellent condition.  Fifth is a partial ten round
box containing five Atlas Ammo 12 ga., 2 3/4" No. 8 shot sporting tracer shotshells in excellent condition.  Also included in this lot are six
loose Remington 12 ga., 3" 00 buck shotshells in excellent condition.  (106329-C55, C57-1)

2403. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes; first is a full 50 round box of Winchester 25 Auto, 45 gr., expanding
point cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are two full 50 round boxes of Winchester 32 ACP, 60 gr., silvertip HP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106329-C52-2) 

2404. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A partial 500 round brick containing 400 Remington High Velocity 22 LR cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106329-C37-5)

2405. LOT OF AMMUNITION   Two 20 round boxes of Cor Bon 454 Casull.  The first box contains 18, 360 gr., FP penetrator cartridges
in excellent condition.  The second box contains 12, 320 gr., penetrator cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C44-4)

2406. LOT OF RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  A partial 500 round brick containing 400 CCI Blazer 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.
(106329-C37-2)

2407. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Two boxes and seven loose cartridges; first is a partial 50 round box (49) of Magtech
44-40 Win., 225 gr., flat nose bullets in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box of American Eagle 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., JHP
cartridges in excellent condition.  Third are seven loose Speer 50 AE nickel brass JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C44-1)

2408. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  A 240 round sealed spam can of .30 Caliber M2 ball ammunition in cartons presumably in excel-
lent condition (key included).  (106329-C33)

2409. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  A 240 round spam can of .30 Cal. M2 ball ammunition in cartons presumably in excellent condition
(key included).  (106329-C34)

2410. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes a GI style ammo can and an assortment of large caliber hand gun cartridges.  First is a plastic bag
containing 18 loose rounds of 454 Casull lead nose bullets in very good overall condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (16) of Cor
Bon 45 Colt Magnum+P, 300 gr., JSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (44) of Magtech 45 Colt, 250 gr.,
flat nose cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C44)

2411. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes an assortment of 22 Rimfire in a GI ammo can.  First are two full 50 round boxes of Remington
Yellow Jacket 22 LR in excellent condition.  Second is a mixed 100 round box of Remington, Winchester, and CCI brand 22 LR all hol-
low point cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 50 round box (45) of CCI Blazer 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.
Fourth is a partial 50 round box (36) of Winchester Wildcat 22 LR cartridges in excellent condition.  Fifth is a plastic bag of CCI 22 LR
containing 80 +/- hollow point cartridges in excellent condition.  Sixth are two full mixed 50 round boxes of 22 Magnum from
Winchester, Remington, Federal, and CCI all in excellent condition.  Seventh is a full box of 50 Remington 22 Win. Mag., cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106329-C37)

2412. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes an assortment of 32 caliber cartridges in a GI style ammo can.  First are two 20 round boxes of
Federal Classic 32 H&R Mag., 85 gr., Hi-Shok, JHP cartridges in excellent condition (one full and one partial containing 8 cartridges).
Second is a full 20 round box of Federal Classic 32 H&R Mag., 95 gr., SWC cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth are two 20 round
boxes of Federal Champion 32 H&R Mag., 95 gr., SWC cartridges in excellent condition (one full one partial containing 12 cartridges).
Fifth is a full 20 round box of Federal Classic 32 S&W Long, 98 gr., Wadcutter cartridges in excellent condition.  Last are four bags of
assorted manufacture and configured 32 H&R cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C52)

2413. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Approximately 13 lbs of loose assorted commercial and ball cartridges with three stripper clips containing 30
rounds of orange tipped cartridges housed in a GI ammo can in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C64)

2414. LOT OF 30 CARBINE  Includes 360 rounds of 30 Carbine in cloth bandoleers housed in a GI ammo can in excellent condition.
(106329-C58)

2415. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes and two baggies of 454 Casull cartridges.  First is a full 20 round box of Cor Bon 360 gr., FP
Penetrator in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box of Cor Bon 335 gr., hard cast FP containing 3 cartridges in excellent
condition.  Last are two baggies containing 15 cartridges from a variety of manufacturers all in excellent condition.  (106329-C44-3)

2416. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Four boxes and two baggies, first is a mixed partial 50 round box of Federal 44 S&W
containing 10 hollow point wad cutters, 10 semi wad cutters and 7 flat nose cartridges all in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 10
round pack of CCI 44 Mag. Shotshells containing eight in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 25 round box (17+4 fired casings) of
Remington High Velocity 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., semi-jacketed HP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 50 round box (21)
of USA 44 Rem. Mag., 240 gr., JSP cartridges in excellent condition.  Sixth are 30 +/- loose 44 Rem. Mag. hollow point cartridges from
multiple manufactures in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C44-2)

2417. LOT OF 9MM MAKAROV  Four boxes of Wolf 100gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  There are three full 50 round boxes
and one partial containing 45 cartridges.  (106329-C40-1)

2418. LOT OF 303 BRITISH  Two 20 round boxes (one full one partial containing 19) of Wolf Gold 150 gr., Copper SPBT cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106329-C17-1)

2419. LOT OF 375 H&H MAG  Includes a partial 20 round box (18) of Federal Premium Cape-Shock 300 gr., Nosler Partition cartridges in
excellent condition.  (106329-C42-1)

2420. LOT OF 405 WIN.  Two 20 round boxes of Hornady 405 Win., 300 gr., FP cartridges in excellent condition (one full box one partial
containing 19).  (106329-C42-3)

2421. LOT OF 405 WIN.  Two full 20 round boxes; first is a box of Hornady Custom 300 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second
is a box of Hornady 405 Winchester 300 gr., FP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C42-2)

2422. LOT OF 5.7X28 MM  Four boxes; first are three 50 round boxes (two full one partial containing 35 rounds) of FNH 5.7x28 mm, 40
gr., Hornady V-max cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a sealed 50 round box of FNH 5.7x28 mm, standard round cartridges pre-
sumably in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-1)

2423. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three full 50 round boxes.  Each white box has a yellow FNH label that reads "Standard Round / SS196 S.R.
Ammunition / 50 round Box", and all three in excellent condition.   (106329-C24-6)

2424. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three sealed 50 round boxes of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard Round / SS195
L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-2)
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2425. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three sealed 50 round boxes of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard Round / SS195
L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-4)

2426. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three sealed 50 round boxes of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard Round / SS195
L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-5)

2427. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three 50 round boxes (two sealed, one opened) of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard
Round / SS195 L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-7)

2428. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Five boxes; first are four boxes of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev, 85 gr., FMJ car-
tridges in excellent condition.  There are three full 50 round boxes and a partial containing 28.  Second is a 50 round box of Fiocchi, 7.62
Nagant, 98 gr., FMJ cartridges.  The box contains 12 fired casings and 38 cartridges all in excellent condition.  (106329-C40-2)

2429. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three 50 round boxes (two sealed, one opened) of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard
Round / SS195 L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-8)

2430. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three sealed 50 round boxes of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard Round / SS195
L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-9)

2431. LOT OF 5.7X28  Three sealed 50 round boxes of FNH cartridges.  Each white box is labeled with 5.7x28 / Standard Round / SS195
L.F. Ammunition / 50 round box and are presumably all in excellent condition.  (106329-C24-3)

2432. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION Four boxes and a baggie, First are two 20 round boxes one full one partial (15) of
Federal Premium Personal Defense 38 special, 110 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 50 round box
of Remington 38 S&W, 146 gr., lead RN cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (19) of Federal Premium 357
Magnum, it is unclear what grain they are because they are matched to an incorrect bottom half of the plastic box.  Fourth is a mixed 15
round bag of 38 and 357 cartridges to include 4 shotshells all in excellent condition.  (106329-C52-1)

2433. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two 20 round boxes of Prvi Partizan 7.5x54 French, 139 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.
One box is full, the other is a partial containing 19 cartridges and comes with a small OD green ammo can.  (106329-C17)

2434. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Three boxes plus some loose cartridges in a small OD green ammo can.  First are
two 50 round boxes (one full and one partial containing 49) of Norinco 9x18 mm Makarov, steel cased, FMJ cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  Second is a partial 50 round box (39) of American Eagle 9x18 Makarov, 95 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Also includ-
ed are 18 rounds of Hornady 9x18 Makarov FMJHP cartridges and nine rounds of 7.62x26 Tokarev with mixed head stamps all in excel-
lent condition.  (106329-C40)

2435. LOT OF AMMUNITION   Includes two partial boxes and 18 lbs of loose cartridges.  First is 18 lbs of loose mixed head stamp com-
mercial 357 magnum flat nose cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 20 round box (12) of Remington High Velocity 357
Rem. Max, 180 gr., semi-jacketed HP cartridges in near excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (6) of Federal Premium 357
Mag., 130 gr., Hydra-Shok JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C46)

2436. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes 112 rounds of 30 caliber M2 ball cartridges in eight round Garand clips inside an opened spam
can marked accordingly.  Also included are two unmarked cloth six pouch bandoleers with all items in excellent condition.  (106329-C32)

2437. LOT OF LOOSE 5.7X28 CARTRIDGES  Includes approximately seven pounds of mixed head stamp commercial 5.7x28 mm car-
tridges in a variety of configurations in excellent condition.  Cartridges come in an OD green ammo can.  (106329-C24)

2438. LOT OF .410 SHOTSHELLS  Includes five boxes and a bag of loose mixed manufacturer shotshells.  First is a full five round box of
Brenneke 3", silver slug in excellent condition.  Second are three 25 round boxes (two full one partial containing 21) of Winchester AA
HS Target Load, 2 1/2", No. 9 shot in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 25 round box (24) of Federal Classic Hi-Brass 3", No. 8 shot
in very good overall condition.  Also included in this lot are five pounds of loose mixed manufacturer .410 shotshells in a large ammo can
in very good overall condition.  (106329-C53-2)

2439. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Six boxes of Remington Sport Loads, 12 ga., 2 3/4", No. 8 shot in a large green ammo can.  There are five
full 25 round boxes and a partial containing 23 shotshells all in excellent condition.  (106329-C55, C57-4)

2440. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Six boxes of assorted manufacturer in a large green ammo can.  First is a partial 25 round box (19) of Federal
Premium 12 ga., 3" magnum, 2 Oz, No. 6 shot in very good condition.  Second is partial 25 round box (24) of Federal Premium 12 ga., 3",
1 7/8 Oz, No. 6 shot in near excellent condition.  Third is a mixed partial 25 round box (22) containing a variety of 12 ga., shotshells from
multiple manufacturers housed in a Remington Premier STS box in very good overall condition.  Fourth is a partial 25 round box (13) of
Remington Nitro Steel Magnum 12 ga., 3", 1 1/4 Oz, No. 2 shot in excellent condition.  Fifth is a partial 25 round box (8) of Remington
Nitro Steel Magnum 12 ga., 2 3/4", 1 1/4 Oz, No. 4 shot in very good overall condition.  Sixth is a partial 25 round box (14) of Remington
Nitro Steel Magnum 12 ga., 3", 1 1/4 Oz, No. 3 shot in excellent condition.  (106329-C55, C57-3)

2441. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four boxes and some loose 7.62x39 mm cartridges in a large green ammo can.  First are four full
20 round boxes of UMC 7.62x39 mm, 123 gr., metal cased cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are 37 loose mixed commercial and
ball 7.62x39 mm cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C47)

2442. LOT OF 458 LOTT  Includes a box and loose cartridges in a green ammo can.  First is a full 20 round box of Hornady Custom 458
LOTT, 500 gr., FMJ/RN cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are 17 loose rounds of 458 LOTT by Hornady and Remington all are
FMJ/RN cartridges and are in excellent condition.  (106329-C42)

2443. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes five boxes and an assortment of loose cartridges in a large green ammo
can.  First are two full 50 round boxes of Magtech 32 Auto, 71 gr., FMC cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a partial 25 round
box (24) of Speer Gold Dot 25 Auto, 35 gr., GDHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial 20 round box (18) of Cor Bon
32NAA, 60 gr., JHP cartridges in excellent condition.  Fourth is a partial 20 round box (19) of Cor Bon 25 NAA, 35 gr., JHP cartridges in
excellent condition.  Fifth is a large mixed lot of loose cartridges to include the following; 6 rounds of 25 Auto, 3 rounds of Cor Bon 400,
4 rounds of 5.7x28 mm, 8 rounds of mixed ball rifle cartridges, 59 rounds of 22 LR, 54 rounds of 32 Auto, and 43 rounds of 32 S&W all
in excellent condition.  (106329-C41-2)

2444. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Three boxes; first are two full 25 round boxes of Winchester AAHS target Load 28 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 Oz, No. 9
shot in excellent condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Winchester AAHS Super Sport 28 ga., 2 3/4", 3/4 Oz, No. 7 1/2 shot in excel-
lent condition.  (106329-C59-1)

2445. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two 20 round boxes (one full one partial containing 13) of Federal Classic 338 Win. Mag., 225 gr., Sierra
Pro-Hunter SP cartridges in very good condition.  (106329-C38-1)
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2446. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Three 20 round boxes. First is a full box of Remington Premier 300 Rem. S.A. ultra mag., 150 gr., PSP Core-
Lokt cartridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full box of Remington Premier 300 Rem. S.A. ultra mag., 165 gr., Core-Lokt PSP car-
tridges in excellent condition.  Third is a partial box (18) of Remington Premier 300 Rem. S.A. ultra mag., 180 gr., Core-Lokt ultra bonded
PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C38-3)

2447. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes; first is a partial 20 round box (12) of Weatherby .460 Weatherby Mag., 500 gr., FMJ cartridges
in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Weatherby .460 Weatherby Mag., 500 gr., RN cartridges in excellent condition.
(106329-C46-1)

2448. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp marking "T W / 52" with the
cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62-2)

2449. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp marking "T W / 52" with the
cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62-3)

2450. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp marking "T W / 52" with the
cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62-5)

2451. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp markings; "H X P / 70" and "T
W / 52" with the cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62-6)

2452. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp marking "T W / 52" with the
cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62-4)

2453. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 28 loose rounds of silver tipped 50 cal. cartridges with the following head stamp marking "CAL / 50" with
the brass showing light to moderate oxidation staining prevalent around the throats in very good overall condition.  (106329-C8-2)

2454. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp marking "T W / 52" with the
cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62)

2455. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 21 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammunition with the following head stamp markings; "H X P / 70" and "T
W / 52" with the cartridges showing light tarnish on the brass in very good to excellent condition.  (106329-C62-1)

2456. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five 15 round boxes of M75 Romanian manufactured 7.9 mm ball ammunition.  There are four
sealed boxes and one open containing 14 rounds all in excellent condition.  (106329-C3-3)

2457. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed boxes of Romanian M75 7.9 mm ball ammunition in excellent condition.  (106329-C3-1)
2458. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed boxes of Romanian M75 7.9 mm ball ammunition in excellent condition.  (106329-C3-2)
2459. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four 20 round boxes of Hotshot 8mm Mauser, 139 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C3-4)
2460. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four full 20 round boxes of Wolf Gold 8mm Mauser, 196 gr., brass cased SP cartridges in excellent condi-

tion.  (106329-C3-5)
2461. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed boxes Swiss 7.5mm ball ammunition in presumably excellent condition.  (106329-C27-1)
2462. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed boxes Swiss 7.5mm ball ammunition in presumably excellent condition.  (106329-C27)
2463. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four 20 round boxes of Remington Etronx, 243 Win., 90 gr., Nosler Ballistic Tip cartridges in excel-

lent condition.  There are three full boxes and one partial containing eight cartridges.  (106329-C38-2)
2464. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes; first are two full 50 round boxes of Federal American Eagle 10mm, 180 gr., high antimony lead

cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are two full 20 round boxes of Federal Classic 10mm, 180 gr., Hi-Shok JHP cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  (106329-C43)

2465. LOT OF SHOTSHELLS  Includes four boxes in a green ammo can.  First is partial 25 round box of Winchester AAHS 28 ga., 2 3/4",
No. 7 1/2 shot in very good condition.  Second is a full 25 round box of Winchester High Brass game loads 28 ga., 2 3/4", No. 6 shot in
excellent condition.  Third is a full 25 round box of Winchester AA Super Sport, 20 ga., 2 3/4", No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  Fourth
is a full 25 round box +1 of Remington Sport Loads 20 ga., 2 3/4", No. 8 shot in excellent condition.  (106329-C59)

2466. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Four boxes and 19 loose rounds of 8mm Mauser.  First is a full 20 round box of Hotshot 139 gr., Sp car-
tridges in excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Wolf Gold 196 gr., brass cased SP cartridges in excellent condition.  Third
are two 15 round boxes of M7 Romanian manufactured 7.9mm in very good condition.  Fifth are 19 assorted ball 8 mm cartridges in good
overall condition.  (106329-C3)

2467. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Includes three boxes in a green ammo can.  First is a partial 20 round box (5) of
Remington Accelerator 308 Win., 55 gr., PSP cartridges in very good condition.  Second is a partial 20 round (14 + 2 non matching car-
tridges) of Winchester Partition Gold 308 Win., 150 gr., cartridges in excellent condition.  Third is a full 20 round box of Remington Express
Core-Lokt, 30-06 Springfield, 180 gr., PSP cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C38)

2468. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes one partial 20 round box (15) of Wolf Gold 7.62x54R, 180 gr., SPBT cartridge and 6 lbs of
loose mixed head stamp surplus 7.62x54R all in excellent condition housed in a small OD green ammo can.  (106329-C22)

2469. LOT OF BALL AMMUNITION  Includes three full 10 round boxes of 7.5mm Swiss and a partial containing three rounds in a small
green metal ammo can.  Also included in this lot are two K41 stripper clips and all items are in excellent condition.  (106329-C27-2)

2470. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes seven 50 cal Slap bullets with tungsten 30 caliber bullet.  These sabot cartridges have a “WCC / 85 / Slap”
head stamp marking and are in excellent condition.  (106326-C8-4)

2471. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes two 20 round boxes of Quality Cartridge, 460 Wby. Mag., 300 gr., Barnes X cartridges in excel-
lent condition.  According to the web site the company no longer sells remanufactured ammunition but continues to sell all the compo-
nents.  Cartridges come in a green ammo can.  (106329-C46)

2472. LOT OF LOOSE 5.45X39  Includes 23 lbs of loose Wolf manufactured 5.45x39mm steel cased cartridges housed in a large green
ammo can in excellent condition.  (106329-C26)

2473. LOT OF LOOSE BRASS  Includes 12 lbs of primed 5.56mm brass in a large green ammo can in excellent condition.  (106329-51)
2474. LOT OF LOOSE AMMUNITION  Includes approximately 30 lbs of loose mixed manufacturer 10mm Auto.  There is a large variety

of brass and aluminum case cartridges in excellent condition.  The cartridges come in a small metal ammo can.  (106329-C43-1)
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2475. LOT OF 223 REM.  Includes a box, three 20 round trays and about 4 lbs of loose cartridges.  First is a full 20 round box of Federal
American Eagle .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  Second are three full 20 trays of Remington .223 Rem. in very
good overall condition.  Third is about four lbs of mixed loose commercial and ball .223 cartridges all in very good condition housed in a
large metal ammo can.  (106329-C49)

2476. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  Lot consists of the following items; 44 loose mixed manufacturer shotshells in 10, 12,
and 20 ga.  A full 5 round box of Remington Premier 20 ga., 2 3/4" slugs, a full five round box of Remington 12 ga., 3" Buck Hammer slugs,
a full 20 round box of Hornady 204 Ruger, 40 gr., V-max cartridges, a partial 50 round box (43 to include six fired casings) of Old Western
Scrounger Inc, 8mm Nambu, 106 gr., FMJ cartridges, A partial 20 round box (11) of Hornady Custom Vector 40 S&W, 180 gr., FMJ car-
tridges.  Lot also includes two partial packages of 9mm blanks and an assortment of cartridges to include 454 Casull, Sako 6PPC, 375
H&H Mag. and several others.  (106329-C50)

2477. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo with head stamps marked "A80 / 12.7 / R1M3" in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C60-6)

2478. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo with head stamps marked "A80 / 12.7 / R1M3" in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C60-4)

2479. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo with head stamps marked "A80 / 12.7 / R1M3" in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C60-2)

2480. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 16 sabot rounds from multiple manufacturers with the following head stamp markings; "T W / 52" and
"HXP / 70" all in very good condition.  (106329-C8-1)

2481. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 12 cartridges total; there are three silver tipped with the following head stamp markings; "T W / 52" and
nine red and silver tipped with the following head stamp markings; "LC / 89", "S L / 4", and T W / 52" all in very good to excellent con-
dition.  (106329-C8-3)

2482. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo with head stamps marked "A80 / 12.7 / R1M3" in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C60-3)

2483. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo with head stamps marked "A80 / 12.7 / R1M3" in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C60-5)

2484. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo with head stamps marked "A80 / 12.7 / R1M3" in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C60-1)

2485. LOT OF 50 BMG PRACTICE ROUNDS  Includes 20 loose plastic cartridges.  There are 16 M858 practice rounds and four M860
Tracer cartridges all in excellent condition.  These bullets are made of a high density plastic designed for short range use in the M2
machinegun.  (106329-C56-4)

2486. LOT OF 50 BMG PRACTICE ROUNDS  Includes 20 loose plastic cartridges.  There are 16 M858 practice rounds and four M860
Tracer cartridges all in excellent condition.  These bullets are made of a high density plastic designed for short range use in the M2
machinegun.  (106329-C56-2)

2487. LOT OF 50 BMG PRACTICE ROUNDS  Includes 19 loose plastic cartridges in a large green ammo can.  There are 17 M858 prac-
tice rounds and two M860 Tracer cartridges all in excellent condition.  These bullets are made of a high density plastic designed for short
range use in the M2 machinegun.  (106329-C56)

2488. LOT OF 50 BMG PRACTICE ROUNDS  Includes 20 loose plastic cartridges.  There are 16 M858 practice rounds and four M860
Tracer cartridges all in excellent condition.  These bullets are made of a high density plastic designed for short range use in the M2
machinegun.  (106329-C56-3)

2489. LOT OF 50 BMG PRACTICE ROUNDS  Includes 20 loose plastic cartridges.  There are 15 M858 practice rounds and five M860
Tracer cartridges all in excellent condition.  These bullets are made of a high density plastic designed for short range use in the M2
machinegun.  (106329-C56-1)

2490. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes an assortment of 18 loose 50 cal. cartridges in a small green metal ammo can.  The cartridges include four
red and silver API with T W / 52 and S L / 4 head stamps, 3 ball with A 80 / 12.7 R13M3 head stamp and 11 silver tip with T W /52 head
stamps all in excellent condition.  (106329-C8) 

2491. LOT OF LINKED 50 CAL.  Includes 50 rounds of 50 cal. BMG linked with D M / 45 marked head stamps in excellent condition.
Ammo comes in a large green metal ammo can.  (106329-C63B)

2492. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Swedish 6.5x55mm ball cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C11-2)
2493. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes four full 20 round boxes of Swedish 6.5x55mm ball cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C11-1)
2494. LOT OF LINKED 50 CAL  Includes 50 rounds of 50 cal. BMG linked with D M / 45 marked head stamps showing light tarnish on

the brass in near excellent condition.  Ammo comes in a large green metal ammo can.  (106329-C63A)
2495. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Two boxes and a small metal ammo can.  There are two 20 round boxes (one full one partial containing 19)

Federal Gold Match 6.5x55 Swedish, 140 gr., BTHP cartridges in excellent condition.  The ammo can has been painted tan on one side
and written on in Sharpie but remains in very good condition.  (106329-C11)

2496. LOT OF 45 CALIBER CARTRIDGES  Three boxes and a bag of loose cartridges in a small metal ammo can.  First are 165 rounds
of CBC marked 45 Long Colt flat nose lead cartridges in black plastic trays and a baggie.  Two of the trays are in Magtech boxes all are
in excellent condition.  Also includes five loose 45 Long Colt cartridges from other manufacturers.  Second is a partial 50 round box (32)
of Speer Lawman 45 G.A.P., 200 gr., TMJ cartridges in excellent condition.  (106329-C39)

2497. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 18 loose rounds of 50 cal. ball ammo marked "A 80 12.7 R1M3" along the head stamp housed in a large
metal ammo can all in excellent condition.  (106329-C60)

2498. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose 50 cal. silver tip cartridges with mixed head stamp markings to include "T W / 52" and "D M /
45" all in excellent condition.  (106329-C61-1)

2499. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose 50 cal. cartridges with silver tips and mixed head stamps to include; "T W / 52", " "T W / 40",
and "T W / 45" some with very light tarnish on the brass all in near excellent condition.  (106329-C61-2)

2500. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 rounds of loose 50 cal. silver tipped cartridges with mixed head stamp markings to include; "T W / 52",
"T W / 45", "L S / 4", and "L C / 86" all with light tarnish on the brass in near excellent condition.  (106329-C61-7)

2501. LOT OF 50 BMG  20 loose rounds of 50 cal. red and silver tipped cartridges with the following list of head stamp markings; "T W /
52", "L S / 4", and "L C / 86" with light amounts of tarnish present on the brass in excellent overall condition.  (106329-C61-5)
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2502. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 13 rounds of loose mixed 50 cal. cartridges.  First are two red and sliver tipped with "T W / 52", and "S L
/ 4" head stamps.  Second are four silver tipped cartridges with "T W / 52" head stamp markings.  Third are seven ball cartridges with "
T W / 52" marked head stamps all show light tarnish on the brass and are in near excellent condition.  Also included in this lot is large
metal ammo can in good overall condition.  (106329-C61)

2503. LOT OF 50 BMG  20 loose rounds of silver tipped 50 cal. cartridges with the following head stamp markings; "T W / 52" and "T W /
45" all in excellent condition showing light scattered discoloration in the brass.  (106329-C61-3)

2504. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 Cal. silver tip cartridges with "T W / 52" marked head stamps in excellent condi-
tion.  (106329-C61-4)

2505. LOT OF 50 BMG  Includes 20 loose rounds of 50 Cal. silver tip cartridges with "T W / 52" marked head stamps in excellent condi-
tion with some showing light amounts of discoloration on the brass.  (106329-C61-6)

2506. LOT OF 45-70  Includes a partial 20 round box (17) of Buffalo Bore 45-70 Magnum, 405 gr., JFN cartridges in excellent condition.
Also included in this lot is a sealed five pack of "dummy" 45-70 Gov't from Brownells in excellent condition.  (106329-C23-1)

2507. LOT OF 458 WIN. MAG.  Two boxes; first is a partial 20 round box (12) of Federal Premium 458 Win. Mag., 500 gr., solid bullets in
excellent condition.  Second is a full 20 round box of Remington High Velocity 458 Win. Mag., 510 gr., SP cartridges in excellent condition.
(106329-C48-1)

2508. LOT OF 458 WIN. MAG.  Includes a full 20 round box of Federal Premium Safari 458. Win. Mag., 400 gr., Trophy Bonded cartridges
in excellent condition.  Also included in this lot are seven loose rounds of 458 Win. Mag., from multiple manufacturers and a green ammo
can all in very good to near excellent condition.  (106329-C48)

2509. LOT OF MIXED CALIBER AMMUNITION  First is a partial 50 round box containing 43 Remington .38 S&W., 146 gr., Lead
rounds in good overall condition.  Second are two 50 round boxes of Remington Hi-Speed 22 Short "Golden Bullets" one is a partial con-
taining 36 and the other is a full box of 50 hollow points.  Third is a full 50 round box of Remington Standard Velocity 22 Short cartridges
in very good overall condition.  (106086-3)

2510. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of ball 7.62x39mm on ten round stripper clips most still wrapped in brown paper in
very good to excellent condition.  (106086-4)

2511. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes 100 rounds of ball 303 in five round stripper clips housed in cloth bandoleers marked "Cal 303
Ball / 5 Rd clips / HXP46-75" all in excellent condition.  (106086-2)

2512. M10 TOOL ROLL  Marked 9mm in black marker includes the proper hand loading tools for reloading shells in the field.  The items
show some spotted traces of light oxidation staining on them but appear to be in very good overall condition.  (106086-8)

2513. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes two 15 round M1 carbine magazines in a U.S.-marked 1943 dated pouch.  The magazines are
marked U and IS and are in very good plus condition.  The pouch rates very good with faded lettering but remains tight along all the stitch-
ing.  (106086-9)

2514. LOT OF ACCESSORIES  Includes two unrelated items.  First is a 12" survival style knife made in Taiwan with vinyl sheath.  The blade
measures 6" and the moulded plastic handle is camouflaged with a compass on the butt.  Second is a French military field sack in good
overall condition roughly 10"x4"x8" with shoulder strap, also included inside the sack is a hand loading capper /decapper tool with four
additional inserts.  (106086-7, 5)

2515. GAS MASK LOT  Includes one Type GMC-C MSA gas mask in its original box.  The box has been partially opened and the contents
appear to be in near excellent condition.  (106086-1)

2516. LOT OF GUN LEATHER  Includes two well-used shoulder holsters and a padded leather rifle sling.  The sling is tooled with quick
detach swivels, slightly dry but still in useable condition.  The two shoulder holsters are for a large frame automatic pistol with the elastics
moderately stretched but still useable.  (106086-6)

2517. LOT OF BALL AMMO  Includes 160 rounds of Israeli manufactured 7.92x57mm Mauser cartridges on five round stripper clips in
excellent condition.  (106129-9A9)

2518. LOT OF CZECH 308 BALL AMMO  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Samco Global corrosive primed, 1982 dated head stamp
with O on either side of the primer.  The ammo remains in very good overall condition.  (106129-9B)

2519. LOT OF CZECH 308 BALL AMMO  Includes four full 20 round and one partial (19) boxes of Samco Global corrosive primed, 1982
dated head stamp with O on either side of the primer.  The ammo remains in very good overall condition.  (106129-9B1)

2520. LOT OF CZECH 308 BALL AMMO  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Samco Global corrosive primed, 1982 dated head stamp
with O on either side of the primer.   The ammo remains in very good overall condition.  (106129-9B2)

2521. LOT OF CZECH 308 BALL AMMO  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Samco Global corrosive primed, 1982 dated head stamp
with O on either side of the primer.   The ammo remains in very good overall condition.  (106129-9B23)

2522. LOT OF CZECH 308 BALL AMMO  Includes five full 20 round boxes of Samco Global corrosive primed, 1982 dated head stamp
with O on either side of the primer.   The ammo remains in very good overall condition.  (106129-9B24)

2523. LOT OF ARGENTINE 308 BALL AMMO  Includes 100 rounds of 1982 manufactured surplus ammo marked 18 FLB 82 along
the head stamp in ten round stripper clips in a heavy canvas over-the-shoulder bandoleer.  The cartridges and bandoleer rate in very good
to excellent condition.  Also included with this lot are 30 ten round stripper clips in excellent condition.  (106129-9A8)

2524. LOT OF NATO SURPLUS 308  Includes six, 20 round boxes from multiple manufacturers.  First are three sealed 20 round boxes
of Portuguese 1984 manufactured ammo with FNM-81-46 head stamps in presumably very good condition.  Second is a sealed 20 round
box marked "20 Cartridges cal. 7.62mm Ball Lot: 13-80" in presumably very good condition.  Third are two boxes, one full and one par-
tial, containing 15 rounds on five round stripper clips.  The Brazilian made cartridges are in very good overall condition.  (106129-9A4)

2525. LOT OF NATO SURPLUS 308  Includes 120 rounds of Austrian manufactured ball cartridges in 20 round boxes labeled “HP 20
Cartridges cal 7,62 mm X 51 "NATO" Bala Normal”.  The boxes are sealed and the cartridges are in presumably very good condition.
(106129-9A)

2526. LOT OF NATO SURPLUS 308  Includes 120 rounds of Austrian manufactured ball cartridges in 20 round boxes labeled “HP 20
Cartridges cal 7,62 mm X 51 "NATO" Bala Normal”.  The boxes are sealed and three show handling damage and the cartridges are in pre-
sumably very good condition.  (106129-9A1)

2527. LOT OF NATO SURPLUS 308  Includes 120 rounds of Austrian manufactured ball cartridges in 20 round boxes labeled “HP 20 Cartridges
cal 7,62 mm X 51 "NATO" Bala Normal”.  The boxes are sealed and the cartridges are in presumably very good condition.  (106129-9A2)
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2528. LOT OF NATO SURPLUS 308  Includes 120 rounds of Austrian manufactured ball cartridges in 20 round boxes labeled “HP 20
Cartridges cal 7,62 mm X 51 "NATO" Bala Normal”.  Some of the boxes show minor handling wear and have been resealed with duct tape
but the cartridges remain in very good overall condition.  (106129-9A3)

2529. LOT OF MIXED SURPLUS NATO AMMUNITION  Includes six full 20 round boxes of 308 NATO.  First are five boxes of
Argentine manufactured ball cartridges with FLB head stamp markings all dated 1982 in very good condition.  Second is a single box of
ball cartridges marked "20 cartridges cal. 7,62mm Ball lot: 13-80” presumably in very good condition.  (106129-9A5)

2530. LOT OF 7.62X39MM  Includes 310 mixed manufactured ball cartridges in two bandoleers.  First is a cloth bandoleer marked 5.56mm
that contains 140 rounds with 40 of it being JSP round nose  cartridges all in excellent condition.  Second is a heavy canvas 10 pocket
bandoleer with 170 rounds of ball cartridges in excellent condition.  Also included in this bandoleer is a partial cleaning kit and a plastic
oiler, all items are in excellent condition.  (106129-9A10)

2531. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 199 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B10)

2532. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 190 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B7)

2533. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 180 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B8)

2534. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 185 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B12)

2535. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 140 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B11)

2536. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes about seven pounds of loose Argentine manufactured 308 NATO cartridges with FLB head stamp
showing a variety of dates in very good overall condition.  (106129-9A7)

2537. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes about eight pounds of loose mixed origin 308 NATO rounds in good to very good overall condi-
tion.  (106129-9A6)

2538. 308 BATTLE PACK  Includes a sealed 200 round battle pack of Portuguese manufactured 308 NATO ball ammunition marked FNM-
81-46 in presumably excellent condition.  (106129-11C)

2539. 308 BATTLE PACK  Includes a sealed 200 round battle pack of Portuguese manufactured 308 NATO ball ammunition marked FNM-
81-46 in presumably excellent condition.  (106129-11B)

2540. 308 BATTLE PACK  Includes a sealed 200 round battle pack of Portuguese manufactured 308 NATO ball ammunition marked FNM-
81-46 in presumably excellent condition missing its label.  (106129-11A)

2541. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round cardboard battle pack of German manufactured 8mm Mauser in 15 round
boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11D)

2542. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round cardboard battle pack of German manufactured 8mm Mauser in 15 round
boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11E) 

2543. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round cardboard battle pack (that has been reinforced with green duct tape) of
German manufactured 8mm Mauser in 15 round boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11F)

2544. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 190 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B6)

2545. LOT OF SURPLUS 308  Includes 210 rounds of 308 NATO from multiple manufacturers on five round stripper clips in three cloth
bandoleers in very good to near excellent condition.  (106129-9B5)

2546. 8MM MAUSER BATTLE PACK  Includes a 300 round cardboard battle pack of German manufactured 8mm Mauser in 15 round
boxes on five round stripper clips in very good overall condition.  (106129-11G)

2547. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 1x4 Vari-X IIc rifle / shotgun scope measuring 9 1/4" overall with a 20mm objective showing a
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The gloss black finish shows light ring marks on the 1" tube and the scope remains in excellent con-
dition.  (106393-44)

2548. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 1x4 Vari-X IIc rifle / shotgun scope measuring 9 1/4" overall with a 20mm objective showing a
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The gloss black finish shows light ring marks and scattered faint scratches on the 1" tube and the
scope remains in excellent condition.  (106393-13)

2549. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 3X9 Vari-X II gloss black finish scope with duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The scope mea-
sures 12 1/4" overall with a 40mm objective.  A solid performer in the woods or on the range in excellent condition needing only your
favorite rifle as a new companion.  (106393-77)  

2550. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a M8-4X compact rifle scope measuring 10 1/4" overall with duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.
The gloss black finish shows several faint scratches and light ring marks on the tube but remains in excellent condition ready for the woods.
(106393-49)

2551. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 1x4 Vari-X IIc rifle / shotgun scope measuring 9 1/4" overall with a 20mm objective showing a
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The gloss black finish shows light ring marks on the 1" tube and the scope remains in excellent con-
dition.  (106393-42)

2552. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 1x4 Vari-X IIc rifle / shotgun scope measuring 9 1/4" overall with a 20mm objective showing a
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The gloss black finish shows light ring marks on the 1" tube and the scope remains in excellent con-
dition.  (106393-1A)

2553. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 1.5x5 Vari-X III rifle scope measuring 9 1/4" overall with a 20mm Objective showing a duplex ret-
icle with clear crisp optics.  The gloss black finish shows faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube with a few light scratches.  The scope
remains in excellent condition.  (106393-10)

2554. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X III 6.5x20 E.F.R.  extended focus range rifle scope with target knobs in a glossy black finish.
The 1" diameter tube is free from any imperfections and shows the faintest of ring marks.  It measures 14 1/4" overall with a 50mm objective
showing a fine duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  The scope features a fast focus power ring and is in excellent condition.  (106393-90) 
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2555. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 3x9 Vari-X II gloss black finish scope with duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The scope mea-
sures 12 1/4" overall with a 40mm objective in excellent condition.  (106393-82)

2556. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 3X - 9X variable widefield low profile rifle scope.  The gloss black finish rates excellent, show-
ing only faint scratches and light ring marks along the 1" tube. The 40 mm objective lens shows crisp clean optics and has a standard
duplex reticle.   Measuring 12 3/4" overall this is a perfect match for your preferred deer rifle or target range gun and is in excellent con-
dition.  (106393-51)

2557. SWAROVSKI SCOPE LOT  Includes a Swarovski Habicht 6x42 Nova rifle scope.  The 12 1/2" gloss black finish scope shows sev-
eral light scratches and a pair of faint ring marks along the 1" tube.  The 42 mm objective has a No. 4 reticle and the optics are clear and
crisp as one would expect from a scope of this quality.  (106393-129)

2558. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a fixed 16X Benchrest / Varmint scope with 2 1/2" sun shade and adjustable objective.  The gloss
black finish rates excellent showing minor light scratches and the faints ring marks on the 1" diameter tube.  The scope measures 17 1/2"
overall with a 50 mm objective and features a Mil Dot reticle with crisp clear optics.  (106393-20)

2559. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 2x7 Vari-X IIc rifle / shotgun scope measuring 11" overall with a 40mm objective showing a
duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The gloss black finish shows light ring marks and a few scratches on the 1" tube but the scope
remains in excellent condition.  (106393-106)

2560. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X III 1.5-5x20mm variable scope with matte black finish and quick focusing power ring.  The
scope measures 9 1/2" overall and has clean crisp optics with a standard duplex reticle and is in excellent condition.  (106489-14A)

2561. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X III 1.5-5 variable scope with matte black finish and quick focusing power ring.  The scope
measures 9 1/2" overall and has clean crisp optics with a standard duplex reticle and is in excellent condition.  (106393-100A)

2562. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X 3x9 compact rifle scope.  The gloss black finish shows ever-so-faint ring marks along the
1" tube and the scope measures 11" overall with a 40 mm objective that has clean crisp optics and a duplex reticle. The scope is in excel-
lent condition.  (106393-102)

2563. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 2x7 Lo-Pro variable widefield scope with quick focusing power ring.  The scope measures 12" over-
all, with a glossy black finish that shows faint ring marks and a few light scratches along the 1" tube.  The scope has a target style knob for
the elevation adjustment and the optics are crisp and clear with an Accu-Range range finding reticle in excellent condition.  (106393-108)

2564. PECAR SCOPE LOT  Includes a Pecar of Berlin 4x81 scope with embossed leather lens covers.  The scope measures 12" overall with
a 26mm tube that shows faint ring marks in the gloss black finish.  The 40mm objective has a German type 1 reticle with crisp clean optics.
This is a magnificent Pecar that is sure to make all your friends at the range envious.  (106393-87)

2565. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes an M8  AO rifle scope.  The scope measures 12 1/2" overall with a 1" tube that shows light ring
marks.  The 42mm adjustable objective has a standard duplex reticle with crisp clear optics and is in excellent condition.  (106408-2)

2566. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X III 4.5-14x40mm AO scope that measures 12 1/2" overall with a 40mm objective with stan-
dard duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  There is a fast focus power ring and the scope is finished in gloss black and shows only the
faintest of ring marks on the 1" diameter tube.  This would be an excellent addition to any varmint or target rifle.  (106456-2)

2567. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a Vari-X III 6.5x20 AO scope with 2 1/2" sun shade in a glossy black finish.  The 1" diameter tube
is free from any imperfections and shows the faintest of ring marks.  It measures 16 1/2" overall with a 50mm objective showing a fine
duplex reticle and crisp clear optics.  The scope features a fast focus power ring and is in excellent condition.  (106393-104A)

2568. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a VX-1 3-9x40mm Shotgun / Muzzleloader variable scope in matte black with Leupold style rings.
The objective has a standard duplex reticle and the optics are crisp and clear.  Included with the scope are a set of Butler Creek flip up
lens covers.  (106489-9A)

2569. LEUPOLD SCOPE LOT  Includes a 3x9 Vari-X II gloss black finish scope with duplex reticle with crisp clear optics.  The scope measures
12 1/4" overall and has faint ring marks with a 40mm objective in excellent condition, also included is a rubber bikini lens cover.  (106461-9A)

2570. BUSHNELL SCOPE LOT  Includes an Elite 4200 adjustable objective scope with quick focusing power ring.  The scope is in a matte
black finish showing faint ring marks on the 1" diameter tube.  The 40mm objective has a mil dot reticle and the optic is crisp and clear.
Included with the scope is a set of Bushnell lens covers both items are in excellent condition.  (10648915A)

2571. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3D)

2572. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55gr., FMJ-SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (105458-3F)

2573. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (105458-4)

2574. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (105458-4B)

2575. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (105458-4A)

2576. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes six sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-SP cartridges in excellent con-
dition.  (105458-3G)

2577. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-4C)

2578. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3B)

2579. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3I)

2580. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-SP cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3H)

2581. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3C)
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2582. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3A)

2583. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3E)

2584. LOT OF AMMUNITION  Includes five sealed 20 round boxes of M&M Reloads .223 Rem., 55 gr., FMJ-BT cartridges in excellent
condition.  (105458-3)

2585. LOT OF FLASHLIGHTS  Four mini-flashlights; first is an unmarked single bulb measuring 5 1/2" overall in excellent condition.
Second is a Mini-Maglite three bulb 6" chrome colored light in very good condition.  Third is a black Lightsaver 6" with strobe style sin-
gle light that has been modified with friction tape to create more comfortable holding position for use.  Fourth is an unmarked black 9 LED
light measuring 4" overall.  The lights are all in working condition.  (105458-2)

2586. OPTICS LOT  Three items; first is a Noble fixed 4x32 rifle scope with rings.  The gloss black finish has several scratches and the 32mm
Objective shows clean crisp optics with a fine crosshair reticle.  Second is a Tasco fixed 4x15 air rifle scope with rings to fit a 1/2" rail.  The
scope has slightly cloudy optics with a fine crosshair reticle and comes with a single lens cap.  Third is a pair of Bushnell Xtra-Wide fixed 4x21
power binoculars.  The optics are clear and crisp and the binoculars are in excellent condition and come with a carry strap.  (105458-5D)

2587. KNIFE LOT  Includes four auto assist pocket knives.  First are two Maxam Speedster folding knives with belt clip.  Measuring 7" over-
all with a 3" drop point style blade.  The blade is equipped with ambidextrous thumb studs with Blackie Collins signature and the black
nylon grips are textured.  Both knives rate near excellent in condition.  Second is a United Cutlery Marine Force Recon folder measuring
8 1/2" overall with a 3 1/2" needle point blade showing a false unsharpened edge.  The knife has a silver digital camo pattern on the han-
dles and comes in its original box in excellent condition.  Third is a Meyerco folding pocket knife with aluminum handles 6 1/4" overall with
a 2 3/4" straight half-serrated blade.  The blade is unsharpened and bears Blackie Collins signature and the knife comes in its original box
in excellent condition.  (105458-2E)

2588. BARREL LOT  Includes an H&R Pardner 28", 12 ga., 3" chambered single shot barrel with bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains
75% original blue with scattered spots of oxidation staining near its entire length.  The entire lower lug has been broken off.  (105458-8)

2589. LOT OF AIR RIFLES  Includes two Chinese-manufactured break action, spring-actuated rifles.  First is a Pioneer .177 cal., 15" barrel
with good overall bore.  The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation staining.  The one piece stock
rates very good overall with several scattered handling marks, scratches, and impressions.  There is a 2 1/2" long crack running foreword
with the grain from the triggerguard.  Second is a Pioneer .177 cal., 19" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain 90%
plus original blue with speckles of light oxidation staining near its length and the one piece wooden stock rates very good with several
light handling marks.  (105458-8, 9) 

2590. LOT OF FIXED BLADE KNIVES  Nine total; first is a 6 1/2" overall with 3 1/4" double edged blade boot knife with leather sheath.
The blade is marked “explorer boot” along the face and there is verdigris present along the brass. Second is a Boker Besh neck knife with
sheath.  The knife measures 7 1/4" overall with a 4 1/8" Besh -Wedge grind dagger style blade.  The handles are a textured synthetic held
in place by two screws and the knife is in near excellent condition.  Third is a three piece Skyhawk Dakota throwing knife set with para-
chute cord wrapped handles and a nylon sheath.  The knives measure 6 1/2" overall and are in excellent condition.  Fourth is an unmarked
set of multi colored steel throwing knives in a leather sheath.  The knives measure 7 1/4" overall and are blue, green and red in color in
very good overall condition.  Fifth is a like new-in-the box United Cutlery "Ranger" slim profile covert ops knife with sheath in its original
box.  Item is in as near new condition.   (105458-2B)

2591. LOT OF DAISY AIR RIFLES  Two first is a Model 99 with the Rogers Arkansas address on the barrel.  The metal surfaces retain
about 80% of their original finish with loss due to oxidation staining and scattered scratches.  The two piece wooden stocks rate very good
to near excellent with the expected light scratches and dings with scattered flakes in the varnish.  Second is a Co2 300 air rifle with Rogers
Arkansas address on the barrel.  The metal surfaces retain 95% of their original blue with spots of light oxidation staining with several small
scratches throughout.  The two piece checkered simulated wood thumb hole style stock rates excellent showing crisp points on the check-
ering and a few light scratches scattered around the butt.  (105458-13, 14)

2592. DAISY AIR RIFLE  A model 250 break action .22 cal rifle with a 15 1/2" barrel with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
90% plus original blue with scattered spots of light oxidation staining.  The reservoir is marked "For Daisy In Scotland 250" and the one
piece wood stock rates very good showing several light handling marks and scratches near its entire length.  (105458-10)

2593. REMINGTON STOCK LOT  Includes a Model 1889 buttstock.  The checkered walnut stock is in very good overall condition show-
ing some light scratches in the finish with slightly rounded points on some of the checkering around the pistolgrip.  It does have a com-
plete intact checkered buttplate bearing the RA logo.  (105458-5E)

2594. RELOADING PRESS  Includes a cast single stage C-H Die Co., single stage Super C reloading press.  The press needs only your
favorite caliber die to be put back into action and is in very good overall condition.  (105458-6)

2595. BARREL LOT  Includes a Traditions Inc., 24", .32 cal., muzzle loading barrel with very good bore showing scattered spots of oxida-
tion staining predominately around the rear sight and nipple lug.  There are a couple of bare metal spots and the barrel rates good
overall.  (105458-7)

2596. STOCK LOT  Includes an unmarked percussion rifle stock, likely from a kit, with the trigger, triggerguard, wedge pin escutcheons, and
a rear sling swivel.  The stock measures 26" overall and is in very good to near excellent condition showing only minor scratches and dings
in the finish.  (105458-7A)

2597. LOT OF AIR RIFLES  Includes two Daisy .177 cal rifles.  First is a Powerline 860 with checkered plastic simulated wood stock in very
good condition.  The metal surfaces retain 90% of their original painted finish with some loss due to oxidation along the top of the barrel.
Second is a Powerline 880 with diamond checkered plastic simulated wood stock in very good condition.  (105458-11, 12)  

2598. RAMROD LOT  Includes two new in the package Knight Standard 26" ramrods in excellent condition.  (105458-15)
2599. AIR RIFLE LOT  Includes a Crosman 1077 Repeater; Co2 powered .177 cal., repeater with bright excellent bore.  The metal surfaces

show light oxidation staining mostly near the muzzle and the one piece checkered plastic stock rates very good overall.  Included with the
rifle are the original box and owner's manual (no magazine included).  (105458-17)

2600. LOT OF MIXED SPORTING ITEMS  First is a small hatchet made in China with a 13 1/2" hardwood handle in excellent condi-
tion.  Second is a partial Connecticut Valley Arms 50 Caliber percussion Kentucky Pistol missing several parts.  Of the included parts the
brass triggerguard, ramrod thimbles, front sight and forend cap all have a lovely ochre patina and the barrel retains 98% original blue.  The
walnut stock rates near excellent with a few light handling marks and a couple spots of flaked finish.   (105458-5A)

2601. SHOOTERS LOT  Six items; first is a bag of CBC percussion caps.  There are 19, 100-count tins of No.56 caps in excellent condition.
Second is a walnut Thompson gun forend in excellent condition with mounting screw.  Third is a set of Millet shooters blocks in very good
overall condition.  Fourth are two Passport high rise pancake ambidextrous holsters.  One is a model A2 and the other is an R3/R4/R6 both
in excellent condition.  Fifth is a bag containing approximately 300 unprimed 44 Russian casings in excellent condition.  (105458-5, 2D)
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2602. POCKET KNIFE LOT  Eight assorted folding pocket knives.  First is a two blade folding knife with synthetic grips that have a bronze
sea horse and Florida mounted to one side.  Measuring 6" overall with a 2 1/2" drop point blade and a 1 3/4" spay point blade.  Second is
a single blade folder measuring 8 1/4" overall with a 3 1/4" drop point blade.  The plastic camo pattern handles rate fair showing multiple
cracks.  Third is a two blade folder measuring 5 3/4" overall with a 1 3/4" drop point and 1 1/4" spay point blades showing some light oxi-
dation staining.  Fourth is a three blade Master Mechanic knife measuring 9" overall with a 3" drop point, 2" spay point, and a 2 1/2" ser-
rated sheep's foot blade all showing light amounts of oxidation staining.  Fifth is a folding lock blade knife measuring 8 1/4" overall with a 3
1/2" drop point blade.  The plastic handles have a flying dragon on one side and is black on the other.  Sixth is a Cabela's Club 10 year
member knife a single blade folder with wood handles and measures 6 1/4" overall with a 2 3/4" drop point blade.  Seventh is a 13 func-
tion Swiss Army style knife complete with tooth pick and tweezers.  Eighth is a sheathed Buck 500 folding lock blade knife with chrome and
wood handles measuring 7 1/4" overall with a 3" drop point blade.  The knives are in good to very good condition overall.  (105458-2C)

2603. SPORTING AND CUSTOM KNIFE LOT  Five knives; first is a Remington fixed blade sporting knife with leather washer handle
and sheath.  Measuring 7 1/4" overall showing traces of etching along the oxidation stained skinner style blade.  Second is a “Jordan
Solingen made in Germany” marked knife measuring 8" overall with a leather washer handle and skinner style blade, comes with a poor
condition leather sheath.  Third are two custom knives, the first measures 6 1/2" overall with a twisted steel wrought iron style handle.  The
blade measures 3 3/4" and shows pitting and oxidation staining near its entire length.  The second knife  measures 6 1/2" overall with an
imitation stag handle that shows glue staining and a small crack near the tang.  The straight blade measures 2 3/4" with light to moder-
ate oxidation staining present.  Fourth is a full tang fixed blade knife measuring 12 3/4" overall marked WG and Windlass on the blade.
The straight blade has not been sharpened and the knife comes with a decorative sheath.  (105458-2A)

2604. BROWNING GUN CASE  Includes a flexible padded leather and canvas take down case measuring roughly 36"x11 1/2" dark brown
in color still wrapped in the original plastic wrap in as-new condition.  (106429-2)

2605. BROWNING GUN CASE  Includes a flexible padded leather and canvas take down case measuring roughly 36"x11 1/2" dark brown
in color still wrapped in the original plastic wrap in as-new condition.  (106429-2A)

2606. BROWNING GUN CASE  Includes a flexible padded leather and canvas take down case measuring roughly 36"x11 1/2" dark brown
in color still wrapped in the original plastic wrap in as-new condition.  (106429-2B)

2607. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is a 335 page illustrated hardcover title Six Guns, by Elmer Keith, copyright 1961.  The dust cover is
intact and complete showing some yellowing on the cover and pages, otherwise this personally signed and dedicated copy is in excellent
condition.  Second is a 256 page illustrated hardcover title Rifles and Machine Guns, by Will Fowler and Patrick Sweeny, copyright 2007.
The book does not have a dust cover but is in excellent condition.  Third is an illustrated 366 page hardcover title Guns of the World, pub-
lished by Bonanza Books, copyright 1977.  The book and dust cover are in excellent condition.  Fourth is a 272 page hardcover title The
Collecting of Guns, edited by James E. Serven, copyright 1964.  The book shows some light yellowing to the pages and the dust cover has
several small tears along the edges but is in very good overall condition.  (105458-1)

2608. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is an illustrated 320 page hardcover title Action Shooting Cowboy Style, by John Taffin, copyright 1999
in good overall condition.  The book has suffered some liquid damage.  Other than a red stain on the back inside cover and several wrin-
kled pages, the book remains in good overall condition.  Second is a 160 page hardcover title America's Heroes, published by Peter L.
Bannon, copyright 2001 in excellent condition.  Third is a 384 page illustrated hardcover title Story of the Great American West, A Readers
Digest Book, copyright 1977 complete with dust cover in excellent condition.  Fourth is an illustrated 618 page hardcover title The Mystic
Warriors of the Plains, by Thomas E. Mails, copyright 1972.  The book and illustrated dust cover are in excellent condition.  (105458-1A)

2609. LOT OF SIX BOOKS  First is an illustrated 192 page hardcover title Old Forts of the Far West, by Herbert M. Hart, copyright 1967 in
fair to good condition.  Includes a moderately scuffed dust cover.  Second is an illustrated 160 page hardcover title Wild Bill and
Deadwood, by Mildred Fielder, copyright 1965 in fair condition.  The book has suffered damage from liquids and now has heavily wrin-
kled pages red stains and mildew stains but remains complete and legible.  Third is a 256 page illustrated hardcover title Before Barbed
Wire, by Mark H. Brown and W.R. Felton, copyright 1956.  The book is in very good condition with a mostly complete dust cover that has
several tears and scuffs.  Fourth is a 128 page illustrated soft cover title Guns of the Old West an illustrated history, by Dean K. Boorman,
copyright 2004 in near excellent condition.  Fifth is a 348 page illustrated hardcover title Picture Maker of the Old West, by Clarence S.
Jackson, copyright 1947 in good overall condition.  There light foxing present on some of the pages and the spine is starting to weaken
but remains intact.  Sixth is a 280 page illustrated hardcover title The Hunters and the Hunted, by George Laycock, copyright 1990 in very
good overall condition complete with dustcover.  (105458-1B)

2610. LOT OF FOUR BOOKS  First is a 621 page illustrated hardcover title Speer Reloading Manual number 11, copyright 1987, a second
print edition in very good condition.  Second is a 680 page soft cover title Pet Loads, by Ken Water's, copyright 1980 fifth edition print in
good overall condition.  The book shows signs of water damage and has several folded corners.  Third is an illustrated 336 page soft cover
title Black Powder Handbook & Loading Manual, Lyman Publications second edition print in very good plus condition.  Fourth is a 320 page
soft cover title Metallic Cartridge Reloading, edited by Robert S.L. Anderson, copyright 1982 in good overall condition.  (105458-1C)

2611. LOT OF EIGHT BOOKS AND PERIODICALS  First are two issues of Field and Stream one dated June, 1943 and the other July,
1958 both in near excellent condition.  Second is a 42 page soft cover title Principals of Personal Defense, by Jeff Cooper in good overall con-
dition.  Third is a 63 page publication by Garcia titled Improve your Pan Fishing, by Mark Sosin in very good condition.  Fourth is a 286 page
illustrated soft cover title Bob McNally's Fishermen's Knots, Fishing Rigs, and How To Use Them, by Bob McNally, copyright 1993, in good
overall condition.  Fifth is an illustrated copy of Robinson Crusoe, by Daniel Defoe in fair condition.  Sixth is a 160 page illustrated hardcover
title Freshwater Gamefish of North America, by Dick Sternberg, copyright 1987 in excellent condition.  Seventh is a 176 page illustrated hard-
cover title the New Complete Angler, by Stephen Downes and Martin Knowelden, copyright 1983 in excellent condition.  (105458-1D)

2612. HI-STANDARD MODEL H-D MILITARY SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #170724, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore.  This
pistol retains about 80 - 85% of its original blue finish with most of the loss on the sides of the barrel, grip frame and slide.  The blue has
worn fairly evenly on the grip frame and right side of the barrel but the left side of the barrel and slide is scattered, giving a mottled appear-
ance.  The checkered plastic grips are in very good condition with lightly flattened diamond points and a scattered assortment of dents,
scratches and scuff marks.  The pistol includes a single ten round, two tone magazine.  (86229-513) {C&R} (200/400)

2613. DAMASCUS SMALL FIGHTER KNIFE BY ENCE  This is a lovely damascus fighting knife designed by the late Jim Ence of Utah.
The knife measures 9 3/8” overall with a 5 1/4” tapered
full tang blade equipped with a 2” sharpened false
edge.  The blade remains unsharpened and retains its
entire swirl damascus pattern also present on the bol-
sters and along the tang.  The handle is a curved
almost birdshead shaped mother-of-pearl fastened by
four small dull small pins. An attractive excellent condi-
tion custom fighting knife.  (56237-7) (500/700)
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2614. CUSTOM DUSTY MOULTON NIGHT
WING KNIFE ENGRAVED BY
SUTHERLAND  This one-of-a-kind fixed blade
offering by Dusty Moulton of Tennessee measures 9
3/8” overall with a 4 1/8”  tapered full tang quenched
CPM 154CM steel blade equipped with dual thumb
serrations and finger rest.  The blade remains
unsharpened and bright.  The curved finger grip
palmwood handle has attractive black highlights and
are secured by four small mosaic pins.  The nickel sil-
ver bolsters have been engraved by Doug Sutherland
of Illinois with a nice flowing scroll with gold inlays and
black contrasting highlights.  Knife includes a hand
stitched black dyed leather sheath with handle snap
and black belt clip.  A fantastic custom knife for carry
or display.  (56237-4)                               (300/500)

2615. SMITH & WESSON SIGMA MODEL SW40C
SEMI-AUTO PISTOL serial #PAL5368, 40 S&W,
4" barrel with an excellent, bright bore. The metal sur-
faces retain 98% original blue with a few light handling marks.  The synthetic frame with integrated grip rates excellent.  The pistol comes with
a single 10 round magazine, loaded chamber indicator, manual, and factory original box.  (146330-102) (200/400)

2616. HOPKINS & ALLEN ARMS BOXLOCK DOUBLE SHOTGUN serial #47099, 12 Ga., 30" twist steel barrels with excellent,
bright bores.  The barrels rate excellent retaining about 98% of their damascus pattern, with limited handling and wear marks including
some scratches.  The frame rates good exhibiting a mottled gray state with extensive brown patina.  The wood forend and flat knob pis-
tolgrip stock rate good, with several small dings, sparse scratches, a sizeable gouge on the left side of the stock just above the trigger
guard, and two cracks on the bottom of the stock where it meets the frame, with an additional shallow crack on the left side of the stock
above the screw at the rear of the triggerguard.  The shotgun features double triggers. (146501-1) {C&R} (200/300)

2617. VINTAGE RANDALL MODEL 4 BIG GAME
AND SKINNER FIXED BLADE KNIFE  This
older model 4 knife measures 9 3/4” overall with a 5”
curved clip point tool steel blade.  The blade remains
unsharpened and the bright finish is softening to a soft-
er gray metal with a few specks of light freckling on the
obverse side and a larger 2” area of freckling and
brown tarnish from years of sheath storage.  The brass
single hilt has mellowed to a dull ochre patina with
some areas of light tarnish.  The slightly curved stag
handle has a nicely darkened tobacco color and is fas-
tened by a single brass pin and is equipped with a lan-
yard hole and a faded red, white and blue leather spac-
er collar.  Knife includes a Heiser model A leather
sheath with medium coarse gray crystolon hone in
pocket and brown Lucite Randall Made marked United
Carr snaps.  The sheath is in very good to fine condi-
tion with a few light scuffs, stains and a nicely done
stitched repaired handle strap which quite possibly be
a factory repair.  A very good overall condition early
model 4 Randall.  (56020-R252) (300/500)

2618. RANDALL MODEL 3-6 HUNTER FIXED
BLADE KNIFE  This knife measures 10 5/8” over-
all with a 6” clip point stainless steel blade.  The blade
remains unsharpened and bright as does the brass
single hilt and smooth circular buttcap.  The handle is
genuine stag separated by thin red, white and black
leather spacers.  Knife includes a Sullivan’s model A
leather sheath with hone in pocket.  An excellent
Randall model 3 Hunter.  (56020-R245)   (400/600)

2619. MAGAZINE LOT   A 71 round drum style magazine
for the Russian PPSH-41 Submachine gun.  The maga-
zine retains about 50% of its original blue finish blend-
ing with areas of light oxidation staining.  It appears
complete and in working order, a light cleaning could
spruce this right back into shape.  (106069-1)

2620. LOT OF MAGAZINES  Includes three pistol
magazines first is a pair of Colt 1911 military magazines that retain about 50% of their original blue finish and are serial numbered along
the floorplates “55725” and “25973” in very good to excellent condition.  Second is a High Standard military HD. magazine missing the
spring stop.  (105366-3)

2621. LOT OF .30 CALIBER BULLETS This lot consists of one box and two bags of bullets.  Included are one unopened box of (50)
Nosler .308”, 165 grain Partition bullets; one bag of approximately (50) .309”, 150 grain, flat nose Winchester silvertip bullets; and one bag
of approximately (170) .308”, 147 grain full metal jacketed boattail bullets with cannelure.  All are in near excellent condition.  (84287-5A6)

2622. MILITARY LOT  This lot consists of an unmarked M1936 pistol belt. The olive canvas material exhibits wear and soiling. The metal
parts retain 95% original black finish with only minor wear. The buckle fittings are cast alloy indicating post 1942 manufacture. The belt
includes a khaki tri-fold pouch which is stamped "Property U.S. Navy" on the inside of the top flap. The belt exhibits minor wear with the
lot in excellent condition overall.  (65865-169BD)
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2623. LARGE 48-STAR AMERICAN FLAG  This is a large size, sewn, 48-star American flag.  The hoist measures  8' while the fly mea-
sures 12’.  The flag is in overall very good plus to near excellent condition and is intact.  The material is a somewhat open weave and like-
ly wool bunting, the stars are a slightly tighter weave and may be cotton.  The flag is of all-sound construction with a canvas sleeve con-
taining a manila hemp halyard.  The sleeve is unmarked and the flag shows no mothing, there are a few spots of light moisture staining,
they are very unobtrusive.  Really a very nice sewn 48-star flag overall, perfect for display in any gun room or Second World War-era col-
lection.  See the full size image on page 130. (36512-4)

2624. LOT OF BROTHEL TOKENS   This lot consists of five facsimile
brothel tokens of stamped brass.  They represent tokens from such places
as a Yuma, Arizona Territory; Goldfield, Nevada; Hangtown, Cal.; and El
Paso Texas.  They are all somewhat amusing, the “Uncle Sam Hotel” in
Yuma, Arizona Territory has “12 Beautiful Young Ladies to Assist You”
while “Lillie’s Saloon/Hangtown California” has a token which is “good for
all night” the front reading “One Pinch Gold Dust for One Screw” Swedes.
saloon is also good for all night, the obverse of their token being rather
generous “Good for/Screw/Stogie/Whiskey”, sounds like a nice package
deal all in all.  The “Cuspidor Saloon” in El Paso Texas features an all-night
$3 check, for one screw.  The “Adobe Concert Hall” of Goldfield Nevada
token is for “One First-Class Lay” with “Satisfaction Guaranteed”.  Two are
a goldenrod patina, three have toned to ocher, three show some verdigris
or green oxidation on their back but overall they rate about excellent.  A
neat lot overall, original brothel tokens are quite collectible and expensive
these days.  (36512-7)

2625. LOT OF CIVIL WAR RELICS This lot consists of a small Riker box
and a small bag containing excavated relics.  The Riker box consists of three dug projectiles, two of which appear to be standard 58 cal-
iber Minie balls, one is a 54 caliber Minie-style ball, showing oxidation and ingrained dirt.  There is a small circular piece of rust which may
likely be a button of some kind.  There is a brass hook and button of one-piece construction, the hook is rather J-shaped the button mush-
room-head.  The bag comes with four projectiles and a printed card explaining the relics stating “These Bullets Are in Their Original State
As Found in the Battlefield Thick with Virginia Dust”.  The interior explains the enclosed projectiles: “Round Ball”, .58 Minie Ball; Sharps
Carbine (2 rings) and finally Spencer Carbine (3 rings).  There are indeed a round ball included, what appears to be a standard Minie ball
and .54 caliber two-groove bullet with hollow base and .52 caliber three groove bullet.  There is a small narrative relating to each projec-
tile and in some cases the weapon in which it was used.  The projectiles all show moderate oxidation and ingrained dirt.  A neat lot of Civil
War relics overall.  (36512-10)

2626. LOT OF FIREARMS RELATED PAPER This lot consists of 10 catalogs or pamphlets.  First is a Thompson Center Arms
Muzzleloading Sales Manual.  Inside is a primer on "Selling to the Muzzleloading Customer”.  Various talking points are included and then
each of Thompson Center’s products is explained in detail.  A sample merchandising rack is discussed as well and 10 Thompson Center
hand-out pamphlets are included giving the consumer 23 important points about owning, shooting and caring for muzzleloading firearms.
Additionally in the folder is the Thompson Center Arms catalog No. 16 with the Bobcat on the cover; it rates excellent.  Also included is the
Thompson Center Arms catalog No. 8  with the bear rug on the cover, it rates about excellent as well.  Next is a small three-ring binder with
the “Ruger Catalog of Parts”; prices are effective November 1987 and parts diagrams include the Hawkeye, Bearcat, semi-auto pistols and
revolvers, both single and double action.  Long arms include the 44 Carbine the “Mini” series, 77 rifles, single shot rifles and the over under
shotguns.  Overall about excellent with the lower right corner showing some slight black staining from a solvent or other (?), it is unobtru-
sive.  Next is a Browning Centennial catalog from 1978 rating about very good with some scuffs folds and light wrinkles, the spine showing
a taped repair.  Encompasses the complete line of firearms, accessories, hunting clothing, archery equipment, fishing tackle and golf carts.
Next is a Browning Gun Parts pricelist from 1992-4 showing the schematics and parts breakdowns for the A-500, Auto 5 , B-2000, B-80,
BPS, BSS and over-unders including the slide action models.  Centerfire rifles from the 1885 through the A-bolts and BBR’s and 1895’s are
covered.  The rimfire rifles are covered and the Browning pistols from High-Power through the Challenger II & III are included as well as a
product service pricelist in the very back and giving Browning gunsmithing shop pricing; overall very good plus.  Also included is a smaller
Browning catalog from 1983, encompassing the entire line of firearms knives, archery equipment and apparel, rating excellent .  There is a
1977 Savage Arms catalog included rating about very good also including a small pamphlet from 1983.  There is an Ithaca Gun 100 year
anniversary 1880-1980 catalog included, also rating about very good, Ithaca still located on Gun Shop Hill, Ithaca New York at the time prior
to the move up to King Ferry.  There is a 1988-89 Connecticut Valley Arms parts digest showing
schematics and part numbers of all their product line at the time; rates very good plus overall.
Last is a small single page broadsheet on the AR 7 Explorer from Charter Arms Corporation
rating good and an interesting fold-out on New Hampshire Wildlife from the New Hampshire
Fish and Game Department rating near very good.  An eclectic but interesting lot overall with
some very good information included.  (36512-5H)

2627. MOROCCAN MAGHRIBI SNAPHAUNCE MUSKET
About 54 cal., 48” part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized
bore.  The barrel is primarily a dull plum brown with some minor
oxidation and light turned medials at the muzzle.  There is a sim-
ple iron front sight, deep square notch rear sight and light silver
incise decoration at the transition from round to octagon.  The
rear of the barrel shows some copper and silver geometric inlays
as well as deeply sunken touch marks which are no longer legi-
ble.  The barrel is retained with 10 hammered brass capucines,
one of which is a replacement and unadorned, the balance of-
which show light geometric and floral hammering.  The
snaphaunce-style lock with Miquelet style hammer is a dull gun-
metal gray with some light oxidation staining and very light geo-
metric decoration.  The hardwood stock rates about very good
and shows numerous genuine mother-of-pearl floral or foliate
inlays, as well as some silver wire inlays.  The brass triggerguard
shows some rudimentary scroll.  The lock is not functional but
what is likely the original ramrod is present.  Really a very attrac-
tive example overall.  (36225-34) {ANTIQUE}          (500/700)
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2628. MOROCCAN MAGHRIBI MIQUELET MUSKET About .68 cal., 44 3/4” part octa-
gon part round barrel with a flared slightly cannon-
belled muzzle.  The barrel shows some light engrav-
ing at the muzzle with slightly more at the transition

from round to octagon and is an
overall deep pewter gray patina,

toning more to a plum
nearer the breech.  The maghribi patilla-style

lock is primarily a pewter gray with light brown oxi-
dation, it is lightly chiseled and shows some simple
engraving.  The barrel is retained with five hammered sil-
ver capucines and the stock is covered with hammered
silver for most of its length.  The hammerings are floral,
oddly with acorns, with a geometric and rope border.
This sheet silver continues along the toeline and comb
line and flanking the left and right sides of the butt and
the stock flats.  The hardwood stock rates very good
showing a number of minor drying cracks, most promi-
nent at the rear capucine.  There are a number of moth-

er-of-pearl inlays in geometric decoration, lightly incised with
red enamel.  A few of the mother-of-pearl inlays have fallen out, most prominently on the left and right of the tang and there was clear-
ly some manner of covering at the butt which is no longer present either.  The lock does however function mechanically and the gun is
very attractive overall.  No ramrod is present.  (36131-25) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)

2629. MOROCCAN MAGHRIBI MIQUELET MUSKET About .68 cal., 44” part
octagon part round barrel with a flared muzzle.  The muzzle shows some light silver incise Damascening, also

with a small 1/4” by 1/8” hole through its side.  There is some light incise engraving at the rear nearer the breech, the breech
showing two inlaid silver bands.  There is a simple bead front sight and iron V-notch rear sight present.  The barrel is retained with
five hammered brass capucines, likely a sixth was present, it is missing.  The barrel and patilla style lock are an overall oxidized brown

patina with some pewter undertones.  The Mediterranean hardwood stock rates very good plus and is near overall-covered with sheet iron
which is also a brown and pewter patina.  It is overall engraved with light floral and geometric decoration featuring a very thin wrist and
wide flaring fishtail butt.  The lock is not mechanically functional and one of the capucines shows an old period repair.  An interesting and
very attractive variation overall.  (36229-313) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (400/600)

2630. INTERESTING NORTH AFRICAN PERCUSSION MAGHRIBI MUSKET
About .70 cal., 46 1/4” round barrel showing a scant Damascus pattern, primarily a pewter gray.  The bar-

rel is retained with 12 brass capucines and an iron band nearer the lockplate.  The rudimentary percussion lock is an oxidized brown pati-
na.  The Mediterranean hardwood stock rates about very good showing a number of drying cracks and some fractures from the years but
is sound.  There is a hammered brass bolster at the rear of the breech keeping the stock from splitting due to recoil, it shows light geo-
metric engraving.  There are a number of star-shaped brass inlays, some of which are engraved and show some red enamel.  There is a
ribbed wrist support and both heel and toe have brass overlays with light engraving and red enamel accenting.  The lock does not hold on
cock currently.  The triggerguard is sheet iron and there are four heavy brass sling swivels, the original ramrod is included.  An interesting
and attractive southern Mediterranean percussion musket.  (36229-312) {ANTIQUE} [Elliott Riggs Collection] (400/600)

2631. PRO STEEL GUN SAFE  Measures 60 1/2”x30”x25” brown in color with red interior.  This is an older model with dial combination
and T-handle tumbler.  The exterior of the cabinet shows some minor flaking in the paint and the interior is red carpeted with accommo-
dations for up to 28 long guns with a single top shelf for small light weight accessories.  This would make a great security cabinet for the
camp or basement.  [Please note item must be picked up.]  (106019-26B)

2632. PRO STEEL GUN SAFE  Measures 60 1/2”x30”x25” brown in color with red interior.  This is an older model with dial combination
and T-handle tumbler.  The exterior of the cabinet shows some minor flaking in the paint and the interior is red carpeted with accommo-
dations for up to 28 long guns with a single top shelf for small light weight accessories.  The interior door plate has a broken bolt in the
top right corner that does not impede the doors performance.  This would make a great security cabinet for the camp or basement.  [Please
note item must be picked up.]  (106019-26C)

2633. PRO STEEL GUN SAFE  Measures 60 1/2”x30”x25” brown in color with red interior.  This is an older model with dial combination
and T-handle tumbler.  The exterior of the cabinet shows some minor flaking in the paint and the interior is red carpeted with accommo-
dations for up to 15 long guns with a full size top shelf and 3 half sized adjustable shelves for small light weight accessories.  This would
make a great security cabinet for the camp or basement.  [Please note item must be picked up.]  (106019-26D)

2634. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 602 measuring 63”x24”x19” keyed lock (two provided) from the bottom.
The cabinet has two adjustable wooden shelves trimmed with red felt for creating a 16 place secure space for ones long guns.  This is an
all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft.  [Please note item must be picked
up]  (106019-25E)

2635. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 602 measuring 63”x24”x19” keyed lock (two provided) from the bottom.
This is an all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft.  A near excellent condi-
tion safe that could serve multiple functions with the addition of shelving.  Also included is the warranty card packet. [Please note item
must be picked up]  (106019-25D)
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2636. TREADLOCK SECURITY CHEST  Sand colored model 601 measuring 63”x24”x19” keyed lock (one provided) from the bottom.
The cabinet has two adjustable wooden shelves trimmed with red felt for creating a 16 place secure space for ones long guns.  This is an
all steel constructed vertical chest that is not fire rated but will provide adequate prevention from theft.  [Please note item must be picked
up]  (106019-25C)

2637. BOX OF GALLAGER’S BREECH LOADING CARBINE CAR-
TRIDGES  This is an one-piece natural colored box containing 10 rds. of
paper cased Gallager's Breech Loading Carbine ammunition.  The box has
opened to expose contents with scuffed corners and a slightly off center label
which reads “10 Poultney’s Metallic/CARTRIDGES/Patented December 15th,
1863; 12CAPS,/for/Gallager’s Breech Loading Carbine,/50/100 Calibre”.  The
cartridges rate very good with light oxidation on the lead projectiles and slight
darkening to the paper cases.  (55658-12MH2)

2638. ORIGINAL PACKAGE OF JAPANESE NAMBU AMMUNITION
This is a one-piece natural colored box with matching paper top label con-
taining 15 rounds of 8 mm Nambu ammunition.  The box has been opened to
expose contents and  rates very good overall with a cellophane tape repaired
corner and some lightly scuffed edges.  Japanese symbols remain fully legible
on top label and bottom of box.  (55658-12MH1)

2639. VINTAGE BOX OF LEFAUCHEUX PINFIRE AMMUNITION
This is a two-piece natural colored cardboard box with salmon colored
top label which reads “10/ Lefaucheux Revolver Patronen/Cal 15 mm”.
The label remains fully intact with only some very light dirt staining.  The
box rates excellent with sharp corners and intact iron stapled seams.
(55658-12MH3)

2640. SAGE BOX OF 1865 SPENCER CARBINE AMMUNITION
This is a two-piece buff colored box with green top label containing (6)
seven-round, plain buff colored paper wrapped packages.  The label
reads “Forty-Two, Primed/METALLIC CARTRIDGES./for/SPENCER CAR-
BINE/Cal.50,…Model 1865. Manufactured By SAGE AMMUNITION
WORKS, Middletown, Conn.”  Both the outer lid and bottom box have cel-
lophane tape repaired corners which have separated once again.  One of
the inner packages have been opened and one of the cartridges is miss-
ing.  The exposed cartridges rate about very good with light oxidation on
the lead projectiles and light verdigris forming on the copper cases.
(55658-12M4)  

2641. WINCHESTER BOX OF 32 EXTRA LONG RIMFIRE AMMUNITION  This
is a two piece natural colored box with a green top label and side label. The top label

remains 98% intact with a few
light scuffs.  The side labels
remain about 98% intact with
light tears and scuffed edges.
The box itself rates fair remaining
sealed along the back edge with
separated edges and corners,
tears, old cellophane tape repairs
to the left side of the box.  The
cartridges rate very good with
lightly tarnished copper cases
and light oxidation on the lead
projectiles.  (55658-12M5)

2642. FRANKFORD ARSENAL BOX OF SPENCER CARBINE
BLANK AMMUNITION  This is a one-piece natural colored paper
wrapped package with pull cord and a blue top label of 10 rds. of 50 cal-
iber rim-primed Spencer Carbine blank cartridges.  The label remains
98% intact with a couple light scuffs along the edges.  The wrapper rates
excellent with pull cord intact.  (55658-12M6)
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2643. FRANKFORD ARSENAL BOX OF 38 REVOLVER AMMUNITION This is a one-piece brown box of 20 rds. of 38 caliber
revolver ball ammunition for Colt's double action revolver.  The box has been opened along the top to expose contents, the lid detached
but included.  The box rates good to about very good with light scuffs along the rounded edges and torn corners.  The cartridges have
1913 dated headstamps and rate about very good with light oxidation and verdigris on the brass cases.  (55658-12MH7) 

2644. LOT OF 1911 GOVERNMENT MODEL MAGAZINES Two unmarked government issued seven round 1911 magazines with
9/81 dated inventory tags.  The magazines are in excellent condition retaining 98% original blue with some specks of light oxidation stain-
ing.  (56229-A23M1) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

2645. LOT OF M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES Six magazines total: (3) 30 rd. magazines, one is marked "N.V.S."; (2) 15 rd. magazines, one
marked "R-O" and the other marked "AI" and (1) unmarked five rd. magazine.  The magazines are in fine to near excellent condition with
strong followers and retaining 95-98% original blue, some with minor light oxidation staining.  (56229-A23M2) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

2646. LOT OF M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES Six magazines
total: (3) 30 rd. magazines, two are marked "SEY" and the
other is marked "M2"; (2) 15 rd. magazines, one marked "AI"
and the other marked "SP-SG" and (1) unmarked five rd.
magazine.  The magazines are in fine to near excellent condi-
tion with strong followers and retaining 90-95% original blue,
some with minor light handling marks and oxidation staining.
(56229-A23M3) [Elliott Riggs Collection]

2647. TIPPING & LAWDEN PRESENTATION CASE This
is a walnut presentation case with an attractive burl lid with a
brass shield shaped monogram plate and five compartment
navy blue baize interior.  The interior lining is in excellent con-
dition remaining fully intact with some light ingrained dirt
staining and no label present.  The exterior wood surfaces rate
excellent with a handful of light dings and blemishes retaining
nearly all its original finish.  The monogram plate has been
lightly cleaned with remnants of light pinprick pitting, the
hinges have been replaced and are functional but do not seat
the dovetails properly, part of the interior latch is missing and
the key is not present.  A very good plus Tipping & Lawden
presentation case overall.  (56229-A52) [Elliott Riggs
Collection]                                                          (1000/1500)

2648. CUSTOM SOUTHERNER DERINGER
PRESENTATION CASE  This is a brass hinged
mahogany finger jointed veneer case with a purple
baize lining custom fitted to a Southerner Deringer.
The lining is in very good condition overall with an
intact but faded lining with a couple pin holes, light
ingrained dirt and loose wood trim.  The exterior
rates excellent with a couple light blemishes in a
deep reddish-brown finish and an inlaid rectangular
brass  monogram plate.  A key is include and fits the
lock but the mechanism no longer functions.  A nice
overall very good condition custom case for display-
ing a Southerner Deringer.  (56229-A42) [Elliott
Riggs Collection] (200/400)

2649. PERCUSSION REVOLVER PRE-
SENTATION CASE  This is a 5 3/4"x11
1/4" hinged and lockable walnut presenta-
tion case with a five compartment maroon
baize interior for a 5" barrel Manhattan or
similar percussion revolver. The interior has
been nicely relined and is in excellent con-
dition possibly needing a very light cleaning.
The exterior has been nicely refinished with
a few light blemishes still present along with
remnants of fine oxidation staining on the
cleaned inlaid shield shaped brass mono-
gram plate.  Included is a partial cardboard
tin of Goldmark percussion caps and a
combination nipple wrench/turnscrew.
There is no key present.  An overall near
excellent condition refinished percussion
revolver presentation case.  (56229-A49)
[Elliott Riggs Collection] (500/700)
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2650. ANTIQUE BRITISH WALNUT PRE-
SENTATION CASE  This is a 5 3/8"x12
3/8" hinged walnut presentation case with a
Victorian Patent lock and five compartment
forest green baize interior adapted to a
Cooper or other medium frame percussion
revolver.  The relined interior rates excellent
with one or two light scuffs and the bottom
has a recently replaced purple felt.  The exte-
rior has been lightly cleaned and refinished
with a handful of shallow dings and dents with
an inlaid cloud shaped brass monogram plate.
Included is a reproduction 3 3/4" brass bod-
ied martial powder flask, combination nipple
wrench/turnscrew, partial metal tin of
Goldmark percussion taps and six 31 caliber
lead round balls.  A neat custom casing for a
Cooper style revolver.  (56229-A48) [Elliott
Riggs Collection] (600/800)

2651. MITCHELL'S MAUSERS YUGOSLAVIAN M48 BOLT ACTION RIFLE BY ZAVASTA  serial #M7948, 8mm Mauser, 23
1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore that is mostly bright but has some moderate oxidation at the muzzle.  The metal surfaces retain about
95% arsenal blue with the only real loss being around the muzzle with the same oxidation that is affecting the bore.  There are a few addi-
tional areas of light surface oxidation as well.  The hardwood stock rates excellent and has some light handling marks.    The parts appear
to all be matching and included are a front sight hood, cleaning rod and leather sling.   The original box is also included but has suffered
some moderate moisture damage from poor storage.  Inside the box are a bayonet with scabbard and frog, the owner's manuals, a clean-
ing kit and a leather ammunition pouch.  (46223-32) {C&R} (150/250)

2652. GERMAN SPORT GUNS KALASHNIKOV SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #A338683, 22 LR, 16 1/2" barrel with a bright, excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 99% of the factory blue finish that have some light handling marks.  The black synthetic pistol-
grip, forend, and stock all rate excellent.  This AK styled rifle includes the sling swivels and comes with the original box which contains a
single 24 round magazine, lock with key, tools and manual.  A near new-in-box example overall imported ATI.  (46363-13) (250/350)

2653. BENELLI NOVA SLIDE ACTION SHOTGUN  serial #Z107976, 12 ga., 26" ventilated rib Benneli-choke barrel with a  bright,
excellent bore.  The barrel retains about 95% of the original matte blue finish that has light handling wear and areas of scattered light sur-
face oxidation.  The composite receiver and integral buttstock rate excellent as does the composite forearm, and have some light scratch-
es and other handling marks.  The shotgun features a red fiber optic front bead sight and has a brass mid-rib bead and included are a
single modified choke tube, a black, padded nylon sling and soft case.  The barrel is not numbered to the receiver and is likely a factory
replacement.  An excellent all-purpose sporting shotgun overall.  (46357-S17287) (200/400)

2654. CHARLES DALY FIELD SEMI-AUTO SHOTGUN serial #101520, 12 ga., 28" Daly-choke equipped ventilated rib barrel with an
excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% of the original matte blue finish that has some light handling wear and scratches pre-
sent.  The black synthetic forend and pistolgrip stock rate excellent and have some light scratches as well.  The rib features a brass bead front
sight and included is a single full choke.  An excellent condition sporting shotgun that was imported by KBI.  (46357-S16706) (200/400)

2655. REMINGTON MODEL 770 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #M71619138, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The
metal surfaces retain about 98% of the original matte blue finish and have areas of speckled light surface oxidation and light handling
marks.  The Realtree camo pattern synthetic stock rates excellent and is equipped with a solid recoil pad.  There are no provisions for
sights but mounted to the receiver is Bushnell 3-9X40 Sharpshooter riflescope that features a standard duplex reticle and has excellent
optics.  Included are a set of factory lens covers, a padded black nylon sling, a single detachable magazine and a soft case.   An excellent
condition Whitetail Pro series sporting rifle overall.  (46357-S17288) (250/350)

2656. REMINGTON MODEL 770 BOLT ACTION RIFLE  serial #71548019, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright, excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain about 90% of the original matte blue finish and have areas of light to moderate surface oxidation present.  The Realtree
camo pattern synthetic stock rates excellent.  The rifle comes with a Caldwell bipod and Bushnell 3-9X40 Sharpshooter riflescope.  The
scope features a standard duplex reticle and has excellent optics.  There is no magazine included, however one should be easy to obtain
though a local firearms retailer.  A very good example of these Whitetail Pro series rifles.  (46363-2) (150/250)

2657. FRANK WESSON FIRST TYPE TWO TRIGGER MILITARY RIFLE  serial #1499, 44 Rimfire, 24” octagon barrel with a very
good lightly pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are a mottled brown throughout and have areas of light handling wear mixing with overall light
surface oxidation and fine pinprick pitting.  The walnut straight grip stock rates excellent and has added finish over several light dings and
is equipped with the original curved metal buttplate.  The original sights are intact but missing is the slotted ring on the right side on the
barrel and frame.  The sling swivels are also no longer present.  An about very good example overall.  (45986-3) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2658. ITALIAN HAWKEN STYLE PERCUSSION RIFLE  serial #1220, .45 cal., 29” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel
rates excellent, retaining about 98% of its original blue finish and has some light handling wear present.  The lock retains a similar amount
of factory case colors.  The brass stock furniture has a light tarnish and traces of green verdigris.  The walnut stock rates excellent and
has a few light dings present.  The stock features patchbox on the right side of the butt and includes 3 ramrods, a leather sling, and a soft
case.  A nicely made Hawken styled rifle that is not maker marked and was likely built from a kit.  (46300-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/300)

2659. ITALIAN ZOUAVE PERCUSSION RIFLE  serial #39803, .58 cal., 32” barrel with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains about 98%
factory blue finish with only a few light wear marks.  The lock retains about 98% factory case colors.  The laminate wood stock rates excel-
lent but is rough and unfinished.  The brass furniture is bright.  The rifle features sling swivels, and has a brass patchbox on the right side
of the butt.  Included are a plain wood tompion and a correct style ramrod.  An excellent example in need of final finishing.  (46223-58)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)

2660. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO PARATROOPER CARBINE  serial #11472168, 7.62x39, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright,
excellent chrome lined bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% of the original blue finish that has some light handling wear along the
bearing surfaces.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have light dings and handling marks.  The numbers appear to be all matching
and the left side of the receiver is marked for arsenal 26 - the Jianshe Arsenal, and the serial number dates it to 1967. A green canvas
sling, cleaning rod and butt trap cleaning kit are included however the folding spike bayonet is missing.  Carbine is import marked.  An
excellent example overall of these paratrooper carbines.  (46381-20) (300/500)
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2661. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #1621358, 7.62x39, 20 1/2” barrel with a bright, excellent chrome lined
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue finish with some light handling wear present throughout.  The hardwood stocks
rate excellent and have a few very light dings and scratches.  The numbers appear to be all matching, including the stock, and the left side
of the receiver is marked "(triangle)636" for Chinese factory 636.  Included are the folding spike bayonet, a cleaning rod, the butt trap
cleaning kit and a canvas sling.   An excellent example overall that was imported by Poly USA.  (46381-19) (300/500)

2662. NORINCO TYPE 56 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #1616238, 7.62x39, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 95% original blue and have areas of light handling wear throughout.  The bolt is bright chrome and has a few areas of
light surface oxidation present.  The hardwood stocks rate near excellent and have added finish over a few light dings, the handguard has
a small arsenal filled repair.  The numbers appear to be all matching including the stock, and the left side of the receiver is marked "(tri-
angle)636" for Chinese factory 636.  Included are a folding spike bayonet, canvas sling, cleaning rod and butt trap cleaning kit.  An excel-
lent example overall that was imported by Poly USA.  (46381-18) (300/500)

2663. NORINCO SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #1615152J, 7.62x39, 20 1/2” barrel with an added compensator and a bright, excel-
lent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue with a few light handling marks present.  The rifle is equipped with a Tapco
black synthetic handguard and  buttstock that rate excellent and feature a six position collapsible butt and an SAW style pistolgrip with
storage compartment.  The bolt is numbered to the receiver which is marked "(triangle)326" for Chinese factory 326.  There is no bayo-
net or cleaning rod present, but rifle is equipped with a 30 round "duckbill" style magazine and has a canvas sling.  An excellent sporting
rifle overall that was imported by Poly USA.  (46343-1) (300/500)

2664. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #OU5063K, 7.62x39, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain
about 98-99% arsenal matte black finish, the bolt has been finished as well.  The laminate wood stocks rate near excellent and have a
few light dings and small divots.  The numbers appear to be all matching, including the buttstock, and included are the folding blade
bayonet, cleaning rod, butt trap cleaning kit and a canvas sling.  An excellent arsenal reworked SKS that was imported by Century Arms.
(46363-22) (300/500)

2665. RUSSIAN SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE BY IZHEVSK  serial #YUG266Y/RH205638, 7.62x39, 20 1/2” barrel with an excellent
bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% arsenal blue finish.  The hardwood stocks rate excellent and have some light dings and
scratches.  The numbers appears to be all matching, the stock has been renumbered to match, and the top cover is marked with the fac-
tory's star with arrow logo with a date of 1950.  Included are a folding blade bayonet, cleaning rod, and butt trap cleaning kit and a can-
vas sling.  Rifle was imported by KBI and is in excellent, arsenal restored condition overall.  (46357-S17166) {C&R} (300/500)

2666. YUGOSLAVIAN MODEL 59/66 SKS SEMI-AUTO RIFLE  serial #F-142086, 7.62x39, 21 1/2” barrel with grenade launcher
adapter and an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue that has areas of light handling wear present.  The
bolt is a mottled gray.  Rifle is equipped with a black synthetic Dragunov style pistolgrip buttstock by Tapco that rates excellent.  The wood
top handguard rates excellent as well and  has some light flaking to the added black finish.  The original top cover has been replaced with
one that has a Weaver style scope mount.  A folding bipod is included, but the bayonet and cleaning rod have been removed.  An excel-
lent sporting rifle overall.   (46356-D28857) (300/500)

2667. ISRAEL ARMS INTERNATIONAL M888-M1 CARBINE SEMI-AUTO RIFLE serial #M888-R207691, 22 Spitfire (5.7 mm
Johnson), 18” barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% or their original gray-green parkerized finish and have
some very light handling wear present.  Carbine is equipped with a Ramline black synthetic buttock and has an Ultimak picatinny hand-
guard, both which rate excellent.  The barrel band is missing its screw, but remains in place with the spring catch.  The carbine has no
sights and features an additional picatinny rail mounted to the receiver in place of the rear sight.  A single 15 round "IA" marked maga-
zine and a black nylon sling are included.  A great tactical or sporting carbine in an interesting caliber offering.  (46330-53) (300/500)

2668. MARLIN MODEL 444S LEVER ACTION RIFLE  serial #71176702,  444 Rem, 22" barrel with an excellent bore.  The metal sur-
faces retain about 98-99% original blue that has some light handling wear.  The walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings.
The pistolgrip buttstock is equipped with the original vented recoil pad but is missing the small buckeye insert, both it and the forearm
have sling swivels studs.  The original sights are intact and a scope base had been mounted to the top of the receiver but is no longer
present and the screw holes are vacant.  An excellent pre-cross bolt safety example that would make a terrific woods rifle for hunting large
game.  (46429-9) (300/500)

2669. NEW ENGLAND FIREARMS SB2 MAG SINGLE SHOT PARTNER SHOTGUN serial #NB345296, 10 Ga, 31” barrel with
a near excellent bore exhibiting slight, isolated oxidation and equipped with a modified fixed choke.  This shotgun retains about 60% of
its original blue finish exhibiting fairly even freckling on all the metal surfaces.  The wood finish on the buttstock and forend display scratch-
es, scuffs and moderate to heavy handling wear.  The left side of the buttstock shows evidence of having been sanded and refinished with
the wrist, lower section and edge of the buttstock still in the original finish blending into the new finish.  The lock up of the barrel to the
frame is still tight and the buttstock is loose.  (86357-S17271) (50/150)

2670. ARDESA PENNSYLVANIA PERCUSSION LONG RIFLE serial #775160, .50 cal., 40 3/8” barrel with a near excellent bore
exhibiting a few isolated areas of oxidation.  This octagon barreled rifle retains about 97% of its chemically applied brown finish with some
light silvering at the muzzle and on the lock plate.  The brass mounted furniture and inlays remain bright overall, with a few isolated areas
of tarnish present.  The one piece stock appears to be walnut and is in near excellent condition with a few light handling blemishes.  The
rifle features a brass cap guard, double set triggers, adjustable rear sight and blade front sight.  The wood ramrod has a brass ferrule on
one end for seating the ball and the other end is covered with electrical tape.  This is a nice looking rifle with lots of potential for the begin-
ning primitive shooter or hunter.  (86270-7) (ANTIQUE} (400/600)

2671. NUMRICH ARMS MINUTE MAN PENNSYLVANIA FLINTLOCK LONG RIFLE, .45 cal., 39” octagon barrel with an
excellent bore.  Overall, about 97% of the blue finish remains on the barrel with one small oxidation blemish present and the lock retains
95% of its white finish with some light oxidation blemishes.  The hardwood stock is in near excellent condition with scattered light dents
and scratches.  This single trigger rifle has brass mounted hardware and patch box, and the end ramrod ferrule is missing.  This rifle is
equipped with a wood ramrod with brass mounted ferrule at one end.  This would be a great starter rifle for the primitive enthusiast.
(86282-5) {ANTIQUE) (300/500) 

2672. REDFIELD SCOPE LOT This lot consist of one Redfield Widefield 1 3/4 – 5x20MM scope with clear optics featuring a duplex reti-
cle.  (86465-1A)

2673. LYMAN SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a Lyman Alaskan 2 1/2x20mm scope with clear optics.  The metal surfaces of the scope retain
about 90% finish with some flaking of the finish around the ocular lens, the right side of the scope toward the objective lens and the high
edges.  The turret bases are marked “All Weather” and a set of Redfield rings are mounted on the scope.  The scope is equipped with an
excellent condition leather lens cap marked “Alaskan 2.5X”.  Finally a Redfield JR one piece base for a Winchester Model 70 is included
along with three mounting screws.  (86393-112A)
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2674. DAVIS SCOPE LOT This lot consist of a Davis Optics Co. Spot-Shot 30X scope with external adjustments.  The metal surfaces are in
near excellent condition with light operation marks from the scope moving during recoil and light handling wear present.  The scope is
equipped with two recoil spring stops, the keyed forward standard mount; and the rear, externally adjustable standard target mount.  Also
included is a screw-on sunshade and screw-on lens cap for the sunshade.  The optics are very good with slight haziness detected and
difficulty in focusing the cross hairs.  The cross hairs have moved during its life cycle and they now lean slightly to one side.  (86323-9)

2675. UNMARKED FULL STOCK SPORTING PERCUSSION RIFLE, .40 cal., 33” G. R. Douglas barrel with an excellent bore.  The
rifle is equipped with a G. Goulcher marked percussion lock and the metal surfaces have been rust browned.  The finish is fairly even with
some light silvering of the high edges toward the muzzle and some scattered light scratches.  The hardwood stock is in near excellent
condition with light handling wear.  This rifle has German silver mounted hardware, patch box, nosecap and inlays.  This rifle features a
brass cap guard, double set triggers, and hook breech barrel.  The lock is in need of professional services as it does not hold at full cock.
Included is a wood ramrod with brass ferrule on one end and the other end is missing its ferrule.  (86338-11) {ANTIQUE) (200/400)

2676. BELGIUM CENTAURE FLINTLOCK MUSKET serial #49716, .65 cal., 50” barrel with an oxidized bore.  The barrel, barrel bands
and lock are all “in the white” with about 40% covered in oxidation blemishes.  The lock and frizzen are still fully operational and the bar-
rel bears Belgium proof marks.  The full length hardwood stock is in very good to excellent condition with some light flaking of the finish,
scattered scratches, dents and scuff marks present.  This smooth bore musket is equipped with a steel ramrod and two piece leather sling
made out of leather belt.  (85933-15) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)

2677. CONESTOGA RIFLE WORKS FULL STOCK PERCUSSION RIFLE, .50 cal., 35” octagonal barrel with an oxidized and pit-
ted bore.  The metal surfaces are predominately a brown color with scattered dents and scratches especially around the breech end of the
barrel.  The lock is a blue – black color with hammer mostly gunmetal gray.  The brass furniture has turned to a pleasing golden straw color
and remains in near excellent condition.  The lock and the barrel are both marked Conestoga Rifle Works Lancaster PA.  The hardwood
stock is in very good condition with considerable handling marks including dents, scratches with flaking and crazing of the finish.  The
stock pins are poorly fitted and many protrude beyond the wood.  The lock still functions but, the ramrod is obviously not correct for the
rifle as is too short.  These rifles were reported to be economy rifles for the local trade marketed by Henry Leman under his trade name
Conestoga Rife Works.  (86190-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2678. GREEN HALF STOCK SMOOTH BORE FOWLER, 10 Ga., 48” barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore.  About 60%
of the exterior metal surfaces exhibit pitting, dents, scratches and oxidation blemishes.  The lock has been converted from flintlock to per-
cussion and part of the nipple is broken off but fortunately it can still be removed from the bolster.  The walnut stock is in good to very
good condition with visible knot on the right buttstock that has checked into a “T” configuration.  The stock pins are poorly fitted with the
wood proud around many of them and a small crack is visible in front of the lock.  The stock also shows evidence of having been sanded
and an oil finished reapplied.  The ramrod tapers with one end having a .640” diameter metal ferrule to help seat wads in the barrel; and
the other end tapers and is capped with a metal ferrule with a built in worm.  This ferrule is loose on the ramrod and requires attention.
(85871-28) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2679. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON TOPPER MODEL 148A SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN, 12 Ga, 30” full choke barrel with
an excellent bore.  This Topper retains about 70% of its original blue finish with scattered light freckling and oxidation blemishes evident
on the metal surfaces.  The receiver has thinned to a predominately brown color with oxidation blemishes visible.  The hardwood stocks
are in very good condition with scattered dents, scratches and scuff marks visible.  The recoil pad on the buttstock remains in very good
to excellent condition.  (86357-S16976) {C&R} (75/150)

2680. AMERICAN GUN CO. VICTOR PLAIN SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #349567, 12 Ga, 2 5/8” chamber, 30” improved
cylinder choked barrel with a near excellent bore exhibiting some scattered light pitting.  The metal surfaces have largely flaked to a mot-
tled mix of brown, blue and gray with about 20% of the original finish remaining.  The buttstock and forend have been sanded and re-var-
nished but, some of the varnish has started to craze on the both stocks.  The forend has two, 2 1/2” long cracks at the rear and the screws
securing the forend iron assembly to the wood have pulled free.  An H&R recoil pad is poorly fitted to the buttstock and the metal is proud
at the wrist.  (86395-3) (50/100)

2681. SPRINGFIELD MODEL 107B SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN BY J. STEVENS ARMS CO., 10 Ga, 36” full choked barrel
with an excellent bore.  The barrel retains 99% of its original blue finish with some areas starting to thin.  The receiver is a mottled mix of
blue, gray and brown with about 20% of the blue and painted black finish remaining.  The hardwood stocks are in near excellent condi-
tion with light scratches, dents and handling marks present.  The forend screw is missing and ejector / extractor is not functioning.
(86418-13) (50/100)

2682. SPRINGFIELD U.S. MODEL 1896 KRAG-JORGENSON SPORTERIZED BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #63696, 30-
40 Krag, 30” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel retains about 95% of its factory finish with light flaking around the muzzle
that has turned to a brown hue with some thinning evident along the barrel especially by the barrel band.  The receiver retains about a
50% mottled mix of factory blue finish, browns and gunmetal gray.  The buttplate is now gunmetal gray with some light freckling present.
The original stock has been cut off ahead of the first barrel band but is in near excellent condition overall.  There are some light handling
marks and the stock displays several dents and nicks.  The stock still bears a crisp cartouche with J. S. Adams initials and 1898 date. The
firing proof cartouche behind the trigger guard is present but worn.  A 1 1/4” leather sling exhibiting light wear and crazing is included as
is a Type 2 oiler.   (86383-2) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)

2683. BRITISH ENFIELD NO. 1 MK 3* SPORTERIZED BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #75891, 303 British, 24 1/2” barrel with
an excellent, bright bore.  The barrel retains about 90% of its factory blue finish, but displays scattered silvering and handling wear.  The
receiver retains about 75% of its painted finish with silvering and chipping of the high edges.  The factory stock has been replaced with
an aftermarket black synthetic Monte Carlo stock that rates near excellent.  The rifle features quick detachable sling mounts and includes
a single 10 round magazine.  The original iron sights are still present and a Bushnell Sportview 3-9x40mm scope with clear optics has
been mounted on a Weaver base.  This rifle should make a good economical deer gun.  (86357-S17155) (100/200)

2684. REMINGTON U.S. MODEL 1917 ENFIELD SPORTERIZED BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #518139, 30-06 Springfield,
26” barrel with an excellent, bright bore.  The metal surfaces retain about 97% of its original blue finish with some minor handling marks
visible.  The receiver demonstrates a minor lathe error, from hasty war-time production, forward of the factory markings.  The magazine
spring and follower are detached from the internal magazine but are included with the rifle.  The military stock has been replaced with a
custom walnut blank that has been roughed out and bedded into an American style pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece and an oversized
beavertail forend.   The stock requires more shaping and finishing to complete it.  The forward barrel band and stock band are loose on
the barrel and will have to be removed.  The original sights are still intact and the barrel and receiver have crisp ordnance bombs and Eagle
inspector marks.  (86020-157) (75/150)
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2685. BELGIAN FLOBERT ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 22 rimfire, 22 3/4” octagon barrel with a very good but pitted bore.  The metal
parts are a predominately brown finish with a few light scratches present and some silvering evident on the receiver and trigger guard.
The checkered wood stock rates good with numerous scratches, dings, several holes, some minor chips and substantial cracking in vari-
ous locations.  These cracks are located along the top and bottom of the stock and there is a screw on the forend probably used for an
expedient repair.  The full cock notch no longer holds the hammer and the firing pin is frozen in the breech block.  Overall, this should
make a nice wall hanger.  (86271-3) {C&R} (20/50)

2686. WINCHESTER MODEL 52 BOLT ACTION RIFLE serial #31014, 22 LR, 28” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The bar-
rel and receivers metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with silvering at the muzzle, a few light freckles and a couple of light handling
marks.  The triggerguard and magazine plate retain 50% blue with the rest thinning to a gray-brown patina.  The walnut pistolgrip stock
rates excellent with a few light handling blemishes.  This rifle features a rear peep and target front sights and scope mounts on the bar-
rel.  There is no bolt or magazine included.  (126420-5) {C&R} (300/500)

2687. UNMARKED BELGIAN SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 RF 22” octagon barrel with a moderately pitted bore.  The metal surfaces are
a dark brown patina with some light pitting.  The checkered pistolgrip stock is in good condition with multiple handling blemishes.  There
is a hex-headed screw holding the stock to the barrel and a new chrome screw on the trigger guard.  This rifle needs mechanical atten-
tion.  (126321-2) (20/50)

2688. QUACKENBUSH SAFETY SINGLE SHOT RIFLE 22 RF, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal surface retains 95%
nickel finish with scattered impact marks, flaking on the frame turning to a brown patina, some light pitting and remnants of tape on the
barrel.  The pivoting breech has faded to a gray-brown patina.  The Swiss style buttplate retains 70% nickel with the areas of loss turning
to a brown patina.  The walnut stock rates very good to near excellent with multiple light handling marks.  (126431-1) {C&R} (300/500)

2689. HARRINGTON & RICHARDSON MODEL 58 TOPPER SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #AR248150, 12 Ga, 3” cham-
ber, 28” modified choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The barrel retains 90-95% original blue with scattered light oxidation and some
light freckling.  The frames case-hardened colors are near excellent with some light spotty oxidation.  The oil finished pistolgrip walnut stock
and forearm are also near excellent with a few light blemishes and a crack on the left side of the buttstock.  (126357-S17277) (50/100)

2690. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN 12 Ga, 28” full choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The
barrels metal surface retains 97% original blue with minor handling marks and a few scattered spots of oxidation.  The case-hardened col-
ors on the frame rate very good to near excellent with some fading to gray on the bottom of the frame.  The pistolgrip walnut stock and
forearm rate very good with multiple minor handling blemishes, a couple of impact marks, and a crack in the left side of the buttstock run-
ning back from the lower tang.  (126473-23) {C&R} (50/150)

2691. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #TRIU, 12 Ga, 28 1/4” cylinder choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore.  The barrel retains 90% original blue fading to a brown patina with some light handling marks.  The frames case-hardened
colors rate very good with some fading to gray and light freckling.  The pistolgrip walnut stock and forearm rate near excellent with some
light handling abrasions, minor impact marks, and an added finish.  (126453-21) (50/150)

2692. JAPANESE KRESGE SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #8810, 12 Ga, 28” full choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.  The metal
surfaces retain 80% original blue with scattered oxidation and freckling, and a few spots of light pitting.  The hardwood stock and forearm rate
good to very good with a piece broken off of the forearm, multiple light handling blemishes, and a thinning finish.  (126252-21) (20/50)

2693. SPRINGFIELD ARMS 1929 MODEL SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #16300B, 12 Ga, 30” full choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore.  The barrels metal surface retains 90% original blue with scattered light oxidation and a few light handling marks.
The frame is a tarnished nickel with areas thinning to gray and other oxidized areas that have turned brown.  The refinished pistolgrip stock
and forearm rate near excellent with a couple of light handling blemishes.  (126380-11) {C&R} (40/80)

2694. IVER JOHNSON CHAMPION SINGLE BARREL SHOTGUN serial #80588, 12 Ga, 30” cylinder choke barrel with a near
excellent bright bore with some light pitting.  The metal surface is an oxidized brown patina with light pitting.  The pistolgrip walnut stock
rates good to very good with multiple light handling blemishes, a chip in the heel of the buttstock, and a crack running back from the bot-
tom tang.  (126252-11) {C&R} (25/50)

2695. LOT OF SIX BOOKS  First is a 592 page illustrated soft cover title Gun Traders Guide twenty fifth edition, published by Stoegers,
copyright 2002 in very good condition.  Second is a 122 page illustrated periodical titled Shooting Times, dated Oct 1980 in very good
condition.  Third is 400 page soft cover title Guns of the World, edited by Hans Tanner copyright 1972 in good overall condition.  Fourth is
a 288 page illustrated soft cover title the Gun Digest Book of Combat Handgunnery, by Jack Lewis and Jack Mitchell, copyright 1983 in
good overall condition.  Fifth is a 256 page illustrated soft cover Handgun Digest, by Dean A Grennell, copy right 1987 in very good over-
all condition.  Sixth is a soft cover title Lyman Black Powder Handbook, edited by C. Kenneth Ramage, copyright 1975 in very good con-
dition.  (105458-1E)

2696. LARGE TWO-BARREL
SLUG GUN BY LLOYD RESOR ,52 cal. & .45 cal., 27" dodecahedron barrels with bright fine bores.  The barrels bear overall plum
brown patinas with very light silvering along the high edges and scattered light scuffs and blemishes.  The tru-muzzles are in-the-white and
the frame and triggerguard retains a dull gun metal gray finish.  The plain left-handed pistolgrip Monte Carlo style walnut stained fiddleback
maple stock with raised cheeckpiece rates fine with a handful of light dings and dents.  The stock is equipped with a bright aluminum grip-
cap and a White-Line dried crazed grooved rubber shotgun style buttplate.  The rifle includes a turned cylindrical brass benchrest and a in-
the-white steel false muzzle.  The nipple bolster is missing from the .52 caliber barrel and the smaller .45 caliber barrel is unvented.  Both
barrels are equipped with target blocks and weigh 36 lbs. respectively.  Lloyd Resor had the reputation of being the premier slug gun maker
in the 50's until he quit making them around 1975.  A rather neat and interesting under hammer percussion benchrest slug gun.  Please
note: Due to size and weight of barrels extra shipping will apply.  (56020-330) (800/1200)
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2697. FIE CBC MODEL SB SINGLE SHOT SHOTGUN serial #1358374, 410 bore, 26” full choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 60-70% original blue with areas of moderate to heavy oxidation, and some light spotty oxidation.  The hard-
wood pistolgrip stock and forearm rate good with a flaking finish on the buttstock and several mild handling blemishes on the forearm.
(126357-S17230) (20/40)

2698. LOT OF KNIVES  Three total first is a Kukri style knife in a wood and leather wrapped scabbard.  The 11" full tang blade has been
ground and the wooden shaped handles are pinned with three brass rivets.  The blade shows remnants of what might be FCF markings
but they are partial and hard to read.  Second is a Brazilian manufactured Bolo with sheath.  The blade shows grind marks and light oxi-
dation staining but remains in very good condition, included is a vinyl sheath in good overall condition.  Third is an unmarked full tang short
sword measuring 21 1/2" overall with a 16 1/4" double blade.  The sword is in very good condition and
comes with a wood and leather sheath that is missing half of the leather and the throat.  (105458-5B)

2699. U.S. MODEL 1860 CAVALRY SABER BY MANSFIELD & LAMB 34 1/2" blade is
marked on the obverse ricasso "U.S./ C.E.W./1864" and on the reverse ricasso "Mansfield/ &/
Lamb/ Forrestdale, R.I." in an oval.  The blade has only a few small nicks and is very clean with
much of the original polish remaining.  The leather wrapped grip shows light crazing but is miss-
ing only a small piece at the pommel and the wire binding is intact and tight.  The brass pommel
is also inspector marked "C.E.W." and the three branch guard has a nice dark goldenrod patina
with a slight bend to the outer branch.  The original steel scabbard has a nice brown patina with
several small spots of light oxidation staining and the drag is inspector marked "C.E.W" as well.
A very nice example of a Civil War Union Cavalry Saber by one of the scarcer manufacturers.
(56211-1)                                                                                                               (400/600)
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•   All absentee/telephone bidder invoices are mailed within a few days of the sale, are due upon receipt, and are to be paid either by
cash, check or credit card. All items not paid for within 20 business days from sale date shall be considered abandoned as well as
any deposit that was made on those items and Amoskeag Auction Company, Inc. shall have sole discretion as to their disposal.
NOTE: If paying by cash or check, the buyer's premium will be a discounted 15% versus 17.5% for those paying by credit card.

IF YOU FAX YOUR BID SHEET INTO OUR OFFICE, 
PLEASE CALL TO CONFIRM THAT WE DID RECEIVE IT.  THANK YOU. 603/627-7383

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE

DIRECTIONS
FROM SOUTH: Rt. 93 North to Rt. 101 West in Manchester to Rt. 293 North to Exit 5 (Granite Street). At end of ramp
go right onto Granite Street to first set of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec
Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up on the left. OR Rte. 3 (Everett Turnpike) North through Bedford tolls then off
at Exit 5 (Granite Street). At bottom of ramp go right, take first left onto Commercial Street, 1/8 mile on left.  FROM
NORTH: Rt. 93 South to Rt. 293 South to Exit 5 (Granite Street), at end of ramp turn left onto Granite Street to first set
of lights. Go left on Commercial Street and we are located in the Waumbec Commercial Center, which is 1/8 mile up
on the left. ELEVATOR: Go around to the back of the building (river side), there is a set of three stairs with a glass door,
enter the lobby through the door that is marked "ELEVATOR", go to 3rd floor and follow signs. STAIRS: Enter South
entrance, go up stairs and follow hallway and signs.

Viewing will be available from Monday, March 10th through Friday, March 28th, by appointment, as well as on the day of
sale from 7:30am to 2:00pm. We do have a few select evenings available for viewing and those times and dates can be
obtained by calling our office. 
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